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This thesis investigates the topics related to the estimation of Teacher Ef-
fectiveness (TEs) and School Effectiveness (SEs). With regard to TEs, the focus
is on the predicted teacher impact on improving academic achievement when a
student from the median (or the mean) of the achievement distribution is exposed
to a more effective teacher. Regarding SE estimates, we explore the evolution
of SEs over a specific period of time. In both cases, we base our estimations on
the Chilean education system, from which we have exclusive access to very rich
datasets.
Our main objectives are summarised as follows: (i) to consistently estimate
TEs and SEs using Value Added Models (VAMs), studying the most common
estimation approaches used in the literature, and the required assumptions on
which they are founded; (ii) to provide the first TE estimates for the Chilean
educational context; and (iii) to investigate the evolution of SEs, identifying what
factors are associated.
The thesis is organised into five chapters. In Chapter 2, we present a de-
tailed review of TE estimations based on typical Value Added Models, which are
derived from a general achievement function (GAF). We then discuss some estima-
tion methodologies and the validations of the estimations found in the literature.
In Chapter 3, we present the data and describe how it is organised, placing spe-
cial emphasis on the selected sample cohorts and the performance measures used
through the thesis. In Chapter 4, we test for evidence of non-random assignment
of pupils to classrooms (or teachers) in the Chilean context, in order to examine
the random assignment assumption imposed in most of the VAMs.
For Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, we choose the VAM that enable us to estimate
TEs and SEs simultaneously. We employ the Maximum Likelihood estimation
(MLE) methodology and obtain predictions of teacher and school effects from
the estimated empirical Bayes (EB) distributions. In both chapters, we discuss
the assumptions required to consistently estimate our TE and SE measures using
this method. We usually conduct the estimations under two VAM specifications,
one with a preset value of the persistence parameter λ, and another with an
unrestricted value of λ.
The results suggest that teachers are more able to generate a larger impact
on Maths than on Language scores. If a pupil from the median of the standardised
examination scores distribution were exposed to 1 standard deviation (SD) more
effective teacher, she will move up around 9 percentile positions in Language and 12
percentile positions in Maths, in terms of the pupils’ ranking by subject. Regarding
the SE estimates in the long run, we find that neither downward nor upward
trajectories of SEs are explained by differences in observed characteristics, apart
from pupil academic performance. We find evidence that trajectories of school
xv
effectiveness are associated with the proportion of High (or Low) quality teachers,
based on our estimated TEs.
We conclude that teachers are important in improving pupil academic per-
formance, and that the level of teacher quality within schools is related to the
stability and trajectories of school effectiveness in the long run.
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Motivation
It is commonly accepted in the field of economic study that education plays an
important role in determining economic productivity and growth. Regarding the
accumulation of human capital, a key factor in the individual learning process is
schooling. Schools are a very complex system where students, parents, teachers
and principals mutually interact. Every component within the system contributes
to create what we call the educational context, which is a fundamental determinant
in the development of pupils performance, teachers skills and the whole education
experience.
Different educational contexts may favour or hinder the pupil’s learning
process. Exposure to an unfavourable context is highly costly for both individual
students and for wider society. Thus, it is important to understand how to shape
the educational context so as to enhance, as far as possible, the individuals learning
and the acquisition of human capital.
Education is a direct mechanism to address inequality issues because it may
generate social and economic intergenerational mobility (Dearden et al. (1997)).
Society, in general, benefits when education reaches a wider range of the popu-
lation, especially less-advantaged people. Differences in quality of education may
exacerbate current income and opportunity gaps. Blanden and Machin (2010)
suggest that initial academic differences between pupils whose parents have high
levels of education and pupils whose parents have low levels of education are likely
to increase due to the impact of the ongoing exposure to a more advantageous
environment provided by the highly educated parents.
Educational studies have proposed a huge variety of policies intended to
improve educational quality, particularly for more disadvantaged schools. These
policies include: investment in infrastructure, additional staff training, teacher
specialisation in subjects or study areas, incentive pay schemes, and reduction in
the number of pupils per class. These differences also generate inequalities, in
terms of opportunities, for the most vulnerable children who are regularly associ-
ated with low quality schools.
Hence, we consider it extremely important to find out the most cost-effective
solutions to enhance education quality in contexts where more is needed. The
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literature has not totally agreed which of these policies are more effective. Krueger
and Whitmore (2001) suggest that the reduction from a medium class size (22-
25 students) to a small class size (13-17 students) would boost achievement test
scores by a standard deviation (SD) of 0.2 the equivalent of an increase in scores
of 5 to 7 percentage points. However, findings regarding the effects of class size
on achievement are not uniform. Hoxby (2000) finds no significant impact on
text scores when reducing class size, while Rockoff (2004) reviews the literature
of class size effects estimation obtained from field experiments and suggests a
circumspect interpretation of causal effects conclusions. Hence, these estimations
may be misleading, depending on the context. For example, in ChileUrquiola and
Verhoogen (2009) finds that a smaller class size is not necessarily associated with
higher academic performance.
Our results from Chapters 5 and 6 suggest a similar magnitude of gains
in academic achievement when a pupil from the mean of the performance dis-
tribution is exposed to a teacher who is one standard deviation more effective.
However, we must be cautious when interpreting these results with design of pol-
icy in mind; the magnitude of the effectiveness, and potential differences among
specific programmes might be difficult to compare.
This paper is organised as follows: In Chapter 1, we offer an introductory
description of the key characteristics of the Chilean educational system, the setting
for our analysis. The Chilean school system provides a valuable context for study-
ing educational issues; Chile was one of the first countries to implement a national
school voucher system, and Chile also has a very detailed data set available. The
Ministry of Education (Mineduc) manages students, teachers and school registers
making possible to keep tracking them on yearly basis.
In Chapter 2, we present a detailed review of Teacher Effect (TE) esti-
mations based on common Value Added Models (VAMs) found in the literature.
Using a general cumulative education production function, we construct a general
achievement function (GAF); from this function we are able to derive four VAMs.
We discuss the required assumptions and typical estimation methodologies for
these models.
Chapter 3 introduces the multiple sources of the Chilean school system data
set on which we base our investigations throughout the thesis. We describe the
available performance measures, and we discuss how we handle cases in which
some availability constraints surface.
In Chapter 4, we test for students-to-teacher non-random assignment within
schools in the Chilean school system. This is the most important assumption on
which most VAMs are founded. We focus on the potential student grouping in
4th and 5th grades based on previous academic achievement. Here, we use reduced
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mini panels that allow us to track students over an appropriate period of time.
Chapter 5 presents our estimation methodology of teacher effects for the
Chilean school system. We describe the strategy to simultaneously estimate not
only teacher effects but also school effects, and unobserved student heterogeneities.
To our knowledge these are the first teacher Value Added measures for the Chilean
school system, and they provide an interesting comparison for the estimations
undertaken in different institutional environments and technical contexts of the
existing literature. Although we obtain teacher and school effects measures, in
this chapter we mainly focus on the predictive differences of teacher’s impact on
pupil academic performance under different VAM estimations.
In Chapter 6, we expand our analysis by examining school effectiveness in
the long run, and the composition of teacher type within schools. Moreover, we are
particularly interested in the evolution of school effectiveness, and the factors that
might explain positive or negative trajectories in the school quality classification
over the years.




The Chilean school system
The Chilean school system is composed of a pre-school stage (nursery to kinder-
garten), leading to primary and secondary schools. Schools can provide education
from pre-school levels (e.g. pre-kindergarten and kindergarten) through secondary
schools. Most of the schools provide both primary and secondary education, al-
though some offer either primary or secondary only.
Secondary education has been mandatory since 2003 and from 2014 the
pre-school stage became compulsory; thus pupils start school around the age of 3.
Therefore, the Chilean school system ensures universal and free access education
from age 3 to approximately age 18.1
The pupils age and the corresponding grade are presented in Table 1.1,
where we show how primary education consists of eight grades, and secondary
education consists of four grades. These 12 years are known as the KS-12 system.
Schools can be either state owned or private institutions, but irrespective
of this distinction, all schools must teach minimum standards as set out in the
national curriculum , which is designed by the Ministry of Education (Mineduc).
The following section describes the institutional organisation of the Chilean
school system for the last 30 years.
1.1 School system organisation
Among developing countries, Chile was the first to introduce a school voucher
programme. Chile is also a pioneer in implementing vouchers at a national level.
1These policies have implied an increase the government’s budget on education. Some ev-
idence of that is shown in Cox (2004): “Public expenditure on education in Chile went from
2.4% of Gross Domestic Product in 1990 to 4.4% in 2001, rising on average more than 6% yearly.
Education’s prime importance to individuals and government was clearest in the magnitude of
the new resources invested in this sector, as Table 5 reveals. Public expenditure in education
almost tripled, going from USD 907.8 million to USD 3.017 billion (in constant dollars) from
1990 to 2002; per student spending rose accordingly”.
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By the early 1980s, only the Netherlands had a nationwide school voucher system;
subsequently Chile and New Zealand adopted a national voucher system, and they
were followed later by Sweden and Hungary in the early 1990s (Patrinos (2000);
Ladd (2002)). In other countries, such as the United States, from 1990s, several
school voucher programmes were designed and implemented at state or city levels.
Hence, the Chilean education system, with its universal voucher programme, has
been under the gaze of policymakers and academics around the world.
Generally speaking, the voucher consists of a fixed amount of money per
pupil enrolled, paid directly to schools. Voucher supporters argued that the system
would promote private schools in order to provide improved educational services
to a wider spectrum of students. In theory, on the supply side, existing and
new schools would provide a good quality education in order to compete for pupil
enrolment (Friedman (1955, 1997)). On the demand side, parents would be able
to choose between Municipal and Private schools in order to find the best feasible
option in terms of quality, costs and accessibility.
1.1.1 The supply side
In Chile, the voucher programme was part of larger educational reform introduced
in 1981. In the wake of the implementation of the rReform act, the system has
since been composed of three types of schools: (i) Municipal schools, are state-
owned schools, but with a decentralised local (municipal) administration. The
most important decisions regarding allocation of municipal resources are made by
mayors and their councils, while the income received from the vouchers is managed
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by the school’s principal; (ii) Private Voucher schools, they are privately owned
and managed establishments, which receive public funding via vouchers per pupil
enrolled. They can also raise extra funding by charging parents a limited amount
of fee, private donations, or via other targeted public educational programmes;
(iii) Unsubsidised Private schools are privately owned and administered establish-
ments. They do not apply for any public funds.
The three types of schools are different in significant ways when it comes
to the rules of governance. Municipal schools face more constraints in terms of
student selection and staff-hiring decisions. In theory, Municipal schools are not
allowed to select students, and their staff contracts are ruled by the National
Teacher Statute (NTS), leaving principals with less flexibility to control salaries,
or to offer other types of pay schemes. In contrast, the other two types of schools;
(Private Voucher and Unsubsidised Private schools) are free to select students,
based on admission exams or any other criterion, and their hiring process is more
flexible as it is only ruled by the National Labour Code.
The differences in the management restriction between Municipal and Pri-
vate schools might suggest that most-effective schools attractive high quality stu-
dents also attract the most-effective teachers by offering them higher salaries.
Richer Municipalities might also compete for better students and teachers as they
can provide additional resources to their schools. Unfortunately, we are unable
to observe salaries in the private sector or additional payments to teachers in
some Municipal schools; however, this is an issue important issue to be considered
throughout the analysis.
The introduction of the voucher programme markedly increased the number
of private schools. However, studies of whether quality itself has been enhanced
across all types of school as a result of the competition among schools present
mixed findings (McEwan and Carnoy (2000); Hsieh and Urquiola (2006)). There
is no evidence that definitively shows that Private Voucher schools perform better
than Municipal schools. Today, more than 30 years after its implementation, the
Chilean national school voucher programme, its benefits, and the potential adverse
consequences are all still under discussion.
1.1.2 The demand side
School choice is one of parents main concerns, and despite the increased number of
schools they can consider as a result of the introduction of the voucher programme,
the decision is still far from straight forward. Traditional Municipal schools and
the most prestigious private schools are highly selective, even if Municipal schools
are not supposed to be allowed to select pupils. However, the most sought-after
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Municipal schools only serve from 7th grade onwards and thus do not affect our
analysis of earlier primary grades (e.g. 3rd and 4th grades).
The fundamental decision of which school pupils attend begins in early
years when choosing primary schools. This is either because most of the well-
known private schools have fewer vacancies in later years, or because traditional
Municipal schools select students via admission exams .
Under this framework the perception of school quality plays an important
role in school choice. The only publicly available indicator of school quality is the
school league tables obtained from the Sistema de Medicin de la Calidad de la Ed-
ucacin (Education Quality Measurement System known by the acronym, SIMCE),
a standardised national examination. Even though the SIMCE is not designed to
construct school rankings, SIMCE results nonetheless are usually interpreted to
compare schools directly.
1.2 Standardised National examination (Simce)
Since its implementation in early 1980s, students take the Simce exam every year
but not in every grade. Initially, students take the exam only in 4th, 8th and
10th grade alternately, although the test has expanded over the years so that
students take it more frequently. For example, from 2005 onwards the 4th grade is
constantly taken and recently new grades and subjects (e.g. Science and History)
were incorporated. From 2012, 2nd grade started being evaluated and currently,
since 2013 pupils take the exam in 4th, 6th, 8th and 10th grades. It is important to
note that our available information is from 2003 to 2012.
The Simce is administrated by external examiners from the Ministry of
Education (Mineduc). The Simce is administrated by external examiners from
the Mineduc. The students take the exam in a familiar environment, that is,
in their school, classrooms, and with the same classmates. The only differences
between the national and school exams might be the formats and presence of an
external examiner, who invigilates the National Exam, and who is responsible for
the attendance sheet. A minimum pupil attendance on the day of the exam must
be met in order for results to be publicly released.2
The Simce scores are publicly available at school and grade levels, but not
at individual or classroom levels (in the event that a school has more than one class
per grade). Both, principals and parents know how well the school is performing
2The Simce scores are officially reported if some requirements are satisfied. Among these
requirements are: (i) a minimum number of pupils (six per class) must take the exam; (ii) the
average school marks of students who are absent on the day of the exam must not be lower than
the average of students who attend that day. If there is any irregularity in the Exam process
the results are considered invalid and they are not then released.
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on average for every grade-cohort that took the exam, but they do not have access
to individual scores. The individual Simce scores, to which we have access, are only
available for academic purposes, and a formal application must to be submitted
to work with them.
Fortunately, all data sets provided by the Mineduc and respective agencies
are linked by a unique student, teacher and school by unique identifiers.
1.3 Chilean Education Reform
The Chilean Education Reform Act was introduced in 1981 and is the basis of
the current education system. In this section, we describe the Reform and some
posterior modifications, especially the most-relevant and latest education policies.
The administration and funding of state schools were decentralised, giving
autonomous control to local government. Municipalities thus began to take charge
of state schools, from then on called Municipal schools. The administrative mech-
anism to decentralise public funding to Municipal schools is via vouchers, in the
form of a fixed amount of money per enrolled pupil.3 However, some other sources
of supplemental funding from Municipal resources could be used, along with fund-
ing from other focused Governmental policies, such as free meal programmes.
The main objective of the Chilean Education Reform was to improve the
access to and quality of education by introducing increased competition between
state owned school and some of the private schools via individual voucher subsi-
dies. The Private Voucher schools were created since then. In the new and open
education market all schools have incentives to attract and retain students, in or-
der to assure public or private funds. Parents are, in theory, free to choose schools,
as there is no residential restriction to attend schools from different municipalities.
The implementation of the Reform caused a considerable change in the or-
ganisation of the education system. As of 1981, three types of schools provide
education services in primary and secondary levels. We classify the schools as fol-
lows: (1) Municipal schools: those schools whose administration was transferred
from the Mineduc and depend on the local governments or municipalities. They
received the same amount of voucher per pupil enrolled.; (2) Private Voucher
schools: privately owned schools whose administration is also private (can be re-
ligious or secular) but receive fiscal funding from the per-student voucher system
3The individual voucher was designed as a specific multiple of a basic unit called Unit of
Educational Subsidy (USE). This multiple has to be the same for Municipal and Private Voucher
schools, but it could vary according to different types of service (e.g. Primary, Secondary,
Technical or Differential Education Schools ). The range of its value can go from 50 to 150
per month approximately (Source: Educational Value Subsidy - December 2009. Ministry of
Education Chile).
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(e.g. the Priority Scholar Subsidy (SEP)); (3) Unsubsidised Private schools: pri-
vately owned schools that do not receive public funds, and rely on tuition fees
charged as their main source of funding.
Examining the evolution in the market composition, we see that the par-
ticipation of state school in 1981, before the Reform was enacted, it was around
78 percent while the private sector only had 22 percent. After 10 years, in 1991,
the distribution of students had changed. Almost 60 percent of students were en-
rolled in Municipal schools ; 32 percent were in the Private Voucher schools ; and
8 percent were in the Unsubsidised Private schools.4 By 2007, the distribution
had again changed: the number of students enrolled in Municipal schools had
decreased to 46 percent of total enrolment, Private Voucher schools participation
had grown to 45 percent, and enrolment in Unsubsidised Private schools had re-
mained unchanged with at 9 percent. The majority of years for which data are
available, suggest that the distribution appears to have stabilised, with only small
changes from Municipal to Private Voucher schools affecting the distribution.5
1.3.1 Modifications post Reform
Since the reform was implemented in the early 1980s, some modifications have
been made, especially during the 1990s. Even though the competitive educa-
tion system has been retained, the government increased the amount of resources
spent in education on less favoured pupils, developing both universal and targeted
programmes.
Some of the new policies implied different sources of funding. In 1993
the Shared Funding System (SFS) was introduced, and Private Voucher schools
were free to join. The SFS allows schools to charge parents extra tuition fees
without losing the total value of the voucher. Participant schools would reduce
the amount of money received per voucher, depending on the additional amount
of fees charged. The maximum fee allowed is around four times the value of a
voucher, and under the co-payment tier the voucher would be decreased up by to
its 40 percent. The introduction of the SFS could be considered very successful,
as almost 40 percent of the Private Voucher schools converted to the new system
by 1996.6
Simultaneously, the Municipal schools also get financial assistance from mu-
nicipalities and from the Mineduc given targeted programmes, mainly designed for
the most vulnerable students. Those specific programmes increase the real edu-
4From the share evolution graph presented in McEwan et al. (2008).
5Refer to Chapter 3. Data description. In Table 3.7 we show the distribution of students by
type of school dependence from 2003 to 2012 using our available dataset.
6See Sapelli and Vial (2002)
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cation expenses and reward those institutions with higher academic achievements
within a comparable contextual group. Therefore, Municipal school budgets differ
among and within municipalities.
Municipal schools cannot select students, and they can reject applicants
only when their maximum enrolment capacity has been reached (and it has to
be proved). In contrast, Private Voucher schools are able to select students by
admission exams, interviews, enrolment fees and any other criterion. The pupil
selection also occurs when approximately 67% of Private Voucher schools charge
an additional fee under the SFS scheme.
Teachers from Municipal schools are represented by a centralised union
which negotiates salaries and benefits for them. Whereas teachers from Private
Voucher schools are hired under regular private contracts, providing more-flexible
wages and benefits. As our research interest is in teacher and school effects,
it might be interesting to study whether different teacher employment contracts
could have an impact on teacher effectiveness on pupil academic achievement,
although we do not have this information.
1.3.2 The latest educational policies
The Priority Scholar Subsidy (PSS)
The Priority Scholar Subsidy (PSS) Law, enacted in February 2008, offers addi-
tional economic resources to schools with the most socioeconomically disadvan-
taged students. The extra funding is assigned to improve educational quality in
schools where it is expected to be most costly to teach and generate students
achievement gains. School participation in this programme is voluntary, but once
the school decides to join it has to fulfil certain legal requirements.7
Because the programme consists of increasing the amount of the voucher
per priority student, extra funding depends on the number of priority students en-
rolled in a PSS-School. The priority classification is obtained via specific criteria
which is annually revised. Municipal and Private Voucher schools’ participation
depends on the number of priority students enrolled in their schools, and their will-
ingness to follow the administrative recommendations instructed by the Ministry
of Education.8
7Referred to Priority Scholar Subsidy (PSS) Law, from the document LEY DE SUBVEN-
CION ESCOLAR PREFERENCIAL (SEP). LEY No. 20,248, Febrero 2008.
8Sequential criterion for categorising Priority Student Rights enrolled in SEP-Schools: (i)
They do not pay fees when the school is subject to the Shared Financing System; (ii) Priority
Students cannot be expelled, and if they repeat a grade, they should be retained in the school;
(iii) The School commits to improve their academic results; (iv) The School gets extra funding
to elaborate and implement an Improvement Educational Plan.
The SEP-School commit to: (1) Present and execute an Improvement Education Plan, elab-
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PSS-Schools have to show improvement in the academic performance of
priority students. So, the expectation of succeeding in this challenge determines
their participation. The additional amount of subsidy per student depends on
the PSS-School category, and it could mean an increase in the amount of the
individual voucher up to 56%. A second criterion is related to the concentration
of priority students within school. Schools in which priority students represent
at least 60% of the total enrolment could apply for an extra 30% increase in the
voucher.
Extensions for the Standardised National Exam (Simce)
• From 2010, the Simce for Sports and Physical Activities is taken by students
in 8th grade in order to evaluate the physical condition of students, and to
document differences across schools.
• From 2011, the Information and Communications Technology (ICT) Simce
Exam started to assess the different ability levels related to ICT. Students
take this exam in in 10th grade.
• From 2012, a new Reading Simce Exam is given to students in 2nd grade in
an effort to enable early identification of any reading difficulties.
Additional Supporting Programme
In 2011 a voluntary supporting programme was created for low achievement Mu-
nicipal and Private Voucher schools. The Share Support Plan (SSP) (Plan de
Apoyo Compartido - PAC) offers principals the opportunity to work jointly with
a specialised team from the Mineduc to design and develop strategies that improve
the Simce scores in 4th grade. The target is students from Kindergarten to 4th
grade in low achievement schools. Currently, more than 1,000 schools participate,
representing approximately 210,000 students and 6,000 teachers.
Compulsory increase in teaching Language hours
From 2012, there is a mandatory increase of 240 hours in Language (yearly) in-
struction from 5th to 10th grades, and 320 hours in Maths instruction in the same
orated mainly by the principal; (2) Establish academic attainment goals, particularly to those
classified as priority students; (3) Inform to the community about the programme; (4) publicly
present a yearly report of the SEP resource usage; (5) Formalise the activities of School Council,
Teachers Council, and Parents Centre; (6) Incorporate artistic activities besides and/or cul-
tural and sports activities; (7) Incorporate artistic activities besides and/or cultural and sports
activities; (8) Resign to select pupils in admission process.
Source: SEP Brochure, prepared by Ministry of Education Chile, November 2011.“Folleto




From 2014 Pre-Kindergarten and Kindergarten education should be provided in
every school, ensuring universal and free access from age 3. Kindergarten is now




Teacher Effects and Value-Added
Modelling:
A review of specifications and
estimators
Abstract
In this chapter we present a detailed review of “Teacher Effects” (TEs) es-
timations based on common Value Added Models (VAMs) found in the literature.
From a general cumulative education production function, we derive a general
achievement function (GAF), and show how the four most common VAMs can be
derived by imposing various restrictions.
We then discuss three different approaches to estimate TEs in these models:
Approach 1, which relies only on observable teacher characteristics; Approach
2, which uses teacher dummy variables to identify teacher effects; Approach 3,
which assumes TEs are randomly drawn from a particular distribution. Then,
we review the literature based on the last two approaches, which are the most
common approaches.
The third part of this review is based on the validation of TEs estimates
and the predictability of teacher rankings, depending on the educational context.
The VAMs have to be validated because every study has its own context, and it
is important to assess how trustworthy TE predictions are under different con-
textual environments. Most of the validation studies conclude that under random
assignment of teachers to classroom there are not considerable differences between
estimators, once one controls for enough student, teacher and school characteristics




2. Value Added Models (VAMs)
3. Teacher Effectiveness in VAMs
4. Literature review of teacher effects estimators
5. Teacher effects impact: Standard deviation (SD) of teacher effects
6. Conclusion
2.1 Introduction
Human capital acquisition is considered as a dynamic cumulative process, which is
commonly expressed by an education production function where student achieve-
ment is explained by pupil, teacher and school characteristics (e.g. Hanushek
(1971); Todd and Wolpin (2003); Sass et al. (2014)).
Earlier studies have suggested that conventional concepts of school and
teacher quality, such as teacher qualifications and years of experience, are weak
indicators of true “School Effects” (SEs) and “Teacher Effects” (TEs) on pupils’
academic outcomes. For example, Hanushek (1986) recommends that TEs must
be estimated within a Value Added framework that truly identifies the aggregated
value of each teacher on improving average student performance, compared to
other teachers in a similar context (controlling for school, classroom and pupil
characteristics).
Based on Value Added Models (VAMs), more recent investigations (Rivkin
et al. (2005); Aaronson et al. (2007); Buddin and Zamarro (2009)) have proposed
that observed teacher characteristics tend to have low predictive power in forecast-
ing student achievement. The VAMs rely on the concept that TEs must represent
individual teacher skills rather than student average improvements due to pupil
sorting and teacher-to-classroom assignments.
In particular, Rivkin et al. (2005) suggest that most of the teacher con-
tribution to student performance comes from teacher unobserved heterogeneity.
There is not much evidence that teacher observable characteristics have an effect
on pupil academic achievement.1
Students outcomes might be affected by factors other than teacher and
pupil skills. A vast literature suggests that unobserved student heterogeneities are
1Clotfelter et al. (2006) is one of the few studies which found significant impact of teacher
observable characteristics on student academic performance.
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also related to non-cognitive abilities (e.g. Heckman et al. (2006)). These abilities
are also influenced by social skills which are mainly developed within schools.
Hence, the combination of student, teacher and school unobserved characteristics
is expected to have significant impact on academic outputs. However, we only
focus on measuring impacts on individual cognitive abilities.
Within the VAM context, we identify three levels of unobserved hetero-
geneities affecting pupils educational progress. Student and teacher latent abilities
joined in a particular school environment contribute to pupil attainment progress.
Thus, in addition to observable characteristics, it is important to consider all of
these potential unobserved factors when modelling pupil academic performance.
The recent availability of richer data sources, in particular from adminis-
trative datasets, and better access to computational technologies have generated
a considerable increase in education studies. The technical scope is larger, and
now it is possible to estimate TE distributions based on computationally intensive
methods using iterative algorithms. These algorithms allow us to predict teacher
impact, and to construct teacher rankings according to their expected effective-
ness.
In this chapter we present a detailed review of TE estimators based on
popular VAMs. We discuss the most used VAM specifications and estimation
methodologies. We propose a set of restrictions generally imposed to VAMs and
we discuss what type of assumptions authors have claimed in their VAM estimation
strategies.
Basically, we identify three main approaches to VAM estimators: Ap-
proach 1 which is based on observed teacher characteristics only; Approach
2 which is supported by introducing teacher dummies which capture their corre-
sponding teacher effects; and Approach 3 which relies on the assumption that
TEs are randomly drawn from a stochastic distribution.
Then, we show how authors have tried to validate teacher Value Added
measures and teacher rankings based on TE estimates. This analysis is highly
relevant as every study has its own context, and it is necessary to determine how
reliable TE predictions are under contextual environments.
After reviewing most of the current discussion on TE estimations and their
statistical validations, we find that there is not a unique consistent estimation
strategy that can be employed across all contexts. We also find that it is not
advisable to discard VAM specifications and estimators using typical validation
tests when potential non-random assignment of teachers to classrooms occurs.
Therefore, it is still an open discussion of how helpful and reliable TE estimates
are under different scenarios.
The purpose of this Chapter is to provide an updated review of the teacher
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effectiveness literature, and to introduce a general VAM which is also going to be
employed to estimate our own TEs and SEs in later chapters.
The current chapter is organised as follows; In Section 2 we introduce a
general achievement function from which can be derived most of the VAM specifi-
cations used in the literature. Section 3 explains the teacher effectiveness concept
within the VAM and presents the most common estimation methodologies. In
Section 4 we review VAM estimators classified by different estimation approaches,
and we check the discussion of VAM validation. In Section 5 we present some of
the Value Added measures obtained in the literature which can be compared to
our TE estimations presented in Chapter 5. Finally, Section 6 provides conclusions
and further remarks.
2.2 Value Added Models
Our research interest is focused on “Teacher Effectiveness” and the corresponding
TE measures which are usually estimated within a Value Added Model (VAM)
framework. We therefore start with the most commonly estimated VAMs and
discuss how these can be derived by imposing some structural restrictions on the
General Achievement Function. The estimation of TEs will be discussed in the
next Section.
The theoretical model that forms the basis for the Value Added Models
(VAMs) is the one initially proposed by Hanushek (1971), and it relates educa-
tional outputs (achievements), such as Exam Scores, to a set of inputs, current
and historical, provided by family and school characteristics. The model also
includes a component of individual ability, though it is ignored for estimation pur-
poses. Boardman and Murnane (1979) extended the general achievement model
to include unobserved characteristics and discussed the estimation and interpre-
tation of the effects of inputs in the presence of different types of data such as a
simple cross section or a panel. Other empirical papers following this model are:
Todd and Wolpin (2003); Hanushek and Rivkin (2010); Harris and Sass (2014).
These more recent papers also base their VAMs on similar production functions,
assuming that the current student achievement is a function not only of current
educational inputs but also of all past inputs. This lead to the notion of a “Cu-
mulative Production Function” (CPF).
The CPF specifies the achievement Ai,g for child i, who is in grade (class
or year) g, as:




where the vector Xi(g) includes all current and past individual and family edu-
cational inputs. Similarly, the vector Ei(g) includes the entire history of teacher
and school inputs. The input factor αi is assumed to be a time-invariant student
specific unobservable variable (e.g. student genetic endowment), and ε∗i,g can be
interpreted as a measurement error or a component of luck (e.g. an individual’s
bad day or a disruptive environment at the moment of an exam).
Assuming a linear separable function for Ai,g, we transform equation (2.1)






i,rγg,r] + αi + εi,g (2.2)
The vector xi,r contains the individual and family educational inputs, and
ei,r consist of teacher and school inputs in grade r. The coefficients βg,r and γg,r
are vectors representing the impact of each observed variable, in all current and
past grades, on current academic performance. The observable and unobservable
child/family specific components from Xi(g) have been separated out and we have
assumed that there is only one unobserved child specific component αi and no
family-specific unobservable component.
We follow the literature and assume that the effect of αi is grade invariant.
The term εi,g is assumed to be an idiosyncratic iid (independent and identically
distributed) error in the approximation. It is important to highlight the assump-
tion that current inputs not only have an effect on current achievement, but also
continue to have an impact on future achievements too, ceteris paribus.
Although equation (2.2) does not explicitly show it, the school educational
input vector ei,r includes observable as well as unobservable variables. For ex-
ample, these unobservables which are present in two levels, may include: (i) at
the school level characteristics, the ability of the principal, and the availability of
resources; (ii) at class-level variables, teacher ability, and peer characteristics in
the classroom.
The estimation of equation (2.2) requires a very rich data source, and so far,
no one has been able to access this type of data with all historic records, and even
if it were possible, estimation would be computationally challenging. Researchers
have had to impose further restrictions on the parameters to make it estimable.
The important issue that needs to be addressed is whether data limitations and the
restrictions imposed prior to estimation will deliver an estimator that is consistent
for the parameters of interest. A systematic discussion of these issues is presented
in the next subsections.
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2.2.1 Restricted VAMs
We take the GAF from equation (2.2) as a starting point to first discuss the set
of restrictions generally imposed to obtain a manageable Value Added Model for
estimation purposes. Then we discuss specific restrictions on VAMs that have
been imposed in the literature due to data limitations.
The first restriction imposed is that although there are grade-specific effects
of inputs, the persistence of effects on subsequent pupil achievements decays over
time. In addition, it is also assumed that all input factors have the same rate
of persistence parameter λ across periods, and it follows a geometric distribution.
This particular form of decaying has the considerable advantage of enabling us to
rewrite the initial GAF from equation (2.2) with two main components, all current
inputs and a function of the previous years’ achievements.










i,rγr] + εi,g (2.3)
where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1 and βg, = λg−rβr.
Equation (2.3) says, for example, that the effect of last year’s inputs xi,g−1
on Ai,g is λβg−1 and the effect of xi,g−2 on Ai,g is λ2βg−2. This assumption has two
important implications: (i) the rate of persistence is the same for all educational
input factors, and (ii) the rate of geometric decay is constant across grades: hence,
the effect of an input factor in, for example, two previous periods will have the
same effect λ2βg−2 on current grade g achievement, independent of whether the
current grade is 3, 4 or 5.
Thus, considering equation (2.3) for period g-1 multiplied by λ to subtract
both sides of equation (2.3), we get2
Ai,g − λAi,g−1 = x′i,gβg + e′i,gγg + (1− λ)αi + εi,g − λεi,g−1
and we rewrite the above equation as:3
Model 1:
Ai,g = λAi,g−1 + x′i,gβg + e
′
i,gγg + αi + εi,g − λεi,g−1 (2.4)
Equation (2.4) now forms the basis for various VA estimations. This equa-
tion represent the most general case of VAMs, which can be interpreted as indi-
2This trick is used in the Partial Adjustment Models to reduce the number of parameters,
and the demonstration of the transformation is shown in Appendix 2.2.
3WLOG we can write (1−λ)αi = αi. However, as we shall see later, this term will disappear
when λ is set equal to 1 (see Model 3).
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cating that: pupil achievement in a given grade g depends on current and previous
observed and unobserved input factors (including teacher effects).
Before we turn to the estimation of TE, it should be noted that the estima-
tion of equation (2.4) is complicated due to the presence of Ai,g−1 and αi, which
are correlated with εi,g−1. Hence, it requires much more stringent assumptions to
obtain consistent estimators, as we will discuss later in the VAM specifications and
literature review (e.g. Aaronson et al. (2007); Kane and Staiger (2008); Rothstein
(2010); Buddin (2011)).
We next examine what additional restrictions researchers have imposed on
equation (2.4) to enable them to address this issue. Of course, if a valid instrument
for Ai,g−1 can be found, estimation of this equation becomes easier. In that sense,
we present some of the restricted models commonly used as VAMs in the literature.





i,gγg + αi + εi,g (2.5)
Model 3: No decay with full persistence of input factor effects (λ = 1)
Ai,g − Ai,g−1 = x′i,gβg + e′i,gγg + εi,g − εi,g−1 (2.6)
Model 4: Geometric decay with a fixed known persistence parameter λ0,
(0 < λ0 < 1)
Ai,g − λ0Ai,g−1 = x′i,gβg + e′i,gγg + αi + εi,g − λ0εi,g−1 (2.7)
In Model 4, λ is set equal to a specific parameter value to avoid the
correlation problems mentioned above (e.g. λ0 is taken from estimates reported
in the literature).
However, further additional assumptions for the above models are necessary
in order to generate consistent estimators depending on the estimation approach
taken. In the following section we explore in detail the estimation methodology
of TE and the required assumption for each estimation approach.
2.3 Teacher Effectiveness in VAMs
So far, we have included ei,g in the VAMs to capture the effect of school and teacher
inputs that can be composed of both observable and unobservable variables. Sup-
pressing the school specific index, we let Sg and Tj,g be the observed, and sg and
τj,g the unobserved school and teacher characteristics, respectively. The sub-index
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j identifies the teacher, and g the grade in which student i is enrolled in. We now
write teacher and school inputs factors as
e′i,gγg = T
′
j,gpig + τj,g + S
′
gθg + sg (2.8)
The total contribution of teacher j in this model is given by T ′j,gpig + τj,g,
whereas the total contribution of the school in grade g over and above individual
teacher effects, is represented by S ′gθg+sg.
4 How to disentangle both contributions
and, in particular, how to estimate TEs has been a highly debated research ques-
tion in the recent literature (e.g. do we measure teacher effectiveness as T ′j,gpig+τj,g
conditional on school characteristics or should we use another alternative specifi-
cation?).
The idea is that the potential effectiveness of schools and teachers should
not depend on the type of students enrolled in a particular type of school, and
it should not depend either on teacher allocation into sorted groups of students
within schools. True teacher effects should be independent of the contextual and
environmental setting. Only when this occurs we can talk about causal effects
rather than correlations.
For the moment, and just to keep the discussions focussed on TE esti-
mations, we will ignore the additional contribution of schools (S ′gθg + sg) in the
following subsections.5
The most popular methods of estimation have been either Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) or Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE). Whatever is used,
we have to ensure that if unobservable components are present in the estimation
equation, they must be uncorrelated with other included covariates in order to
obtain consistent estimators.
One possible reason for the failure of this assumption is that teachers are
not always randomly assigned to classes. If this is the case, even in the absence of
any other correlation, the unobserved child specific component αi in equation (2.4)
will be correlated with the observed teacher and pupil characteristics, including
past achievements. We discuss this important issue in detail below.6
We next turn to the estimation of TEs using the VAM and discuss the
4Note that we associate teacher j with class j, and there can be more than one class or
teacher j per grade g in the same school.
5Similar arguments in terms of the econometric issues arise in the presence of school ob-
servables and unobservables in these VAMs. However, if teachers and students are randomly
allocated to schools, we don’t have to worry about the school effects.
6It may be possible to include many student and teacher characteristics in equation (2.4) to
capture most of the influence of unobserved αi in the model (Guarino et al. (2014b)). However,
the issue of correlation between past achievement and the lagged equation error is still present
when a rich set of variables is included in the models.
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importance of further assumptions that are needed to obtain consistent estimators.
2.3.1 Estimation of VAMs and TE
Models 1-4 can now be rewritten as
Model 1 (unrestricted λ):
Ai,g = λAi,g−1 + x′i,gβg + T
′
j,gpig + τj,g + αi + εi,g − λεi,g−1 (2.9)





j,gpig + τj,g + αi + εi,g (2.10)
Model 3 (λ = 1):
Ai,g − Ai,g−1 = x′i,gβg + T ′j,gpig + τj,g + εi,g − εi,g−1 (2.11)
Model 4 (λ = λ0, where λ0 is a preset value):
Ai,g − λ0Ai,g−1 = x′i,gβg + T ′j,gpig + τj,g + αi + εi,g − λ0εi,g−1 (2.12)
We first list the main common assumptions that are required for all ap-
proaches to modelling TEs, and then we discuss the specific assumptions required
for each specific approach.7
Assumption A1. Strict Exogeneity of covariates conditional on
unobservables:
E[εi,g|past, present and future values of (x, T, S), αi, τj, sg] = 0.
This assumption implies that all covariates are strictly exogenous condi-
tional on all the time invariant unobservables. This statement is about the condi-
tional mean of the time-varying idiosyncratic error term εi,g. In certain cases, it
might be possible to relax this strict exogeneity to sequential exogeneity whereby
the conditioning is only carried out in terms of current and past values of the
covariates and not in terms of future values. Hence, when the lagged dependent
variable, such as Ai,g−1, is included in the VAM, it satisfies sequential exogeneity
rather than strict exogeneity.
Also note that the variables relevant to other students are assumed not
7Note, we have already assumed εi,g to be iid.
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affected by the outcome of student i.
Assumption A2. Random assignment of students to teachers
(or classrooms)
This assumption states that all student variables are uncorrelated with all
teacher variables. It is important to highlight that just having random allocation of
teachers to classes may not be enough to yield consistent estimators of parameters
of interest in the above models. We need to ensure that all unobservables factors
in the estimation equation are uncorrelated with all observable covariates included
in the model, in order to obtain consistent estimators.
We now turn to the discussion of three general approaches that have been
used for modelling and estimating TE, and we discuss the additional specific as-
sumptions that are needed to obtain consistent estimators in each case.
Approach 1
Early investigations were focussed on identifying high quality teachers using ob-
servable characteristics only (Hanushek (1986)). This approach assumes that a
very rich data source is available to account for the full effects of teachers on
achievement using a variety of teacher characteristics, i.e. we can ignore τj,g in the
above models.
Under Assumption A1, OLS estimation of Model 3 either with a pure
cross-section that has one single observation on the previous score (Ai,g−1) or with
panel data, will produce consistent estimators. We can also use OLS to estimate
Model 2 and 4. However, if we only have a single cross-section with the previ-
ous grade achievement, we will need the additional assumption A3.1 due to the
presence of αi.
Assumption A3.1. Expected value of student heterogeneities is
equal to 0, conditional on observables:
E[αi|past, present and future values of x, T ] = 0.
Note that we have omitted τj from the conditioning variables for this par-
ticular approach. If the model estimated contains the student unobservable factor
αi, in case it cannot be eliminated prior to the estimation, then A3.1 becomes
crucial. This is because αi might still be correlated with student covariates even
if we assume that teacher and student variables are uncorrelated because of ran-
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dom allocation of student to teachers as stated in A2 , although conditioning in T
would not be needed.
On the other hand, A3.1 is not requiered if we have multiple observations
on achievement for each student, as we can use within-group transformation to
eliminate αi prior to the OLS estimation. Also note that conditioning on T would
not be needed either if students and teachers are randomly assigned to each other
as A2 states.
Due to the presence of lagged achievement Ai,g−1 and εi,g−1 (see equation
2.9) we cannot estimate Model 1 parameters with OLS. However, an instrumental
variable (IV) estimation can be used if a suitable instrument is proposed for Ai,g−1.
Recent results suggest that traditional measures of teacher quality, such as
additional teacher qualifications and years of experience, do not generally make a
significant contribution to improving student performance. Therefore, it would be
crucial to allow for unobservable teacher characteristics in these models (Rivkin
et al. (2005); Aaronson et al. (2007); Buddin and Zamarro (2009)).
Approach 2
This approach replaces the observable and unobservable variables by a set of bi-
nary indicators for teachers, the so-called “Fixed Effects” (FE) approach. The
main advantage of this approach is that we do not need to worry about possible
correlation between unobserved (or unaccounted for) teacher characteristics and
the rest of the variables included in the model because teacher indicators will
control for these latent variables.
VAMs can now be estimated by OLS (also known as the Within-Group
Estimator (WG)). The same estimator for TE can also be obtained using the
following equivalent procedure where we first obtain the residuals from an OLS
regression of teacher dummies on all of the observed covariates and then regress
the test scores on these residuals.8 This estimation requires multiple observations
8This result is due to Frisch-Waugh Theorem which shows the following:











2 which is the symmetric idempotent
(projection) matrix, i.e. M2M2 = M2 and, M2X1 is the residual from the regression of X1on
X2. It is therefore clear that the above is also equivalent to a two-step procedure where we carry
out a regression of X1 and y, on X2 to obtain the residuals M2X1 and M2y in the first step
and then regress the second set of residuals (M2y) on the first set of residuals (M2X1) to obtain
the same estimator. Because of the property of M2, we can also obtain the same estimator by
regressing y on M2X1. In our example X1 is the set of “teacher dummies”.
Note that estimating y = X2β2+v by OLS and then obtaining the residuals (M2y) in step one
and then regressing this on X1 to obtain an estimate of (β1) will not give the right βˆ1 since the





1M2y).This latter procedure is sometimes used for the estimation
of TE and is known as Average Residual (AR) estimator. For example, the first stage residuals
will be regressed on a set of teacher dummies which is equivalent to taking the teacher averages
of the residuals (See Guarino et al. (2014b) for a discussion of this and other related points).
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for each teacher if we want to control for SEs too.
The OLS estimator of βg in Model 3 under A1 will be consistent. How-
ever, in order to use OLS to estimate βg in Model 2 and 4, we will also require A2
and A3.1 to hold. Note, OLS will give consistent estimator of the effects of co-
variates but not of the TEs since the estimator of TEs suffers from the “Incidental
Parameters Problem” (Neyman and Scott (1948)).
The consistency property is considered with respect to the number of stu-
dents per teacher going to infinity, which cannot happen. The OLS estimation of
Model 1, even under assumptions A1-A3.1 will not provide consistent estima-
tors due to the correlation between Ai,g−1 and εi,g−1. Nevertheless, the estimator
of TE would be unbiased.
Approach 3
Here the model specification explicitly accounts for the unobserved teacher effect
τj,g and assumes this to be randomly drawn, with either including or excluding ob-
servable teacher characteristics. This estimation methodology is typically known
as the “Random Effects” (RE) approach because teacher effects are treated as ran-
dom effects. Common estimators for this approach are the Feasible Generalised
Least Square (FGLS) and the Maximum Likelihood Estimator (MLE). Additional
assumptions are now needed to obtain consistent estimators of the above models.
Due to the presence of τj,g, we now require some assumptions regarding the
relationship between this and the rest of the variables in the equation model to
obtain consistent estimators. Then, a new version of A3.1 must hold under this
approach.
Assumption A3.2. Expected value of student heterogeneities is
equal to 0, conditional on observables and unobservables:
E[αi|past, present and future values of x] = 0.
If A2 holds, we do not need to condition on T or τ in A3.2 . Nevertheless,
for estimators following this approach we additionally need to impose A4 .
Assumption A4. Expected value of teacher effects is equal to 0,
conditional on observables and unobservables:
E[τj|past, present and future values of T ] = 0.
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If A2 holds, we do not need to condition on x and α in A4 .
The common FGLS and MLE estimators rely on the assumption that
teacher and student unobserved heterogeneities are drawn from distributions with
homoskedastic variances and independent of each other.9 It is also customary
to assume these unknown distributions to be Normal for the use of maximum
likelihood methods.
As before, Models 2, 3 and 4 can be estimated using FGLS or MLE. Under
assumptions A1-A4 (and Normality assumption for MLE) the estimators will be
consistent. If model assumptions hold, this approach will provide more efficient
estimators relative to the Approach 2 (Maddala et al. (1997); Guarino et al.
(2014a)).
In summary, one can either include teacher binary indicators (the so-called
FE approach) or treat the teacher unobservable characteristics as random effects
(RE approach) with or without including teacher observable characteristics. The
RE approach using standard techniques (FGLS or MLE) will not yield consistent
estimators if any of the random unobserved components is correlated with included
variables in the model.
2.3.2 Teacher effects (TE): One-Step vs Two-Steps esti-
mations
If the FE methodology (Approach 2) is used, the TE would be predicted using
the estimated effects of the binary indicators. On the other hand, if the RE
methodology (Approach 3) is followed estimating the VAM model using FGLS, a
best linear unbiased prediction (BLUP) of the TE is made. The BLUP estimator
in the linear model with teacher random effects, is the Empirical Bayes (EB)
estimator of the TE which is also known as the Bayesian shrinkage estimator
which we discuss in the following subsection.
This estimator shrinks the initial estimator towards the overall mean, and
that is the reason it is called Two-Step estimation of TE.10 The adjustment made
depends on how noisy the TE estimates are. For example, when the number of
students per teacher is small and her individual error variance is too high, the TE
measure becomes less informative, then her TE estimates is shrunk towards the
overall mean. The shrinkage estimators can also be calculated when the model is
9Even if the unobserved teacher heterogeneity is assumed to be a random draw, one can still
estimate the model using Within-Group estimation including teacher dummies. TE estimators
will be unbiased but not efficient as the best linear unbiased estimator (BLUE ) is the GLS
estimator.
10The main reason given for this is that the reliability of TE estimates may not be good due to
relatively small number of observations per teacher, which by construction cannot asymptotically
tend to infinity.
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estimated by MLE, in which case this is the known as the MLE-EB estimator and
it is equivalent to the expected mean of the posterior distribution of τ given the
data and the Maximum Likelihood parameter estimates.
However, note that the model assumptions to generate a consistent estima-
tor using FGLS or MLE methods need to be satisfied. In particular, the failure
of non-random assignment of students to teachers might make these procedures
invalid.11 We discuss these issues in the next subsection.
It is important to highlight that the weight of the shrinkage factor not
only depends on the number of observations per teacher, but also depends on
how informative the total variance of teacher effects is, with respect to the total
variance of the model. If the variance of the teacher effects is relatively high
compared to the total error variance, it becomes less informative. Hence, the
shrinkage factor increases, making the TE estimates closer to those obtained with
One-Step estimations (or unadjusted estimates).
Within Group (WG) estimators (Approach 2) and Average Residual (AR)
estimators (see footnote 9) can also be shrunk, and hence called Two-Step esti-
mations of TEs. For example, TE estimates obtained from an AR estimator are
shrunk from their original estimation based on model variance. Shrunken TE es-
timates obtained from initial AR estimators are called SAR or AR-EB. Similar to
MLE-EB, the AR-EB is also known as a type of empirical Bayes estimation.
It has been shown that the results obtained by these Two-Step estima-
tions are similar to the the One-Step Iterative Bayesian procedure, and both are
preferred to the classical estimation or One-Step approach (OLS, MLE) without
adjustment to their initial estimates (Maddala et al. (1997)). Within the class of
Two-Step estimations, if there is non-random assignment of teacher to classroom
then the TE estimates obtained under Approach 3 are less biased than those
obtained by Approach 1 (Guarino et al. (2014a)).
An obvious concern here is whether the assumptions (e.g. the particular
distributional assumptions used in the MLE and the orthogonality of errors to
covariates) that are needed to obtain a consistent estimator when using likelihood
techniques are valid or not.
As our later estimations in Chapter 5 and 6 will be focused on the MLE-EB
estimations, in the following subsection we explain the empirical Bayes estimation.
Here we try to understand under which context the empirical Bayes estimation
was developed, and we describe its estimation process with a simplified version of
the Value-Added model.
11When the number of students per teacher tends to infinity, the BLUP/EB estimator will
tend to the FE estimator of the TE (Robinson (1991)).
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2.3.3 Empirical Bayes estimation
The empirical Bayes estimation of teacher effectiveness (TE) has become very
popular within the VAM literature and other related topics, although the concept
of predicting random effects have been discussed since early 1980s (Morris (1983);
Robinson (1991))
As the data are usually organised in clusters, the effects of these groups
on a particular subject could be estimated by two alternatives approaches: (a)
fixed effects, and (b) random effects. Whether to treat clusters as fixed effects or
random effects depends on the question we want to answer with our model, then
a suitable estimation methodology must be defined.
In those cases where the cluster or unobserved heterogeneity effects are
not our main interest, and we want to control for potential bias when they are
correlated to other explanatory variables, is recommendable to treat them as fixed
effects. The common estimators in these cases are the Ordinary Least Square
(OLS) with a dummy identification variable per group, and the Within-Group
(WG) estimator which estimates mean deviations within groups in a panel data
framework.
Alternatively, if we are interested in making inference on clusters effects
and its dispersion is relevant for our analysis, we should treat the unobserved
heterogeneity as random effects. Prediction of random effects can be made from
different perspectives (e.g. Bayesian methods, empirical Bayesian, and frequentist
prediction/estimation).
In pure Bayesian framework, all covariates are considered random, and ob-
jective parameters (mean and variance) of prior distributions are required. Then,
multiplying the prior densities with the maximum likelihood estimation we de-
rive the posterior distribution. All inference regarding predicted random effects is
made from the posterior distribution of the Bayesian estimation.
On the other hand, empirical Bayes estimation considers the prior distribu-
tion as unknown, and uses the available data to estimate it. Therefore, empirical
Bayes approach involve Bayesian concepts in a frequentist framework, where the
estimation of random effects requires the recovery of the distribution of estimated
parameters.
The linear regression models which combine fixed effects and multivariate
random effects are known as: Bayesian hierarchical models, Mixed models, Linear
random-intercept models, and Multilevel generalised models, among others. How-
ever, all of them are Random Effects models that can be estimated by the same
methodologies mentioned above.
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Empirical Bayes estimation in a simplified framework




i,jβ + τj + εi,j (2.13)
xi,j corresponds to observable covariates with β fixed effects for student i, taught
by teacher j. Where i = 1...N and j = 1...J . In a matrix representation we have
y = xβ + Γ +  (2.14)
In the Bayesian approach the predictor for τj, will be given by the posterior
density function:
f(τj|y,x; β) = f(y|τj,x; β)f(τj)∫
f(y|τj,x; β)f(τj) dτj (2.15)
Following Bayes Theorem and assuming all densities are proper probability
densities functions, such us f(τj) > 0 and
∫
f(τj)dτj = 1, we have that the pos-
terior distribution of τj conditional on the data is proportional to the conditional
likelihood times the prior density distribution:
f(τj|y,x; β) ∝ f(y|τj,x; β)f(τj) (2.16)
Given that the prior distribution of parameters is unknown, estimating
teacher effects by traditional Bayes methods is unfeasible. However, using the
empirical Bayes approach is possible when the model parameters are treated as
known, and they are equal to those obtained with the maximum likelihood esti-
mation (MLE). That means E[βˆMLEj ] = βj, then the posterior distribution can be
constructed or estimated.
Thus, the empirical Bayes prediction of teacher random effects will be the
expected value of the empirical posterior distribution.
τˆEBj = E[τj|y,x; βˆMLEj ] =
∫
τjf(y|τj,x; βˆMLEj ) dτj (2.17)
Assuming a multivariate normal distribution structure for random effects
Γ ∼ N(0, σ2τIN), and error terms e ∼ N(0, σ2e)IJ . In addition to the classic
assumptions for random effects models such as; strict exogeneity E[e|x,Γ] = 0,
and independence of unobserved heterogeneity with respect to other explanatory
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variables E[Γ|x] = E[Γ] = 0. We get that the conditional expectation of the vector




Under this framework (linear model and joint normality assumptions) we
obtain the same estimators of σ2τ and σ
2
e using MLE. Therefore, the best linear
unbiased predictor (BLUP) will be the same as the mean of empirical Bayes pos-
terior.
The empirical Bayes prediction is:







is know as the shrinkage factor, which shrinks the MLE
estimate towards the mean of prior distribution, in our case 0. The shrinkage
factor is also considered as a “reliability” of the τˆMLEj measures obtained from the
total residuals of cluster j or y¯j − x¯jβˆMLE.
The empirical Bayes predictions shrinks the maximum likelihood estimation
τˆMLEj when the reliability decreases. That means if; (i) the number of observations
per teacher decreases, or (ii) the variance between teacher estimates decreases
with respect to the total variance of the model. In the first case teachers with less
observations will be adjusted toward 0 or prior mean. The second case there is
less evidence of heterogeneity between clusters and the estimates adjustment will
be made toward 0.
When the reliability increases, the empirical Bayes estimates rely more on
the cluster information per group. That happens when the number of observation
per teacher increases or the total variance of the model decreases with respect to
the variance between group.
However, no matter what type of approach we use to estimate VAMs;
whether fixed effects or random effects, it is important to address the main econo-
metric issue to fulfil the exogeneity assumption of other covariates. In the absence
of possible or valid instruments, researchers have used one of the two approaches
mentioned above.
We next turn to possible causes of failures of the exogeneity assumption of
included covariates in equations from Model 2 to 4, induced solely by non-random
assignments of students to schools/teachers and teachers to schools.
2.3.4 Causes of non-random assignment
One of the main concerns in the above estimations is to do with the non-random
assignment of students to schools or teachers, and of teachers to schools. If there is
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non-random assignment, the unobservable components from equation (2.9) αi, τj,g
can be correlated not only with each other, but also correlated with other included
covariates. We discuss the effects of non-random assignments on the properties of
estimators.
The three possible sources of non-random assignment are:
1. Student-to-school: Even if the allocation of student into schools were
made by lottery, there is a potential source of endogeneity because of selection of
schools by parents. Parents can also choose to reside in an area where the most
suited school is. Authors usually include as many pupil and family background
variables as possible to control for this type of selection, assuming there is no other
unobserved source of endogeneity driving the student to school allocation.
2. Teacher-to-school: It is more difficult to prove random assignment in
this case or finding valid mechanisms to identify non-random allocation of teacher
to school. Teachers can respond to principals’ offers and change school to get a
better matching. The complexity of this matching process can generate sources
of endogeneity that can only be avoided if there is a centralised agency randomly
allocating teachers to schools. Therefore, authors either assume that assignment is
due to time-invariant unobserved factors that can be controlled through including
school dummies, or it is simply assumed that there is no correlation between
teacher and school unobserved factors.
3. Student-to-teacher (or student-to-classroom): This source of en-
dogeneity has been explored more in depth than the other two. Some authors have
proved that several sources of non-random assignment happen in real educational
contexts (e.g. Dieterle et al. (2015)). Others have proposed statistical tests to
check whether there is evidence of non-random assignment (e.g Rothstein (2010);
Kinsler (2012)), where sorting can be identified from the students’ or teachers’ side.
Students or teachers can be sorted based on observable or unobservable
characteristics. However the bias in TE estimators depends on whether teachers
are randomly assigned to students or not. For example, even if students are
grouped into classrooms but teachers are randomly assigned, estimates of teacher
effects might be unbiased if the source of sorting is controlled. On the other hand,
if students are randomly assigned but teachers have been sorted based on their
ability or effectiveness, then TE estimates might be biased.12
Even if assignment depends only on observable and measurable characteris-
tics that can be included in the model, the mechanisms might vary across schools
and time. Therefore, there is always a source of potential bias when non-random
12One example of non-random assignment on student-teacher matching is; positive/negative
ability of students matched to positive/negative effectiveness of teachers.
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assignment occurs. The only case where it might be possible to eliminate most
sources of endogeneity is when TEs are estimated in an experimental or simulated
data framework (e.g.Kane and Staiger (2008); Guarino et al. (2014b, 2015)).
In the following section, we present a representative and specific review of
papers related to TE estimations and discuss possible problems with their esti-
mates. Our analysis puts special emphasis on the estimation methodologies and
related assumptions.
2.4 Literature review of teacher effects estima-
tors
In this literature review, we consider some of the most recent papers related to
teacher effectiveness estimates using Approaches 2 and 3.13
In the first group (Approach 2), authors prefer not to make the crucial as-
sumption of uncorrelatedness and independence of the unobserved TEs with other
included covariates such as is proposed by A4. Instead, a set of teacher dummies
are included in the model. On the other hand, the second group (Approach 3), is
based on the assumption that TEs are drawn from a stochastic process and follow
a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance σ2τ , in addition to A4.
Sometimes, as we will see below, the authors write down a Value-Added
model without directly deriving it from a GAF as we did earlier. Hence, it is
difficult to know what kind of restrictions they are imposing in their VAM to link
it back to our GAF. In particular, our derivation implies a moving-average (MA)
error term for Models 1, 3 and 4. However, in the literature reviewed here, most
authors do not allow for a (MA) error in their VAM equations.
2.4.1 Authors following Approach 2
Value-Added models for estimating teacher effects became very popular after the
Tennessee Value-Added Assessment System (TVAAS) released its measures of
teachers’ impact on academic performance during the nineties (Sanders and Horn
(1994); Sanders and Rivers (1996); Sanders and Horn (1998)). This estimation
was based on the test scores obtained by pupils in the Tennessee Comprehensive
Assessment Program (TCAP). The objective of the TVAAS was to identify sepa-
rately the effects of teacher and school on the pupil’s learning process, and provide
a yearly report of teacher Value Added estimates (publicly available). Teacher VA
13We do not include early literature based on Approach 1 as it has been shown that ob-
served teacher characteristics are not good predictors of TE. Hence, these estimators founded
on Approach 1 have not been used lately.
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estimates were generated for teachers who have taught at least one of the specific
subjects tested in the TCAP from 3rd and 12th grade.
William L. Sanders (jointly with other authors) carried out a series of stud-
ies to test different VAM specification for the TVAAS. Initially, Sanders and Horn
(1994) proposed a VAM including historic academic performance, while all student
background and school contextual covariates were excluded from the model.14
As a response to critics, with respect to the lack of control variables, partic-
ularly socio-economic and demographic student background variables, Ballou et al.
(2004) extended the original study. These authors assume non-decaying effects of
input factors (λ = 1) as shown in Model 3. They also introduce student char-
acteristics such as race and free lunch entitlement at individual and school level.
Referring to our VAM specification from equation (2.11), the modified model takes
the following form.
Ai,g − Ai,g−1 = x′i,gβg + τj,g + εi,g − εi,g−1 (2.19)
where τj,g are considered fixed teacher effects. Inclusion of these fixed effects will
take care of possible correlation between τj,g and xi,g due to potential non-random
assignment of teacher to classrooms. The authors use a two-step estimation strat-
egy to estimate the TE. They first estimate the coefficients βg by regressing the
gains in score (Ai,g − Ai,g−1) on xi,g. The residuals per teacher are recovered by
averaging over the student scores in her class. Finally these are adjusted by a
shrinkage factor. This is the SAR/AR-EB method discussed earlier.
The results of the modified TVAAS model which controls for student back-
ground, do not differ considerably from the original TVAAS.15 Approximately
5,000 teacher Value-Added measures were estimated. Defining a classification of
effective and ineffective teachers given a specific criterion, the authors show that
the classification made under the two approaches (original and modified TVAS) is
highly correlated (above 0.9).
It is important to highlight that the original TVAAS is more flexible than
this modified version, as it is able to predict TE with similar results and less data
requirement (all included covariates).
Aaronson et al. (2007) estimate TE for Chicago Public Schools. They focus
on students and teachers from 9th grade to obtain Value-Added measures. The
specification slightly differs from other VAMs where teacher dummy variables τj,g
are included in the model because 9th grade teachers are mostly specialised in
14We will discuss, in detail, some aspects of this paper in the next subsection when we present
VAM estimators under Approach 3.
15The original TVAAS model will be discussed in the following subsection when we review
papers which used Approach 3 to estimate TEs.
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subject (SS) teachers. In order to account for some students having two different
teachers in two different semesters, they also allow the TE to vary by semester
taught in grade g. The indicator variable dg = 1 if there is another teacher (indexed
by j′) who had taught the student in the same grade. To account for potential
correlation between teacher effectiveness and time-invariant school characteristics,
the authors also include school FE (sg).
16
Ai,g = λAi,g−1 + x′i,gβg + τj,g + τj′,g ∗ dg + sg + εi,g (2.20)
The VAM specification includes a rich set of student, classrooms and neigh-
bourhood covariates which may account for some correlation between TE and
observed student characteristics. However, the consistency of the estimator still
relies on the strict exogeneity assumption A1 (note the presence of past score in
the set of regressors and the omission of εi,g−1).
The data for the estimation came from a sample of student observations
from 1997 to 1999. Using a set of sample selection criteria, such as a minimum
number of students per class (15 pupils), the number of maths teachers was reduced
from 1,132 to 783. The methodology used to estimate equation (2.20) was OLS
and an adjustment of the TEs using a shrinkage factor was applied to the estimated
variances of TEs and sample error (σ2τ , σ
2
ε).
Regarding the bias generated by potential non-random assignment of teach-
ers to classrooms based on academic performance, Aaronson et al. (2007) compare
current test scores dispersion with counterfactual dispersion based on lagged test
scores.17 The comparisons of test score dispersions did not show any significant dif-
ference between current real teacher assignment and random counterfactual classes
based on lagged test scores. The result suggest that real classes in 9th grade are
closer to random counterfactual classes than sorted counterfactual based on test
scores.
Authors also compare the ranking of teachers provided by the adjusted (or
shrunk) Value-Added estimates from Approach 2, with the ranking obtained
from the full model estimated by FGLS (Approach 3). Both measures were
found to be highly correlated (above 0.9), but only when the model included SE
16We have suppressed the school sub-index identifier for simplicity.
17The authors consider current dispersion of test scores in 9th grade classes and compare
them with dispersion of counterfactual classes based on 8th grade test scores. The counterfactual
classes refer to classes assigned artificially (or hypothetically constructed) based on 8th grade
scores, or based on 6th to 7th and 7th to 8th gains. The perfect sorted counterfactual classes
are formed grouping students based on their test score ranking; grouping high performers in
one class and low performers in other, in relation to their respective cohort within the school.
The random counterfactual classes are randomly constructed among the students within the
school-grade cohort, without considering previous test scores or score gains.
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either as fixed effects or random effects. That is, the ranking of teachers was very
sensitive to whether the school fixed effects sg were included in the model or not.
There is another stream in the VAM literature which relies on the indepen-
dence assumptions of TE with respect to observed and unobserved variables and
which is supported by A4 . The next subsection reviews some of the most relevant
papers based on this framework.
2.4.2 Authors following Approach 3
The first TE estimations of the TVAAS motivated the discussions and further
research on the most recent VAM estimation methodologies. The original TVAAS
model proposed by Sanders and Horn (1994) was specified using the following
equation (notation adjusted to match ours):
Ai,g = x
′
i,gβg + τj,g + εi,g (2.21)
Authors did not have access to observed student characteristics. Therefore,
they used district level average scores as a representation of the school system
performance and τj,g represents the teacher random effect. It is assumed that
τj,g and εi,g are independent and identically distributed (iid) Normal random
variables.
Under this framework, TE estimates are presented as the best linear unbi-
ased prediction (BLUP), which is calculated adjusting the Maximum Likelihood
estimates (MLE) obtained from the model in equation (2.21). This is the MLE-EB
discussed earlier.
McCaffrey et al. (2004) present a general model and apply that to a sample
of data on 678 student achievement scores in a suburban district in the US. The
student scores covered grades 3-5 from five elementary schools. They start with
a general model that is similar to our general achievement function (GAF) from
equation (2.3). After some modifications, we can rewrite their general specification









λ¨rsr + εi,g (2.22)
There are two main differences between equation (2.22) and the GAF in
equation (2.3):18 (i) the omission of individual student level heterogeneity αi,
18Note that there could be more than one teacher per grade r, where r = 1...g, but we
suppress the teacher sub-index in equation (2.22) to simplify its notation.
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and (ii) the inclusion of persistence parameters λ˙ for teacher effects (τr) and λ¨
for school effects (sr), which are different to each other and no restrictions are
imposed on how these change over time. This is in contrast with our VAMs, where
the persistence parameter λ is assumed to be a common factor parameter which
is constant across time. They further assume that the teacher and school level
random effects as well as the idiosyncratic error ε, are all iid random variables and
distributed as N(0, σ2τ ), N(0, σ
2
s) and N(0, σ
2
ε) respectively and are all independent
of each other.
The model is then used to test for different restrictions implied by other
models that have been used to estimate TEs in the TVAAS program (e.g. Sanders
and Horn (1994) and Ballou et al. (2004)). The results obtained from the MLE
show that models with and without covariates generate similar teacher value-added
estimates obtained from MLE-EB. However, the estimations might be biased if
there is non-random assignment of teacher to classroom based on the omitted
variables.
The authors conclude that the inference made on TE estimations have to
be prudent as they require assumptions that may not hold in real situations. The
reasons for the failure may be due to lack of information with respect to non-
random assignments of teacher to classroom, and the difficulty of controlling for
all possible settings in a non-experimental context.
Similarly, Rockoff (2004) estimates TEs employing data from elementary
schools in two districts within a New Jersey county in the US, during the pe-
riod 1989-90 through 1999-00. The school sample was composed of nearly 10,000
students and 300 general teachers.19 Because there is only one teacher per class
grade-year, TE estimations and classroom impacts cannot be separately identi-
fied. The achievement measure variable is the national standardised exam which
is taken at district level.
If we modify our VAM from (2.10) in Model 2, including the teacher
experience function f(Expj) proposed by the author, we can rewrite the VAM as
Ai,g = x
′
i,gβg + f(Expj) + αi + τj + si,g + εi,g (2.23)
The teacher experience function is specified as a monotonically non-decreasing
function, which stops increasing after a specific threshold (Expj) of years of expe-
rience. Unlike previous VAM specifications, Rockoff (2004) includes fixed effects
for school-year pairs si,g to control for school effects across time, limiting the
19General teachers are those who teach all subjects to the same classroom through the grade-
year (at least Maths and Language).
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teacher Value-Added interpretation to comparisons within schools and within a
year. However, in terms of assumptions, the author follows the previous literature
and assumes that teacher effects τj are random and iid. The model is estimated
using MLE and the TE predictions are obtained using EB posterior distribution
(MLE-EB).
Regarding the source of bias caused by potential non-random assignment of
teacher to classrooms, the author relies on official district information which states
there is no sorting of student based on achievement or abilities. To support this
hypothesis, he also applied a falsification test where classroom dummy variables
were not significant predictors of previous pupil’s scores. We explore this type of
falsification test (Rothstein (2010)) in the next subsection.
Within the RE approach, Jacob and Lefgren (2008) evaluate whether some
principals are able to identify and classify teacher effectiveness within schools. The
authors estimate a VAM for a school district in a western state in the US. The
sample selected from the elementary schools contains 201 teachers who taught core
courses (Language and Maths) from 2nd to the 6th grade in the 2002-03 academic
year.
A survey was conducted during February 2003, where principals were asked
to evaluate teachers in different dimensions such as; motivation, pupil engagement
and pupil academic progress. They compare TE estimates with subjective personal
evaluations taken from this survey administered by the authors.
Some of the difficulties faced by the authors is that the exam results were
not reported as a score, but as a percentage of items answered correctly. In
addition, the information collected from the survey of the principals was coded
on a subjective scale rate from 1 (inadequate) to 10 (adequate). Both measures,
individual attainment and principal’s perception, were normalised to have a mean
0 and standard deviation equal 1 in order to make them comparable. The authors





j,gpig + τj,g + sg + ζt + αi + εi,g (2.24)
where xi,g corresponds to student characteristics, Tj,g are classroom level covari-
ates, τj,g represents random teacher effects, sg school fixed effects, and in addition
to our VAM the years fixed effects ζt.
20
Equation (2.24) is estimated by MLE and authors obtain TEs using the EB
method (MLE-EB). They found that the correlation between TE estimates from
the VAM and the teacher quality perception from the survey to be positive (0.37
Maths, 0.55 Language). In addition, authors propose non-parametric techniques
20Note that years t can be expressed in terms of grade g.
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to estimate the association between these two different perspectives.
Buddin (2011) follows both RE and FE approach, although he only presents
results for the RE approach arguing that results were very similar in both cases.
The Value Added measures are estimated with and without assuming indepen-
dency of teacher effects A4 ). The author provides Value-Added measures for
over 11,000 teachers in the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD). The
sample of observations was taken from students and their respective teachers dur-
ing 2003-04 to 2009-10, from 2nd to 5th grade.
Academic performance is measured using standardised scores at grade level,
from the California Standards Tests (CST). The preferred VAM specifications
consider the achievement variable in levels and include the lagged achievement
scores as a control variable, such as Model 1 in equation (2.4). No allowance for
student specific unobserved heterogeneity was made, and the overall equation error
εi,g was not represented as a MA error. Two separate equations were specified for
estimating TEs and SEs:
Ai,g = λAi,g−1 + x′i,gβg + τj,g + εi,g (2.25)
Ai,g = λAi,g−1 + x′i,gβg + sg + εi,g (2.26)
Both models estimate teacher τj,g and school effects sg respectively, using
EB method after estimation of the equations by Feasible Generalised Least Square
(FGLS). The FGLS procedure involves a 2-stage estimation, where the first stage
simply provides residuals from the OLS estimation, and the second stage estimates
the structure of teacher (or school) heteroskedasticity, in addition to the error
component variance. If assumptions A1, A2, A3.2 and A4 hold, the FGLS
estimator would be biased but consistent and a more efficient estimator than a
WG estimator.21
The author suggests that TE estimates work well identifying broad groups
of teacher rather than making one-to-one comparison of teachers. Defining groups
at the top and at the bottom of the TE distribution, it is possible to state whether
a group of teachers is less or more effective in improving student academic perfor-
mance.
We reserve a special section within the RE approach to discuss one of the
most well-known papers related to teacher effectiveness. Its results have strongly
influenced political discussion in the US regarding the importance of providing
high quality teachers.
21The author also relaxes the teacher effects independence assumptions A4 to estimate Value
Added measures. Under this approach, they estimate the VAM by OLS including teacher-
year dummy variables. The author found no significant differences in teacher effects estimates
applying this method compared to the FGLS.
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Comments on Chetty et al. (2014a)
The authors focus on the estimation of TEs with a standard VAM model and check
for biases in estimated TEs due to potential non-random assignment of students
to classes and also teachers to schools. The data used relate Maths and English
test scores in grades 3-8 from a large urban school district, with individual student
and teacher identifiers which make it possible to use both as panel elements.
They modify the standard VAM model that considers a fixed TEs to allow
for changing TEs over time due to the fact that their data spans a very long time
period (1989-2009). Since the model and the estimation methodology is different
to the ones we have discussed earlier, we present this model and method in detail
now.
We use i and t as the student and time indexes. The teacher index j for
student i can be thought of as j = j(g(i, t)) where g is grade or year-class used in
previous notations. Since the estimation sample uses many cohorts of students,
all having many test scores related to different grades over time, we now follow
Chetty et al. (2014a) and use t as a general time index to keep the notation simple.
Write the VAM equation as
A∗i,t = x
′
i,tβ + τj,t + i,t (2.27)
A∗i,t is the achievement of student i in year t. The following sets of variables
are included in xi,t.
Student level variables : (i) separate cubic polynomials in last year’s score in
Math and English that is allowed to vary by grade (i.e. A student’s achievement
in grade 4 will be a function of grade 3 Maths and English scores specified as a
cubic polynomial and when the student moves to grade 5, there will be a different
cubic polynomial that will be a function of grade 4 Maths and English scores);
(ii) ethnicity, gender, age, lagged suspensions and absences, indicators for special
needs, limited English proficiency, and grade repetition.
Class and school level variables : (i) cubic polynomials in class and school-
grade means of last year’s test scores in Math and English each interacted with
grade; (ii) classroom and school-year means of all other individual characteristics;
(iii) classroom size and class-type indicators; (iv) grade and year dummies. The
teacher effects are τj,t where j correspond to teacher in year t. Then, the TE is
specified as
τj,t = γj + µj,t (2.28)
where the above can be thought of as composed of a time-invariant and a time-
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varying component of τj,t, which varies from year to year from the long-run mean
effect γj for each teacher j. They assume that µj,t is stationary and define the TE
(i.e. the variable of interest), as the µj,t, allowing the teacher quality fluctuates
stochastically over time.
We can now write equation (2.27) as
A∗i,t = x
′
i,tβ + γj + µj,t + i,t (2.29)
where i,t is an idiosyncratic error which can be thought of as a combination of
class room shocks and other shocks and is also assumed to be stationary. Authors
also impose the following set of stationary assumptions.22
E(µj,t|t) = E(i,t|t) = 0, Cov(µj,t, µj,t+s) = σµs, Cov(i,t, i,t+s) = σs ∀t, s
Note the absence of i,t−1 from equation (2.27). The estimation of TE (µj,t)
proceeds as follows:
Step 1: Regress A∗i,t on xi,t and a set of teacher FEs (γj) and obtain the
average of residuals A¯j,t for the class teacher j in year t.
A¯j,t = ̂µj,t + j,t
where j,t is the i,t averaged over the students in teacher j’s class. This is an OLS
estimation. This procedure will generate a panel of observations for each teacher
over time using the adjusted test scores (adjusted for covariates and teacher FE).
Note, the composite error term in this equation is µj,t+i,t. Hence this pro-
cedure requires the assumption of strict exogeneity to obtain consistent parameter
estimator from OLS. Thus the strict exogeneity assumption needed is
E(µj,t + i,t|xi,1...xi,t...xi,T , γj) = 0
However, this assumption may not hold because although µj,t and i,t are
assumed to be stationary, they are correlated over time. Given the inclusion of
prior test scores as covariates, there may be correlation between these variables
and these two error terms if there is non-random assignment of students to teachers
and/or teachers to schools (i.e. the covariates will not be strictly exogenous).
Step 2: The averaged residuals in year t (A¯j,t) is regressed on all the previ-
ous years’ averaged residuals (A¯j,t−1,...A¯j,1) using OLS. The regression prediction
is then used as an estimate of teacher value-added (i.e. as an estimate of TE).
22Chetty et al. (2014a) include lagged scores as regressors and estimate the model using a
panel of individual observations but do not assume a moving average process (e.g. MA(1)) for
i,t in equation (2.27). The authors assume there is a stationary error process but they do not






where ψˆs are the OLS estimates from Step 2. These will be functions of the cross
covariances of all the A¯s.
An example of a special case would be when only one previous year is
taken into consideration in the estimation of µj,t. Here, one would regress A¯j,t on
A¯j,t−1, and ψˆ1 be equal to σA,1/σ2A where σA,1 is the covariance between current
and previous periods A¯ and σ2A is the variance of A¯. The assumption of station-
arity presented earlier is crucial here to minimise the number of parameters to be
estimated.
They check for biases in their estimator of TE from two sources: (i) due to
omission of relevant observable variables such as demographic parental covariates;
(ii) due to potential correlation of teacher assignment and omitted student unob-
servables. To check for the first source of bias, they compare changes in TE pre-
dictions between the VAM specification without relevant observed demographic
variables and the fully specified VAM.23 Regarding the second source of bias,
the comparison is based on a quasi-experimental framework exploiting teacher
turnover to examine changes in individual academic achievement. However, this
also relies on the assumption of random assignment of teacher to schools.24
It is important to highlight that these validations of whether TE are biased
or not are still dependent on the two crucial assumptions: (1) random teacher-to-
student assignment (same as our A2 ), and (2) random teacher-to-school assign-
ment.
Neither of the two validations tests shows significant levels of bias of TE es-
timates when both random assignment assumptions mentioned above are assumed
to hold. Nevertheless, the challenge is to then prove that the random assignment
assumptions actually hold for every educational context where TEs are estimated.
Rothstein (2014) has criticised the exogeneity assumption of teacher turnover,
showing that Value Added measures are highly sensitive to it.
Apart from the contribution to the technical discussion about the valid-
ity of VAMs to estimate TEs, this paper has became so influential academically
23The authors have access to household tax records, which allow them to recover information
on parental income and mother’s age at birth. The results show that after controlling for lagged
scores for one period, the bias produced from omitting household income, mothers age birth, or
second period lagged scores is insignificant.
24When comparing changes in grades in a school where teacher moves, it is expected that
differences in predicted TE will be accompanied by proportional gains (or loses) in academic
achievement. That is why it is required that teacher turnover is completely exogenous, then
changes in mean residual scores per classroom are attributable to differences in Value-Added
measures. The results show that this correlation is around 0.95.
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and politically because of its striking findings.25 The authors found substantial
differences between being exposed to a highly effective teacher versus an ineffec-
tive one. Students assigned to more effective teachers in early primary grades are
more likely to attend college, earn high salaries, live in higher socio-economic sta-
tus neighbourhoods and have higher saving rates. These results have caught the
attention of the media and policy makers, supporting the importance of teacher
quality issues in the policy debate.
In the following subsection, we present some of the related literature assess-
ing the causality of TE estimates using VAMs, and we show how authors have used
some innovative strategies to estimate the bias of TE predictions (e.g. creating an
experimental setting, or designing novel simulations of data).
2.4.3 Testing causality of teacher effects
We have discussed how some of the most well-known papers estimate Value Added
measures in the teacher effectiveness literature, and how they deal with the re-
quired assumptions for each model and estimation approach. These assumptions
are difficult to hold in a regular educational context, as it is expected some kind
of sorting between students-teachers-schools in most of the educational systems.
Therefore, the literature has been recently focused on analysing whether it is pos-
sible to attribute causality of TE on pupil academic achievement.
Part of this literature has been developing mechanisms to validate the ac-
curacy of VAMs to predict TEs. Different specifications and estimation strategies
have been evaluated under experimental and non-experimental frameworks. Com-
plementary studies have based their analysis on simulated data, finding similar
conclusions in terms of estimation validity. These works have arrived at a gen-
eral consensus that typical VAM specifications which control for enough student,
teacher and school characteristics besides previous academic performance provide
relatively good predictions of teacher Value Added.
Kane and Staiger (2008) contribute to this analysis as they take advan-
tage of an experimental setting where randomness of student to teacher assign-
ment was essentially assured. Authors suggest that, as A2 is hard to hold in
a non-experimental framework, it is convenient to check how biased teacher ef-
fects estimates would be when using a period of random assignment of teacher to
classroom.
To evaluate the level of bias in VAM estimates, the authors designed an
experimental framework where teachers are randomly assigned to students within
25This paper corresponds to a series of two papers, where the firstly Chetty et al. (2014a)
refers to the TEs estimation, and the second, Chetty et al. (2014b), address the issue of long
term effects of these primary teachers on labour market outcomes.
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schools. The idea was to estimate the Value-Added measures in a regular context
and compare their predictions in the experimental framework. It is supposed that
any difference in student performance within school-grade would be driven by
differences in TEs. If differences in classroom achievement within school-grade
are explained by differences in Value Added estimates, the TE estimations would
be unbiased.
Taking advantage of a list of teachers applying to a certification programme
offered by the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards (NBPTS) in the
United States, the authors contacted some of the related principals from a specific
county in Los Angeles. They offer the experiment which consisted in randomising
the allocation of students to teachers within the same school-grade. Principals
were asked to provide lists of students-teacher that in theory were randomly al-
located, and they were warned of the chances that researches re-allocate students
to teachers (randomly). The reshuﬄe made by researchers actually occurred for a
group of classrooms which were randomly chosen.26
The experiment was carried out during 2003-04 and 2004-05, for a selected
sample of schools with two classes per grade, and with classes taught by general
teachers from 2nd to 5th grade. The selected teachers had to have at least three
years of experience and have enough information before the experiment in order
to get Value-Added estimates. After applying the selection criteria, the initial
sample consisted of 97 pairs of teachers-grade, but only 78 pairs became part of
the experiment.
The general VAM specification considers the test scores in levels and gains
as alternative dependent variables, and a set of student, classroom, and school
characteristics regressors (with and without including unobserved student fixed
effects αi). The composite error term is compounded by teacher random effects
τj,g, classroom random effects cg, and the idiosyncratic error term εi,g. Authors




i,gβg + νi,g (2.30)
where νi,g = τj,g + cg + εi,g
Note that the student fixed effects αi is not included in the model, because
it is considered only in a particular specification where all student-level variables
are removed from the model.28 Teacher Value Added is obtained estimating the
26All intended to treat schools belong to the Los Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD).
27The specification for the dependent variable in gains, and the inclusion of the student fixed
effects αi can be also derived from here.
28Author ruled out this specification and they do not even show the Value Added measures
obtained with this model.
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equation above by OLS and taking the average residuals per classroom (AR es-
timator) as the TEs estimates. The EB estimates of TE are later constructed
adjusting for the individual sampling error at teacher level (SAR/AR-EB). Under
this approach A2 is required.
To construct the EB of TE, it is necessary to estimate the variance of
teacher σ2τ , classroom σ
2
c and the error term σ
2
ε . With these estimated variances
it is possible to form the shrinkage factor ψj which adjusts the OLS averaged
classrooms residuals taught by teacher j in period t. 29
To test whether estimations of TE are unbiased under a non-experimental
framework, the authors regress the differences in classroom performance within
the 78 selected teachers pairs p which in theory are randomly assigned, on the
differences in the Value-Added predictions for teachers j, j′ within school-grade.
Aj,p − Aj′,p = Ω(τˆj,p − τˆj′,p) + ν˜p (2.31)
where p = 1, ..., 78. The coefficient Ω represents the responsiveness of variation in
academic performance due to differences in TE, and it is obtained from the OLS
regression of equation (2.31) with robust standard errors. If the null hypothesis
that Ω is statistically different from 1 cannot be rejected, the TE estimator would
be unbiased.
The results suggest that for those specifications which control for student,
classroom and school characteristics besides lagged scores, the null hypothesis of
Ω being different from 1 cannot be rejected. It is important to highlight that the
coefficient gets even closer to 1 when the VAM specification includes school fixed
effects.
However, most of the Value-Added measures are estimated, and potentially
implemented in a non-experimental context. Therefore, it is useful to have an
idea of the degree of bias produced by non-random assignment, particularly when
non-random assignment of students-to-teacher occurs.
Rothstein (2009) gauges the bias of TE estimator using data from the North
Carolina Education Research Data Centre. The analysis is made under two dif-
ferent strategies, which vary depending on the assumptions made to the teacher
to classroom assignment process.
In the first case, the assignment process is assumed to be based on observed
variables, thus the differences in the magnitude of bias with respect to a baseline
model are driven by differences in the VAM specifications. While in the second
case, the allocation of teacher into classrooms is assumed to be made by principals
29To obtain the empirical Bayes estimates of TE is necessary to weight the residuals average










based on observed and unobserved data to researchers.
To determine the level of bias when pupil sorting is based on observable
characteristics, the author sets the baseline model which explains score gains in
grade 5th, with dummy variables for teacher τj,5, school fixed effects s5, and control-
ling for all observed variables of 4th grade and all history of Maths and Language
scores. In our VAM context the baseline model will look as equation (2.32).





Ai,r + εi,5 (2.32)
The author states that if there is random assignment of teacher to classroom
conditional on all set of observable covariates of 4th grade, the OLS estimator will
report the true unbiased TE estimates. However, due to data constraints it is
likely that not all information from the baseline model is available to researchers.
Then, simpler VAM specifications are proposed to compare TE estimates with
respect to unbiased estimates from the baseline model equation (2.32). Defining
∆Ai,5 = Ai,5 − Ai,4, we have
Ai,5, = τj,5 + s5 + εi,5 (2.33)
∆Ai,5 = τj,5 + s5 + εi,5 (2.34)
∆Ai,5 = τj,5 + s5 + λ4Ai,4 + εi,5 (2.35)
∆Ai,5 = τj,5 + s5 + λ4Ai,4 + λ3Ai,3 + λ2Ai,2 + εi,5 (2.36)
The comparison between standard deviations of teacher effects obtained
in the baseline model equation (2.32) and the alternative VAMs, from equation
(2.33) to (2.36), is used to assess the estimated level of bias in every case. They
found that the first two VAMs, (equations (2.33), (2.34)), explain at most 50% of
total bias TE estimates, while the variance in the bias is reduced up to 13% and
3% with respect to estimaties obtained from equation models in (2.35) and (2.36)
respectively.
To measure the magnitude of bias when student sorting is based on unob-
served characteristics, the author argues that it is necessary to define the set of
information available to principals. Then, it requires some calibration across two
dimensions: (i) how principals predict student performance, and (ii) how much of
this prediction is used to allocate students to teachers.
The VAM specifications from equation (2.33) to (2.36) were estimated un-
der eight different simulated scenarios (from less to more available information
for principals). The results suggest that as the amount of information used by
principals increases, the variance of the bias also increases for all proposed VAM.
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However, the bias is considerably higher for the simplest VAMs (equations (2.33),
(2.34)), while for models which control for lagged scores (equations (2.35), (2.36))
the bias is still low compared to the unbiased baseline model from equation (2.32).
In order to complement the VAM validation based on an ideal baseline
model, Rothstein (2010) proposes to implement a falsification test which allows
him to verify whether the strict exogeneity assumptions A1 hold for the most used
VAMs. Thus, to claim teacher causal effects on pupils academic performance, the
assumptions A1 and A2 must be satisfied. If there is evidence of non-random as-
signment of teacher-to-students, it implies that TE would be correlated to some un-
observed assignment process, and therefore the exogeneity assumption A1 would
no longer hold. Hence, to test whether this is the case for the North Carolina
education system, the author estimates typical VAMs including teacher dummy
variables of one year ahead τj′,g+1. Then, if there is causal effects of future teachers
on current test scores, it would be enough evidence of non-random assignment of
teacher to classrooms within school, and then the exogeneity assumption might
not be satisfied either.
The three alternative VAMs tested by the author are derived from a GAF,
similar to our equation in (2.3) when we assume that the common rate of persis-
tence and geometric lag distribution (0 < λ 6 1) is constant across grades. In
the first and third VAM (equations (2.37), (2.39)) proposed by the author, the
persistence parameter λ is actually assumed to be equal 1.
∆Ai,g = τj,g + sg + τj′,g+1 + εi,g − εi,g−1 (2.37)
Ai,g = τj,g + sg + τj′,g+1 + λAi,g−1 + εi,g (2.38)
∆Ai,g = τj,g + sg + τj′,g+1 + αi + εi,g − εi,g−1 (2.39)
As school dummy variables sg are included in all VAM specifications, the
non-random assignment can only be tested at teacher-classroom level, and all TE
variations are measured at school-grade level. Thus, it is necessary to consider
schools with more than one general teacher per grade.
Taking a sample of students from 3rd to 5th grade, during the period 1998-99
through 2000-01, and using the 5th grade cohort as a reference, the VAM estimation
shows that future TE coefficients τj′,g+1 are statistically not significantly different
from zero in the first VAM (equation (2.37)). In the second VAM specification
(equation (2.38)) the results are similar, although the impact of future TEs in
current Maths scores is no longer significant. However, in both specifications
serial correlation of error terms which was found to be present will violate the
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strict exogeneity assumption A1 .
The third VAM specification (equation (2.39)) includes controls for individ-
ual fixed effects αi. It is expected that if the assignment of students to classroom
is based on fixed ability, then controlling for αi would potentially satisfy A1 .
However, the correlation of future TE (τj′,5) on current scores gains (using 3
rd and
4th grade) is not constant. These results suggest that the non-random assignment
is not fully based on fixed individual ability, therefore A1 is also violated in this
case.
Using a fourth, richer VAM as a baseline model that controls for all available
previous scores and teacher assignments, the author found that including lagged
scores could reduce almost half of the bias when we assume that non-random
assignment is based on observable variables only. To measure bias when students
are sorted on the basis of unobservables, Rothstein (2010) simulates data for six
different possible types of scenarios, from sorting based on purely observed to
fully unobserved variables. This analysis shows how close the VAMs ranking of
TE estimates is when compared to the true simulated values.
The results suggest that for those scenarios where student sorting was made
on historic test scores (up to three grades), but with only one observed, the VAM
provide rankings which are correlated between 0.92 and 0.96 with the simulated
true ranking. While, the correlation for simplest VAM (without historic data) is
only 0.72, and decreases to 0.56 when the sorting is assumed to be based only on
unobserved variables.
After these two papers, Rothstein’s recommendation is to be cautious when
making inferences on TE and their causality implications. Even if it is possible
to roughly estimate the level of bias depending on the VAM specification, it is
still uncertain what type of teacher to classroom assignment corresponds in every
case. Therefore, before imposing strict assumptions on the VAMs, it is necessary
to investigate further what type of assignments contained in the data.
In response to Rothstein’s falsification test, where none of the VAMs satis-
fies the strict exogeneity assumption, Kinsler (2012) proposes an alternative falsi-
fication test which performs better in small samples, arguing that this is the main
reason why Rothstein over-rejects the null hypothesis that future TEs have zero
impact on current outcomes.
Kinsler’s validation test assumes homoskedasticity of error terms. Under
this setting, the estimation test compares two VAM specifications: one restricted
VAM-R which does not include future TEs, and the other unrestricted VAM-U
considering them for one period ahead τj,g+1.
30
30Note that teacher j may vary along years or grades from 1 to g.
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VAM-R : Ai,g = ηgαi +
g∑
r=1
τj,r + εi,g (2.40)
VAM-U : Ai,g = ηgαi +
g+1∑
r=1
τj,r + εi,g (2.41)
The parameter ηg represents the grade specific effects that are common
across schools, therefore the estimation school-by-school is not feasible any more.
Instead, Kinsler estimates both models VAM-R and VAM-U iteratively, providing




j , minimising the sum of squared residuals.
To determine whether the strict exogeneity A1 holds, the author uses an
F test to compare the R2 from both models. If future TE τj,g+1 do not have an
impact on current scores, the null hypothesis of non difference between the two
models cannot be rejected.
To compare between Rothstein (2010) and Kinsler (2012) alternative valida-
tion tests, Kinsler implements a Monte Carlo simulation process to generate data
for different scenarios. Under this process, it is possible to modify the number of
observations per teacher (10, 20, 50, 100) and the type of student sorting (by abil-
ity, and by ability and lagged scores). When the number of students per teacher
is 20 and the sorting process is designed to be based only on individual ability,
the probability of rejection under the Rothstein (2010) methodology is 0.49 while
using the F statistic proposed by Kinsler is only 0.04. The accuracy of validation
tests improves when the sample increases up to 50, where the rejection probability
is 0.11 and 0.06 respectively. These results confirm that Rothstein’s test performs
well in large sample while Kinsler’s test does not have this constraint.
Whether to support Rothstein or Kinsler validation test, it depends on the
assumptions we are willing to impose. These results just confirm how sensitive
the conclusions can be when testing VAM validation under different specifications,
estimators and educational contexts.
However, additional analysis has been proposed in the literature in order
elucidate the usefulness and practical contribution of VAM estimating TEs. The
papers presented in the next subsection are more focused on understanding the
capability of VAM estimators to estimate true TEs and the importance of the
educational context identification, rather than robustness based validation tests.
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2.4.4 Performance of Teacher Effects estimators
Independent of how reliable the assumptions imposed on the VAM are, it might
be possible to measure the accuracy of TE predictions under different type of ed-
ucational contexts and estimation strategies. Even if VAM estimators are slightly
biased, it might be useful, at least, to analyse whether their predictions of TE
correctly rank teachers.
In absence of the true teacher effects, and therefore teacher rankings, some
authors have tried either to identify non-random assignment settings or to use com-
plex simulated data to assess VAM estimators performance. Building their own
data allows authors to define different educational contexts and set a benchmark
of TEs consistently estimated. From this benchmark it is possible to evaluate how
VAM estimators differ in their TE predictions under different simulated contexts.
Dieterle et al. (2015) highlight the importance of the type of non-random
assignments observed in the data when VAMs are estimated. Focusing mainly on
student-to-teacher assignment, the authors distinguish between student sorting
and the teacher assignment process as two different sources of endogeneity. Stu-
dents might be randomly grouped into classrooms or discretionally sorted based
on observables and unobservable characteristics, such as previous scores and in-
dividual ability respectively. On the other hand, teachers might be randomly
assigned to classrooms, or sorted based on observable characteristics and unob-
served teacher effects.
The authors state that common VAM specifications can easily deal with
cases of student sorting when it is based on observable characteristics to re-
searchers. However, the problem gets more complicated when student sorting
is based on unobservable variables. Here, typical VAM estimators would perform
differently depending on the assumptions imposed on the model specification.
Using data from an anonymous large state in the US, the authors are able
to identify different types of non-random assignment and test the capability of
some VAM estimators to predict true TEs. They found evidence of non-random
assignment within schools estimating the probability that a student is assigned to
a particular teacher given a set of 5 observed characteristics.31 The results show
that there is enough evidence of non-random assignment of students to classrooms,
and it is worth to consider it in the VAM estimation.
Additionally, Dieterle et al. (2015) also analysed the potential non-random
assignment of teachers into specific types of classrooms within schools. Regressing
31This approach is taken from Clotfelter et al. (2006) where they also test the independence
of assignment based on 6 observable characteristics. An alternative methodology to test for
non-random assignment is used by Aaronson et al. (2007), and it consists in comparing scores
distribution between current classes and sorted counterfactuals based on previous scores or gains.
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some teacher characteristics on classroom average characteristics, the results show
some evidence of race matching between teacher-students, and classrooms with
higher academic performance in previous years with more experienced teachers.
However, most of the student sorting and teacher assignment might vary across
schools, grades and years.
The authors separate the data into different scenarios and compare TE es-
timates for two type of VAM estimators. The methodologies to estimate TE are
OLS and MLE estimations, obtaining posterior standard deviation of TE from EB
estimations (MLE-EB). The OLS estimator includes teacher dummies to control
for teacher fixed effects τj,g, while the MLE-EB relies on the independence as-
sumption of teacher random effects τj,g with respect to other covariates and other
unobserved factors, as is stated in A4.
The VAM specifications vary depending on the assumptions made on the
rate of persistence λ. The specification proposed here slightly differs from our
Model 1 and 3.32
(λ = 1) : Ai,g − Ai,g−1 = x′i,gβg + +τj,g + ζt + αi + εi,g − εi,g−1 (2.42)
(0 < λ 6 1) : Ai,g = λAi,g−1 + x′i,gβg + τj,g + ζt + αi + υi,g (2.43)
The estimations show that there are not significant differences between TE
estimates from OLS and MLE-EB estimators when there is not student sorting.
The high levels of correlation between TE ranking drops when the comparison are
made within estimators (OLS, MLE-EB) but using different VAM specifications
(e.g. λ = 1 and 0 < λ 6 1). However, there are some differences between
OLS and MLE-EB estimators classifying high quality teachers in the top quantile,
if there is evidence of grouping in the sample. Independent from the type of
VAM estimator and VAM specification, when there is non-random assignment
of student to teacher the risk of misclassification increases. Therefore, it is not
straightforward to recommend a particular VAM specification or VAM estimator
when there is presence of non-random assignment.
Continuing the investigation of the most appropriate VAM specifications
and estimation methodologies, Guarino et al. (2014b) evaluate the performance of
VAM estimators on simulated data. Under this approach, it is possible to replicate
artificially different non-random assignment scenarios presented by Dieterle et al.
(2015).
The simulated data structure allows one to create cases with different com-
32This VAM includes a year effects factor ζt, and the individual heterogeneity is not affected
by the persistence factor λ.
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binations of student grouping (no sorting, sorting based on baseline scores, and
sorting based on previous scores), and type of student-to-teacher assignment (ran-
dom, non-random with respect to previous scores).
Guarino et al. (2014b) test estimation methodologies that have been ex-
plained in previous subsections, such us OLS, AR, and FGLS, besides others. The
VAM specification is shown in equation (2.44) with 0 < λ 6 1.
Ai,g, = λAi,g−1 + Tj,g + αi + εi,g − λεi,g−1 (2.44)
.
The authors claim that due to the simulation design of the data generation
process, where the number of students per class remains constant, the dynamic
OLS estimator (OLS estimator with 0 < λ < 1) provides TE estimates which are
proportional to those obtained from the MLE-EB estimator. Therefore, in their
paper they only show results for the dynamic OLS.
The analysis compares true TE (from the simulated data) with predicted
TE under different VAM specifications and estimation strategies. Based on the
assumption that there is a random assignment of students and teachers to schools
A2 , the authors find that there is not any estimation methodology which is prefer-
able in all contingent scenarios, regarding student sorting and teacher assignment
process within schools.
However, in terms of correlation between predicted and real TE, and mis-
classification of Value-Added estimates above or below the average, the FGLS, AR
and OLS (with lagged scores) estimators perform similarly well when the scenarios
involve teacher random assignment to classrooms. Even when students are sorted
based on previous scores (statically or dynamically) or unobserved heterogeneities,
this group of estimators performs well.33
Generally speaking, the OLS (with lagged scores), and proportionally the
MLE-EB estimators are useful methodologies to predict TE across several scenar-
ios. Despite the lack of consensus regarding the reliability and consistency of most
of the VAM observed in the literature, it has been shown with simulated data that
there are some VAM estimators which do well when predicting TE under certain
conditions, while there are others which predict poorly in most of the settings.
Hence, Guarino et al. (2014b)’s results suggest that it might not be nec-
essary to hold all underlying assumptions of VAM estimators to get good predic-
tions of TE. Therefore, it is not fully recommendable to rely on validation tests
for choosing the most appropriate VAM estimation strategy.
33It is called static sorting when student grouping is based on a fixed value such a baseline
test scores, while dynamic sorting is when grouping keeps changing depending on previous test
scores.
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In this line, Guarino et al. (2015) extend the analysis initiated by Rothstein
(2010) and Kinsler (2012) with respect to validation tests of VAM estimations.
Taking advantage of the simulated data employed in Guarino et al. (2014b), the
authors implement two typical validation tests on several VAM estimators for all
possible student to teacher assignment scenarios.
As true TE are generated from a simulation process, it is possible to check
whether VAM estimations with high predictive power are ruled out by common
proposed statistical tests. Both tests are based on whether the underlying assump-
tions of VAM estimators hold. Then, if the strict exogeneity A1 is violated, the
VAM would be no longer consistent, and therefore not recommendable to predict
TE.
The first validation test presented by Guarino et al. (2015) is an adaptation
of the Hausman test, which basically tests for correlation between unobserved
student heterogeneity and teacher assignment. The adaptation comes because
the testing is based on a Wald test which is robust for serial correlation and
heteroskedasticity of error terms. The second validation test is known in the
literature as the Rothstein’s falsification test (Rothstein (2010)), where the impact
of future TE on current academic performance is taken as evidence of non-random
assignment of teacher to classrooms.
If the Hausman validation test rejects the FGLS estimator, this means that
estimators from the FE approach would be appropriate as TEs are correlated
with other covariates. However, under student non-random grouping but with
teacher random assignment, the rejection rate for the FGLS is above 60% while
its teacher ranking correlation with true TE is higher than the correlation ranking
observed for WG estimates. However, when the rate of persistence is assumed to
be partial (0 < λ < 1), the strict exogeneityA1 would be violated with the FGLS
estimator, and that implies a full rejection of the FGLS, even though if it has
higher prediction power than the WG estimator.
If we apply the Rothstein’s falsification test, the FGLS is also rejected in
most of the scenarios, repeating the same mistakes observed from the Hausman
test when the FGLS performs even better than other consistent estimators of TEs.
If there is sorting of students but teachers are randomly assigned to classroom,
the dynamic OLS presents lower rejection rates than FGLS, but it increases sig-
nificantly when student grouping is based on unobserved heterogeneity, although
its rejection rates are never higher than the FGLS in this case.
Guarino et al. (2015) conclude that when falsification tests rejects the null
of random assignment implying that the VAM estimator is inconsistent, it still
might be the case that the TEs estimates rank the teachers correctly.
There is no unique methodology which precisely estimates TEs for all pos-
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sible non-experimental scenarios. Hence, it is crucial to understand the context
where TE are estimated, as it has been shown that it is possible to define effec-
tive VAM estimators which predict satisfactorily teacher quality rankings, even
if fundamental assumptions of the structural model are violated. Nevertheless,
because there is still a degree of uncertainty and variation among estimators when
teachers are sorted into groups, we have to be prudent before using TE measures
to execute any policy at individual teacher level.
2.4.5 The Teacher Effect estimator choice
Considering the discussion of causality issues of TE estimates and the accuracy
of TE estimators presented above, we decided to follow the MLE-EB to estimate
our VAMs.
Our decision was based on Guarino et al. (2014a) who compare in detail
the MLE-EB, dynamic OLS and AR estimators. They describe the empirical
Bayes (EB) estimates as an alternative approach to minimise the variability of
the teacher effects predictions by shrinking them towards their mean sample. The
shrinking factor increases when the measurement error is larger, usually when we
observe less observations or students per teacher.
As it was explained previously, the EB estimation relies on the indepen-
dency of TE with respect to other covariates and unobserved factors, and the
VAM is estimated by Maximum Likelihood estimator (MLE) adjusting later by
the proportion of teacher effects variance with respect to the total variance of the
model. Nevertheless, it is common to observe in the literature the EB definition
in cases where the estimation of teacher effects is based on OLS regressions but
adjusted for a shrinkage factor. In that case, it is recommended to estimate TE
by MLE-EB.
Particularly, Guarino et al. (2014a) study the difference between dynamic
OLS and MLE-EB estimators. They estimate VAM specification from equation
(2.44) on simulating data for the same scenarios proposed in Guarino et al. (2014b,
2015). The results show that under random assignment of teacher to classrooms,
even when is evidence of student sorting, both estimators perform well but with a
small dominance of MLE-EB estimates. In cases where the TEs are estimated with
only one cohort, the prediction power reduces for both estimators, but MLE-EB
still keep the advantage.
The MLE-EB estimator improves the precision of teacher effects estimates
when there are few observations per teacher. Then, as we estimate TEs from single
cohorts, we propose to use the MLE-EB estimator conditional on the random
assignment of teacher to classrooms which we test later in Chapter 4.
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In practice, we carry on the MLE estimation with simultaneous equations,
one for Language and other for Language performance. This is due to the fact
that we do not have multiple observation of students across years, we have multiple
observations of students across subject only. Hence, we have enough variation to
simultaneously estimate teacher and school effects with a single cohort.
2.5 Impact of teacher effects: Standard devia-
tion (SD) of measures
In most of VAMs reviewed in previous sections, researchers present TE estimates
in terms of dispersion of TE distributions. Although, the concept seems to be
quite abstract, its interpretation is simple and intuitive.
If the variability of the TE distribution increases, this means the impact
of TE on pupils’ academic achievement would be more variable, while if the vari-
ability goes to zero there is no difference between teachers impact on students’
academic performance. Thus, TE distributions are centred with mean zero and
an estimated or predicted in terms of standard deviation (SD).
The Value-Added measures are associated with a specific achievement dis-
tribution, which may vary depending on the educational system, evaluation in-
struments, and examined subjects, among other factors. Therefore, to make TE
estimates even more intuitive and comparable across studies, authors generally
organise student achievement by percentiles and gauge the impact on the ranking
when an average (or a median) student is exposed to 1 SD higher quality teacher.
Depending on the SD of TEs and the distribution of students achievement,
it is possible to predict how many percentiles an average student (from the 50th
percentile) would move up in the ranking if she were taught by a teacher with
1 SD higher Value-Added, assuming that no-one else is affected by this change
within the achievement distribution.
In Table 2.1 we present a summary with some of the estimated SDs of TEs
found in the literature. Columns (1) and (2) report the magnitude of predicted
TEs for Language and Maths respectively. Column (3) indicates what type of
estimator was used by authors to obtain the predictions shown in this table. In
Column (4) we indicate whether the TEs are shrunk towards the mean to reduce
the point estimate of TEs using the Bayesian shrinkage factor when the variance
error is too high. Thus, adjusted SDs of TEs are also called shrunk SDs of TEs.
Although authors could have obtained different Value Added measures from
other VAM specifications and estimation strategies in their papers, what we show
in Table 2.1 corresponds to their preferred specification and estimator.
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Table 2.1: Standard Deviations of Teacher effects estimates in the literature
Note:(i) Estimated teacher effects are in terms of standard deviations (SD) on student achievement. Most of them
present estimations of teacher effects on both Reading/Language and Math standardised scores, columns (1) and
(2) respectively. (ii) The VAM estimator, from column (3) refers to the estimation methodology employed by these
authors to estimate their own Value-Added models (OLS: Ordinary Least Squares; FGLS: Feasible Generalised
Least Squares; MLE-EB: Maximum Likelihood with empirical Bayes teacher effects posterior distribution. (iii)
The teacher Value-Added (VA) estimate is generally adjusted of shrunk to correct for measurement errors of
estimated teacher effects. Thus, in column (4) we show whether the estimated SD teacher effects were shrunk or
unshrunk.
The Value-Added estimations slightly differ among the studies, with an
approximated observed range of SD teacher effects between 0.10 and 0.30. Mostly
all authors propose that TE are higher in Maths than Language performance, with
only few exceptions (e.g. Kane and Staiger (2008)), where the impact is stronger in
Language than Maths, although with a narrower gap of SD TE between subjects.
All reported SDs of TE distributions imply that a 1 SD higher teacher Value
Added would increase student test score by the estimated SD of TE in Language
or Maths. In Chetty et al. (2014a) for example, an average student is exposed to 1
standard deviation higher quality teacher, it is expected that he or she improves by
0.12 SD and 0.17 SD in normalised Language and Maths test score, respectively.
Despite the differences in SDs of TE predictions and potential level of bias,
it is widely accepted that unobserved TEs have a significant impact on student
performance. The estimation of its magnitude and the construction of true teacher
ranking is still under discussion, as it is not possible to recommend a unique VAM
specification and estimation strategy.
2.6 Conclusion
In this chapter we have motivated the implementation of Value Added models
in estimating teacher effects in different educational contexts. Starting from a
cumulative education production function, we derived a typical general achieve-
ment function (GAF) from which it is possible to construct most of the VAM
specifications observed in the literature.
We presented the required assumptions depending on what type of VAM
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specification and estimation strategy is employed to estimate teacher Value Added.
We identified three different approaches to estimate TEs from VAMs: Approach
1, which relies only on observable teacher characteristics; Approach 2, which
uses teacher dummy variables to identify teacher effects; and Approach 3 which
assumes TEs are drawn from a random distribution. However, the consistency
of TE estimates will depend on whether strict exogenety assumptions, random
student-teacher-school assignment and on the type VAM specification and estima-
tor used.
Even if VAMs are correctly specified, it is difficult to test whether VAM
assumptions A1-A4 actually hold in non-experimental environments. Most of the
educational contexts are exposed to many source of endogeneities due to potential
non-random assignment among students, teacher and schools. Therefore, there
is an important part of the literature which has been devoted to validate the
accuracy of VAMs to predict TEs.
Most of the VAM validation studies conclude that under random assignment
of teachers to classrooms, there are no considerable differences between VAM esti-
mators performance, once VAM specifications control for enough student, teacher
and school characteristics (including previous pupil attainment). Nevertheless,
most of Value Added measures are estimated and potentially implemented in a
non-experimental context.
Recent discussion has centred on how VAM estimates perform under non-
random assignment. To test VAM accuracy we have checked several strategies
used in the literature such as, experimental (Kane and Staiger (2008)) and quasi-
experimental frameworks (Chetty et al. (2014a)), statistical validation tests (Roth-
stein (2010); Kinsler (2012); Guarino et al. (2015)), and evaluations using simu-
lated data (Dieterle et al. (2015); Guarino et al. (2014b, 2015)).
Under an experimental framework, Kane and Staiger (2008)) have shown
that even though TEs are estimated with non-random assignment, their predic-
tions are significantly unbiased when they are tested in a random experimental
environment. On the other hand, Rothstein (2010) recommends caution with in-
ferences from teacher effect estimates after implementing the falsification test on
several VAM specifications, and concluding that, at least in the North Carolina
dataset, the strict exogeneity assumption is regularly violated.
Alternatively, Kinsler (2012) proposes a simpler version of Rothstein’s val-
idation test, assuming homoskedasticity of error terms. Replicating the sample of
Rothstein (2010), Kinsler (2012) confirms that Rothstein’s test performs well only
for large samples of students per teacher. Whether to choose Rothstein or Kinsler’s
validation test it depends on the assumptions imposed. However, it seems that
statistical validation tests are not enough to rule out the VAM estimations even
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if exogeneity assumptions do not hold.
Regarding the capability of VAM predicting true TEs, it is useful to check
the results obtained from simulation exercises carried on by Dieterle et al. (2015).
The authors showed there are no significant differences in VAM estimators per-
formance when random assignment of students to teachers happens, but the con-
struction of teacher rankings might differ when there is evidence of non-random
assignment. Thus, the preferable VAM specification and estimation strategy will
depend on each educational context.
Also using simulated data, Guarino et al. (2014b) suggest that general dy-
namic OLS and MLE-EB estimators are useful methodologies to predict teacher
effects across several scenarios, and it is not completely advisable to rule out VAM
estimations just based on typical validation tests. Similarly, Guarino et al. (2015))
conclude that it is possible to find an useful VAM estimator which satisfactorily
predicts teacher quality rankings, even if fundamental assumptions of the struc-
tural model are violated.
After extensively reviewing the teacher effectiveness literature, we are able
to address our VAM estimation of teacher effects on pupil academic performance
for the Chilean school system. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt to
estimate teacher effects in Chile. Besides, we will also estimate school effects,
analysing their stability and trajectory for a specific period of time.
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Chapter 3
Data, cohort samples and
performance measures
Abstract
The objective in Chapter 3 is to describe the multiple sources of the Chilean
school system data bases from which we construct our own Student Panel Dataset
(SPD). Using the SPD, we take cross section cohorts and select panel samples
which we match with richly informative and high relevant data, such as the Chilean
National Examination (Simce), school marks record, teachers register and school
staff administrative data bases.
The second part of this chapter presents the available performance mea-
sures: (i) National standardised exams scores, and (ii) school marks by subjects.
Despite the constraints in the availability of Simce scores for every grade, we show
that school marks are good proxies to replace standardised examination scores
when by construction this information is not available.
After reading this chapter, the reader would be able to understand how the
available information is organised, and how we construct our sample cohorts with
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The current chapter describes different sources of data which we use in analyses
throughout the thesis. This information was provided by the Chilean Ministry of
Education (Mineduc) and we discuss here how they relate to each other. The data
sets consist of administrative data and the yearly Standardised National Exam-
ination (Simce), which besides the individual pupil examination scores, provides
survey data responded by parents and teachers of intake students.1
First, we show all the available data sets and we explain in detail how we
construct the Student Panel Dataset (SPD), from which we select specific cohorts
for our analyses. Other relevant data bases such as the Simce dataset, with its
complementary bases, are described in depth.
Most studies related to school or student performance use standardised ex-
amination scores as a valid and comparable instrument for academic achievement
across schools and years. However, in Chile the Simce exam does not provide
scores for all students every year as it is only taken in some specific grades.
The main analyses are presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, where we
estimate Teacher Effects (TEs) and School Effects (SEs) from Value Added Models
(VAMs). These estimation require at least two consecutive annual test scores for
each student. Since, the Simce exam is only taken in particular grades (non-
consecutive), we use in Chapter 5 the 4th grade 2005 cohort’s Simce scores as
our basic dependent variable, and the 3rd grade 2004 school marks for the lagged
scores required by our VAM specification.
1It is important to highlight that many of the data sets here mentioned included data from to
the latest delivery of information from the Chilean Ministry of Education (Mineduc) in November
2013.
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The analyses require two validations: (i) the school marks in grade 3 are
good proxy for the students’ attainment (i.e standardised school marks and stan-
dardised Simce score are correlated. Refer to Sections 5 and 6 of this chapter); (ii)
there is sufficient evidence to ensure that there is random assignment of students
to teachers or classes based on previous school marks (i.e comparing school marks
distributions between 3rd-4th grades and 4rd-5th grades. For details see Chapter
4).
The correlation analysis between standardised school marks (at school level)
and standardised Simce scores is carried out using the following cohorts: 4th grade
2005, 4th grade 2007 and 4th grade 2009. We use the same 4th grade cohorts as
reference to verify the random assignment of students to teacher based on schools
marks. Although, we also consider their respective school marks for 3rd and 5th
grade.
In addition to all student registers and their complementary data, we use
the available performance datasets (e.g. Simce scores and school marks) not only
to estimate our VAMs, but also to validate the proxies employed, and assumptions
imposed to consistently estimate TEs and SEs in Chapters 4 and 5. See Table
3.1 a summary description of selected cohorts and the usage of performance data
bases.
Table 3.1: Usage of performance data bases by chapters and cohorts

















Notes: (i) In Chapters 2, 3 and 4 we use standardised Simce scores and Standardised schools marks at school
levels. (ii) Chapter 4 we use school marks in absolute terms.
3.2 Presenting the available data sets
The available data are categorised in two main groups: (1) the administrative data
bases, and (2) the National Examination (Simce). All data have been provided by
the Study Centre of the Ministry of Education (Centro de Estudios - Mineduc).
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3.2.1 The administrative data set
The following data bases are composed of information required of all schools of-
ficially registered in the Mineduc at National level. The information is collected
on a yearly basis which makes it possible to generate longitudinal data sets at
student, teacher and school levels. The sources of data are listed here.
1. Enrolment Data Base
2. Performance Data Base
3. Student Marks Data Base
4. School Directory Data Base
5. Teachers Data Base
6. School Staff Data Base
The Enrolment Data Base (DB), Performance DB and Student Marks DB
can be matched using a unique and masked student ID number (Mrun). They
can be merged to Schools Directories DB at school level by a unique school code
(RBD). Simultaneously, the Teachers DB and the School Staff DB are matched by
a unique and also masked teacher ID number, and both can be linked to school and
student data sets through the RBD, grade, and class letter variables. Therefore,
we identify teachers per subject in every single grade and class per school.
3.2.2 The National Examination (Simce) dataset
National examinations scores by each pupil are considered a key factor for assessing
academic achievement, they provide a standardised evaluation which is comparable
among schools and across years.
In particular, the Chilean National Examination (Simce) is taken every year
but not for every grade. Initially, the grades in which the Simce was taken were
rotating among 4th, 8th and 10th grade. That means only one grade per year used
to take the Simce. However, since 2005 onwards, the 4th grade started being tested
every year, and only 8th and 10th were rotating, one year each.
Previously, Language and Maths were the only subjects to be tested, in
recent years new subjects were incorporated such as Science and History.2 In
addition, since 2012, the 2nd grade started being evaluated every year in Language,
2We refer as Language to Spanish grammar and reading comprehension, and we keep the
same definition for the school marks and teacher’s subjects.
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and from 2013 the Language and Maths exams will be constantly applied to 4th,
6th 8th and 10th grades. Our available information is from 2003 to 2012.
The Simce dataset is also composed of individual questionnaires (or surveys)
which are answered voluntarily by parents and teachers. So, besides the individual
scores, the available information coming from parent’s questionnaire provides pupil
socioeconomic background, such a parental levels of education and household level
of income. While the information obtained from teacher’s questionnaire relates to
teacher characteristics, teacher perceptions and teaching strategies.







3.3 Generating the student panel and the data
cleaning process
We process the data in a way that most closely matches our research interests.
Initially, we construct the Student Panel Dataset (SPD) with the basic student’s
register, and we add student school marks, teacher identifiers, and the correspond-
ing National examination results.
Given the available administrative data set we assemble the main structure
of the SPD based on the Enrolment DB. Although the availability of this data
base is from 2004, we use the Performance DB for the year 2003, which slightly
varies from the Enrolment DB.
Both data bases (Enrolment DB and Performance DB) are very similar, but
they are submitted in different periods of the year and are used by the Mindeduc
for different purposes. Although they do not have a perfect matching using the
student ID (Mrun), these data bases can be considered as substitutes. Thus, we
start the student panel from 2003 taken from Performance DB and we continue
appending yearly the Enrolment DB up to 2012.
However, before combining these data bases, which in theory have the same
formats, we need to work with them and standardise all the aggregated information
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for every year. Once the yearly data are merged in a single data set, we are able
to start the data cleaning process of our SPD. In Figure 3.1 we show a flowchart
representing the dataset generation process from the original sources to the SPD
and posterior cross-section cohorts.





















































Not s: (i) To c nstruct th Students Regist r we use the Enrolment DB from 2004 to 2013, an the Performance
DB for 2003 as the Enrolment DB was not available. (ii) We use cross section cohorts for the VAM and we also
create Mini Panels for particular years and grades (i.e. In Chapter 4). Other data bases (or variables) can be
merged on request.
Basically, from two main sources: (i) Administrative dataset and (ii) Simce
data set, we put together yearly information to apply the data cleaning process
that allows us to construct the final SPD for the period 2003-2012. However, most
of our analyses are based on cross-section cohorts, which are selected from this
SPD.
3.3.1 Cleaning the Aggregated Student Register (2003 -
2012)
As we identified some cases where students had more than one observation per
year, meaning in general more than one school per year, we had to clean the data
designing a selection criteria that assign only one school per student-year. This
process enables us to construct our student panel data (SPD).
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The total number of initial observations was 27,561,043 where a group of
715,334 observations belonged to students who had at least one year of duplicated
registers. The group with assignment problems, or more than one school per
student-year was classified as “Bad IDs” group and it was taken aside to apply
the cleaning process.3 Even if it just accounted for 3% of the total data set it was
necessary to define coherent school selection criteria corresponding to possible
reasons of pupil’s duplicated observations per year (e.g. a school did not update
a student register after moving to another school).
In order to generate rational selection criteria, we ruled out all the in-
dividuals who had in one year at least three or more registered schools. This
group represented less than 0.01% of the initial number of observations. Then,
we continued working only with those individuals who had one duplicated school
registered in at least one year. The total sum of observations for this group is
583,097. However, if we only focused specifically on years with duplicated cases
the observations are reduced to 98,212, which are the final cases where we apply
the school assignment criteria.
The logic of the school allocation criteria basically consists in assigning a
school ID based on backwards induction. If a student had more than one school in
a particular year t, we look forward to the following year t+1 to check whether the
student is enrolled (without duplicated registers) to one of the schools registered
in t. In case there is a match, we leave the school which only appears up to year t,
as we can identify the school movement from t to t+1. Unfortunately, we do not
know the point in time at which the pupil changed school during year t.4
When the backwards rationality cannot be applied because there is not a
clear sequential school transition from one year to the next, we had to apply a
random assignment process.5 However the number of cases randomly assigned was
25,103 and it represents only 0.01% of the student panel. Finally, we ended up
with a panel of 27,428,806 observations, distributed across ten years and twelve
grades.
3We name “Bad IDs” to those students who have at least one duplicated observation per
year, in any year over the period observed. Then we take apart all their history, with and without
duplicated cases to reconstruct a proper panel with only one observation per student-school-year.
Details of the school selection criteria are available in Appendix 3.1.
4The backward induction selection criteria is only applied to duplicated with 2 schools per
year. When a pupil is registered to 3 or more schools, we dropped the register from the dataset.
5The random assignment process consists in choosing one of the two possible schools, setting
a random uniform distribution for both and picking either the school below or above the median.
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3.3.2 Merging with complementary data sets
Due to capacity restrictions, we are going to work with our constructed Student
Panel Dataset (SPD) as the main panel, from which we obtain the cross section
cohorts and mini panels used for the analyses in later Chapters. However, ad-
ditional information will be added depending on the interests and purposes of
potential investigations. The idea is to define representative cohorts to work with
and merge them with all necessary information.
The complementary data sets can be linked by student ID (Mrun), school ID
(RBD), and when we refer to the teacher data bases we also use grades (CodGrade)
and classroom identification (Letter). Keeping the student panel structure we just
add variables per student-year for those selected cohorts used for analyses and
estimations.
Before merging the SPD with the rest of the data base, it is necessary to
clean-up and process the data for every period. In the following section, we show
the composition of each complementary dataset with a brief description depending
on the level at which we have processed the data bases up to now.
3.4 Describing the data sets and student panel
We focus on two groups of data bases and we use them to different extents depend-
ing on the research needs. As we mentioned earlier, the two groups are classified
as; (1) the administrative data set, (2) the National Examination (Simce) data
set.
The SPD is exclusively created from the administrative data set, using
mainly the Enrolment and Performance DBs. From the SPD we select the cross
section cohorts and mini panels, when it is required. In the following subsections,
we describe the two groups of data bases in terms of variables composition. In
Appendix 3.2, we provide a summary table of the data contained in each of the
data sets with a definition of each variable and their availability of the variables
over the years.
3.4.1 Description of the administrative data set
The administrative data set refers to the source of information related to all official
registers about schools, teachers and students. The data itself are collected for
administrative purposes on a yearly basis. These data bases were not particularly
designed to be a longitudinal panel but given their availability over the years we
are able to construct our own SPD.
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All available information is provided at national level and it is possible to
be linked to each other by student ID (Mrun), school ID (RBD) and teacher ID.
Within the administrative data set, we classify six data bases described below.
Some of variables overlap across data bases, that is why we aggregate all of them
in a unique list referring to the administrative data set variables. See Appendix
3.3, a description of the list of variables observed in the administrative data set
and their availability through the period 2002-2013.
Enrolment data base
This is a yearly register of all the students enrolled in the Chilean schools system.
Every type of school has to provide the list of students officially enrolled to the
Ministry of Education by the end of April (the academic year regularly starts the
first week of March and finishes in middle December).
Performance data base
The Study Centre of Mineduc manages a yearly data base using the final academic
report submitted by all schools at the end of the academic year. Here, it is possible
to recover the final academic status, the grade point average (GPA) and school
attendance.6
Given the information contained in this Performance DB, it is more likely
to find duplicated registers per student-year than in the Enrolment DB (due to
possible changes in GPA or final status). The evidence also confirms this con-
jecture, the rate of observations with duplicated schools per student is higher if
we use the Performance DB, than the Enrolment DB when we use them as the
reference data base to construct the SPD.
School marks data base
This is the official register of the whole aggregated student’s school marks.7 Every
student has as many observations as school subjects taught per year. We recover
the registers related to Language and Mathematics subjects (the rest of the sub-
jects are available as well). It is also possible to match these records with the
teacher’s subject area reported in the teachers data set.
6The grade point average (GPA) correspond to the average mark of all final subjects’ mark
by the end of the academic year.
7All schools report the final mark for every student enrolled. The final mark correspond to
the average mark obtained for the whole academic year in each specific subject.
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School directory data base
In parallel to the individual student register, the Mineduc has also constructed a
yearly register of all schools in the Chilean education system. Most of the variables
contained in this school register data base are already included in the Enrolment
DB or Performance DB. What is exclusively in the School directory DB is the
school phone number and address.
Teachers data base
The teacher records are organised in yearly files where each observation identifies
a teacher ID with the subject and the specific classroom taught. This means, it is
very common to find multiple observations per teacher ID. For example, general
teachers have different registers for every subject (Language, Maths, Science, etc)
taught in the same class. On the other hand, the majority of teachers from 5th
grade onwards are subject specialist (SS) teachers. We call SS teachers to those
teachers who teach a specific subject to more than one class in the same grade, or
in multiple grades and schools.
For matching teacher IDs to the SPD we have to separate the teachers data
base in two; Language teachers and Maths teachers. Then, we merge those data
bases independently to a specific cohort (using school ID, grade, and class letter).
We identify a SS teacher when for the same classroom we observe to different
teacher IDs associated, one for Language and another for Maths.
School staff data base
This data set identifies all teachers and managerial staff with a contractual re-
lationship in a school. Every employee has associated a unique and masked ID
provided by the Mineduc, which in case of teachers is the same as the one used in
the Teachers DB described above.
The observations are organised by job positions, identifying the role of the
employee in the school. It is possible to find more than one observation per
individual as one teacher could have more than one role in the same or a different
school. However, the teacher’s ID key variable allow us to enrich the SPD with
some observable teacher characteristics obtained from this data base.
Apart from having available individual characteristics such as; gender, date
of birth and the experience in the education system, the fact we have access to
the role of the individual in the school, allow us to identify principals and some of
their characteristics as well.
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3.4.2 Description of the National Examination (Simce)
As we have mentioned earlier in this chapter the National Examination (Simce)
is a standardised test which started being taken in 4th, 8th and 10th grades in
alternate years. Recently, it has been extended to 2nd and 6th grades and with less
grade testing alternation. The main tested subjects are Language, Maths, History,
Biology and Social Sciences, depending on the grade where pupils are taken the
exam. However, in our investigation we are focused only on Maths and Language
scores.
In absolute terms the scores have an approximated mean of 250 points with
a standard deviation 50 points. Every year and for every subject, the Mineduc
defines specific cut-offs to classify the scores into three achievement levels (Low,
Intermediate, and Advanced). In our investigation we standardise scores at the
year national level.
Despite this information is publically, the individual scores are not acces-
sible to everyone. The Mineduc provides the results at school and municipality
level, but only researchers are able to ask for scores at individual level, conditional
to develop a research project.
Individual Scores and Directories data bases description
The following tables present the available variables for these two data bases during
the period 2003 - 2009. Both data bases provide information to our SPD regarding
the individual performance and school level characteristics.


















Note: We use the Mrun variable (student ID) to match with the rest of the data sets.
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Note: We use the RBD variable (school ID) to match with the rest of the data sets.
Parental Questionnaire description
Students’ parents who took the Simce exam are also invited to respond to an in-
dividual questionnaire. The aspects considered in the questionnaire are related to
parental education level, household income and satisfaction level with the school.
However, over these years different sets of questions have been asked in
parent’s questionnaires. We have made a first effort to identify the main variables
which were always asked and we made them equivalent for the whole panel period.
A brief description of them and their availability is shown in the two tables bellow.8


















Note: We use the Mrun variable (student ID) to match with the rest of the data sets.
Table 3.5: Variables Availability - Parental Questionnaire DB
Year 2003 2004 2005
Grade 10th 8th 4th 4th 10th 4th 8th 4th 10th 4th 8th
RBD Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mrun Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
(Q1)+Student+Residence Yes Yes No No No No No No No No No
(Q2)+Monthly+Household+Income Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
(Q3)+Mother+Education+Level Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
(Q4)+Father+Education+Level Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
(Q5)+Monthly+Education+Expenditure Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No No No No
(Q6)+PreJkinder+Attendance Yes Yes Yes No Yes no Yes Yes Yes No No
(Q7)+Selection Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Availability:of:Variables:in:the:Data:Set:by:Year/Grade
2006 2007 2008 2009
Note: We use the Mrun variable (student ID) to match with the rest of the data sets.




Teachers from classes taking the National Examination are asked to answer ques-
tions about their professional career, topics taught and strategies applied.
In 4th grade, only one teacher per classroom responds to the questionnaire
as it is expected that all subjects are taught be a general teacher. On the other
hand, in 8th and 10th grades the questionnaire is answered by a Language and a
Maths teacher separately.
As in the parental questionnaire, the questions are not always the same
across years. Thus, it is necessary to clean the data and make the relevant variables
equivalent or comparable across years. After going through this process we get to
the final set of available and processed variables. To see the description and the
availability of these variables, see Appendix 3.4.
However, in this data base we are not able to identify the teacher’s ID
because the questionnaire is anonymous, but we still can assign it to the respec-
tive 4th grade general teacher using the key variables; school ID (RBD), grade
(CodGrade) and classroom identifier per grade (Letter).
3.4.3 The Student Panel Dataset (SPD) description
It is important to know the nature and extent of the data set we are working with.
We now present a basic description of the SPD formed with the Enrolment and
Performance DBs. The SPD will be merged to other data bases depending on the
research objectives.
Table 3.6: Number of Students by year and grade
1st$Grade 2nd$Grade 3rd$Grade 4th$Grade 5th$Grade 6th$Grade 7th$Grade 8th$Grade 9th$Grade 10th$Grade 11th$Grade 12th$Grade Total
2003 267,338 280,082 278,040 290,172 295,054 299,644 306,242 293,137 194,479 169,349 117,630 92,050 2,883,217
2004 262,237 266,394 269,678 278,501 290,053 290,688 295,701 290,226 198,666 172,781 125,861 104,267 2,845,053
2005 259,705 259,676 265,856 268,162 284,519 288,700 289,509 284,627 205,278 181,017 130,937 111,094 2,829,080
2006 254,492 258,553 259,625 265,681 274,452 284,014 288,007 278,306 207,301 186,796 134,635 115,099 2,806,961
2007 259,014 251,012 257,060 257,344 270,208 273,754 283,386 274,043 206,210 183,758 134,211 117,326 2,767,326
2008 250,838 255,283 250,670 254,673 263,320 270,070 273,465 272,087 204,451 182,259 131,089 119,287 2,727,492
2009 250,063 250,786 257,512 250,275 263,672 265,493 273,498 263,266 209,370 184,151 130,120 116,538 2,714,744
2010 241,873 243,868 248,213 252,956 255,064 261,851 262,836 263,011 203,483 183,882 130,272 117,467 2,664,776
2011 238,385 237,493 243,691 243,155 259,063 254,334 261,481 251,302 200,526 176,525 130,773 117,429 2,614,157
2012 237,651 234,244 237,672 239,177 250,771 258,154 252,956 251,540 201,319 173,949 126,321 112,246 2,576,000
Total 2,521,596 2,537,391 2,568,017 2,600,096 2,706,176 2,746,702 2,787,081 2,721,545 2,031,083 1,794,467 1,291,849 1,122,803 27,428,806
Notes: (i) This table correspond to our student panel dataset (SPD), where every student has associated a
unique observation in every year. (ii) Each student cohorts is followed in the downward sloping diagonal. For
example, pupils in 1st grade in 2003 should be attending 4th grade in 2006 and 10th grade in 2012. (iii) After
8th grade the number of students observed drops dramatically because we do not follow students in technical
schools.
Breaking down the SPD, and separating the data by school type of depen-
dence we can see the distribution of students by type of schools during the period
2003-2012.
As we have mentioned in the Introduction, there are three types of school
dependence in the Chilean education system: (i)Municipal schools; (ii) Private
Voucher schools; and (iii) Unsubsidised Private schools.
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Along the panel, we observe that Municipal schools have decreased the
number of students enrolled, reducing in approximately 10% its share. The nat-
ural transition seems to be from Municipal to Private Voucher schools, while
Unsubsidised Private schools maintain relatively stable the number of students
enrolled.
Table 3.7: Number and distribution of students by type of dependence
Municipal Priv.-Voucher Unsub.-Priv.- Municipal Priv.-Voucher Unsub.-Priv.-
2003 1,499,831 1,138,998 244,260 2,883,089 2003 52.0% 39.5% 8.5% 100%
2004 1,450,799 1,153,205 241,049 2,845,053 2004 51.0% 40.5% 8.5% 100%
2005 1,411,150 1,203,455 214,475 2,829,080 2005 49.9% 42.5% 7.6% 100%
2006 1,350,089 1,246,200 210,672 2,806,961 2006 48.1% 44.4% 7.5% 100%
2007 1,289,377 1,264,283 213,666 2,767,326 2007 46.6% 45.7% 7.7% 100%
2008 1,222,237 1,290,551 214,704 2,727,492 2008 44.8% 47.3% 7.9% 100%
2009 1,177,515 1,321,748 215,481 2,714,744 2009 43.4% 48.7% 7.9% 100%
2010 1,112,082 1,336,357 216,337 2,664,776 2010 41.7% 50.1% 8.1% 100%
2011 1,060,762 1,336,557 216,838 2,614,157 2011 40.6% 51.1% 8.3% 100%
2012 1,010,626 1,350,974 214,400 2,576,000 2012 39.2% 52.4% 8.3% 100%
Total 12,584,468 12,642,328 2,201,882 27,428,678 Total 46% 46% 8% 100%





Notes: (i) The type of school dependence refers to the schools ownership and the type of funding. (ii) Private
Voucher (Priv. Voucher) schools get public funds from pupils voucher, while Unsubsidised Private (Unsub. Priv)
schools exclusively privately founded.
In terms of schools, from Table 3.8, we see a decrease in the number of
Municipal schools serving students, where more than 10% of schools observed
in 2003 are not longer in the panel by 2012. The observed reduction could be
explained by changes in the type of school dependence or just because of schools
shutting down. The Unsubsidised private schools also experienced a reduction in
the number of schools, but what it is most likely happening here is that many of
them turnout and became Private Voucher schools.
Table 3.8: Number and distribution of schools by type of dependence
Municipal Priv.-Voucher Unsub.-Priv.- Municipal Priv.-Voucher Unsub.-Priv.-
2003 5,715 3,027 582 9,324 2003 61.3% 32.5% 6.2% 100%
2004 5,673 3,051 559 9,283 2004 61.1% 32.9% 6.0% 100%
2005 5,658 3,209 462 9,329 2005 60.6% 34.4% 5.0% 100%
2006 5,530 3,321 448 9,299 2006 59.5% 35.7% 4.8% 100%
2007 5,462 3,363 448 9,273 2007 58.9% 36.3% 4.8% 100%
2008 5,397 3,425 447 9,269 2008 58.2% 37.0% 4.8% 100%
2009 5,367 3,500 440 9,307 2009 57.7% 37.6% 4.7% 100%
2010 5,290 3,513 443 9,246 2010 57.2% 38.0% 4.8% 100%
2011 5,146 3,533 436 9,115 2011 56.5% 38.8% 4.8% 100%
2012 5,074 3,573 431 9,078 2012 55.9% 39.4% 4.7% 100%







Notes: (i) The type of school dependence refers to the schools ownership and the type of funding. (ii) Private
Voucher (Priv. Voucher) schools get public funds from pupils voucher, while Unsubsidised Private (Unsub. Priv)
schools exclusively privately founded.
3.5 Selected cohorts for correlation analysis
In the following sections we present an exhaustive analysis of the correlation be-
tween standardised Simce scores and school marks standardised at school-grade
level. Knowing that the National Examination is not taken in all grades every
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year, we want to to find out an alternative to replace the Simce scores when two
consecutive measures of academic performance are required.
Figure 3.2 presents in which grades the Simce exam has been taken during
the period 2003 - 2013. The Simce has been mainly taken in 4th, 8th and 10th
grades, where 8th and 10th were tested every other year. Just from 2013, the
National examination started to be taken every year in 4th, 6th, 8th and 10th
grades. In addition, 2nd grade which started being taken, but only in Language.
Figure 3.2: Timeline - Simce
2003	   2007	   2008	   2009	  
10th	  Grade	  
8th	  Grade	  
4th	  Grade	   4th	  Grade	   4th	  Grade	   4th	  Grade	  
10th	  Grade	   10th	  Grade	  
8th	  Grade	   8th	  Grade	  
2004	   2005	   2006	  
Note:	  The	  grades	  we	  show	  in	  this	  <meline	  are	  those	  where	  Simce	  is	  taken	  for	  the	  corresponding	  years.	  We	  separate	  between	  Primary	  and	  Secondary	  grades.	  
Source:	  The	  Na<onal	  Examina<on	  (Simce)	  data	  set	  
2010	   2011	   2012	   2013	  
4th	  Grade	   4th	  Grade	   4th	  Grade	   4th	  Grade	  
10th	  Grade	  
8th	  Grade	  






2nd	  Grade	  2nd	  Grade	  
Not The grades we show in this timeline are those where Simce is taken for the corresponding years. We
separate between Primary and Secondary grades.
Source: The National Examination (Simce) data set.
The results obtained from the Simce exam can be used as measures of pupil
cognitive abilities, which is what we need for modelling Value Added measures.
Pupil academic performance, represented by Simce scores can be explained by
unobserved heterogeneities such as teacher and school effects. However, Value
Added Models require consecutive measures of pupil achievement to capture the
impacts of teachers (and schools) from one year to the next. From Figure 3.2 we
can see that cohorts taking the Simce exam in 4th grade do not take the exam
either in 3rd or 5th grade, which it would be desirable for most of the Value Added
Models.
To address the lack of Simce scores for consecutive grades, we propose to
use school marks standardised at school-grade level. Language and Maths school
marks correspond to the final grades obtained for each pupil in every subject, and
they assess the same pupil cognitive abilities we require for academic measures in
the Value Added Models.
Although we are aware of the difference of evaluation criteria between school
marking and National Examination testing, we investigate whether standardised
Language and Maths marks at school level can be used as good proxies for stan-
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dardised Language and Maths Simce scores. Firstly, we analyse the correlation
levels for three different 4th grade cohorts. Secondly, we compare graphically ker-
nel distributions of both academic measures, and finally we apply a regression
analysis where we confirm the positive correlation between standardised school
marks and standardised Simce scores.
We select three 4th grade cohorts to carry out our analyses. The selected
cohorts we show in Figure 3.3 are representative of the five 4th grade cohorts, from
2005 to 2009, which we will use in this thesis.
The selected cohorts are taken from the SPD, which is considered our master
base, and we merge the Simce scores (from the National Examination data base)
and the Language and Maths marks (from the School Marks data base) for our
correlation analysis. The key matching variable between the databases is the
unique student identification number (Mrun).
Figure 3.3: Selected cohorts
2007	  
4th	  Grade	   Cohort	  1	  
2005	   2006	  
Cohort	  2	   Cohort	  3	  
2008	   2009	  2004	  
Note: Cohort 1(a) and Cohort 1(b) are mainly composed by the same group of students which have passed from
4th grade to 8th grade without repeating. The differences between students could be explained by other students
who repeated at least once during this period, plus other attrition problems.
3.5.1 Student panel and performance measure matching
The matching process of the SPD to the National Examination and School Marks
DBs generates some missing observations. However, we have created a register
for those cases where Simce scores and school marks are not available, and we
will use them for selection purposes when we estimate our Value Added Models.
In Table 3.9 we show the matching between the the two performance data bases
(Simce and School Marks), where we take the Simce Scores (SScs), Language
Marks (LMrk) and Maths Marks (MMrk) to be assigned to every pupil in the
cohort. The percentage of missing values is presented in every case, and we can
observe their availability across cohorts.
In all cohorts up to 2007, we can see how the rate of missing observations
when matching to the individual Simce score stays around 7%, while in 2009 it
increases to 11%, approximately. It is not clear why the rate of missing Simce
Scores increased in 2009.
There are some reasons why a school, and therefore a student, does not
have a Simce score. These reasons are related to the minimum number of students
taking the exam and the absenteeism rate on the day of the exam. There is a list
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of requirements that schools have to fulfil. When any of requirements fails, the
results of the exam are not provided. The requirements could vary from year to
year depending on the design of the exam.
Table 3.9: Match between performance data bases (selected cohorts)
2005 With%Match Without%Match Total% %%Missing
Simce%Score%(SScs) 248,819 19,343 268,162 7.2%
Lang%Marks%(LMrk) 263,872 4,290 268,162 1.6%
Maths%Marks%(MMrk) 264,936 3,226 268,162 1.2%
Both%SSmc%E%LMrk 246,854 2,325 249,179 0.9%
Both%SSmc%E%MMrk 247,618 2,025 249,643 0.8%
All%SSmc%E%LMrk%E%MMrk 246,498 2,009 248,507 0.8%
2007 With%Match Without%Match Total% %%Missing
Simce%Score%(SScs) 238,785 18,559 257,344 7.2%
Lang%Marks%(LMrk) 253,033 4,311 257,344 1.7%
Maths%Marks%(MMrk) 253,972 3,372 257,344 1.3%
Both%SSmc%E%LMrk 236,913 2,439 239,352 1.0%
Both%SSmc%E%MMrk 237,554 2,141 239,695 0.9%
All%SSmc%E%LMrk%E%MMrk 236,372 2,131 238,503 0.9%
2009 With%Match Without%Match Total% %%Missing
Simce%Score%(SScs) 222,933 27,342 250,275 10.9%
Lang%Marks%(LMrk) 247,385 2,890 250,275 1.2%
Maths%Marks%(MMrk) 248,424 1,851 250,275 0.7%
Both%SSmc%E%LMrk 222,075 2,310 224,385 1.0%
Both%SSmc%E%MMrk 222,807 1,725 224,532 0.8%
All%SSmc%E%LMrk%E%MMrk 222,075 1,725 223,800 0.8%
Student,panel:,4th,Grade,Cohorts
Note: In this table we represent the matching observed between the Student Panel Dataset (SPD), Simce scores
(SScs), Language marks (LMrk) and Maths Marks (MMrk), for every selected cohort.
3.6 Correlation evidence
The correlation analysis presented in this section is composed by matrices and
graphs correlations, kernel distributions, and linear regressions.
For every selected 4th grade cohort, we check the correlation levels of the
Language and Maths marks with their respective scores in the National exam.
Furthermore, we disaggregate the correlation analysis by type of school depen-
dence, identifying possible differences in marking distributions between Municipal,
Private Voucher and Unsubsidised Private schools.
In order to make these performance measures comparable, we have stan-
dardised the Simce scores at national level, and the school marks at the school-
grade level. Our hypothesis is that a good student within a school as measured by
school marks, would be a good predictor for his or her performance as measured
by the National Examination Simce score.
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3.6.1 Correlation matrices
We present the correlation matrices for standardised school marks and the stan-
dardised Simce scores in the selected cohorts. Each matrix considers marks and
scores per subject. Then we conduct the correlation analysis by subject.
Table 3.10 shows a very stable correlation between school marks and Simce
scores in all cohorts, although being slightly higher in Maths. In Table 3.11, we
present the correlation matrices separated by type of schools dependence. The
correlation level increases to approximately 0.61 to 0.64 in Municipal schools, but
it keeps similar in Private Voucher and Unsubsidised Private schools, between
0.56 to 0.62 approximately. Regarding rurality conditions of school, we can see
from Table 3.12 that correlation keeps similar and stable in urban and rural areas.
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The differences observed in correlation levels forUnsubsidised Private schools
could suggest uneven distributions in the academic performance between type of
school dependence. The following section shows kernel density graphs as measure-
ment instrument to compare distributions between standardised school marks and
standardised Simce scores.9
3.6.2 Kernel distributions
The kernel function is used to estimate the density of our variables of interest;
standardised school marks and standardised Simce scores. The analysis consists
in analyse how similar the aggregated distribution per subject is, and how the
differences are when we disaggregate standardised school marks and standardised
Simce scores by type of school dependence.
School Marks vs Simce Scores - Aggregate level
Comparing the distributions of standardised school marks and standardised Simce
scores, it is possible to confirm they both behave similarly in aggregated terms.
In the figures below we present the comparison of the distributions by subjects for
the three selected 4th grade cohorts.
The shapes of the distributions differ only a little between Language and
Maths standardised measures. Along the three selected cohort the distributions
and the differences between subjects are very similar.
9In Appendix 3.5, we present scatter plots for correlation levels in every cohort.
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Figure 3.4: Stdsed. School Marks vs Stdsed. Simce Scores
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In the following subsection, we look for some evidence of what could explain
differences in the kernel distributions of school marks and Simce exam results, by
type of school dependence.
School Marks vs Simce Scores - Disaggregated by type of school
Separating the analysis by type of school dependence, it is easy to recognise some
clearer differences in marks distributions ruled by Unsubsidised Private schools.
The difference is very visible when comparing the standardised results for the
National Examination.
Differences in distributions for Municipal and Private Voucher schools are
not important, as it can be seen from Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
On the other hand, the plots in Figure 3.7 confirm that Simce scores in
the Unsubsidised Private schools are more concentrated to the right-hand side
of the distribution mean. This confirm that among the total population, pupils
from Unsubsidised Private school perform better in the Simce exam, and the
distribution of standardised school marks might underestimate their academic
achievement in terms of Simce scores. Although, the share of students enrolled in
Unsubsidised Private school is less than 10% of the total, the differences observed
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in the standardised National scores could drive the small differences found in the
comparison of the aggregate distributions above.
Figure 3.5: Kernel distributions in Municipal schools
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Figure 3.6: Kernel distributions in Private Voucher schools
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Figure 3.7: Kernel distributions in Unsubsidised Private schools
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Even though we are not able to claim quality differences between type of
schools based on correlation analysis, we suggest controlling for the type of school
when further estimations will be done.
3.6.3 Regression analysis
Here we add the third piece of evidence indicating a positive correlation between
standardised school marks and National Simce scores. This analysis consists in
estimating single linear regressions of standardised Language and Maths Simce
score on their respective standardised school marks by subject.
The estimation results suggest that correlation between both performance
measures is statistically significant. Table 3.13 show the results obtained for all
three 4th grade selected cohorts.
The estimated coefficients on the standardised Language and Maths marks
are between 0.58 and 0.61 in all three 4th grade cohorts. The differences between
subject are hold across cohorts. However, all estimates are significant at 1% of
significance level.
When we add controls for type of school dependence, the correlation in-
creases slightly holding the significance level at 1% in both cohorts.
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Table 3.13: Linear regressions

























VARIABLES (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)
Stdz%Language%school%marks 0.587*** 0.592*** 0.594*** 0.599*** 0.579*** 0.586***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Stdz%Maths%school%marks 0.610*** 0.614*** 0.598*** (0.007) (0.006) 0.595*** 0.604***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) 0.602*** (0.002) (0.002)
Controls (0.002)
Types%of%school%dependence No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Constant *0.032*** *0.030*** *0.273*** *0.270*** *0.033*** *0.029*** *0.290*** *0.311*** *0.040*** *0.036*** *0.314*** *0.358***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002)
Observations 243,874 244,499 243,874 244,499 233,319 234,267 233,319 234,267 216,693 217,296 216,693 217,296
R*squared 0.319 0.347 0.403 0.438 0.327 0.334 0.413 0.439 0.311 0.331 0.390 0.445
Cohort)1)+)2005 Cohort)2)+))2007 Cohort)3)+))2009
Notes: (i) Type of school dependence controls refer to dummy variables in relation to Municipal, Private Voucher
and Unsubsidised Private schools, where we leave Municipal schools as a pivot dummy variable. (ii) *** p<0.01;
** p <0.05; * p <0.1
These results confirm the positive relationships observed in the previous
analyses. Graphically and statistically the correlation between standardised school
marks and standardised Simce scores is positive, relatively high and significant.
3.7 Conclusion
We have described in some detail the composition of the available data sets
that will provide the basis for our empirical analysis, pointing at both potential
strengths and limitations of the data.
First, we construct our own Student Panel Dataset (SPD) from the admin-
istrative data, and we describe how it can be enriched with other complementary
data sets, such as the National Examination, School Marks and Teachers data
bases.
Regarding the limitations of the data, the main restriction is the lack of Na-
tional Examination score for every grade in every year. That is why the challenge
is to find a consistent substitute for individual performance achievement when one
is required but the Simce scores are not available or not observed.
Throughout the second part of this chapter we study the correlation be-
tween standardised school marks and Simce scores per subject. The analysis is
based on three selected 4th cohorts, for representative years in our analyses (2005,
2007 and 2009).
Three different methodologies are applied to the correlation analysis. For
all methodologies we work with standardised values of school marks and of Simce
scores. School marks are standardised at school-grade-year level and Simce scores
are standardised at grade-year level. We first show simple correlation tables,
then we present graphical distribution comparisons and lastly we run some linear
regressions of standardised Simce scores on standardised school marks.
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Correlation levels in 4th grade cohorts are between 0.56 to 0.59. The corre-
lation of standardised Maths school marks and standardised Maths Simce scores
is slightly higher than Language correlation for all cohorts. When we disaggregate
by type of school dependence the results do not vary substantially.
The graphical kernel distribution analysis did not show considerable differ-
ences when we compare standardised school marks and Simce scores by subject.
However, when we disaggregate by type of school dependence and we compare be-
tween them, differences in distributions arise specially for the Unsubsidised private
school. This type of school seems to drive any differences between performance
measure distributions.
In the final part of the correlation analysis, we compare simple linear regres-
sions of standardised Simce scores on standardised school marks, with and with-
out type of school dependence controls. Results show that correlations slightly
increase when we control for type of school dependence, but in both cases (with
and without controls) the coefficients are significant at 1% of significance level.
Supported by three different methodologies, we suggest there is evidence
that standardised school marks and standardised Simce scores are reasonably
highly correlated. On this basis, we propose the use of standardised schools marks





Evidence from the Chilean school
system
Abstract
In this chapter we test for students-to-teacher non-random assignment within
schools in the Chilean school system. We focus on possible student grouping in
4th and 5th grade classes based on previous academic achievement. To analyse
non-random assignment within schools, we select a group of schools and classes
where we could actually test the evidence of student sorting. We applied some
selection criteria at students and class level to get a sample of all schools with 2
and 3 classes per grade.
We use graphical and statistical tests of evidence of student sorting. Us-
ing graphical analysis we were not able to identify any evidence of non-random
assignment in the Chilean school system. We generate two types of counterfac-
tual classes: (i) based on random student assignment, and (ii) based on perfectly
sorted student assignment. We then compare both counterfactuals with real class
distributions. To make these comparisons, we create five categories of non-random
assignment evidence: None, Low, Med-High and High. All tested schools from the
sample are classified in one of these categories.
Comparisons with respect to random counterfactuals do not show signif-
icant evidence of non-random assignment when we use graphical and statistical
testing. However, when we compare real class distributions with perfectly sorted
counterfactuals, the number of schools found with Low and Medium levels of sort-
ing evidence increase, but not in higher ones. Our results suggest that most of





2. Selected Cohorts and Mini Panels
3. Description of 4th Grade - 2005 mini panel and sample sample
4. Evidence regarding non-random assignment
5. Conclusion
4.1 Introduction
One of the main concerns for the estimation of “Teacher Effects” (TEs) is the
difficulty of interpreting estimated effects as causal on student outcomes. As we
have discussed in Chapter 2, the Value Added Models (VAMs) are commonly used
in the literature to estimate TEs relying on non-random assignment of students to
teachers. Therefore, it is important to study whether in the Chilean school system
context the non-random assignment assumptions are likely to hold.
In Chapter 2, we mentioned three different sources of non-random assign-
ment which might cause VAM assumptions to fail. The cases of non-random as-
signment are: (1) student-to-school; (2) teacher-to-school, and (3) student-
to-teacher.
The first source of non-random assignment is due to the free school choice
system where parents are able to choose which school to apply for their children.
Private Voucher and Unsubsidised Private schools can decide which students to
accept, while Municipal schools, in theory, are not allowed to select. Regarding the
second source of non-random assignment, the teachers to school allocation might
be affected by selection issues, as the decision for hiring a teacher or accepting a
job offer is taken endogenously. However, independent of the flexibility levels in
terms of pupil selection or the teacher hiring process across schools, both types of
assignments (student-to-school and teacher-to-school) can be modelled by a
“Two-side Matching Model” which is currently beyoned our research agenda.
We follow the literature when TEs are estimated in non-experimental con-
texts. Thus, we rely on the student-to-school and teacher-to-school random
assignment assumptions, controlling for as many as posible variables which might
be the source of non-random assignment based on observed characteristics. How-
ever, mindful of the differences between type of schools, we control for types of
school dependence, and we conduct throughout the thesis some separate analyses
by type of schools.
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We are focus on verifying Student-to-teacher (or teachers-to-classrooms)
random assignment within schools. This type of assignment depends mainly on
the principal’s discretion, who based on observable or unobservable factors, may
decide which grade and classroom a particular teacher has to teach. Moreover,
principals can decide whether a primary teacher be assigned the role of general
teacher or subject specialist (SS) teacher. When teachers are specialised in one
specific subject, teaching it to more than one class, we refer to schools being un-
der SS teacher scheme. It is very unlikely that principals make a random decision
every year about teacher-classroom allocation.
Therefore, the third source of non-random assignment within school could
happen when principals track students marks records and group pupils based on
their previous performance. Principals could also sort students in terms of non-
observable characteristics, but we just focus on ruling out the sorting evidence in
terms of observable academic achievement.
We also explained in Chapter 2, that to estimate teacher and school effects
we need that unobserved time-varying factors are not correlated with all the re-
gressors included in the VAM. If students are not sorted into classrooms within
school-grade, we can argue that teacher to classroom allocation is not correlated
to observables or unobservable pupil achievement factors.
In this chapter we examine whether there is evidence of sorting in the
Chilean school system considering selected samples of three different cohorts.
Specifically, we analyse reduced panels looking for evidence of grouping based
on previous school marks. Following Aaronson et al. (2007), our strategy con-
sists of graphic analysis and statistical tests for measuring differences in means
and distributions between real classes and two generated counterfactual classes.
The two counterfactual distributions are: (i) “Random Sorting” counterfactuals
which are constructed randomly, and (ii) “Perfect Sorting” counterfactual groups
which are created based on marks ranking within school-grades. The perfect sorted
counterfactuals are separated into High and Low performing students.
We replicate Aaronson et al. (2007) methodology in our selected cohorts,
and we obtain results consistent with most weak evidence of non-random assign-
ment. These results support our hypothesis that in the Chilean school system
there is not significant evidence of non-random assignment of student-to-teacher
between 4th and 5th grades, at least for schools with 2 and 3 classes per grade.
This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 1, we select three cohorts
and generate reduced panels for each. Section 2 describes and compares these
cohorts, showing in detail the sample selection process applied to the 4th Grade
2005 cohort when we create its respective reduced panel (from 3th to 5th grade).
In Section 4, we show graphic evidence suggesting that the assumption of non-
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random assignment of student-to-classroom is not problematic. Section 5 presents
statistical tests for differences in means and distributions between real and coun-
terfactual classrooms per school. Finally, in Section 6 we summarise the results
and present our main conclusions.
As complementary information, we show in the “Appendix - Chapter 4”
the description and results of the two other cohorts tested: 4th Grade 2007 and
4th Grade 2009.
4.2 Selected cohorts and mini panels description
Initially, we have generated the Student Panel Dataset (SPD), which is an un-
balanced panel with all students officially registered in the Chilean school system
from 2003 to 2012. From the SPD we take three representative cohorts in which
we examine whether there is evidence of non-random assignment in early primary
grades.
The selection of the three cohorts is based on the availability of the National
standardised exam scores, which are going to be used for the teacher and school
effects estimation in later chapters alongside standardised school marks. As we
have seen in Chapter 3, the Chilean National Examination (Simce) started being
taken in 4th grade every year from 2005. In the thesis, we consider for our estima-
tions 4th grade cohorts from 2005 to 2009. Therefore, we select a representative
cohorts sample for this period choosing the following cohorts:
• Cohort 1: 4th Grade 2005
• Cohort 2: 4th Grade 2007
• Cohort 3: 4th Grade 2009
From these three cohorts we want to track pupils who were in 3rd, 4th and
5th grade in consecutive years without school changes. Identifying those cases
would allow us to examine whether there is evidence of non-random assignment
based on school marks within schools when 4th and 5th grade classes are arranged.1
We claim that if there is an earlier pupil grouping it is reflected in this analysis.
For each selected cohort we generate a reduced 3 year panel (we also call it
mini panel). We are particularly interested in students who followed the regular
transition from 3rd to 5th grade (e.g. without repeating grades), considering as
the reference group those enrolled in the 4th grades for the chosen years.
1We do not propose that pupil sorting can be made based on Simce scores, as the Simce score
per pupil is not available for principals or school authorities. Schools only observe the average
performance of the cohort. Then, the only measure of pupil performance that the principal can
use for grouping students into classes are the school marks.
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Table 4.1: Reduced panels for selected cohorts
3rd$Grade 4th$Grade 5th$Grade Other/Miss Total
2004 252,423 8,246 517 6,976 268,162
2005 268,162 268,162
2006 65 8,589 253,419 6,089 268,162
Cohort+1
3rd$Grade 4th$Grade 5th$Grade Other/Miss Total
2006 243,337 8,944 63 5,000 257,344
2007 257,344 257,344
2008 31 8,020 244,683 4,610 257,344
3rd$Grade 4th$Grade 5th$Grade Other/Miss Total
2008 237,417 7,657 8 5,193 250,275
2009 250,275 250,275
2010 1 6,636 240,986 2,652 250,275
Cohort+2
Cohort+3
Note: Using enrolled students in 4th grade as reference for every cohort, we see where they were one year before
and one year ahead. In the first row of every table we identify in 4th grade the repeating students, and analogous
for the third row, we found the students who were not promoted to 5th grade. The 5th grade in the first row and
the 3rd grade in the third are cases which we assume as typo. In the Other/Miss column we add the rest of the
typos in terms of grades and missing cases as these pupils were not observed in that year.
We describe the transitions of selected cohorts in Table 4.1, where we also
identify missing observations, students repeating grades, and pupils who appear
enrolled in infeasible grades (e.g. If a student from 4th grade 2005 appears to be
enrolled in 5th grade in 2004 or in 3rd in 2006).
Table 4.2: Selected cohorts transition
In#2004 Fequency Percent. Cumulate
3th2Grade 252,423 94% 94%
4th2Grade 8,246 3% 97%
Other2grade2 1,669 1% 98%
Missing 5,824 2% 100%
Total 268,162 100% 100%
%"Other/Miss 2.8%
In#2006 Fequency Percent. Cumulate
4th2Grade 8,589 3% 3%
5th2Grade 253,419 95% 98%
Other2grade2 1,240 0% 98%
Missing 4,914 2% 100%
Total 268,162 100% 100%
%"Other/Miss 2.3%
Cohort#1
In#2006 Fequency Percent. Cumulate In#2008 Fequency Percent. Cumulate
3th2Grade 243,337 95% 95% 3th2Grade 237,417 95% 95%
4th2Grade 8,944 3% 98% 4th2Grade 7,657 3% 98%
Other2grade2 735 0% 98% Other2grade2 401 0% 98%
Missing 4,328 2% 100% Missing 4,800 2% 100%
Total 257,344 100% 100% Total 250,275 100% 100%
%"Other/Miss 2.0% %"Other/Miss 2.1%
In#2008 Fequency Percent. Cumulate In#2010 Fequency Percent. Cumulate
4th2Grade 8,020 3% 3% 4th2Grade 6,636 3% 3%
5th2Grade 244,683 95% 98% 5th2Grade 240,986 96% 99%
Other2grade2 749 0% 98% Other2grade2 115 0% 99%
Missing 3,892 2% 100% Missing 2,538 1% 100%
Total 257,344 100% 100% Total 250,275 100% 100%
%"Other/Miss 1.8% %"Other/Miss 1.1%
Cohort#2 Cohort#3
Notes: (i) Other grade is when the student from the selected cohort is observed in a grade which does not
correspond to the possible grades where pupil could be enrolled one year before or after she/he was enrolled in
4th grade. (ii) Missing is when the student from the selected cohort is not observed in the Student Panel one year
before or after she/he was enrolled in 4th grade. (iii) The Other/Miss indicator corresponds to the percentage
of pupils in other grades or without register for that particular year.
In Table 4.2 we present the cohort transitions in percentages. It is a com-
plement of Table 4.1, and here we can see how approximately 95% of the students
from the selected cohorts were found in their correspondent grade relative to the
year. The rate of repetition in 4th grade is stable and is around 3%, while the rate
of missing and misallocated cases is around 2% per year.
From now on, we will be focused just on those students who did not repeat
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and were found in their respective grades across the mini panel period. Thus,
the first group of dropped observations correspond approximately to 5% of the
students from each original selected cohort.
4.2.1 Student panel dataset (SPD) and school marks match-
ing
Considering only students who were observed continuously in 3rd, 4th and 5th
grades along the mini panel, we have merged their school marks for measuring non-
random assignment. The matching process generates some missing observations,
as some of the pupils did not appear in the School Mark Data Base. In Table 4.3
we describe the number of pupil observations with and without recorded GPA,
Language and Maths marks.
The missing marks cases keep stable around 1% to 2%. Language marks
present the highest missing percentage, followed by Maths marks. However, we
have enough observations for assessing student grouping evidence based on previ-
ous marks.
Table 4.3: Matching school marks to students in selected cohorts
With%Register 250,002 99% 251,156 99% 252,106 100% 263,872 98% 264,936 99% 267,596 100% 249,389 98% 250,441 99% 253,053 100%
W/O%Register 2,421 1% 1,267 1% 317 0% 4,290 2% 3,226 1% 566 0% 4,030 2% 2,978 1% 366 0%
Total 252,423 252,423 252,423 268,162 268,162 268,162 253,419 253,419 253,419
%""W/O"Register 1.0% 0.5% 0.1% 1.6% 1.2% 0.2% 1.6% 1.2% 0.1%
Cohort&1





With%Register 241,091 99% 241,992 99% 243,099 100% 253,033 98% 253,972 99% 256,547 100% 241,025 99% 242,276 99% 244,253 100%
W/O%Register 2,246 1% 1,345 1% 238 0% 4,311 2% 3,372 1% 797 0% 3,658 1% 2,407 1% 430 0%
Total 243,337 243,337 243,337 257,344 257,344 257,344 244,683 244,683 244,683
%""W/O"Register 0.9% 0.6% 0.1% 1.7% 1.3% 0.3% 1.5% 1.0% 0.2%
With%Register 235,298 99% 236,250 100% 237,115 100% 247,385 99% 248,424 99% 250,275 100% 237,645 99% 239,349 99% 240,927 100%
W/O%Register 2,119 1% 1,167 0% 302 0% 2,890 1% 1,851 1% 0 0% 3,341 1% 1,637 1% 59 0%
Total 237,417 237,417 237,417 250,275 250,275 250,275 240,986 240,986 240,986





Lang%Marks Maths%Marks GPALang%Marks Maths%Marks
5th&Grade&2010
Lang%Marks Maths%Marks GPALang%Marks Maths%Marks GPA
3th&Grade&2006 4th&Grade&2007 5th&Grade&2008
Lang%Marks Maths%Marks GPA
Notes: (i) With Register is when it is possible to match their GPA, Language and Maths school marks. (ii) The
GPA comes from the Performance Data Base. The Language and Maths marks come from the Student Marks
Data Base. Both data bases belong to the Administrative data set. See Chapter 2.
4.2.2 Student panel dataset (SPD) and teacher register
matching
We separate the teacher dataset into Language and Maths teacher data bases and
we merged them to the selected cohorts. In Table 4.4 we show there are some
observations without teachers matching (Maths and Language teachers). When
there is only one teacher identified per class, we automatically assign the teacher
ID for the other subject which was not matched. In those cases where the SPD
do not match with the Language and Maths teacher data set, we are not able to
assign any teacher ID in these classes.
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In our panel we classify teachers by subjects, although in early primary
grades classes are taught mainly by general teachers. However, in later primary
grades, from 5th grade onwards, most of the teacher become SS teachers.
Describing the composition of students exposed to a general or a SS teacher,
we can see Tables 4.5 and Table 4.6 how the number of classes taught by SS
teachers is considerably higher in 5th grade compared to 3rd and 4th grades.
Table 4.4: Matching teachers to classrooms by subject in selected cohorts
With%Match 246,725 98% 247,892 98% 246,448 98% 262,473 98% 263,877 98% 261,894 98% 246,750 97% 248,362 98% 245,037 97%
W/O%Match 5,698 2% 4,531 2% 5,975 2% 5,689 2% 4,285 2% 6,268 2% 6,669 3% 5,057 2% 8,382 3%
Total 252,423 252,423 252,423 268,162 268,162 268,162 253,419 253,419 253,419




Lang%Tch Math%Tch Both Lang%Tch Math%Tch Both
With%Match 238,270 98% 239,166 98% 237,355 98% 252,233 98% 252,956 98% 250,925 98% 237,140 97% 238,620 98% 234,599 96%
W/O%Match 5,067 2% 4,171 2% 5,982 2% 5,111 2% 4,388 2% 6,419 2% 7,543 3% 6,063 2% 10,084 4%
Total 243,337 243,337 243,337 257,344 257,344 257,344 244,683 244,683 244,683
%"Non&Match 2.1% 1.7% 2.5% 2.0% 1.7% 2.5% 3.1% 2.5% 4.1%
With%Match 231,976 95% 232,966 96% 231,057 95% 247,523 96% 248,436 97% 246,965 96% 238,884 98% 240,235 98% 238,799 98%
W/O%Match 5,441 2% 4,451 2% 6,360 3% 2,752 1% 1,839 1% 3,310 1% 2,102 1% 751 0% 2,187 1%
Total 237,417 237,417 237,417 250,275 250,275 250,275 240,986 240,986 240,986








Lang%Tch Math%Tch BothLang%Tch Math%Tch BothLang%Tch Math%Tch Both
Cohort&3
Notes: (i) Lang Tch: Language teachers; Maths Tch: Maths teachers. (ii) With Match is when the student
observation from a specific school-classroom was successfully matched to the Language and Maths Teachers data
bases. W/O Match is when the student observation from a specific school-classroom was unable to find any match
with the Language and Maths Teachers data bases. (iii) The Both column indicates whether the Language and
the Maths teacher simultaneously matched the student observation from a specific school-classroom. (iv) The
Non-Match indicator corresponds to the percentage of individual observation from a particular school-classroom
without Language teacher, Math teacher or both. (v) The Language and Maths Teacher data bases are generated
form the Teachers Data Base which belongs to the Administrative data set (see Chapter 3).
Since 2004 to 2008 the number of 3rd grade classes with SS teachers has
grown by almost 100%. Similar rate of growth is experienced in 4th grade class-
rooms from 2005 to 2009. The number of 4th grade classes which changed from
General to SS teacher also grew but in a much lower rate.




























Note: Non-Match observations refer to pupils without neither Language nor Maths teacher register.
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Note: Non-Match observations refer to pupils without neither Language nor Maths teacher register.
The significant increase in the number of classes taught by SS teachers in
3rd and 4th grades suggest changes in some academic strategies. We could infer
that more principals are assigning SS teachers in early grades to prepare students
for the Simce exam taken in 4th grade.
In this section, we have eliminated all inconsistent pupil observations along
the panel (e.g. those observations which do not even match with students repeating
grades during the period). Additionally, we have identified all missing values
generated when we merge the selected cohorts with the school marks and teacher
data bases
The following section discusses the sample selection made on the 3rd, 4th
and 5th grade mini panel, with respect to 2004-2006 years. From the initial 268,162
students observed in 4th 2005, we describe all selection process required to study
non-random assignment in this group of students.2
4.3 Description of 4th Grade 2005 mini panel and
sample selection
To examine student potential sorting in 4th and 5th grades, we need to select a
sample from the mini panels. The sample selection only considers schools with at
least two classes per grade, and with students who were observed for three years
in the same school.
In the current section we describe in detail the 4th grade 2005 mini panel and
its sample selection process. The descriptions of the other two 4th grade cohorts
are documented in Appendix 4.1. Before starting the sample selection from the
mini panel, we present in Table 4.7 the descriptive statics of the main variables.
Grouping strategies can take place only in schools with at least two classes
per grade. Schools with one class per grade cannot sort pupils by any observable
or unobservable characteristic, as all of the enrolled students for a particular grade
are in the same class. Of course, principals can still determine which teachers are
2The same analyses is carry out for Cohorts 2 and 3. The mini panel description tables
are presented in Appendix 4.1.
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assigned with each grade, but the non-random assignment due to the allocation
of teachers to particular grades is not considered in this analysis.
To have an idea of how many schools could be grouping students non-
randomly, we classify schools by the number of classes per grade. In Table 4.8, we
show how in every year of the mini panel Cohort 1, the proportion of schools with
only one class per grade is 73%. Thus, we will focus on the 27% left to apply the
sample selection criteria.



































Mean Std.'Dev. Min Max
5.68 0.74 1 7
5.42 0.77 1 7
5.32 0.82 1 7
0.49 0.50 0 1
9.77 0.75 7 15
92.41 10.51 0 100
0.02 0.11 0 1
0.98 0.14 0 1
0.98 0.12 0 1
1.05 0.21 1 3
1.05 0.22 1 3
2.47 1.72 1 9
2.52 1.74 1 8
2.47 1.72 1 9
2.86 1.94 1 12
0.30 0.46 0 1
0.60 0.49 0 1
0.35 0.47 0 1
0.06 0.22 0 1
0.49 0.50 0 1
1.26 1.19 0 4
30.76 36.55 1 525----------




Notes: (i) The number of students corresponds to the total pupil observed from the original cohort in 4th
grade 2005, and who were track across the three year period. (ii) The number of classes corresponds to all the
classrooms observed over the three year periods in all schools. (iii) The number of schools refers to the total
schools observed over the panel, then if a pupil from the reference cohort (4th grade 2005) is in a different school
in 2004 or 2006, that school it would be counted here. (iv) School Socioeconomic Level variable: 0 Low; 1 Mid
Low; 2 Middle; 3 Middle High; 4 High.
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Table 4.8: Distribution of schools by number of classes per grade

































Note: Some Schools change the number of schools between 3rd and 5th grade but it does not change dramatically
total composition.
4.3.1 Sample selection criteria
The main objective of this chapter is to investigate non-random assignment of stu-
dents to teachers, and as shown in Table 4.8, the group of schools which potentially
could apply grouping strategies is approximately 27%.
Next, we present the selection criteria considered to create the sample in
which we test for evidence of pupil sorting.
1st Sample selection criterion: School selection
We select an initial sub group of schools with two to three classes per grade. There
are not many schools with more than three classes per grade (around 2% of schools)
and as we increase the number of classes per grade the testing methodologies get
even more complex.
Simultaneously and for simplicity of the sorting analysis, we require schools
to have the same number of classes per cohort over the three year period. So, in
Table 9 we present the distribution of the schools which fulfil this first selection
criterion. The selected represent approximately 21% of total schools.






















Note: The 21% and 20% are with respect to the total number of schools shown in Table 4.8.
Given the methodology proposed for testing non-random assignment, we
need schools with the same number of classes every year in the cohort under
analysis. Thus, we separate the first school selection into two groups: those which
have two classes per grade (Group 1) and those with three classes per grade
(Group 2).
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We check the distribution of class letter, or class identifier within school-
grade, for both groups.3 In Table 4.10, we see there are few cases which their class
letter do not correspond neither “A” nor “B” as is expected for schools with two
classes per grade. In Table 4.11 we also identify few observations of classes with
unexpected class letters, different from “A”, “B” and “C”.
Table 4.10: Distribution of students by class letter





























Note: Classes classified with letters different from A or B are going to be re-labelled. We try to keep track of
those classes who were classified with a particular letter in 3rd grade maintain the same classification for the rest
of the period. In schools with just two classes per grade it does not make sense having a class with letter C or
higher, we assume it could be a typo.
Table 4.11: Distribution of students by class letter























Note: There is only one class in the sample classified with letter D. In every year, the other two class letters
were identified as A and B, so we replace the letter D by C.
In Group 1, with two classes per grade, we still observe students in classes
labelled as “C” or higher. Despite the fact they represent less than 1% of students,
it is preferable to reallocate them into “A” and “B” classification. To do the
reallocation we check case by case for appropriateness of re-labelling. The same
methodology was followed for Group 2 which only had one unexpected class letter
(“D”).
2nd Sample selection criterion: Student selection
Previously, when we selected cohorts and mini panels, we dropped students with
observations out of the regular path from 3rd to 5th grade. Using as a reference
cohort the students enrolled in the selected 4th grade cohort, and we recover those
3Classes within school and grade are identified by letters (A, B, C, etc), depending on the
number of classes per grade. Generally if there is only one class per grade, it is labeled as “A”
(e.g 4th grade A).
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pupils who were observed in 3rd grade the year before and in 5th grade the year
after.
After the initial student selection, we are sure all the observations corre-
spond to pupils in the expected track from 3rd to 5th, but also including pupils from
the reference cohort who have missing observation or who have repeated grades.
Now, the concern is about having a sample where we observe pupils through the
whole period in the mini panel.
We are forced to have a balanced mini panel, to reduce bias when testing
sorting evidence. In Table 4.12, we present the distribution of students by the
number of registers observed during the three years period.
After applying this selection criterion we continue the analysis with 80%
of the original selected cohort in both groups. The dropped cases correspond to
students who have repeated a grade or who have had one observation out of the
expected path.
We also need to eliminate from the mini panel, the students who changed
school during this period as they could be another source of bias when we test
grouping evidence.
In Table 4.13 we present the pupils mobility distribution. We find a low
change rate in both groups of schools, with around 3.5% in Group 1 and 1.2% in
Group 2.
Table 4.12: No. registers per student within the mini panel
3rd$2004 4th$2005 5th$2006 3rd$2004 4th$2005 5th$2006
1 5,411$$$$$$$ 2,312$$$$$$$ 5,715$$$$$$$ 2,704$$$$$$$ 1,054$$$$$$$ 3,013$$$$$$$
2 8,173$$$$$$$ 15,177$$$$$ 8,220$$$$$$$ 3,886$$$$$$$ 7,089$$$$$$$ 3,615$$$$$$$
3 70,904$$$$$ 70,904$$$$$ 70,904$$$$$ 32,288$$$$$ 32,288$$$$$ 32,288$$$$$
Total 84,488 88,393 84,839 38,878 40,431 38,916





Note: (i) Students with 3 registers through the period are those who follow the regular path from 3rd to 5th
grade (no missing observations and no repeating grades). (ii) Group 1: Schools with 2 classes per grade from
3rd to 5th grade; Group 2: Schools with 3 classes per grade from 3rd to 5th grade.
Table 4.13: Student mobility in the mini panel
School&change 3rd&2004 4th&2005 5th&2006 3rd&2004 4th&2005 5th&2006
No 68,414&&&&& 68,425&&&&& 70,904&&&&& 31,911&&&&& 31,919&&&&& 32,288&&&&&
Yes 2,490&&&&&&& 2,479&&&&&&& <&&&&&&&&&& 377&&&&&&&&&& 369&&&&&&&&&& <&&&&&&&&&&
Total 70,904 70,904 70,904 32,288 32,288 32,288
Mobility(Rate 3.5% 3.5% 0.0% 1.2% 1.1% 0.0%
Group22Group21
Cohort21
Note: (i) We look for students who have not changed schools along the 3 year period (ii) Group 1: Schools
with 2 classes per grade from 3rd to 5th grade; Group 2: Schools with 3 classes per grade from 3rd to 5th grade.
Considering only stayer pupils (or never school movers), we are able to
track students within schools and check whether there exists evidence of grouping
based on previous school marks.
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3rd Sample selection criterion: Class size selection
The methodologies for testing non-random assignment consist basically in class
distribution comparisons. From the real classes we create counterfactual classes
to compare with.
The consistency of the estimators will depend on the number of observations
we have per class. In the literature, the minimum number of pupils per class
considered significant for different type of estimations varies between 10 and 20.
In Figure 4.1, we show the histograms of the class size for Cohort 1 - Group
1 and Group 2 after all previous selections. The number of students enrolled in
classes with fewer than 15 pupils accumulate 3% of the remaining panel in Group
1 and less than 0.5% in Group 2.
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Cohort 1 - Group 2
Note: (i) Both histograms correspond to the class size of the total classes observed along the panel (in 3rd, 4th
and 5th grade) for each group. (ii) Group 1: Schools with 2 classes per grade from 3rd to 5th grade; Group
2: Schools with 3 classes per grade from 3rd to 5th grade.
Holding the previous selection criteria, we keep schools with a minimum
of 15 pupils per class, in all classes for the whole period. After applying the last
selection criterion, we got a sample of 1,153 schools with 60,975 pupils every year.
4.3.2 Description of the mini panel samples
The mini panel samples are composed of students observed for three consecutive
years in the same school, without repeating grades. The balanced panels are
formed only for schools with two or three classes per grades along the whole
period, represented by Group 1 and Group 2, respectively.
Comparing the two sample groups in Table 4.14 with the original mini
panel Cohort 1, described in Table 4.7, we do not observe big differences in the
mean of average school marks, only the GPA increases by two decimal points
approximately in both groups.
The average age of pupils does not change either, while the attendance
slightly increases, and the proportion of pupils with special needs stays relatively
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low.
At class level, when we compare the availability of Language and Maths
teacher register we find similar rates in our samples (around 0.98) than the ob-
served in the original cohort. The number of schools where teachers are observed
also stay very similar. However, average number of grades and classes decreased
in both selected samples with respect to the original cohort. The proportion of
SS teacher also increases from 0.30 to 0.38 and 0.39 in Group 1 and Group 2,
respectively.
































Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
5.86 0.57 2.3 7
5.55 0.70 2.2 7
5.44 0.78 2.2 7
0.51 0.50 0 1
9.68 0.59 7 14.5
94.11 6.55 0 100
0.01 0.10 0 1
0.99 0.12 0 1
0.99 0.11 0 1
1.06 0.24 1 2
1.07 0.25 1 3
1.60 0.93 1 7
1.67 1.00 1 7
1.60 0.93 1 7
2.26 1.77 1 11
0.38 0.49 0 1
0.47 0.50 0 1
0.47 0.50 0 1
0.06 0.24 0 1
0.05 0.21 0 1
2.05 0.92 0 4
67.63 12.63 37.3 93))))))





Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
5.84 0.56 3.2 7
5.52 0.70 3.2 7
5.41 0.77 2.8 7
0.50 0.50 0 1
9.70 0.57 7 14.5
94.21 5.23 44.3 100
0.02 0.10 0 1
0.98 0.14 0 1
0.99 0.11 0 1
1.06 0.23 1 3
1.05 0.23 1 3
1.52 0.83 1 7
1.54 0.88 1 6
1.52 0.83 1 7
2.34 1.86 1 10
0.39 0.49 0 1
0.58 0.49 0 1
0.30 0.46 0 1
0.12 0.33 0 1
0.01 0.12 0 1
2.17 0.93 0.3 4
104.22 17.46 60 137))))




Notes: (i) Group 1: Schools with 2 classes per grade from 3rd to 5th; Group 2: Schools with 3 classes per
grade from 3rd to 5th grade. (ii) The number of students corresponds to the total pupil observed in Groups 1
and 2. (iii) The number of classes corresponds to all the classrooms observed over the three year periods in all
schools. (iv) The number of schools refers to the total schools observed over the panel, then if a pupil from the
reference cohort (4th grade 2005) is in a different school in 2004 or 2006, that school it would be counted here.
(v) School Socioeconomic Level variable: 0 Low; 1 Mid Low; 2 Middle; 3 Middle High; 4 High.
In terms of school distributions, the participation of Municipal schools is
reduced from 0.60 to 0.47 in Group 1 and 0.58 in Group 2. Private Voucher
schools increase their participation only in Group 1 from 0.35 to 0.47, while in
Group 2 decreases to 0.30. The proportion of Unsubsidised Private schools stay
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the same in Group 1, but it is the double (0.12) in Group 2. The distributions
of students by type of school dependence are presented in Table 4.15.
Table 4.15: Distribution of students by type of school dependence in mini panel
Cohort 1 - Groups 1 & 2
3rd$2004 4th$2005 5th$2006 3rd$2004 4th$2005 5th$2006
Municp 26,881$$$$$ 26,852$$$$$ 26,852$$$$$ 16,867$$$$$ 16,867$$$$$ 16,867$$$$$
44% 44% 44% 56% 56% 56%
Priv.$Vouch. 30,633$$$$$ 30,987$$$$$ 31,024$$$$$ 9,772$$$$$$$ 9,917$$$$$$$ 9,917$$$$$$$
50% 51% 51% 33% 33% 33%
Unsubs.$Priv. 3,242$$$$$$$ 3,097$$$$$$$ 3,097$$$$$$$ 3,242$$$$$$$ 3,097$$$$$$$ 3,097$$$$$$$
6% 5% 5% 11% 10% 10%
Total 60,756 60,936 60,973 29,881 29,881 29,881
100% 100% 100% 100% 100% 100%
Cohort41
Group41 Group42
Note: (i) The table shows the number of students observed in each cohort by grade-year, and distributed by
type of school dependence. (ii) The school dependence is classify as: Municp: Municipal schools; Priv. Vouch:
Private Voucher schools; Unsubs. Priv: Unsubsidised Private schools.
In Group 1, Private Voucher schools represent the highest participation
of pupils (around 51%), while in Group 2 the Municipal schools concentrate the
highest proportion of students enrolled with approximately 56% of the sample.
Similar to the distribution in terms of schools, Unsubsidised Private schools almost
double their participation of students from 5% to 10%, when comparing Group
1 and Group 2. Group 1 then maintains similar characteristics with respect to
the original 4th cohorts than Group 2.
However, it is important to note that the size of Group 2 is almost a third
of Group 1 in terms of schools, but it is just below the half in terms of pupils.
4.4 Evidence regarding non-random assignment
The methodology used to analyse potential student sorting considers the con-
struction of counterfactual classes within schools, and compares these to the real
classes. The counterfactuals are organised in two categories:
1. Random assigned counterfactuals (RDM)
2. Perfectly sorted counterfactuals (SRT)
The first category represents random assignment process, and is created by
assigning students randomly into a uniform distribution for grades 3rd and 4th.
From the randomly assigned distribution of pupils per cohort-grade, we generate
two additional random classes (RDM) per grade equally distributed. The second
category refers to non-random assignments of pupil to classrooms. These counter-
factual classes are created discretionally ranking students within school based on
previous year school marks (e.g. GPA, Language, Maths), which are observed by
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principals. Once pupils are artificially sorted we generate two type of classes; (i)
the “High Performance” (HP), with the better ranked pupils, and (ii) the “Low
Performance” (LP), with students from the bottom of the distribution. Hence,
in every comparable grade (4th, 5th) we will have two set of artificially created
counterfactuals.
1. RDM-CF: “4A-RDM”,“4B-RDM”;“5A-RDM”,“5B-RDM”
2. SRT-CF: “4-HP-CF”, “4-LP-CF”; “5-HP-CF”, “5-LP-CF”
Figure 4.2 shows graphically the generation process of the two counterfac-
tual categories when we carry out a semi-experimental analysis for schools with
two classes per grade.
Figure 4.2: Counterfactual classes generating process - Group 1
Counterfactuals	  I:	  	  Random	  Assignment	  
Counterfactuals	  II:	  	  Non	  Random	  Assignment	  
Notes: (i) Counterfactual I: Pupils are uniformly distributed into classes. (ii) Counterfactual II: Pupils
are perfectly sorted distributed into classes based on previous school marks.
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Figure 4.3: Counterfactual classes generating process - Group 2
Counterfactual	  I:	  	  Random	  Assignment	  
Counterfactual	  II:	  	  Non	  Random	  Assignment	  
Notes: (i) Counterfactual I: Pupils are uniformly distributed into classes. (ii) Counterfactual II: Pupils
are perfectly sorted distributed into classes based on previous school marks.
In Figure 4.3 the generation of counterfactual groups slightly change as we
are considering schools with three classes per grade. We still create two counter-
factual classes per random assignment and another two for the perfectly sorted
assignment. However, in both cases we only consider a third of the total distri-
bution of pupils, either for the randomly assigned classes or the perfectly sorted
classes. The perfectly sorted counterfactuals are generated with the lowest and
the highest third parts of the sorted previously school marks distribution.
In the following subsections we compare the distributions of real and coun-
terfactual classes graphically, and we test statistically whether it is possible to
reject the hypothesis of non-random assignment within the Chilean education sys-
tem given the evidence found in these two groups of schools.
4.4.1 Graphical analysis of Non-random assignment
We separate the graphical analysis in two approaches. The first approach shows
histogram graphs comparing distributions based on GPA in real classes versus both
types of counterfactuals: random (RDM) and perfectly sorted (SRT) counterfactu-
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als. The second approach uses kernel distribution graphs comparing distributions
of Language and Maths school marks in real classes versus the RDM and SRT
counterfactual classes. The objective under the two approaches is to determine
any visible evidence of student grouping in real classes distributions.
Considering the first graphical approach (histogram) and the comparison
of real classes with RDM counterfactuals, we observe in Figure 4.4 how graphs
of real classes in Group 1 (‘4A”,“4B”;“5A”,“5B”) do not differ from the graphs
corresponding to randomly formed counterfactuals (‘4A-RDM”,“4B-RDM”;“5A-
RDM”,“5B-RDM”). Similarly, for Group 2, in Figure 4.5 we compare the three
real classes (‘4A”,“4B”, “4-C”;“5A”,“5B”, “5-C”) with the same randomly created
counterfactuals (‘4A-RDM”,“4B-RDM”;“5A-RDM”,“5B-RDM”). None of the class
distributions (real and random counterfactuals) seems to differ among them, sug-
gesting that pupils are randomly sorted into classes, at least from the school marks
perspective.





















































Graphs by Randomly assigned counterfactual classes
Note: RDM-CF: Randomly sorted counterfactuals. There are two counterfactual classes (A, B) per grade
with pupils uniformly distributed into classes.
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Graphs by Randomly assigned counterfactual classes
Note: RDM-CF: Randomly sorted counterfactuals. There are two counterfactual classes (A, B) per grade
with pupils uniformly distributed into classes.
As an alternative, we also compare real classes to High and Low Perfor-
mance counterfactuals (HP,LP). Given the graphs shown above, we expect to
observe significant differences between real classes and perfectly sorted counter-
factuals distributions based on GPA. Neither from Group 1, in Figure 4.6, or
from Group 2, in Figure 4.7, we confirm that real classes do not appear to have
similar histogram shapes in comparison to HP and LP counterfactuals. This find-
ing supports the hypothesis of random assignment of students to classrooms as
the real classes seem to significantly differ from perfectly sorted counterfactuals.
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Graphs by Perfectly sorted counterfactual classes
Notes: There are two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per grade: (i) HP-GPA-CF: High Performance
classes based on GPA. (ii) LP-GPA-CF: Low Performance classes based on GPA



































































































Graphs by Perfectly sorted counterfactual classes
Notes: There are two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per grade: (i) HP-GPA-CF: High Performance
classes based on GPA. (ii) LP-GPA-CF: Low Performance classes based on GPA
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The histogram approach do not suggest grouping evidence based on previ-
ous year GPA when we compare the two groups of schools with the two artificially
created counterfactuals. Our second graphical approach focuses on kernel distri-
butions, where we compare real classes in Group 1 and Group 2 with both coun-
terfactuals (RDM, SRT). Instead of showing comparisons based previous GPA, we
compare real classes distributions with perfectly sorted counterfactuals based on
previous Language and Maths school marks.4
Language and Maths kernel distributions
We compare school marks kernel distributions of real classes with school from the
two type of counterfactuals (RDM, SRT). The perfectly sorted counterfactuals
classes (HP, LP) are based either on previous Language or Maths school marks.
To find supportive evidence of random assignment of pupil to classes we need that
real kernel distributions are similar to their RDM counterfactuals, and significantly
different from the SRT counterfactuals.
From Group 1, in Figure 4.8, we present comparisons of all real classes
distributions, and their respective random counterfactuals (A-RDM, B-RDM) by
subject. The do not seem to differ in any case. In Figure 4.9, we analyse the
case for Group 2, where we do not observe differences between real classes and
random counterfactuals either. These results are similar to what we found using
the histogram graphs. Hence, there is no clear graphical evidence of non-random
assignment of students to classes.
When we compare real classes with perfectly sorted random counterfactuals
we expect to observe noticeable differences between kernel distributions, otherwise
it might be some graphical evidence of non-random of pupil to school based on
previous school marks. In Figure 4.10, we show the comparison of real classes
distributions in Group 1 for both subjects. In all four cases (4A, 4B, 5A, 5B)
kernel distributions of SRT counterfactuals (HP-SRT, LP-SRT) are significantly
different from real classes.
Similarly, when we make this comparison for Group 2, we see Figure 4.11
there are no similarities between real classes (4A, 4B, 4C, 5A, 5B, 5C) and the
perfectly sorted random counterfactuals, for both Language and Maths subjects.
4Although we have made the comparisons of kernel distributions based on previous GPA,
we do not report them as their conclusions are the same to those obtained from histogram
graphical approach and the kernel distribution comparisons by subject. There are no differences
between real classes and random counterfactual classes in GPA distributions, but there are
significant differences between real classes and High Performance (HP) and Low Performance
(LP) counterfactuals.
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Random Comparison based on Maths Marks
Notes: (i) RDM-CF: Randomly sorted counterfactuals. There are two counterfactual classes (A, B) per grade
with pupils uniformly distributed into classes. (ii) In each plot we compare real classes (4A, 4B, 5A, 5B) with
their respective random counterfactuals (A, B RDM-CF)



















































































































































Random Comparison based on Maths Marks
Notes: (i) RDM-CF: Randomly sorted counterfactuals. There are two counterfactual classes (A, B) per grade
with pupils uniformly distributed into classes. (ii) In each plot we compare real classes (4A, 4B, 4C, 5A, 5B,
5C) with their respective random counterfactuals (A, B RDM-CF)
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Perfectly Sorted Comparison based on Maths Marks
Notes: There are two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per and grade. (i) Based on Language Marks;
HP-SRT-LNG: High Performance classes; LP-SRT-LNG: Low Performance classes. (ii) Based on Maths
Marks; HP-SRT-MTH: High Performance classes; LP-SRT-MTH: Low Performance classes. (iii) In each
plot we compare real classes (4A, 4B, 5A, 5B) with their respective random counterfactuals (HP-SRT-LNG,
HP-SRT-MTH; LP-SRT-LNG, LP-SRT-MTH)
































































































































































Perfectly Sorted Comparison based on Maths Marks
Notes: There are two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per and grade. (i) Based on Language Marks; HP-
SRT-LNG: High Performance classes; LP-SRT-LNG: Low Performance classes. (ii) Based on Maths Marks;
HP-SRT-MTH: High Performance classes; LP-SRT-MTH: Low Performance classes. (iii) In each plot we
compare real classes (4A, 4B, 4C, 5A, 5B, 5C) with their respective random counterfactuals (HP-SRT-LNG,
HP-SRT-MTH; LP-SRT-LNG, LP-SRT-MTH)
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Although, graphical analysis is a good starting point, it is still necessary to
go further and perform strict statistical tests to support our hypothesis of random
assignment of student to classroom within schools.
4.4.2 Statistical testing of Non-random assignment
Even though graphical evidence supports the random assignment assumption of
pupil to classrooms in the Chilean school system, we test statistically how con-
sistent this hypothesis is for our two selected groups of schools. Similar to the
graphical approachers, we make comparisons between real classes and the two
type of counterfactuals based on the previous year school marks. If there is non-
random assignment of student to classes, there should not be statistical differences
between real classes and random (RDM) counterfactual classes, while we expect
to find statistical difference between real classes and perfectly sorted (SRT) coun-
terfactuals.
The comparisons between real classes and their counterfactuals are carried
out with two statistical tests: (i) T-test, for measuring mean difference between
real classrooms and counterfactuals; and (ii) Kolgomorov-Smirnov (KS) test,
for assessing statistical difference between the distributions.5 We test for “Sorting
Evidence” (SoE) within school based on each possible comparison, given: the type
of counterfactual, the type of statistical test, and the previous school performance
measures which are used to create the RDM and SRT counterfactuals. In total, we
have 12 independent non-random assignment measures per schools, represented
by the Non-Random Assignment (Non-RA) Indexes, from (1) to (12), as it is
described in Table 4.16.
Depending on the SoE observed in each school for every type of comparison,
the Non-RA) Index classifies schools into five levels of non-random assignment:
None, Low, Medium, Med-High, and High. Therefore, we sum the number of
schools observed in each category, and analyse their distribution for both groups
of school.
We compute the SoE to construct the Non-RA) Indexes for all schools in
Group 1 and Group 2. Table 4.17 shows how the SoE is estimated for the Non-
RA) Index (1) to (6) in Group 1. Here, the type of counterfactual class used
the RDM, which is tested either under t-test or ks-test. For every Index, the
maximum possible SoE is 8, meaning there is evidence of non-random assignment
in the eight possible comparisons for this group of schools. Similarly, for Group
2, we present in Table 4.18 the maximum SoE that can be reached in this group
5The Kolmorov-Smirnov test is considered as the most appropriate test for comparing dis-
tributions (Gibbons and Chakraborti (2011)). The criterion comparison is stricter than a t-test
as we are now comparing the whole distribution instead of just the mean.
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when we compare real classes with RDM counterfactuals. Here, we have four more
possible comparisons, therefore the maximum SoE score is 12.



























Note: (i) In total, we have 12 independent Non-Random Assignment measures (from 12 Non-RA Indexes) per
group of schools (Group 1, Group 2) (ii) There are two categories of artificially created counterfactual classes:
Random (RDM) and Perfectly Sorted counterfactual (SRT). (iii) SRT counterfactual can be created
based on GPA, Language, or Maths school Marks. (iv) To compare real classes with counterfactual classes we
apply two statistics test: T-test and KS-test.








4A 4A#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
4B#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
4B 4A#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
4B#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
5A 5A#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
5B#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
5B 5A#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho




Notes: (i) For schools in Group 1, the potential maximum evidence of non-random assignment is 8. (ii) Every
real class within school is compared with the two random counterfactual classes per grade (A,B RDM). (iii)
We use two statistical tests: T-test to compare means, and KS-test to compare distributions. (iv) We claim
there is sorting evidence (SoE) in a particular comparison when the Null Hypothesis (Ho) of No differences
between the classes is rejected at a 5% significance level (for both t-test and ks-test). (v) In the Hypothesis test
column the Ho in brackets refers to the ks-test.
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4A 4A#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
4B#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
4B 4A#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
4B#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
4C 4A#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
4B#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
5A 5A#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
5B#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
5B 5A#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
5B#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho
5C 5A#RDM Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%rejects%Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*does*not*reject*Ho




Notes: (i) For schools in Group 1, the potential maximum evidence of non-random assignment is 12. (ii) Every
real class within school is compared with the two random counterfactual classes per grade (A,B RDM). (iii)
We use two statistical tests: T-test to compare means, and KS-test to compare distributions. (iv) We claim
there is sorting evidence (SoE) in a particular comparison when the Null Hypothesis (Ho) of No differences
between the classes is rejected at a 5% significance level (for both t-test and ks-test). (v) In the Hypothesis test
column the Ho in brackets refers to the ks-test.
The hypothesis testing suggests there is SoE when the hypothesis null (Ho)
of mean difference between real and counterfactual classes equals to zero is rejected
at a 5% significance level, when we apply the t-test. Similarly, it also suggests
there is SoE when the Ho of difference in distributions between classes equals to
zero is rejected at a 5% significance level, when using the ks-test.
The second round of comparisons, which corresponds to the construction of
the Non-RA) Indexes (7) to (12), uses as counterfactual classes the SRT classes.
The SRT counterfactuals are defined as High Performance (HP) and Low Perfor-
mance (LP) based on the previous school marks. Similar to the comparisons shown
above for the RDM counterfactuals, in this case we also separate the estimation
of SoE and the construction Non-RA) Index by group of schools.
In Table 4.19, we present all possible cases to test for SoE in Group 1
based on the comparisons between real classes and the SRT counterfactuals. The
difference with respect to the RDM comparison (Table 4.17) is with respect to the
hypothesis test, as in this case we account for SoE when we DO NOT reject the
null hypothesis of mean differences equal to zero or distribution differences equal
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to zero, when we test with t-test and ks-test, respectively.








4A 4A#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
4B#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
4B 4A#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
4B#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
5A 5A#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
5B#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
5B 5A#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho




Notes: (i) For schools in Group 1, the potential maximum evidence of non-random assignment is 8. (ii) Every
real class within school is compared with the two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per grade (A,B SRT).
(iii) We use two statistical tests: T-test to compare means, and KS-test to compare distributions. (iv) We claim
there is sorting evidence (SoE) in a particular comparison when the Null Hypothesis (Ho) of No differences
between the classes is NOT rejected at a 5% significance level (for both t-test and ks-test). (v) In the Hypothesis
test column the Ho in brackets refers to the ks-test.
Table 4.20 shows all the combinations to compare real classes with SRT
counterfactuals in Group 2. As we described earlier for the RDM comparison in
Table 4.18, in this group of school the maximum SoE score which can be reached
per schools is 12. All testing made for the Non-RA Indexes (7) to (12) are looking
for NON rejection of the Ho which states non mean difference when we apply the
t-test and non distribution differences when we use the ks-test.
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4A 4A#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
4B#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
4B 4A#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
4B#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
4C 4A#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
4B#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
5A 5A#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
5B#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
5B 5A#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
5B#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho
5C 5A#SRT Ho:*Mean*difference*=*0 0 If*t#tests*(ks#test)*rejects*Ho
(Ho:*Diff.*in*distribution*=*0) 1 If%t=tests%(ks=test)%does%not%reject%Ho




Notes: (i) For schools in Group 1, the potential maximum evidence of non-random assignment is 12. (ii) Every
real class within school is compared with the two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per grade (A,B SRT).
(iii) We use two statistical tests: T-test to compare means, and KS-test to compare distributions. (iv) We claim
there is sorting evidence (SoE) in a particular comparison when the Null Hypothesis (Ho) of No differences
between the classes is NOT rejected at a 5% significance level (for both t-test and ks-test). (v) In the Hypothesis
test column the Ho in brackets refers to the ks-test.
Aggregating all (Non-RA) Indexes at school group level, we are able to
count how many schools are classified in each category in every group. Depending
of the distribution of schools among the categories, we could suggest whether there
is Low, Medium or High evidence of non-random assignment of pupil to classes
within schools.
The Non-RA Indexes (from (1) to (12)) take the following correspondence
functional form when the comparisons between real classes and counterfactual
classes are run in a school s from Group 1 (G1). Schools from this group
can have a maximum score of 8 in each Non-RA Index, as it is total possible




None if SoEs(G1) = 0
Low if SoEs(G1) = {1, 2}
Medium if SoEs(G1) = {3, 4}
Med-High if SoEs(G1) = {5, 6}
High if SoEs(G1) = {7, 8}
(4.1)
The following functional form corresponds when the comparisons are ap-
plied in a school s from Group 2 (G2), where the maximum SoE score is 12
given the possible combinations to compare real and counterfactual classes.
Non−RAs(G2) =

None if SoEs(G2) = 0
Low if SoEs(G2) = {1, 2, 3}
Medium if SoEs(G2) = {4, 5, 6}
Med-High if SoEs(G2) = {7, 8, 9}
High if SoEs(G2) = {10, 11, 12}
(4.2)
Both groups of school require that none of the comparisons provides SoE in
order to be classified as a school with None evidence of non-random assignment.
If schools from Group 1 present 1 or 2 cases of SoE, they are classify as schools
with Low evidence of non-random assignment, while schools from Group 2 require
from 1 to 3 cases to be in the same group. The same logic is used to identify schools
from Medium to High levels of SoE. Therefore, we produce 5 different categories
of school regarding the non-random assignment evidence of pupil to classrooms.
In the following subsection, we present the results of the means comparison
t-test, and the non-parametric estimate of the difference in distributions ks-test.
We aggregate the results at the school group level.
4.4.3 Measuring Non-random assignment within Group 1
Considering the graphical analyses from previous subsections, we expect to find
low levels of non-random assignments in Group 1 when we compare real classes
to our artificially created counterfactuals.
As we have mentioned above, we designed 12 Non-RA Index per schools,
where we classify every school into a category level of non-random assignment
given the SoE within schools. Table 4.21 describes the total number of schools
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in Group 1 (1,153), were classified in each Non-RA Index, from None to High
evidence of non-random assignment of pupil to classrooms.
The results presented in Table 4.22 indicate how schools are distributed
between the SoE categories given each Non-RA Index. As we can see, the re-
sults slightly vary within the type of counterfactual and statistical test used for
every Index. In average, we observe that 69% of schools from Group 1, do not
present any evidence of non-random assignment. While only 5% of schools within
this group were classified with Medium or higher level of non-random assignment
evidence.
Table 4.21: Estimated levels of Non-Random assignment
Group 1
None%(0) Low%(1,2) Med%(3,4) Med,High%(5,6) High%(7,8)
GPA Non$RA'Index'(1) 609 473 70 1 0 1,153
Language Non$RA'Index'(2) 664 435 54 0 0 1,153
Maths Non$RA'Index'(3) 742 376 35 0 0 1,153
GPA Non$RA'Index'(4) 1,099 44 8 2 0 1,153
Language Non$RA'Index'(5) 1,090 51 12 0 0 1,153
Maths Non$RA'Index'(6) 1,102 48 2 1 0 1,153
GPA Non$RA'Index'(7) 609 473 70 1 0 1,153
Language Non$RA'Index'(8) 914 206 33 0 0 1,153
Maths Non$RA'Index'(9) 957 176 20 0 0 1,153
GPA Non$RA'Index'(10) 613 407 133 0 0 1,153
Language Non$RA'Index'(11) 563 432 158 0 0 1,153
Maths Non$RA'Index'(12) 634 382 137 0 0 1,153












Notes: (i) In total, we have 12 independent Non-Random Assignment measures (from 12 Non-RA Indexes) per
group of schools (ii) There are two categories of artificially created counterfactual classes: Random (RDM) and
Perfectly Sorted counterfactual (SRT). (iii) SRT counterfactual can be created based on GPA, Language,
or Maths school Marks. (iv) To compare real classes with counterfactual classes we apply two statistics test:
T-test and KS-test. (v) The level of Non-Random assignment depends on the Sorting Evidence (SoE) in every
school: None if SoE=0; Low if SoE=1,2; Medium if SoE=3,4; Med-High if SoE=5,6; and High if SoE=7,8.
Table 4.22: Estimated levels of Non-Random assignment in percentage
Group 1
None%(0) Low%(1,2) Med%(3,4) Med,High%(5,6) High%(7,8)
GPA Non$RA'Index'(1) 53% 41% 6% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(2) 58% 38% 5% 0% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(3) 64% 33% 3% 0% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(4) 95% 4% 1% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(5) 95% 4% 1% 0% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(6) 96% 4% 0% 0% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(7) 53% 41% 6% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(8) 79% 18% 3% 0% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(9) 83% 15% 2% 0% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(10) 53% 35% 12% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(11) 49% 37% 14% 0% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(12) 55% 33% 12% 0% 0% 100%











Notes: (i) In total, we have 12 independent Non-Random Assignment measures (from 12 Non-RA Indexes) per
group of schools (ii) There are two categories of artificially created counterfactual classes: Random (RDM) and
Perfectly Sorted counterfactual (SRT). (iii) SRT counterfactual can be created based on GPA, Language,
or Maths school Marks. (iv) To compare real classes with counterfactual classes we apply two statistics test:
T-test and KS-test. (v) The level of Non-Random assignment depends on the Sorting Evidence (SoE) in every
school: None if SoE=0; Low if SoE=1,2; Medium if SoE=3,4; Med-High if SoE=5,6; and High if SoE=7,8.
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4.4.4 Measuring Non-random assignment within Group 2
Intuitively, we expected higher evidence of non-random assignment of pupil to
classrooms in schools from Group 2 rather than Group 1, as the chances of
grouping increase having one additional class per grade.
Tables 4.23 and 4.24 show how the evidence of non-random assignment
increases form the None level to the Low level category in Group 2. The pattern
is observed in all Non-RA Indexes, when we compare real classes with both type
of counterfactuals and using both statistical tests.
Table 4.23: Estimated levels of Non-Random assignment
Group 2
None%(0) Low%(1,3) Med%(4,6) Med,High%(7,9) High%(10,12)
GPA Non$RA'Index'(1) 176 141 34 4 0 355
Language Non$RA'Index'(2) 145 164 41 5 0 355
Maths Non$RA'Index'(3) 168 163 20 4 0 355
GPA Non$RA'Index'(4) 244 102 8 1 0 355
Language Non$RA'Index'(5) 229 114 11 1 0 355
Maths Non$RA'Index'(6) 264 86 4 1 0 355
GPA Non$RA'Index'(7) 176 141 34 4 0 355
Language Non$RA'Index'(8) 145 164 41 5 0 355
Maths Non$RA'Index'(9) 168 163 20 4 0 355
GPA Non$RA'Index'(10) 111 191 49 4 0 355
Language Non$RA'Index'(11) 65 188 91 11 0 355
Maths Non$RA'Index'(12) 73 190 80 12 0 355











Note: (i) In total, we have 12 independent Non-Random Assignment measures (from 12 Non-RA Indexes) per
group of schools (ii) There are two categories of artificially created counterfactual classes: Random (RDM) and
Perfectly Sorted counterfactual (SRT). (iii) SRT counterfactual can be created based on GPA, Language,
or Maths school Marks. (iv) To compare real classes with counterfactual classes we apply two statistics test:
T-test and KS-test. (v) The level of Non-Random assignment depends on the Sorting Evidence (SoE) in
every school: None if SoE=0; Low if SoE=1,2,3; Medium if SoE=5,4,6; Med-High if SoE=7,8,9; and High if
SoE=10,11,12.
Table 4.24: Estimated levels of Non-Random assignment in percentage
Group 2
None%(0) Low%(1,3) Med%(4,6) Med,High%(7,9) High%(10,12)
GPA Non$RA'Index'(1) 50% 40% 10% 1% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(2) 41% 46% 12% 1% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(3) 47% 46% 6% 1% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(4) 69% 29% 2% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(5) 65% 32% 3% 0% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(6) 74% 24% 1% 0% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(7) 50% 40% 10% 1% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(8) 41% 46% 12% 1% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(9) 47% 46% 6% 1% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(10) 31% 54% 14% 1% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(11) 18% 53% 26% 3% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(12) 21% 54% 23% 3% 0% 100%











Note: (i) In total, we have 12 independent Non-Random Assignment measures (from 12 Non-RA Indexes) per
group of schools (ii) There are two categories of artificially created counterfactual classes: Random (RDM) and
Perfectly Sorted counterfactual (SRT). (iii) SRT counterfactual can be created based on GPA, Language,
or Maths school Marks. (iv) To compare real classes with counterfactual classes we apply two statistics test:
T-test and KS-test. (v) The level of Non-Random assignment depends on the Sorting Evidence (SoE) in
every school: None if SoE=0; Low if SoE=1,2,3; Medium if SoE=5,4,6; Med-High if SoE=7,8,9; and High if
SoE=10,11,12.
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However, we do not find schools with high levels of SoE, and we only find 1%
of the total sub-sample being classify in the Med-High level of the Non-RA Index.
It is worth noting that the distribution of schools in the None and Low category of
non-random assignment pass from 94.7% in Group 1 to 88.5% in Group 2. This
difference is due to an approximated increase of 5% in the proportion of schools
identified with Medium level of SoE.
4.4.5 Aggregated levels of Non-random assignment
Aggregating the measures of Non-RA Indexes for Groups 1 and 2, we obtain
the estimated average of SoE for our whole sample. In Table 4.25, we show
that in average the 64% of schools DO NOT present any evidence of non-random
assignment. In the total, we only find in average a 7% percent of schools with
Medium or higher levels of SoE. Theses aggregated results provide evidence enough
of Low levels of non-random assignment of pupil to classroom based on previous
school marks.6
Table 4.25: Estimated levels of Non-Random assignment in percentage
Groups 1 & 2
None% Low% Med% Med*High% High%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(1) 52% 41% 7% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(2) 54% 40% 6% 0% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(3) 60% 36% 4% 0% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(4) 89% 10% 1% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(5) 87% 11% 2% 0% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(6) 91% 9% 0% 0% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(7) 52% 41% 7% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(8) 70% 25% 5% 0% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(9) 75% 22% 3% 0% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(10) 48% 40% 12% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(11) 42% 41% 17% 1% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(12) 47% 38% 14% 1% 0% 100%











Notes: (i) In total, we have 12 independent Non-Random Assignment measures (from 12 Non-RA Indexes) per
group of schools (ii) There are two categories of artificially created counterfactual classes: Random (RDM) and
Perfectly Sorted counterfactual (SRT). (iii) SRT counterfactual can be created based on GPA, Language,
or Maths school Marks. (iv) To compare real classes with counterfactual classes we apply two statistics test:
T-test and KS-test. (v) The level of Non-Random assignment depends on the Sorting Evidence (SoE) in every
school: None if SoE=0; Low if SoE=1,2 (1,2,3); Medium if SoE=3,4 (5,4,6); Med-High if SoE=5,6 (7,8,9); and
High if SoE=7,8 (10,11,12); in brackets conditions for SoE categories in Group 2.
6In Appendix 4.3, we present the summary tables of the SoE found in the other two selected
cohorts. The results are similar to those we have discussed in this section.
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4.5 Conclusion
A main concern when estimating teacher and school effects is the possible non-
random assignment of teachers to classrooms, as this can result in inconsistent
estimators. Particularly, we checked for evidence of non-random assignment sort-
ing of students to teachers or classrooms.
We selected three 4th grade cohorts (2005, 2007, 2009) and we created
mini panels from them considering their 3rd and 5th grade in their previous and
subsequent year. From each mini panel we select a specific sample of schools
where we could actually test the evidence of student sorting. In this chapter, we
choose one representative cohort (4th grade 2005 - Cohort 1) to show in detail the
sample selection process, and discuss the results obtained from the non-random
assignment analysis.
We selected 28% out of the 8,338 schools observed for Cohort 1, as we
immediately ruled out grouping behaviour in schools with only one class per
grade. Therefore, we focused just on schools with two and three classes per grade
(Groups 1 and 2 respectively), restricting the sample to 20% of the total schools.
We also applied some student and class selections, dropping repeating students
and eliminating schools with classrooms smaller than 15 pupils.
The final sample consisted of 1,508 schools in Cohort 1, 77% with two
classes per grade (Group 1) and 23% with three classes per grade (Group 2). For
both groups we use graphical and statistical tests to examine out student sorting
evidence based on previous school marks.
In graphical terms we could not identify any evidence of non-random as-
signment in the Chilean school system. Statistical tests were needed to investigate
the hypothesis more formally. We designed 12 Non-RA Indexes per school, where
we compare real classes with artificially created counterfactuals. All possible com-
parisons depend on the type of counterfactual used (RDM, SRT), the statistical
test (t-test, ks-test), and the measure performance (GPA, Language, Maths).
The Non-RA Index provides a measure of SoE per school, and depending on
its score we classify schools into five groups of non-random assignment evidence:
None, Low, Medium, Med-High and High. For every Non-RA Index, we aggregate
the school classification by group of schools (Group 1 and 2), as in principal the
requirements to classify schools into each category slightly differs because schools
from Group 2 have more possible comparisons.
The results for Group 1 suggest that in average, 69% of schools do not
present any evidence of non-random assignment, while 25% is classified with Low
SoE, and only 5% shows Medium levels of non-random assignment.
Considering schools in Group 2, we suspect there are higher chances of
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practising non-random assignment of pupils to classrooms, as having one class
more increases the option for grouping students. The results presented in Tables
4.23 and 4.24 confirm that more schools have Low evidence of non-random assign-
ment. Compared to Group 1, the percentage of schools classified with None SoE
decreased from 69% to 46%, while the concentration of schools in the Low level
of SoE increased from 25% to 42%.
However, the total decrease from Group 1 to Group 2 in the proportion
of schools classified with None or Low levels of SoE was approximately 6%. If we
aggregate both school groups observations and calculate the percentage average
of schools in each category (see Table 4.25) we observe that 64% of schools do not
show any evidence of non-random assignment of pupils to teacher or classroom.
Schools without SoE or Low evidence of it, represent in average the 93% of our
whole sample for Cohort 1.
It is worth noting, that the average of schools with None SoE would improve
for all Non-RA Indexes if we consider significance level of 10% instead of 5% when
we are testing fort the mean and the distribution differences between real classes
and their counterfactuals. We interpret the results presented in this chapter as
strong enough to suggest a very low evidence of non-random assignment of pupils
to classes in the Chilean school system, at least between 4th and 5th grades.
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Chapter 5
Teacher effects estimations in the
Chilean primary school system
Abstract
In this chapter, we present the estimation methodology and model specifi-
cation used to identify teacher unobserved effects on pupil performance. We show
“Teacher Effects” (TEs) estimates in terms of standard deviation (SD) of the em-
pirical Bayes (EB) distribution, and we discuss their predictions, measuring the
expected impact of being exposed to higher effective teaching.
To our knowledge, the thesis contains the first teacher effect estimates for
4th grade general teachers based on the very rich dataset corresponding to the
Chilean school system. We find that if a student from the 50th percentile of the
National examination distribution is taught by a 1 SD more effective teacher, she
would move up 9 percentile ranking positions in Language and 12 in Maths.
We also test for heterogeneity of teacher effects, and we find that teacher
effectiveness in Municipal schools is more heterogeneous compared with teachers
in private schools. In general, our results indicate a substantial contribution of 4th
grade general to pupils’ academic performance within the Chilean school system, in
addition to the teacher and school observable characteristics. The evidence of non-
random assignment of student to teachers found in Chapter 4, and the interesting
findings shown in this chapter, support the recommendation of implementing our
TE estimates as a complementary instrument for the National teachers evaluation









In Chapter 2, we presented a detailed review of how “Teacher Effects”(TEs) esti-
mates can be obtained from Value Added Models (VAMs) typically found in the
literature. Starting from a cumulative education production function, we derived
a general VAM specification, in which we imposed different parameter restrictions
to construct four different models. We explained the most common approaches
used to estimate TEs, discussing the crucial assumptions that were necessary to
ensure consistency of estimators.
For the purpose of our own analysis, we choose the VAM that enables us to
predict TEs, separately from unobserved student ability (SA) and school effects
(SEs). To estimate these effects simultaneously we need to set some assumptions
and restrict the model specification, besides selecting a particular sample from the
original dataset.
We estimate our proposed VAM using Maximum Likelihood estimation
(MLE) methods and obtain predictions of individual, teacher and school effects
from the estimated empirical Bayes (EB) distributions.1 We discuss the assump-
tions that we need to consistently estimate our model using this method. For ex-
ample, we require a strict exogeneity assumption for some covariates, non-random
student to teacher assignment, and some additional independence conditions for
unobserved heterogeneities.2
The main focus of this chapter is the TEs estimation and the parameter
of interest is the standard deviation (SD) of the EB distribution of TEs. To
interpret intuitively the SD of TEs, we ask the following question: given the
actual percentile ranking of a student in the sorted scores distribution, what is
the effect of a “higher” quality teacher on this particular student? We propose a
hypothetical treatment to predict the impact. We take, as a reference, an average
pupil from the mean or the median of the examination scores distribution within
1See Chapter 2, subsection 2.3.3 a detailed description of the empirical Bayes approach.
2Note, this estimation method can be thought of as a Quasi-MLE method when normality
assumption for the unobservables are not made.
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the sample, and we analyse the expected change in her percentile ranking when
she is exposed to the treatment. The treatment consists of exposing the student
to a 1 SD more effective teacher, ceteris paribus.3
Our results suggest, that general teachers of 4th grade are more able to
generate larger impacts on Maths than Language. If a pupil from the median of
the distribution of The National Exam (Simce) scores were exposed to 1 SD more
effective teacher, she will move up around 9 percentiles positions in Language and
12 in Maths.4
These findings confirm the substantial importance of teachers on academic
performance, independent from their observable characteristics. Teacher ability
can make a big differences in pupil performance, even after controlling for observed
and unobserved student, class, and school factors.
With respect to the estimated coefficients, we find a significant effect of
gender on pupil achievement with girls outperforming boys in Language but boys
performing better than girls in Maths. The estimated gap in Maths performance
motivates us to analyse whether there are differences in TE estimates in single-sex
schools. Therefore, we select another sub-sample of single-sex schools to estimate
the same VAM by MLE and obtain the TEs with the EB method (MLE-EB).
Estimated SD of TEs in girls-only schools seem to be the same as the
estimates obtained from all schools, but the predicted movement on pupil ranking
in Language is larger from girls-only schools. Nevertheless, the expected impact
on Maths achievement is lower in this type of school. With respect to estimated
TEs in boys-only schools, we can infer the point estimate of this impact on Maths
and Language is lower compared to the point estimates for the whole sample.
However, both types of single-sex schools represent small samples with re-
spect to the original selected cohort, with just 6% and 3% of the original selected
cohort distributed in girls-only and boys-only schools, respectively. It is impor-
tant to highlight that the small size of these samples could lead us to non-robust
conclusions, particularly for boys-only schools, which only considers 36 establish-
ments and 86 teachers. An additional issue one has to bear in mind here is the
possibility of sample selection biases due to parents choosing to send their child
to a single-sex school.
Finally, to check for heterogeneous effects, we estimate TEs with and with-
out considering private schools, arguing that private schools are more likely to
select students and teachers, violating random assignment assumptions. Hence,
3The analysis is based on the assumption that no one else within the distribution is being
affected by the hypothetical treatment.
4We define 100 positions, so the predicted movements from the median are with respect to
the student in the 50th position, while the movements from the student in the mean will depend
on the specific distribution.
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we test whether the potential non-random assignment would generate some bias in
our estimator. Firstly, we find no difference in expected teacher impacts on pupil
performance when Unsubsidised Private schools are removed from the sample.
Secondly, we find that teachers from Municipal schools are more heterogeneous,
having potentially larger impact on pupil achievement. Moreover, the predicted
impacts do not differ when we estimate Municipal school teacher effects with and
without private school observations.
These results suggest the existence of heterogeneous teacher effects, and
they can be equally estimated either with or without including private schools
in the sample. However, the similarity in the estimation results using different
samples by type of school, suggest that potential differences in non-random as-
signments of pupils to schools and teachers to schools seem not to affect the TE
estimates in the Chilean school system.
5.2 VAM: Specification and Estimation
The composition of an educational system takes the form of a hierarchical organ-
isation. Students are nested into classrooms which are taught by a particular set
of teachers. These teachers can teach in different grades, classrooms, and some-
times even in more than one school. Students cannot be enrolled simultaneously in
more than one grade or school. In those cases where students are not exclusively
nested into teacher-classroom or teachers into grades-schools, the complexity of
TE estimation increases considerably, particularly from the computational point
of view.
Given the difficulties of TE estimations when students follow specific-subject
tracks with specialised teachers per area (e.g. Language, Maths or Science), most
studies focus on Value Added estimation for primary school teachers. In early
primary grades, from 1st to 4th grade, it is usual to find classes taught by general
teachers, in contrast to late primary grades (from 5th to 8th), where specialised
subject (SS) teachers are more commonly observed.5
Some of the related studies in the literature concentrate their analysis be-
tween 3rd and 6th grade cohorts (e.g. Rockoff (2004); Rothstein (2009, 2010);
Chetty et al. (2014a)).6 For the Chilean educational context, we are also interested
in cohorts within this range, choosing 4th grade cohorts because of the availability
of the National Simce exam scores, and the higher proportion of general teachers
compared to SS teachers.7
Figure 5.1 shows what we need in order to identify, individual ability,
teacher effectiveness and school quality within our VAM framework. We are able
5General teachers are allocated to a single classroom and they teach all main subjects, or at
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Figure 5.1: Identification strategy
Chilean school system 
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to distinguish teacher effects from school effects only in schools with at least two
classes per grade, implying observing at least two general teachers per school.
Hence, Figure 5.1 represents the M schools which satisfy the school sample se-
lection, joined with the J teachers and N students who also satisfy the selection
criteria. It is important to highlight the fact that we are not able to separate
teacher and classroom effects, as general teachers are assigned to one classroom
per year.8 Also note, the use of Maths as well as Language scores separately,
enables us to identify the effect of unobserved ability of the student.
In Chapter 2, we discussed four different VAM specifications, their associ-
ated parameter restrictions, and assumptions required to consistently estimate the
parameters and TEs using different estimation techniques. In the current Chapter,
we use a modified version of Model 4 (equation (12) of Chapter 2) to estimate
TEs and SEs by explicitly including the total school contribution S ′gθg + sg.
least Language and Maths.
6See Appendix 2.1, the summary of datasets found in the VAM Literature.
7The timeline of when the National standardised examination (Simce) is taken is provided
in Chapter 3. The percentage of general teachers in 3rd, 4th and 5th during 2004-2010, for three
specific cohorts, is presented in Chapter 4.
8Other studies such as Chetty et al. (2014a) cannot separate teacher effects from specific
classroom effects in early primary grades.
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Ai,g − λ0Ai,g−1 = x′i,gβg + T ′j,gpig + τj,g + S ′gθg + sg + αi + εi,g (5.1)
where λ0 (0 < λ0 ≤ 1) is the preset persistence parameter. This VAM uses the
student’s academic performance (Language and Maths scores) as response variable
Ai,g, and we have set Sg and Tj,g to be the observed school and teacher character-
istics, while sg and τj,g are the unobserved parts. The sub-index j identifies the
teacher, and g the grade in which student i is enrolled.9
The theoretical model, based on the General Achievement Function (GAF),
aggregates all educational inputs into the vector ei as we showed earlier in equa-
tion (2.8). We make the difference between the total contribution of schools and
teachers with their specific unobserved effects. Hence, our empirical approach in-
cludes observed school and teacher characteristics in the estimation and our TE
(and SE) estimates are controlling for the means.
In the literature we have found different definitions of teacher effects, and
whether to include or not teacher observable characteristics depends also on the
estimation strategy and the availability of data at individual teacher level.
Authors assuming teacher fixed effects do not include teacher observable
characteristics into their VAM specifications (Ballou et al. (2004); Aaronson et al.
(2007)). Other authors consider all teacher characteristics (observed and unob-
served) as overall teacher random effects (Sanders and Horn (1994); McCaffrey
et al. (2004)), while Chetty et al. (2014a) separate in time-varying and time-
invariant characteristics. On the other hand, there are authors such as Rock-
off (2004) and Jacob and Lefgren (2008) who control for teacher experience and
classroom level covariates, respectively. We follow the last two studies including
teacher, classroom and school level characteristics.
Therefore, our VAM specification presented in equation (5.1) is charac-
terised by a multilevel structure. To estimate teacher effects, we follow the “Ran-
dom Effects”(RE) Approach (or Approach 3 from Chapter 2) and estimate the
model using the Maximum Likelihood estimator (MLE-EB) where the teacher
effects τj, the school effects sg, and the individual ability αi are all specified as
random effects. We obtain estimates of these effects using the mean of the poste-
rior empirical Bayes (EB) distributions.
It has been suggested that under random assignment of teacher to class-
room, and particularly for small cross-sectional samples, the MLE-EB methodol-
9We have suppressed schools and subjects sub-index for simplicity of the expression. Given
the cross-sectional nature of our model, the overall equation error term is not written as the
MA(1) error as derived in Chapter 2.
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ogy performs well in estimating TEs (Guarino et al. (2014a,b)).10
To make the estimation of equation (5.1) more comprehensible, we show the
model in a path diagram representation. Here we separate the explained variable
Ai,g into two response variables for pupil achievement in both Language Li,g and
Maths Mi,g. Figure 5.2 contains both boxes and circles, where boxes correspond to
observed variables (x, T, S) and circles unobserved heterogeneities (αi, τ, s). The
arrows show the linear relationships between them, and the direction states their
causality.































All arrows in Figure 5.2 go to the response variables (L,M), including cir-
cles from the error terms εM , εL. The large border boxes show how observed and
unobserved variables are aggregated or clustered at three different levels (individ-
ual, teacher-classroom, and school level). Thus, the path diagram is an alternative
form with which to present equation (5.1) as a simultaneous equation system that
explain Language and Maths performance of students.
To facilitate the discussion of the assumptions, we first rewrite (5.1) sepa-
rately for Language and Maths:
Li,4 − λ0Li,3 = x′iβL + T ′jpiL + S ′θM + 1.αi + δL,ττj + δL,ssg + εi,L (5.2)
Mi,4 − λ0Mi,3 = x′iβM + T ′jpiM + S ′θM + δM,ααi + 1.τj + 1.sg + εi,M (5.3)
10As discussed in detail in Chapter 4, we did not find strong evidence of non- random assign-
ment of students to classes/teachers in our sample.
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where the subscripts 4 and 3 refer to the grades. M and L are the test scores
for Maths and Language exams, respectively. The observable student/family,
class/teacher and school characteristics are collected in vectors x, T and S respec-
tively. All these variables are assumed to have subject-specific effects. There are
three unobservable random effects at the pupil, teacher and school levels: αi, τj, sg.
The correlation between the pair of same random effects in the two equations are
captured using a factor loading representation as shown above. For identification
we impose the following normalisation restrictions, δM,τ = δM,s = δL,α = 1.
11 The
other three factor loadings (δM,α, δL,τ and δL,s) are freely estimated.
We now turn to the assumptions required to obtain consistent estimators of
(5.2) and (5.3) using the above MLE-EB method. The most important assumption
for all VAM estimators is Assumption A1 which is the strict exogeneity of
covariates conditional on past, present and future values of the observables and
unobservables.12
Assumption A1 :
E[εi,M , εi,L|past, present and future values of (x, T, S), αi, τj, sg] = 0.
The above strict exogeneity assumption will fail, if for example the students
are sorted into classes based on either observable or unobservable characteristics
or both. This leads us to the second set of assumptions we require; Assumptions
A2.1, A2.2 and A2.3.
Assumption A2.1: Random assignment of students to schools.
Assumption A2.2: Random assignment of students to teachers
(or teacher to classrooms).
Assumption A2.3: Random assignment of teachers to schools.
There are three potential sources of non-random assignment that can lead
to endogeneity of covariates: (i) student-to-school, (iii) student-to-teacher
and (iii) teacher-to-school. In Chapter 2, we discussed how the failure of these
assumptions can lead to inconsistent estimators.
Regarding the first source of endogeneity, there is little we can do beyond
11The restriction where one of the path coefficients from a latent variable is set equal to 1
is also known as the normalisation constraint or as the unit-loading rule (Rabe-Hesketh et al.
(2004); Heckman et al. (2006)). The loading factor which is constrained to 1 is also called the
anchor value for the corresponding latent variable. The inference made on the estimated loading
factor is with respect to the normalised factor.
12We suppress the school sub-index for simplicity.
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controlling for family background and student characteristics, including previous
academic performance (Rothstein (2009, 2010); Chetty et al. (2014a)). In all non-
experimental contexts there is always a degree of endogeneity in student to school
assignment, as parents either choose schools for their children or choose where to
live, which might be also related to school decisions.
We address the second source of endogeneity based on the results obtained
in Chapter 4. We assume there is at most only weak evidence of students being
sorted into classrooms with respect to previous school marks. 13
In relation to the third source of endogeneity, like most papers in the litera-
ture, we are unable to demonstrate random teacher-to-school assignments. We
have to assume random allocation of teacher to schools. However, we check
whether estimated teacher effects differ by different types of school.
The next set of assumptions deal with the distribution of the random com-
ponents.
Assumption A3.1: E[αi|past, present and future values of x] = 0.
Assumption A3.2: E[τj|past, present and future values of T ] = 0.
Assumption A3.3: E[s|past, present and future values of S] = 0.
Note, under Assumption A2.1 toA2.3 , the requirements for Assump-
tions A3.1 to Assumptions A3.3 have become simpler. For example, if there
is random sorting of students to teachers/classes and also of teachers to schools,
E[αi|past, present and future (x, T, S)] = E[αi|past, present and future x]
Given the above assumptions, we need some distributional assumptions in
order to implement MLE-EB. We assume that all the random errors are indepen-
dent of each other, and have the following distributions:14
αi ∼ iid N(0, σ2α); τj ∼ iid N(0, σ2τ ); sg ∼ iid N(0, σ2s); εi,M ∼ iid
N(0, σ2ε); εi,L ∼ iid N(0, σ2ε).
13In Chapter 4, we showed there is not enough evidence of non-random assignment of student-
to-classrooms (or teachers). The analysis was made for the Chilean school system with three 4th
grade cohorts using a selected sample of schools, teacher and students.
14The assumption that εi,M and εi,L are independent of each other is similar to the inde-
pendence assumption proposed by Kane et al. (2008) who suggests there is a non-persistent
component of error which is independent from class to class, and in our case it would be inde-
pendency from Language to Maths.
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Note, we restrict the variances to be the same for εi,M and εi,L.
15
Regarding the estimation, we first estimate equations (5.2) and (5.3) si-
multaneously using MLE under the assumption that all error terms are normally
distributed. In the second stage, we estimate the expected value of the posterior
distributions obtaining the EB prediction or estimation.16 If the above assump-
tions hold, MLE-EB will provide consistent estimators.
In summary, we conduct our analyses using the National standardised test
scores of Simce exam for grade 4, and the standardised school marks as our mea-
sures of achievement in 3rd grade for our VAM. We also deviate from the litera-
ture and identify the student level, teacher level and school level effects. Given
the cross-sectional nature of our model, we do this by using: (i) the Maths and
language test scores separately (instead of just one score); (ii) a sample of schools
that had at least two classes in the 4th grade with general teachers teaching both
subjects.
Next section describes in detail the sample selection process used in order
to estimate the above model and identify student ability α, teacher effects τ , and
school effects s from our VAM estimation.
5.3 Sample selection
To identify student and school effect distributions, it is necessary to select a sample
from the original 4th grade 2005 cohort. The sample selection applied is necessary
to estimate simultaneously the equations (5.2) and (5.3) by MLE.
We propose to estimate TEs based on general teachers, and as we have seen
in Chapter 4, these teachers are mainly concentrated in primary grades from 1st
to 4th grade. Teachers are more specialised by subject from 5th grade onwards,
where they also teach to more than one class or grade per year.17
15We could not achieve convergence in the estimation of the models with unrestricted error
variances for εi,M and εi,L and hence the models are estimated under the restriction that the
variances are the same. Also note, the dependent variable was standardised with respect to the
National Simce distribution mean and variance. Due to the particular selection of the sample,
the mean and variance of the Simce score in the estimation sample are not 0 and 1 respectively.
However, they are similar. If the standardisation were carried out with respect to our estimation
sample values, we would generally expect the εi,M and εi,L to have variances which are similar
and close to one.
16To estimate the model and obtain the EB estimates for the latent variables, we use the
Generalised Structural Equation Modelling (GSEM) programme created by Rabe-Hesketh et al.
(2004, 2007) and available in Stata 13 (StataCorp, 2013).
17In Chapter 4, from Table 5 and 6, we observe how the distribution of specialised subject
(SS) teachers is for 4th grade cohorts in 2005, 2007 and 2009, considering their 3rd and 5th grade
respective observations. In this case, we observe that the percentage of specialised teachers
increases over 67% of classes from 5th grade, and it has been gradually growing in 4th grade
classes since 2005, getting up to 25% of the 4th grade classes in 2009. Therefore, we chose the
4th grade 2005 cohort to estimate initial TE, where the number of classes with SS teacher just
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We also have shown that at primary level, the Simce have been taken only
in 4th and 8th grade, at least until 2013. Since we need current and lagged test
scores to estimate our model given by equations (5.2) and (5.3), we choose the 4th
grade 2005 cohort for which we recover school marks of 3rd grade 2004 to use as
a proxy for lagged scores.18
The selected sample satisfies a series of conditions that we describe in Table
5.1. Here, we show the order in which we eliminate observations that did not fulfil
our criteria. We classify the selection process into three groups: (i) selection re-
lated to teacher conditions, (ii) selection with respect to availability of information
at student level, and (iii) selection by school level conditions.
The selection criteria ensure that we have general teachers correctly as-
signed to one specific class. Thus, we drop classrooms without an assigned teacher,
and whose teachers were teaching in more than one class (i.e. SS teachers) or
teaching in more than one school (potentially mover teachers).
As Simce scores, school marks and observable characteristics are essential
for the VAM estimation, we eliminate observations without this information avail-
able. Repeating students from the 4th grade 2004 cohort are excluded from the
sample because we want to distinguish them from those studying 4th grade con-
tents for the first time.
Following the literature, we also introduce restrictions on the number of
students per class in order to reduce potential bias in estimation due to few ob-
servations per teacher (less than 15 students per grade).19 We also eliminate
students belonging to classes with more than 45 students enrolled because this
number might lead to misclassification problems as 45 students is the maximum
number of students per classroom allowed by law.
To understand the weight of every type of selection in terms of students,
teachers and schools dropped, we construct Table 5.2. In this table, we observe
the number of students, teachers and schools removed from the original cohort as
a result of the sample selections.
represents 14% of total classes.
18In Chapter 3, we checked the correlation between standardised Simce scores and standard-
ised school marks to support the use 3rd grade school marks (standardised at school level) as a
proxy for unobserved National examination scores, unavailable for 3rd grades.
19See Appendix 2.1, the summary of datasets in the VAM literature, where we show some of
the selection criteria used by authors and it can be seen those which coincide with ours.
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Table 5.1: Sample Selection Criteria - 2005 4th grade cohort
Total&observations&original&bases:& 268,162&&& 100%
Selection&Sample
(1)$Dropping$obs.$without$teacher$ID$assigned Yes 3,706$$$$$$$$ 1%
(2)$Dropping$obs.$with$teachers$observed$in$2$o$more$schools Yes 23,973$$$$$ 9%
(3)&Dropping&obs.&with&specialised&teachers Yes 37,458&&&&& 14%
(4)$Dropping$obs.$without$teachers$characteristics Yes 14,671$$$$$ 5%
(5)$Dropping$obs.$without$Simce$Exam Yes 13,084$$$$$ 5%
(6)$Dropping$obs.$with$repeating$students$(Not$observed$in$3rd$grade$2004) Yes 8,380$$$$$$$$ 3%
(7)$Dropping$obs.$without$School$Marks$M$4th$grade$2005 Yes 301$$$$$$$$$$$ 0%
(8)$Dropping$obs.$without$School$Marks$M$3rd$grade$2004 Yes 1,011$$$$$$$$ 0%
(9)&Dropping&obs.&without&student&characteristics Yes 19,615&&&&& 7%
(10)$Dropping$obs.$without$school$characteristics Yes M$$$$$$$$$$$$ 0%
(11)$Dropping$obs.$with$class$letter$"F"$label$ Yes 305$$$$$$$$$$$ 0%
(12)$Dropping$classes$without$a$minimum$No.$of$students$per$class 15 13,431$$$$$ 5%
(13)$Dropping$classes$without$a$maximum$No.$of$students$per$class 45 M$$$$$$$$$$$$ 0%
(14)&Dropping&schools&without&a&minimum&of&classes&per&grade 2&or&more 41,592&&&&& 16%













Notes: (i) We dropped observations sequentially from the original base “4th Grade -2005” cohort. (ii) The first
part of the selection shows the number of observations eliminated on teacher requirements. (iii) The second part
drops observations on student conditions. (iv) The third part we drops observations related to school, grade and
classroom conditions. (v) We eliminate pupils attending classrooms labeled as F in row (11) because this was
our classification to all classes when the letter assigned in the original database was not between A and E, and
it might represent an error in the code.
The original 4th grade 2005 cohort is composed of 268,162 students, 12,233
teachers (including general and specialised teachers) and 8,338 schools. After the
selection process, we have a cohort with 89,710 students, 1,337 schools and 3,151
general teachers. The most important source of selection is coming from dropping
observations of schools with less than two classrooms per grade (row 14, Table
5.1). The second largest source of selection is at teacher level, when observations
are eliminated because teacher are specialised in subject (row 3, Table 5.1).
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The descriptive statistics for this particular cohort, before and after ap-
plying the selection process, is shown in Table 5.3. Comparing the original 4th
grade 2005 and the selected group of schools, we can infer from Table 5.3 that
there are no considerable differences between them in terms of pupil academic
performance, such as GPA, Language and Maths school marks and Simce scores.
The selected sample has slightly higher average in every achievement measure for
2004 and 2005. Note that, as we mentioned earlier, the mean of the standardised
Simce scores shifted from 0 to 0.1, and the standard deviation decreased from 1 to
0.98. Despite these small differences, it seems that the selected sample is a good
representation of the original cohort.
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Table 5.3: Descriptive statistics - Before and after selection





































Mean Std.&Dev. Min Max After&selection
Pupil&Level
5.7 0.9 1 7 GPA$4th$2005
5.9 0.8 1 7 GPA$3th$2004
5.4 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2005
5.3 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2005
5.6 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2004
5.5 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2004
255.6 53.2 103.1 397.2 Language$Simce$Scores$4th$2005
247.7 55.3 90.7 363.6 Maths$Simce$Scores$4th$2005
0.0 1.0 Y2.9 2.7 Stdsed.$Lang.$Simce$Score$$4th$2005
0.0 1.0 Y2.8 2.1 Stdsed.$Maths$Simce$Score$$4th$2005
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0 Gender$(Female=1)
9.2 0.6 8 12 Age
92.5 14.0 0 100 Attendance
0.0 0.1 0 1 Speecial$Needs$
2.8 2.1 0 8 Mother$Education
3.1 2.4 0 8 Father$Education
2.2 2.7 0 12 Household$Income$
Class&Level
23.3 14.6 1 54 Class$size
5.7 0.5 1.0 7.0 Peers$Average$GPA
Teacher&Level
0.8 0.4 0 1 Gender$(Female=1)
22.8 13.2 0 40 Years$of$experience$in$the$system
0.9 0.2 0.02 1 (Teaching$hrs$/$Contract$hrs)$Ratio
School&Level
0.6 0.5 0 1 Municipal$Schools!
0.3 0.5 0 1 Private$Voucher$Schools
0.1 0.2 0 1 Unsubsidised$Private$Schools
0.5 0.5 0 1 Rural$Area
1.4 0.8 1 12 Number$of$classes$per$grade




Mean Std.&Dev. Min Max
5.9 0.6 1 7
6.0 0.8 1 7
5.5 0.8 1 7
5.4 0.9 1 7
5.7 0.8 1 7
5.6 0.9 1 7
258.5 52.3 103.1 364.8
251.1 54.2 91.7 363.6
0.1 0.98 Y2.9 2.1
0.1 0.98 Y2.8 2.1
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0
9.2 0.4 8 12
94.4 6.0 0 100
0.0 0.1 0 1
2.9 2.0 0 8
3.1 2.2 0 8
2.2 2.6 0 12
28.5 6.8 15 45
5.7 0.4 2.3 6.7
0.9 0.3 0 1
20.0 11.5 0 40
0.9 0.1 0.11 1
0.6 0.5 0 1
0.4 0.5 0 1
0.0 0.2 0 1
0.0 0.2 0 1
2.4 0.6 2 5




Notes: (i) The selection sample was made for identification, and the most important sources of dropped obser-
vations were schools with less than two classes per grade and schools and schools with specialised teachers only,
both sum up to 20% of the original pupil’s observations in the cohort. (ii) Education level (Mother, Father):
(0) Primary Incomplete; (1) Primary Complete; (2) Secondary Incomplete; (3) Secondary Complete; (4) Tech-
nical Incomplete; (5) Technical Complete; (6) University Incomplete; (7) University Complete; (8) Postgraduate
Studies. (iii) Household Income Level (US$ approx. - Dec 2009): (0) Less than $200; (1) From $200 to $400; (2)
From $400 to $600; (3) From $600 to $800; (4) From $800 to $1,000; (5) From $1,000 to $1,200; (6) From $1,200
to $1,400; (7) From $1,400 to $2,000; (8) From $2,000 to $2,400; (9) From $2,400 to $2,800; (10) From $2,800 to
$3,200; (11) From $3,200 to $3,600; (12) More than $3,600.
Figure 5.3: Kernel distributions: Stdsed. Simce Scores - Before and After
Selection
4th grade cohort 2005
SD	  of	  SA	  (Model	  4):	  0.443	  
SD	  of	  SA	  (Model	  1):	  0.424	  
SD	  of	  SA	  (Model	  4):	  0.399	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If we focus particularly on the standardised Simce scores before and after
the sample selection, we observe in Figure 5.3 that the Language and Maths
distributions after selection accumulate slightly more students between 0 and 1
standardised Simce scores. Although, even if the distribution shifted marginally
to the right, their shape and standard deviation are still very similar.
Essentially, the main differences are driven by the selection of schools with
at least two classes per grade and for which we were able to identify their 4th grade
general teachers. In Table 5.3, we observe how the largest differences are given
by the average class size (23.3 versus 28.5), the number of classes per grade (1.4
versus 2.4) and the number students per grade (32.2 vs 67.1) in the original cohort
and the selected sample, respectively.
5.4 Results
In this section, we present and compare the results obtained for three different
estimations. As we discussed in Section 2, given our model assumptions, we have
to assign a value for λ in equations (5.2) and (5.3) to obtain consistent estimators.
In the first estimation exercise, we preset λ0 equal to 0.4 (Model 4, Chapter 2)
following evidence of estimated λ parameters in the literature. For the second
estimation, we apply the commonly used full persistence assumption of previous
input factors, as it is proposed in Model 3, from Chapter 2, setting the value
λ = 1. The third estimation is carried on estimating λ within the model (Model
1, Chapter 2), but without treating the lagged test scores as endogenous.20
All three estimations consist of two-step procedures. In the first step, the
VAM is estimated by MLE to obtain all the parameter estimates including the
variances of the prior distributions of student, teacher, and school effects. In the
second step, we employ the empirical Bayes (EB) approach to estimate the student
ability (SA) α, teacher effects (TEs) τ and school effects (SEs) s as the mean of
the posterior distribution for each unobserved heterogeneity.
Once the predicted individual, teacher and school effects are obtained, it is
possible to determine their EB distributions, which will have smaller dispersions
compared to the prior distributions.21 Note the prior distributions of individual
ability, teacher effects and school effects are assumed to be normally distributed
with mean 0 and standard deviations equal to σα, στ and σs respectively.
In Table 5.4, we show the estimated coefficients of the three VAMs, with
20Note that even if we are aware that the MLE-EB is inconsistent for Model 1, we estimate
their TEs for comparison purposes.
21See Appendix 4.3, all empirical Bayes distribution tables of the three latent variables (α,
τ , s), under the threes different settings of λ.
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Table 5.4: Maximum Likelihood coefficient estimates
4th grade 2005 selected sample cohort
Language' Maths Language' Maths' Language' Maths'
Loading(factors
School'Effects 1 0.870*** 1 1.141*** 1 0.869***
(0.015) (0.035) (0.014)
Teacher'Effects 1 1.463*** 1 0.985 1 1.521***
(0.022) (0.017) (0.024)







Gender'(Female=1) 0.019*** O0.067*** O0.084*** O0.040*** 0.005 O0.060***
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)
Mother'education'level 0.032*** 0.029*** O0.005*** O0.006*** 0.027*** 0.023***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Household'income 0.019*** 0.020*** O0.001 O0.002 0.016*** 0.017***
(0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Special'needs O0.351*** O0.284*** O0.059 0.002 O0.306*** O0.231***
(0.052) (0.050) (0.049) (0.050) (0.051) (0.049)
Class(and(Teacher(covariates
Class'size 0.015*** 0.016*** 0.009*** 0.009*** 0.013*** 0.014***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Peers'average'GPA' O0.520*** O0.618*** 0.658*** 0.681*** O0.336*** O0.389***
(0.036) (0.042) (0.034) (0.035) (0.027) (0.031)
Gender'(Female=1) 0.079*** 0.068*** 0.046* 0.020 0.067*** 0.054**
(0.019) (0.023) (0.024) (0.025) (0.017) (0.022)
Years'of'experience'in'the'education'system 0.004*** 0.004*** 0.005*** 0.004*** 0.004*** 0.004***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Teaching'ratio'(Hrs'teaching'/'Total'hrs'contract)' O0.068 O0.104* O0.046 O0.092 O0.057 O0.096*
(0.049) (0.055) (0.056) (0.058) (0.046) (0.051)
School(covariates
Private'voucher'school 0.428*** 0.426*** 0.372*** 0.350*** 0.419*** 0.414***
(0.023) (0.024) (0.022) (0.023) (0.022) (0.023)
Unsubsidised'private'school 1.136*** 1.226*** 0.973*** 1.016*** 1.100*** 1.186***
(0.052) (0.053) (0.047) (0.050) (0.049) (0.049)
Rurality'(Rural=1) 0.030 0.001 O0.050 O0.082 0.016 O0.015
(0.054) (0.055) (0.051) (0.054) (0.052) (0.053)
Constant 2.182*** 2.830*** O4.460*** O4.510*** 1.162*** 1.541***
(0.211) (0.247) (0.209) (0.214) (0.161) (0.190)
Prior'SD'of'School'Effects: 0.318*** 0.276*** 0.228*** 0.260*** 0.310*** 0.269***
(0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005)
Prior'SD'of'Teacher'Effects: 0.239*** 0.349*** 0.342*** 0.337*** 0.210*** 0.319***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006) (0.003) (0.003)
Prior'SD'of'Individual'Ability: 0.529*** 0.476*** 0.515*** 0.454***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Error'variance: 0.196*** 0.196*** 0.553*** 0.553*** 0.201*** 0.201***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Log'likelihood O205338.9









Notes: (i) To estimate the models and obtain the Posterior SD of unobserved heterogeneities, we use the
Generalised Structural Equation Modelling (GSEM) programme, available in Stata 13 (StataCorp, 2013). (ii)
Standard errors in parentheses. (iii) *** p<0.001; ** p<0.05; * p<0.01. (iv) Education level (Mother, Father):
(0) Primary Incomplete; (1) Primary Complete; (2) Secondary Incomplete; (3) Secondary Complete; (4) Tech-
nical Incomplete; (5) Technical Complete; (6) University Incomplete; (7) University Complete; (8) Postgraduate
Studies. (v) Household Income Level (US$ approx. - Dec 2009): (0) Less than $200; (1) From $200 to $400;
(2) From $400 to $600; (3) From $600 to $800; (4) From $800 to $1,000; (5) From $1,000 to $1,200; (6) From
$1,200 to $1,400; (7) From $1,400 to $2,000; (8) From $2,000 to $2,400; (9) From $2,400 to $2,800; (10) From
$2,800 to $3,200; (11) From $3,200 to $3,600; (12) More than $3,600. (vi) Both Mother education level and
Household income variables are assumed to be the same the year reported in the Simce Parents questionnaire and
the year before, for which we do not have records. (vii) The base category for the included dummy variables is
shown next in brackets: Pupil’s gender (Male); Special needs pupils (all the rest pupils); Teacher’s gender (Male);
Private voucher schools (Municipal and Unsubsidised Private school); Unsubsidised Private school (Municipal
and Private voucher schools); Rurality (Urban area).
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and without the restrictions on the persistence parameter λ. The maximised value
of the log-likelihood is the highest in the unrestricted model (Model 1) with the
lowest value corresponding to the restricted model with λ = 1 (Model 3). In
the following discussions, it should be noted that, given the model assumptions,
estimator of Model 1 may not be consistent if there is correlation between the
lagged exam score and the error term ε.
At the top of Table 5.4 we find the loading factors estimates which indicate
how much latent variables differ between Maths and Language in their impact on
pupil attainment. The anchor factor (equal to 1) is taken as a reference or pivot.
For example, in Models 4 and 1, we observe that the impact of school effects
and individual ability are larger in Language than Maths, while the inverse occurs
for teacher effects. The opposite results are obtained from the estimated loading
factors in Model 3 which does not include individual heterogeneity effects.22
The estimated effect of previous year’s standardised school marks in Model
1, show that the estimated persistence parameter λ is very similar to 0.4 which we
used in the estimation of Model 4, and is close to the range regularly observed
in the literature.23
Not surprisingly, the signs and magnitudes of the estimated coefficients in
Model 3, where we have set λ = 1, are different from the other two estimates.
This model can be thought of as suffering from omitted variables problem given
the omitted variable Ai,g−1 and its coefficient (λ−1), which disappear when λ = 1.
Hence, the estimator is biased for the underlying true coefficients. Also note that,
if (λ− 1) is not equal to zero, αi will not disappear from equation 2.6, in Chapter
2. This omission can cause additional biases. Therefore, we focus our discussions
on the results obtained from Model 4 and Model 1.
The first set of control variables corresponds to student covariates or vari-
ables at Level 1 (individual level). We see that among the individual covariates
there is a negative and significant effect on Maths scores when the pupil is a girl.
Given the estimated coefficient, we infer that girls would score between 0.06 and
0.07 SD lower in Maths compared to boys, ceteris paribus.
Mother’s education and household income variables are categorical variables
obtained from the parents’ questionnaire, and they have been specially constructed
to be compatible along all the student panel dataset (SPD).24 The estimated
coefficients indicate a positive and significant effects of these variables on both
standardised Language and Math scores, with very similar levels of impact.
22See equation 2.6, derived from equation 2.3 in Chapter 2.
23Kane and Staiger (2008); Andrabi et al. (2011), have shown that the rate of persistence
λ varies between 0.2 and 0.5. Hence, in the above estimations, we choose a λ0 from the range
λ ∈ [0.4− 0.5].
24See Chapter 3 for a full description of the Chilean Ministry of Education dataset.
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Being entitled as a special need pupil has a significant and negative effect
on academic performance; which is slightly larger in Language. Nevertheless,
the number of pupils classified as special needs represents only 0.5% of the total
selected sample. We have also estimated the VAMs excluding these students, but
the coefficients do not change substantially.
Regarding class and teacher level characteristics, we find some interesting
results. Unlike what it is commonly expected, the impact of class size seems to be
positively correlated with pupils’ achievement. Intuitively, the fewer the number
of pupils taught per teacher the higher the expected outcome, and that is what
some authors have found using experimental and quasi-experimental frameworks
(Angrist and Lavy (1997); Krueger and Whitmore (2001)).
However, it is not clear yet whether the effect of class size on student per-
formance has a negative relationship or whether the estimation is correct when
is based on small size experiments and specific educational context. For exam-
ple, Hoxby (2000) finds no significant impact of reduction in class size on pupils
achievement.
Moreover, Urquiola and Verhoogen (2009) were the first to provide theo-
retical and empirical evidence of a non-linear relationship between class size and
household income in the 4th grade classes of the Chilean primary schools. The au-
thors find an inverted-U relationship between class size and household income (and
mother’s education), predicting that high effective schools will have enrolment lev-
els close to the size-cap (e.g. 45 per class), raising the tuition fees or increasing
the pupils selection criteria rather than opening extra smaller classrooms. This
situation may drive the positive sign of our class size coefficient.
We also find another counter-intuitive results with respect to peers average
GPA. Nevertheless, we do not claim this is a peer effect estimation as we are aware
of the potential bias involved in this type of estimation. On the contrary, this is a
control variable which represents how far or how close the individual GPA is from
the average of the class. As the class average GPA is lower than the student GPA,
the higher the higher the achievement in the Simce exam.25
In relation to observable teacher variables, at the second level as well, we
confirm there is a positive and significant effect in both subjects of being taught
by a female general teacher than a male. Considering the case when λ0 = 0.4, we
observe that a pupil in the mean will have 0.08 and 0.07 SD higher attainment
in Language and Maths standardised scores respectively, if the teacher is female
25The GPA is the average of final school marks in all subjects at the current period taken from
the administrative Performance data base. It is reported by schools directly to the Ministry of
Education. There is no a clear rule for which subjects are considered to calculate the individual
GPA across schools. We decided not to standardised it and leave it in its original scale from 1
to 7.
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instead of male. Muralidharan and Sheth (2015) find similar results, suggesting
that female teachers are slightly more effective than males.
There is a very small effect of an additional year of experience in the edu-
cation system on pupil attainment. This result is also in accordance with Rockoff
(2004) findings, who states that teacher experience is only significant the first five
years.
Additionally, there is a negative effect on student performance when in-
creasing teaching hours over and above the total hours contracted, but the impact
found is small and is not significant on Language scores, while the effect on Maths
is only significant at the 10% significance level.
With the third level covariates, we control for type of school dependence
and the rurality condition. From Table 5.4, we find that private schools (Voucher
and Unsubsidised) have a positive and significant correlation with National scores.
On the other hand, being rural does not have any significant impact on student
performance.
In terms of sign, magnitude, and significance levels, the estimated coef-
ficients presented in Table 5.4 are very similar under Model 4 and Model 1.
With respect to differences in impact between subjects (Language and Maths), all
estimated coefficient signs move together apart from the female pupil identifier,
where the effect of being a girl in Maths scores is negative while it is positive for
Language scores.
We do not explore differences in academic performances by gender, but
we propose that TEs might differ when teachers teach in single-sex environment.
Thus, in the following subsection, where we present the TEs estimates for the
whole sample, we also show the results obtained for single-sex school sub-samples.
5.4.1 Estimated Teacher Effects (TEs)
After the VAMs are estimated by the MLE, we obtain the EB distributions of
student, teacher and school effects. However, to interpret the TE estimates more
intuitively, we can either analyse their distributions graphically or illustrate their
impact on potential changes in the percentile ranking of pupils’ scores. Addition-
ally, we also compare models’ prediction in terms of teachers ranking correlation.
In Figure 5.4, we show the EB distributions of TEs obtained from Models 4
and 1.26 Here, we observe how both VAMs predict similar distributions of TEs on
both subjects, with differences of approximately 0.02 SD between them. However,
Model 4 predicts more teachers in the tail areas relative to Model 1 which has
26The rest of the EB distribution plots for student ability and school effects are presented in
Appendix 5.1 Their corresponding EB distribution tables are shown in Appendix 5.3.
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more predicted TEs in the middle of the distribution.
Figure 5.4: Empirical Bayes distribution of Teacher Effects
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Teacher Effects on Language
SD	  of	  TE	  (Model	  4):	  0.213	  
SD	  of	  TE	  (Model	  1):	  0.185	  
SD	  of	  TE	  (Model	  4):	  0.311	  
SD	  of	  TE	  (Model	  1):	  0.282	  
Regarding the analysis of estimated TEs based on their expected impact
on pupil i’s ranking, we first construct the ranking of students within our selected
sample. We sort pupils into percentiles with respect to their standardised Simce
score for Language and Maths, respectively. The distribution of pupils sorted by
absolute and standardised Simce score is shown in 5.5.
Table 5.5: Simce scores distribution

























The scores for Language and Maths were standardised at National (4th
grade 2005 cohort) before sample selection, and Table 5.5 shows the Simce scores
distribution of the selected sample cohort. In absolute terms, the mean and median
of Language scores (258.5 and 263.8) are higher than Maths (251.1 and 254.2), but
the dispersion (SD) is lower in Language than Maths (52.3 SD vs 54.2 SD). Thus,
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even if the estimated SD of TEs is the same for Language and Maths, the potential
impact on the student i’s when is exposed to 1 SD higher effective teacher would
marginally differ in terms of ranking or percentile movement.27
Focusing on the SD of predicted TEs, we show in Table 5.6 (Part A), the
mean and SD of TEs for Language and Maths. The difference between the SD
of TEs in Maths and Language is close to 0.1 when λ is either equal to 0.4 or is
estimated in the model. The fact that estimated TEs are higher in Maths than
in Language, in both scenarios, is in accordance with what we have regularly
found from the literature where higher SD of TEs are estimated for Maths than
Language.28
In Table 5.6 (Part B), we present the impact of a hypothetical treatment
which consist in exposing the pupil i, from the mean or the median of the Simce
scores distribution, to 1 SD more effective teacher.29 Then, we measure the pre-
dicted increase in her standardised Simce score and observe her movement within
the ranking in terms of percentiles per subject.30
However, we are aware that the analysis using this hypothetical treatment is
very restrictive as it requires strong assumptions to hold, such as no movements of
other students within the same distributions or no other factors affecting changes.
In practice, it is difficult to compare changes in teacher effects in terms of expected
jumps. Thus, it is challenging to design and evaluate correctly, educational policies
regarding the improvement of teacher effectiveness. We suggest, to consider our
results as an interpretation of differences in predicted impacts between the subjects
and the models employed.
The first case of 5.6 (Part B) is based on the pupil at the mean of the Simce
scores distribution, whose ranking within the selected cohort is the 46th percentile
for Language and the 48th for Maths. Under Model 4, when she is exposed to 1
SD more effective teacher, she would move to the 55th and 60th percentile ranking
in Language and Maths, respectively. While using Model 1 TEs estimations,
the expected movement in the ranking would be to 54th and 59th, respectively.
The difference between Model 4 and 1 on the predicted impact of being treated
hypothetically is just one percentile position.
The second case of 5.6 (Part B) is for the pupil in the median, whose
corresponding percentile ranking is the 50th. If the pupil were taught by a 1 SD
27See Appendix 5.3 the tables of Simce Score distribution in absolute and standardised scores
for the original sample and the rest of subsamples used along this Chapter.
28See Chapter 2, Section 5: “Impact of teacher effects: Standard deviation (SD) of measures”.
29Since the estimated TEs refer to the effect on the conditional mean score, we only report
the effect of this hypothetical treatment on the mean and the median student Simce scores.
30For instance, to analyse the impact on ranking we show the predicted change in the stan-
dardised Simce scores ranking when a student i is taught by a teacher j′ who is 1 SD more
effective than her current teacher j, holding everything else constant.
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Table 5.6: Distribution of Teacher Effects, Hypothetical Treatment and Teacher
Ranking



























































Notes: (i) The pupil in the Mean (and the in Median) is with respect to the Standardised Simce score for each
subject. Those values can be observed from Table: “Simce score distribution - 4th Grade 2005 selected sample
cohort”. (ii) The Mean TEs and SD TEs are obtained from the empirical Bayes distribution. (iii) Columns
(1) and (3) refers to Standardised Language scores for Model 4 and 1, respectively, while columns (2) and (4)
correspond to Standardised Maths scores for Model 4 and 1, respectively. (iv) General teachers have the same
ranking either on Language or Maths teacher effects.
more effective teacher, she would jump up to the 59th and 62nd percentiles in
Language and Maths, respectively (when the TEs are estimated under Model 4).
Similarly, the expected jumps using Model 1 estimations would be up to the 58th
and 61nd percentiles, respectively.
To compare how Models 4 and 1 differ constructing teacher rankings based
on TE estimates, we analyse the correlation between the rankings estimating the
Spearman’s rho coefficient. In Table 5.6 (Part C), we show the teacher ranking
correlation is 0.98. This estimated coefficient suggests that, even if Model 1 is
inconsistent due to the potential correlation of the lagged dependent variable and
the error term ε, it predicts similarly the sorting of teachers based on their TE
estimates.31
The results obtained from Models 4 and 1, where differences in the pre-
31Although we do not report the results of teacher effect estimates, it is important to highlight
that the estimated Spearman’s rho between Model 3 (λ = 1) and the other two (Models 1
and 4) is around 0.31. This rank correlation shows that the predictions of teacher effects can
be affected by the omitted lagged dependent variable and individual student ability from the
model.
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dicted ranking transitions between subjects, suggest that general teachers are more
capable of improving pupil performance in Maths than in Language. This finding
is based on the expected jumps in Language (around 8-9 percentile positions) ver-
sus the predicted movements in Maths (around 11-12 percentile positions), when
the student in the mean (or the median) is taught by a more effective teacher.
We do not explore differences on the predicted impact by pupil’s gender,
but we propose TEs might differ when teachers teach in a single-sex environment
present the estimation results for single-sex school sub-samples. Then, we also
study teacher effect heterogeneities by type of school dependence.
In both cases, we want to check whether our estimates are common across
different school sub-samples or whether TEs are less or more dispersed in some
educational environments than in others. If it emerges that there are not signifi-
cant differences, then we assure that our models are robust and representative of
different type of schooling education. However, if instead we find particular cases
where estimated TE distributions significantly differ, that would merit further
investigation on explaining why these differences might appear.
Single-sex schools
Differences in academic achievement have been observed between girls and boys,
where girls usually outperform boys in humanistic areas, while boys fare better in
scientific ones. Particularly, from the estimation results obtained in our VAMs (see
Table 5.4), we infer that, on average girls tend to perform worse in Maths than
boys. The opposite occurs in Language, although the difference here is smaller.
This fact suggests the existence of what it is known as a gender gap. Authors
have studied whether being in single-sex schools environment or having the same-
gender teacher-student would have positive effects on pupil academic performance.
However, Doris et al. (2013); Carrington et al. (2008); Winters et al. (2013), found
no conclusive evidence of being benefited by these types of treatment.
The gender gaps could be explained by differences in a subject’s appeal
between girls and boys. There might also be differences in the level of effort exerted
by teacher when they are teaching girls and boys in specific subjects. Additionally,
single-sex classrooms could be less disruptive (especially in only-girls classes), and
that might enhance pupils and teacher attention.
We analyse whether there is any advantage in terms of teacher effectiveness
when a teacher is teaching in a single-sex school, and hence a single-sex classroom.
To check for differences between the initial sample and the single-sex school sub-
samples, we estimate TEs and compare the predicted impact on their respective
Simce scores distribution.
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The sub-samples are relatively small, with considerably fewer teachers and
schools observations (specially for boys-only schools). To have an idea of how
different the sub-samples are between them, we show the descriptive statistics in
Table 5.7.32
From Table 5.7, we observe non-important differences in terms of GPA and
school marks, but the Maths Simce scores mean is noticeably higher in boys-
only schools. The difference between subjects is confirmed when we compare the
standardised Maths Simce scores means, being 0.3 for girls-only schools and 0.6
for boys-only schools. With respect to the family background variables, the sub-
sample of girls-only schools seems to be disadvantaged compared to boys-only
schools, as the average education level reached for both parents and the level of
household income is lower in girls-only schools.
Among class level variables, there are no noticeable differences, while at
teacher level variables we find remarkable differences such as in the proportion of
female teachers, which is 99% in girls-only schools while it is just 79% in boys-
only schools, even lower than the 90% observed from the original cohort and the
initial selected sample (see Table 5.3). Additionally, the average years of teaching
experience in girls-only schools is more than four years higher than teachers in
boys-only schools.
The descriptive statistics of school level variables suggest some differences
in the type of school dependence between single-sex schools. Girls-only schools are
mainly Municipal schools, while boys-only schools are principally Private Voucher
schools. Both sub-samples have little presence in rural areas, with less than 3% of
their schools. In terms of number of classes per grade (equivalent to the number
of general teachers per grade), both types of school have similar averages. The
average of students per grade (or cohort size) is larger in girls-only schools than
boys-only.
32It is important to have in mind that these sub-samples satisfy all the requirements for the
original selection sample discussed previously.
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Table 5.7: Descriptive statistics - Single-sex schools





































Mean Std.*Dev. Min Max Boys&only*schools
Pupil*Level
6.0 0.5 1 7 GPA$4th$2005
6.0 0.7 1 7 GPA$3th$2004
5.6 0.7 2.9 7 School$Language$Marks$2005
5.4 0.8 2.7 7 School$Maths$Marks$2005
5.8 0.7 2.55 7 School$Language$Marks$2004
5.6 0.8 2.4 7 School$Maths$Marks$2004
275.0 46.9 112.8 364.8 Language$Simce$Scores$4th$2005
264.1 48.1 100.8 363.6 Maths$Simce$Scores$4th$2005
0.4 0.9 Y2.7 2.1 Stdsed.$Lang.$Simce$Score$$4th$2005
0.3 0.9 Y2.7 2.1 Stdsed.$Maths$Simce$Score$$4th$2005
1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 Gender$(Female=1)
9.1 0.3 8 12 Age
94.4 6.0 0 100 Attendance
0.0 0.0 0 1 Speecial$Needs$
3.4 1.9 0 8 Mother$Education
3.6 2.1 0 8 Father$Education
2.6 2.8 0 12 Household$Income$
Class*Level
31.3 7.0 15 45 Class$size
5.9 0.3 5.089 6.603 Peers$Average$GPA
Teacher*Level
0.99 0.1 0 1 Gender$(Female=1)
23.5 10.3 1 40 Years$of$experience$in$the$system
0.9 0.1 0.38 1 (Teaching$hrs$/$Contract$hrs)$Ratio
School*Level
0.5 0.5 0 1 Municipal$Schools!
0.4 0.5 0 1 Private$Voucher$Schools
0.1 0.3 0 1 Unsubsidised$Private$Schools
0.0 0.2 0 1 Rural$Area
2.5 0.7 2 5 Number$of$classes$per$grade




Mean Std.*Dev. Min Max
5.9 0.6 1 7
6.0 0.7 1 7
5.6 0.8 2.6 7
5.5 0.8 2.7 7
5.8 0.7 2.1 7
5.7 0.8 2.15 7
279.9 49.6 106.7 364.8
279.5 50.8 112.0 363.6
0.5 0.9 Y2.8 2.1
0.6 0.9 Y2.5 2.1
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
9.2 0.4 9 12
94.8 4.7 0 100
0.0 0.0 0 1
4.0 2.1 0 8
4.2 2.3 0 8
4.0 3.7 0 12
29.6 7.5 15 45
5.9 0.3 5.059 6.517
0.79 0.4 0 1
18.8 12.4 0 40
0.8 0.2 0.29 1
0.3 0.5 0 1
0.5 0.5 0 1
0.2 0.4 0 1
0.0 0.2 0 1
2.4 0.5 2 4




Notes: (i) The selection sample was made for identification, and the most important sources of dropped obser-
vations were schools with less than two classes per grade and schools and schools with specialised teachers only,
both sum up to 20% of the original pupil’s observations in the cohort. (ii) Education level (Mother, Father):
(0) Primary Incomplete; (1) Primary Complete; (2) Secondary Incomplete; (3) Secondary Complete; (4) Tech-
nical Incomplete; (5) Technical Complete; (6) University Incomplete; (7) University Complete; (8) Postgraduate
Studies. (iii) Household Income Level (US$ approx. - Dec 2009): (0) Less than $200; (1) From $200 to $400; (2)
From $400 to $600; (3) From $600 to $800; (4) From $800 to $1,000; (5) From $1,000 to $1,200; (6) From $1,200
to $1,400; (7) From $1,400 to $2,000; (8) From $2,000 to $2,400; (9) From $2,400 to $2,800; (10) From $2,800 to
$3,200; (11) From $3,200 to $3,600; (12) More than $3,600.
Figure 5.5: Kernel distributions: Stdsed. Simce Scores - Single-sex schools
4th grade 2005 selected sample cohort
SD	  of	  SA	  (Model	  4):	  0.443	  
SD	  of	  SA	  (Model	  1):	  0.424	  
SD	  of	  SA	  (Model	  4):	  0.399	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Graphically, from Figure 5.5, we confirm the differences in Simce scores
between single-sex schools. Only-boys schools present a larger concentration of
higher scores in Language and Maths, although the difference is considerably larger
in Maths.
Acknowledging the observable differences between both sub-samples, we
analyse the distribution of Simce scores to compare the impact of TEs on their
respective distributions.
Table 5.8: Simce score distribution by gender-type of school































































In Table 5.8, we recognise that given the absolute (and standardised) Simce
scores, students from single-sex schools clearly show better performance than the
initial selected sample (all schools). Nevertheless, we want to check whether
teacher effectiveness varies between these types of schools, and to analyse the
results we focus on estimations made with Model 4, using a preset persistence
parameter λ0 fixed at 0.4. The table of results with the MLE estimations for both
sub-samples and all model specifications are presented in Appendix 5.2, and the
tables with the estimated EB distributions for all unobserved heterogeneities are
presented in Appendix 5.4.
Regarding the estimated TEs, we show in Figure 5.6 how different the
distributions of TEs between girls-only and boys-only schools are, particularly, on
Language scores. TEs in boys-only schools seem to be more concentrated around
the mean 0, with a considerably lower SD of estimated TEs on both Language and
Maths scores. While, the distribution of TEs on Language for girls-only schools is
very similar to the distribution observed for the TEs in all schools, both with a SD
of 0.21. The distributions of TEs is closer between single-sex of schools in Maths
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scores, although TEs in boys-only schools are still more concentrated around the
mean.
Figure 5.6: Empirical Bayes distribution of Teacher Effects by gender-type of
school
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All schools Girls-only (sample)
Boys-only (sample)
Teacher Effects on Maths scores
SD	  of	  TE	  (All	  schools):	  0.213	  
SD	  of	  TE	  (Girls-­‐only):	  0.215	  
SD	  of	  TE	  (Boys-­‐only):	  0.072	  
SD	  of	  TE	  (All	  schools):	  0.311	  
SD	  of	  TE	  (Girls-­‐only):	  0.223	  
SD	  of	  TE	  (Boys-­‐only):	  0.169	  
Note: School groups in brackets refer to the corresponding school sub-sample.
From both sub-samples, we observe lower dispersion of TEs on Maths com-
pared to the estimation obtained with all schools, which suggests teachers might
be more homogeneous in single-sex schools. However, the striking difference is
found in the distribution of TEs on Language scores, as the dispersion of the TEs
in boys-only schools is remarkably shrunk towards the mean. Explanations can
be addressed from the teacher or pupil’s perspective. Either teachers recruited in
boys-only schools are more similar in teaching skills on Language (and Maths), or
potential student selection on this type of schools has implied a concentration of
more homogenous, and high performers, group of pupils. In any of these cases, it
might be difficult to find large differences on pupil’s achievement when changing
one teacher to more effective within this sub-sample.
In terms of observable characteristics, we found, in Table ?? some consider-
able differences between girls-only and boys-only schools, particularly on academic
performance where boys outperform girls. However, with respect to the observable
teacher characteristics we find teachers in boys-only schools seem to be even more
heterogeneous than teachers girls-only schools, and if they are more heterogeneous
it might be due to unobserved characteristics.
We are aware that estimations of TEs might be affected by sample selection,
and their samples might be not representative at all given the few schools and
teachers considered in the estimation, especially in boys-only schools. Therefore,
we focus exclusively on heterogeneous teacher effects on girls-only schools and we
check whether the estimation of TE estimates differs in this type of schools when
we use different samples, the selected sub-sample and the original one. In Figure
5.7, we observe that using the whole sample of schools, the estimated TEs on
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Language are more concentrated around the mean, while the predicted TEs on
Maths are more concentrated in the right-hand side of the distribution.
Figure 5.7: Empirical Bayes distribution of Teacher Effects within girls-only
schools
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Teacher Effects on Maths scores
SD	  of	  Girls-­‐only	  TE	  (All	  schools):	  0.175	  
SD	  of	  Girls-­‐only	  TE	  (Girls-­‐only):	  0.215	  
SD	  of	  Girls-­‐only	  TE	  (All	  schools):	  0.256	  
SD	  of	  Girls-­‐only	  TE	  (Girls-­‐only):	  0.223	  
Note:	  School	  groups	  in	  brackets	  refer	  to	  the	  corresponding	  school	  sub-­‐sample.	  
Note: School groups in brackets refer to the corresponding school sub-sample.
However, to check whether a single-sex school environment improves teacher
effectiveness, we compare the impact of TEs in girls-only schools with the whole
sample in terms of expected pupil’s ranking movements. We analyse the results
shown in Table 5.9 (Part B), where we present the predicted jumps of a pupil in
the mean (and in the median) of the Simce scores distribution, when she is exposed
to the hypothetical treatment of being taught by a more effective teacher.
Girls-only classrooms seem to boost the teacher effectiveness impact on
Language scores. A pupil in the mean or in the median, exposed to 1 SD more
effective teacher, improve her percentile ranking in two positions more than the
mean or median pupil from all schools sample. The expected jumps on Language
scores ranking within all schools are from 46th to 55th for the mean pupil, and from
50th to 59th for the median one, while the predicted jumps in the girls-only schools
are up to 57th and the 61st, respectively. On the contrary, the predicted movements
on Maths score ranking are lower for girls-only schools (also for boys-only schools)
in comparison to the expected impact with the whole sample.
We also analyse whether the predicted ranking among teachers from girls-
only schools differ considerably when the estimation is made with the sub-sample
compared to the initial selected sample. In Table 5.9 (Part C), we test the correla-
tion of both rankings estimating the Spearman’s rho coefficient. This correlation
ranking consists in comparing how similar teacher are sorted based on their esti-
mated TEs when two different samples are employed in the estimation. In this
particular case, even if the estimated rankings are significantly positively corre-
lated, the 0.60 of the ranking correlation between both estimation samples, suggest
considerable differences in the teachers’ rank prediction based on estimated TEs.
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Table 5.9: Distribution of Teacher Effects, Hypothetical Treatment and Teacher
Ranking



















(1) (2) (3) (4)
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.21 0.31 0.21 0.22
10.27 10.39 10.13 10.13
10.14 10.21 0.01 0.01
0.00 0.00 0.13 0.13
0.15 0.21 0.27 0.28
0.27 0.39 0.37 0.38
Part#B.#Hypothetical#treatment:#Being#exposed#to#1#SD#more#effective#teacher
Movement%in%percentile%Ranking Movement%in%percentile%Ranking























Notes: (i) The pupil in the Mean (and the in Median) is with respect to the Standardised Simce score for
each subject. Those values can be observed from Table: “Simce score distribution - 4th Grade 2005 selected
sample cohort”. (ii) The Mean TEs and SD TEs are obtained from the empirical Bayes distribution. (iii) Both
sub-samples were estimated under Model 4, where columns (1), (3) and (5) refer to Standardised Language scores
for Model 4, and columns (2), (4) and (6) correspond to Standardised Maths scores. (iv) General teachers have
the same ranking either on Language or Maths teacher effects.
Although we find there might be an increase in the teacher’s impact on
Language score in girls-only schools, it is important to emphasise that girls-only
schools represent 6% of the whole sample (and boys-only schools just 3%). More-
over, the prediction of teachers ranking using the only-girls schools sub-sample
differ from the ranking obtained with the whole sample.
Therefore, the results we present here for single-sex schools might not be
so robust given the small size of the sub-samples, and we should be cautious with
any inferences made based on these particular findings.
In the following subsection, we analyse potential differences of TEs predic-
tions, given different types of schools sub-samples.
Heterogeneous Teacher Effects by types of school
To estimate TEs by MLE-EB, we have assumed random assignment of students
and teachers to schools. We also introduce a rich set of student, teacher and
school level variables to control for potential sources of observable non-random
assignment. In addition, we rely on the non-random assignment of students to
classrooms and teachers to schools to have a consistent estimator for Model 4.
However, it is important to consider that, in Chile, schools are classified
by their type of dependence in terms of funding and managerial control. Munici-
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pal and Private Voucher schools receive public funds, while Private Unsubsidised
schools are exclusively privately funded. In the Introductory Chapter, we men-
tioned that Municipal schools are not allowed to select pupils, and their teacher
contracts are ruled by the National Teacher Statute (NTS). These facts suggest
that random assignment assumption are more difficult to hold in private schools.
Thus, we check whether estimation of TEs from Municipal schools differ
significantly from the original sample presented earlier. We also estimate TEs in
a sub-sample which removes only Private Unsubsidised schools, as Municipal and
Private Voucher schools are oriented to serve a similar population target.
We do not estimate TEs for Private Unsubsidised schools only because the
size of the sub-sample is very small. Similar to the case of boys-only schools, we
could not make fully reliable inferences on estimates from this group.
When we describe only Municipal schools, and Municipal joined with Pri-
vate Voucher school sub-samples in Table 5.10, we do not find significant differ-
ences in pupils academic performance, although the averages in Simce scores are a
little higher when including Private Voucher schools. Proportion of female pupils
and the rates of attendance are basically the same between both sub-samples.
Graphically, we can also observe from Figure 5.8 that Municipal schools
accumulate more students below the mean of the standardised Simce scores.
Hence, the distribution of students from the sub-sample that includes Private
Voucher schools is shifted to the right in both subjects. Municipal schools con-
centrate more a low-achievement pupils in Language and Maths, although the
shape of the distributions is very similar within subjects.
In terms of parental education and household income, Municipal schools
show marginally lower averages. Class level variables are for both subsamples
very similar, from teacher observable variables Municipal schools seem to have an
average 4 years of more experience. In terms of school size, given by the number
of classes per grade and students per grade, there are non-remarkable differences
either.
Apart from the shifted Simce scores distributions and the teachers’ years
of experience, both groups of schools seem to be very similar. Then, the compar-
ison of TE estimates between both sub-samples would allow to infer whether the
estimation of TE’s impact on pupil achievement differ when private schools are
considered in the estimation.
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Table 5.10: Descriptive statistics by type of school dependence





































Mean Std.'Dev. Min Max Municipal'schools
Pupil'Level
5.9 0.6 1 7 GPA$4th$2005
5.9 0.8 1 7 GPA$3th$2004
5.5 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2005
5.4 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2005
5.7 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2004
5.5 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2004
256.4 51.8 103.1 364.8 Language$Simce$Scores$4th$2005
248.8 53.6 91.7 363.6 Maths$Simce$Scores$4th$2005
0.0 1.0 Y2.9 2.1 Stdsed.$Lang.$Simce$Score$$4th$2005
0.0 1.0 Y2.8 2.1 Stdsed.$Maths$Simce$Score$$4th$2005
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0 Gender$(Female=1)
9.1 0.4 8 12 Age
94.4 5.8 0 100 Attendance
0.0 0.1 0 1 Speecial$Needs$
2.7 1.9 0 8 Mother$Education
3.0 2.1 0 8 Father$Education
1.8 1.9 0 12 Household$Income$
Class'Level
28.8 6.7 15 45 Class$size
5.7 0.4 2.4 6.7 Peers$Average$GPA
Teacher'Level
0.89 0.3 0 1 Gender$(Female=1)
20.3 11.5 0 40 Years$of$experience$in$the$system
0.90 0.1 0.11 1 (Teaching$hrs$/$Contract$hrs)$Ratio
School'Level
0.6 0.5 0 1 Municipal$Schools!
0.4 0.5 0 1 Private$Voucher$Schools
0.0 0.0 0 0 Unsubsidised$Private$Schools
0.0 0.2 0 1 Rural$Area
2.3 0.6 2 5 Number$of$classes$per$grade




Mean Std.'Dev. Min Max
5.8 0.6 1 7
5.9 0.8 1 7
5.4 0.8 1 7
5.3 0.9 1 7
5.6 0.8 1 7
5.5 0.9 1 7
247.5 51.2 103.1 364.8
239.8 53.2 91.7 363.6
Y0.2 1.0 Y2.9 2.1
Y0.1 1.0 Y2.8 2.1
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0
9.2 0.4 8 12
94.2 5.9 0 100
0.0 0.1 0 1
2.3 1.8 0 8
2.6 2.1 0 8
1.3 1.5 0 12
27.4 6.3 15 45
5.6 0.3 2.3 6.7
0.91 0.3 0 1
24.2 10.3 0 40
0.90 0.1 0.11 1
1.0 0.0 1 1
0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.2 0 1
2.4 0.6 2 5




Notes: (i) The selection sample was made for identification, and the most important sources of dropped obser-
vations were schools with less than two classes per grade and schools and schools with specialised teachers only,
both sum up to 20% of the original pupil’s observations in the cohort. (ii) Education level (Mother, Father):
(0) Primary Incomplete; (1) Primary Complete; (2) Secondary Incomplete; (3) Secondary Complete; (4) Tech-
nical Incomplete; (5) Technical Complete; (6) University Incomplete; (7) University Complete; (8) Postgraduate
Studies. (iii) Household Income Level (US$ approx. - Dec 2009): (0) Less than $200; (1) From $200 to $400; (2)
From $400 to $600; (3) From $600 to $800; (4) From $800 to $1,000; (5) From $1,000 to $1,200; (6) From $1,200
to $1,400; (7) From $1,400 to $2,000; (8) From $2,000 to $2,400; (9) From $2,400 to $2,800; (10) From $2,800 to
$3,200; (11) From $3,200 to $3,600; (12) More than $3,600.
Figure 5.8: Kernel distributions: Stdsed. Simce Scores by type of school
dependence
4th grade 2005 selected sample cohort
SD	  of	  SA	  (Model	  4):	  0.443	  
SD	  of	  SA	  (Model	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  0.424	  
SD	  of	  SA	  (Model	  4):	  0.399	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The predicted impact of TEs depends on the standardised Simce score
distribution from which the estimation was made, conditional on the standardised
Simce scores mean. In Table 5.11, we describe the summary distribution of Simce
scores for both school sub-samples compared to the initial selected cohort.
Table 5.11: Simce score distribution by type of school dependence
































































Average Simce scores in Municipal schools are the lowest among all the
school sub-groups. The sample of Municipal and Private Voucher schools has
basically the same Simce scores distribution as the original selected cohort, and it
might be due to the small size of Unsubsidised Private schools within this sample.
To verify whether TE estimates differ when considering private schools com-
pared with estimations based on Municipal schools only, we analyse the following
aspects: (i) the distribution of TEs in both sub-samples; (ii) the expected transi-
tions in the percentile ranking from the mean and median student; (iii) the teacher
ranking correlation between sub-samples. To carry out these analyses, we focus on
the TEs estimation using Model 4, where λ0 is preset to a fixed value. The coeffi-
cient estimates and the rest of the MLE estimation results are shown in Appendix
5.2.
First, we show in Figure 5.9 the empirical Bayes distribution of TEs for
both school groups.33
In both subjects, there is a larger dispersion of TEs in Municipal schools,
compared to all schools and the other sub-sample. This fact suggests that teachers
within Municipal schools are more heterogeneous than in private schools, and it
33The tables with the EB distribution for all latent variables and all estimation models are
presented in Appendix 5.3.
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is more likely to find low and high effective teachers within this group. The
distributions of TEs with and without Unsubsidised Private schools only differ on
Maths scores, where TEs estimations are more dispersed considering the whole
school sample.
Figure 5.9: Empirical Bayes distribution of Teacher Effects by type of school
dependence
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-1 -.5 0 .5 1
Unobserved heterogeneity
All schools Mun. & Priv. Vch. (sample)
Mun. (sample)
Teacher Effects on Maths scores
SD	  of	  TE	  (All	  schools):	  0.223	  
SD	  of	  TE	  (Mun&Vch):	  0.223	  
SD	  of	  TE	  (Municipal):	  0.275	  
SD	  of	  TE	  (All	  schools):	  0.326	  
SD	  of	  TE	  (Mun&Vch):	  0.256	  
SD	  of	  TE	  (Municipal):	  0.376	  
Note: School groups in brackets refer to the corresponding school sub-sample, where “Mun&Vch” refers to the
sub-sample of Municipal and Private Voucher schools.
Focusing only on TEs of Municipal school teachers, we compared the EB
distributions within this group in Table 5.10. In terms of dispersion and shape, the
distributions of Municipal TEs, on Language and Maths, do not differ from the
estimations of TEs using the whole sample, and without including the Unsubsidised
Private schools. This fact suggest that estimations of TEs are similar, or non-
noticeably different, when we consider private schools in the estimation sample,
which are supposed to be more likely to violate random assignment assumptions.
Figure 5.10: Empirical Bayes distribution of Teacher Effects within Municipal
schools
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Unobserved heterogeneity
All schools Mun. & Priv. Vch. (sample)
Mun. (sample)
Teacher Effects on Maths scores
SD	  of	  Municipal	  TE	  (All	  schools):	  0.223	  
SD	  of	  Municipal	  TE	  (Municipal):	  0.223	  
SD	  of	  Municipal	  TE	  (Mun&Vchr):	  0.275	  
SD	  of	  Municipal	  TE	  (All	  schools):	  0.326	  
SD	  of	  Municipal	  TE	  (Municipal):	  0.256	  
SD	  of	  Municipal	  TE	  (Mun&Vchr):	  0.376	  
Note: School groups in brackets refer to the corresponding school sub-sample, where “Mun&Vch” refers to the
sub-sample of Municipal and Private Voucher schools.
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From Table 5.12, Part A, we observe no differences in terms of SD of TEs
between all schools and the estimates from the sample without Unsubsidised Pri-
vate schools. However, from Figure 5.10, we are aware that the shape of the
distribution varies between them, what as confirmed in the percentile table of
Part A. This is also the case for TE estimates in Municipal schools only, where
the Simce score distribution and the EB distribution of TEs differ from the rest of
the groups. Therefore, we analyse whether the predicted impact on pupils ranking
change among the samples.
Table 5.12: Distribution of Teacher Effects, Hypothetical Treatment and Teacher
Ranking













p-value Obs p-value Obs
Private*Voucher*teacher*rank 0.00 1,102%%%%%%
Muncipal*teacher*rank 0.00 1,872%%%%%% 0.00 1,872%%%%%%
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Movement%in%percentile%Ranking











Stdsed.%Lang.%score% Stdsed.%Maths%score% Stdsed.%Lang.%score% Stdsed.%Maths%score%Stdsed.%Lang.%score%
Notes: (i) The pupil in the Mean (and the in Median) is with respect to the Standardised Simce score for
each subject. Those values can be observed from Table: “Simce score distribution - 4th Grade 2005 selected
sample cohort”. (ii) The Mean TEs and SD TEs are obtained from the empirical Bayes distribution. (iii) Both
sub-samples were estimated under Model 4, where columns (1), (3) and (5) refer to Standardised Language scores
for Model 4, and columns (2), (4) and (6) correspond to Standardised Maths scores. (iv) General teachers have
the same ranking either on Language or Maths teacher effects.
In Part B of Table 5.12, we show the expected changes in the percentile
ranking when a pupil from the mean and the median is exposed to a more effective
teacher. We find no differences in predicted pupil movements between the samples
either considering or not considering Unsubsidised Private schools. Nevertheless,
the impact of TEs on the percentile ranking within Municipal schools is strictly
larger on Language and Maths, either for the pupil in the mean or in the median.
The expected movement in the Language score ranking corresponds to 11 per-
centile positions, two more than in the whole sample. While, the predicted jump
on Maths ranking is up to 15 percentile positions, larger than the increase of 12
positions predicted for the original sample.
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The fact that TEs are more heterogenous in Municipal schools, imply they
have larger impact on pupil achievement. Hence, in this type of schools, which
concentratea more on low achievement and less advantaged pupils, the effect of
teachers it might be even more relevant than in private schools.
Finally, to check whether TE estimations differ in terms of teacher ranking
predictions when we include Private Voucher schools in the sample, we test for the
ranking correlation of teachers in Municipal schools under different sub-samples.
In Table 5.12 (Part C), we compare the teachers ranking between two different
pairs of samples: (i) All schools (sample 1) & Municipal and Private Voucher
schools (sub-sample 1); (ii) All schools (sample 1) & Municipal schools only (sub-
sample 2).
For the first pair of samples, we estimate the Spearman’s rho coefficient for
the teachers ranking correlation in Private Voucher schools and Municipal schools
independently. We find an almost perfect positive rank correlation between the
estimation under this group of samples. In the second pair, the results are similar,
the sorting of teacher from Municipal schools is basically the same when the are
estimated with the whole sample (sample 1 or under Municipal schools only (sub-
sample 2).
Based on the fact that predicted TE’s impact of Municipal teachers are
equally estimated independently from the sample, we show in Figure 5.11 the TE
distributions by type of school dependence obtained from the original selected co-
hort. Here, we confirm that among type of schools, Municipal schools accumulate
more teachers in the tails of the EB distribution of TEs, with more high effective
but also more low effective teachers.
Figure 5.11: Empirical Bayes distribution of Teacher Effects separated by type of
school
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SD	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Note: “Priv. Vchr.” refers to the Private Voucher schools; “Unsub. Priv.” refers to Unsubsidised Private
schools.
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These results suggest that heterogeneous teacher effects can be estimated
equally from each sub-sample, at least in our particular context. These findings
also support the assumption of non-random assignment of student to teacher in
the Chilean school system, as the estimations of TE’s impact do not change dra-
matically under the different types of school samples, and neither do the prediction
of teacher rankings.
5.5 Conclusion
In this chapter, we have presented the methodology used to estimate teacher
effects from our VAMs. Relying on a particular set of assumptions to consistently
estimate the models, we also described the sample selection criteria required to
identify student, teacher and school unobserved factors simultaneously.
We constrain our sample to general teachers only from primary schools,
and we adopt the MLE-EB approach to estimate TEs for Models 1, 3 and 4
which were derived from a general achievement function in Chapter 2. We obtain
predictions of unobserved heterogeneities from the EB distributions in each model,
focusing in particular on the TEs distribution.
We presented TE estimates in terms of SD of EB distributions, and we
discussed their predicted impact on pupil achievement by measuring the expected
transition in pupils’ ranking of being exposed to a more highly effective teacher.
The interpretation of estimated SD of TEs is conditioned on the Simce scores dis-
tribution. Thus, we predict the impact on a pupil from the mean or the median of
the Simce distribution, when she is taught by a teacher who is one standard devi-
ation more effective. However, we suggest caution in using predictions in expected
jumps for measuring changes in teachers Value-Added benefit, and particularly,
for evaluating policies regarding improvements in teacher effectiveness.
Based on the results obtained when λ0 equals 0.4 (Model 4) and when
λ is estimated in the model (Model 1), we find that 4th grade general teachers
have larger impacts on pupils Maths achievement than on Language achievement.
From Table 5.6, we observe how a pupil, either from the mean or the median,
moves up more positions in the Maths percentile ranking than in the equivalent
Language ranking, when she is exposed to a teacher who is one standard deviation
more effective. If a representative student from the 50th percentile is taught by a
teacher who is one standard deviation more effective, the ranking position of that
student is expected to increase by between 8 and 9 percentiles in Language, and
between 11 and 12 in Maths.
We also estimated TEs for single-sex schools, finding slightly larger impacts
on Language performance in pupils from girls-only schools, but lower expected
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improvements on Maths. We do not observe any improvement on students’ ranking
from being exposed to a more effective teacher in boys-only schools, compared to
the predicted impacts obtained from the whole sample. However, we suggest that
the small size of both single-sex schools sub-samples may affect the robustness
of these results. The girls-only schools sub-sample correspond to the 6% of the
original selected cohort, while the boys-only schools sub-sample accounts for just
3%. Besides, the ranking correlation of teachers in Municipal schools is not very
high, given the estimated Spearmans rho coefficient (0.60). So, any inferences that
can be made from these results might be misleading.
To check for heterogeneous teacher effect estimates, we disaggregate the
original selected cohort into two subs-samples by type of school dependence. In
the first, we remove Unsubsidised Private schools from the sample; in the second,
we only consider Municipal schools. We find that TEs are more heterogeneous
in Municipal schools ; this implies that municipal teachers have a larger impact
(positive or negative) on pupil academic performance.
Hence, in this type of school, which concentrates more on students with
histories of low achievement, and who come from less-advantaged settings, the
effect of teachers is even more important. We also find that heterogeneous teacher
effects can be equally estimated from different types of school samples.
In addition, this finding supports the assumption of non-random assign-
ment of students to teachers in the Chilean school system, as the estimation of
Municipal TEs impact and teacher rankings were basically the same with and
without considering private schools.
The results presented here, supported by the evidence of random assign-
ment of students to teachers shown in Chapter 4, confirm the importance of the
potential contribution of teachers on pupil academic performance. Moreover, our
Value-Added measures provide a complementary instrument to evaluate teacher
effectiveness in the Chilean education system.
As our VAMs allow us to recover not only TE estimates, but also SEs, which
might be used as an indicator of school quality, we can also further analyse the
SE estimates. In discussing the validity of school quality measures, the literature
has particularly criticised the construction of school rankings or school league
tables. One of the main concerns regarding the publication of school rankings
is the potential misleading inferences that can be made based on specific school
positions in the ranking. These run a high risk of misclassifying schools, especially
when schools are close to each other in the ranking, due to the standard error of
SEs estimates.
Both TEs and SEs may vary across time; several factors can alter them
such as exogenous shocks, learning process improvements, institutional changes,
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and the possibility that different students cohorts make the differences in the
estimates. Therefore, it is interesting to check how stable TEs and SEs are for a
specific period in the Chilean context.
Analysing the evolution of TE and SE estimates, we would minimise the
risk of misclassification in a specific years. Additionally, taking advantage of the
availability of the data for an extended period of time will allow us to study teacher
and school quality movements instead. However, due to the fact that we cannot
estimate TE measures for all teachers every year, in Chapter 6 we will be focused
on SE estimates and we will relate them to the types of teacher, in terms of quality
and verified specialisation.
Further investigations could be carried out to test differences in the impact
of general teachers by type of teacher specialisation. We could investigate whether
there are significant differences in TEs across types of teacher specialisation by
comparing the effects of teachers teaching the same class-cohort for at least two
years, relative to those who are consistently assigned to one specific grade, such
as to 4th grade.
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Chapter 6
School effects: What determines
effectiveness in the long run?
Abstract
In this chapter we present estimates of “School Effectiveness” (SEs) in the
context of the literature on school league tables (LTs). We aim to analyse school
effects in the long run in order to address uncertainty issues associated with yearly
school rankings constructed with single measures of SEs.
We are particularly interested in the evolution of school effectiveness and
the factors that explain positive or negative trajectories over time. Our results
suggest that neither downward nor upward effectiveness trajectories are explained
by observable student, teacher and school characteristics. What seems to drive
school high (or low) effectiveness in the long run is the proportion of High (or
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6.1 Introduction
It is a commonly held belief that schooling, and school quality in particular, are the
key factors affecting individuals’ subsequent labour market success. Better schools
and higher quality education in general are typically expected to improve human
capital. It is also often thought that consequent increments in productivity are
likely to lead to lower levels of inequality and potentially higher economic growth
(Coleman et al. (1966)). Thus, school quality is of significant private and public
interest, and drives parental decisions, and motivates key educational policies and
reforms.
Earlier investigations in education topics have set schools as one of the
most important factors for the focus of education research. However, schools
form part of a very complex institutional system which includes pupils, families
and teachers within a specific educational environment. This educational context
might be influenced by principals and other public regulations. Thus, it has been
a great challenge for all disciplines to address properly school quality analysis.
During recent years, the role and importance of teachers have also attracted
major attention in many educational studies, with research on teachers’ contribu-
tions to pupils’ academic outcomes. Although the identification of these “Teacher
Effects” (TEs) is still widely debated. As discussed the earlier Chapters of this
thesis, the Value-Added concept is commonly accepted for modelling TEs, as it
attributes pupils’ academic improvement to teacher unobserved characteristics or
skills, conditional on the educational context (Hanushek (1986)).
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Value-Added models (VAMs) have also been used for modelling “School
Effects” (SEs), and the main concerns regarding validity and consistency of es-
timators are basically the same as when VAMs are used to estimate TEs (e.g.
Reardon and Raudenbush (2009)).1
In the literature on SEs, the discussion has been mainly centred on the
model specification and the reliability of SE estimates, which are used to construct
League Tables (LTs) or school rankings. In particular, the fact that SE estimates
are used to publish school rankings has made the discussion both more intense and
more contentious. Apart from the uncertainty of SE measures that might cause
misclassification problems in terms of schools ranking and difficulty to compare
schools one-to-one, there are issues which are related to the negative consequences
of LTs.
The related issues with LTs mostly converge on student selection problems
which exacerbate student-teacher-school non-random assignment process. Pupils
and teachers sorting between schools potentially affects less advantaged students
and the schools which serve them. However, measures of school effectiveness are
necessary for monitoring purposes, either privately or publicly as it also helps the
implementation and the spread of better oriented polices. Hence, the discussion
focuses on how well contextualised and reliable the SE estimates are, and how
these estimates might be used.
Ideally, the research on school effectiveness should provide directions on how
to improve the current quality of education, rather than inducing an oportunistic
behaviour. In this context, we propose to analyse SE estimates and their stability
over time in order to identify factors associated with highly effective schools.
To achieve this purpose and address uncertainty issues regarding SE esti-
mates, we try to minimise the misclassification problem defining four main groups
in school quality rankings:High, Mid-High, Mid-Low, Low. Although we still have
problems of misclassification around the cutoffs, we are interested only in long
run school performance, seeking to identify the highly effective (or less effective)
schools in a period of time.
The analysis requires us to define a period of time over which it is possible to
observe or track selected schools cohorts and consistently estimated SEs and TEs.
Fortunately, our rich data from the Chilean school system, allow us to investigate
school and teacher quality for a period of five years (2005 - 2009), from which we
define a sample of schools that are trackable, given the feasibility of producing
school and teacher Value-Added estimates. From this group of schools, which we
call the reduced school panel (RSP), we can classify those schools which show
1In Chapter 2, we reviewed in detail VAM specifications and we discussed the main estimation
approaches.
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upward or downward trajectories in their effectiveness measures.
This approach for studying school effectiveness is novel in two aspects: (i)
it reduces the risk of school quality misclassification when defining school rankings
for a particular year and cohort; and (ii) the analysis of school quality transitions
over time and the study of the key factors affecting them is founded on SEs and
TEs, which is new to the literature, to our knowledge.
Our results suggest that neither downward nor upward trajectory of school
effectiveness is explained by differences in school observed characteristics. The
type of school dependence does not seem to determine the observed quality move-
ments either. What drives the school effectiveness in the long run is the proportion
of High (or Low) quality teachers based on our TE estimates.
6.2 Literature review
In the literature we observe that estimation of SEs has been used mainly to con-
struct LTs, where schools are ranked based on their effectiveness at improving
pupils’ academic performance within a period of time. The model specifications
have been generally presented as Hierarchical or Multilevel Models, which describe
typical nested school organisation structure (e.g. Raudenbush and Bryk (1986);
Goldstein (2011)). Alternatively, the so-called VAMs have put emphasis on the ad-
ditional contribution, controlling for the educational context, that schools provide
to students’ achievement.
Hierarchical or Multilevel Linear Models (HLM) use the Random Effects
(RE) approach where schools are assumed to be randomly drawn from the popu-
lation distribution, representing the unobserved heterogeneity in the model (e.g.
Skrondal and Rabe-Hesketh (2009)). On the other hand, VAMs refer just to the
specification of the model, and they can be estimated either using a RE approach
or a Fixed Effects (FE) approach which control for correlation between unobserved
school heterogeneities and other covariates, including school dummy variables into
the model.2
To compare schools adequately and arrive at valid inferences on school
performance, it is necessary that effectiveness measures do not depend on the
type of students attending a particular school. Raudenbush and Bryk (1986)
consider a two level model where students, at first level, are nested in schools,
at the second level. The SEs are assumed to be randomly distributed, and the
differences in their point estimates represent the variability in effectiveness across
schools. The point estimates of SE per school are obtained using the Empirical
2See Chapter 2 the discussion of VAM estimation approaches with explained examples of
their applications.
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Bayes (EB) approach which weights the regression coefficient from the within-
school model at individual level and the estimated mean from the between-school
model at school level. The weights represents how reliable the SE estimates are
given the sampling error within schools. Thus, the SE estimates from schools with
large sampling errors are shrunk towards the school population mean.
We use the EB methodology to estimate the posterior mean of the SE dis-
tribution, based on initial estimated parameters of covariates and sample variance
distributions. Raudenbush and Bryk (1986) find that impacts of student socioe-
conomic background on pupils Maths achievements vary across schools. However,
it is important to ensure that the results are not affected by student to school
non-random assignment.
The issue of the student-to-school non-random assignment condition to es-
timate HLM is also addressed by Goldstein and Spiegelhalter (1996). The authors
propose the default assumption of a homogenous school distribution, which states
that if pupils attending schools are similar then schools can be considered as taken
from the total population distribution. Therefore, predictions of SEs depend on
the between-school variation and its adjusted EB distribution.
Reardon and Raudenbush (2009) also state that for causal school effects
inference on pupil academic performance, random assignment of students-to-school
is a required condition. Thus, to compare school effectiveness levels, it is assumed
that every school sample is taken randomly from the total potential outcomes
distribution.
In practice, it is impossible to construct the total potential outcome distri-
bution because there are always limitations for students to attend particular sets
of schools (e.g. due to distance, fee charges or other types of selection.). Therefore,
the identifying assumption used to estimate SE parameters relies on the random
assignment of students-to-schools.
Goldstein (2014) highlights the need to contextualise VAMs. SE estimates
should not be driven by factors that do not depend on school and teacher ability
to boost student academic performance. Therefore, it is required that school
rankings are not determined by student-to-school non-random assignment due to
the student selection process.
The author propose to estimate the VAM by the RE approach, where school
unobserved heterogeneities and the error term are iid (independent and identically
distributed). They should not be mutually correlated neither with respect to the
other observable variables included in the model. The SE estimates obtained under
this approach refer to the EB distribution of school random components.
In most of the papers discussed above, we observe the Multilevel or Value-
Added Model specifications but not their derivation from a general achievement
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function. Hence, it is difficult to assess endogeneity problems if it is not clear
what type of restrictions have been imposed to address model misspecification
issues. In general, we do not find accurate discussions of potential endogeneity
sources. For example, when VAMs include previous student scores, authors ignore
the correlation between time-invariant unobserved individual effects and previous
test scores. Under the RE approach, the estimators would be inconsistent.3
Differences in model specifications and the uncertainty of school effective-
ness predictions due to relatively small samples of pupil observations per school,
brings the discussion of how reliable school LTs are, and how precise the compar-
ison between schools is. LTs have been used across different sectors apart from
educational establishment, such as hospital institutions and other public services
organisations.
Although there are positive aspects from school LTs, such as: improving
control mechanisms and the allocation of resources due to better public account-
ability (Foley and Goldstein (2013); Goldstein (2014)), LTs also generate some
negative spillovers.
In principle, LTs can reduce asymmetries of information providing well
processed statistics data to users. However, this fact generates directly some
unfavourable factors. If schools are publicly ranked, it is more likely that both
good teachers and administrators are more reluctant to work for more disadvan-
taged schools, in terms of students and resources. Similar situations occur from
the demand side, where parents might prefer high ranked schools, exacerbating
problems of non-random assignment of students-to-schools and teachers-to-schools
(Ladd and Walsh (2002); Foley and Goldstein (2013)).
Another important drawback from LTs is what is known in the literature
as gaming, which refers to all discretionary actions taken by principals (or teach-
ers) in order to improve their school’s ranking. These actions may have harmful
implications: schools focus just on improving test scores rather than providing
a holistic education, sorting students into classes, and higher selection problems
(Goldstein (2014)).
Leckie and Goldstein (2011) suggest the use of contextualised VAMs that
must include a vast set of variables which allow one to account for initial differences
between schools. If the VAM fails to control for original school differences, the LT
could yield a misleading school effectiveness ranking. In most cases, SE estimations
cannot be distinguished from the total mean if standard errors, which are of the
point estimates of individual SE cross the mean. Authors present Value Added
measures with 95% confidence intervals, showing how uncertain the school ranking
3The same problem occurs when the history of teacher effects (or teacher dummies) are
included in the model, and their correlation with previous pupil scores is ignored.
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is. This reliability factor depends on the number of observations per school used
to estimate SEs, the smaller the sample the higher the uncertainty of estimates.
For their sample of secondary schools in England, Leckie and Goldstein
(2011) argue that LTs are misleading in the middle of the ranking, as it is not
possible to compare one-to-one schools significantly. However, SEs at the bottom
and at the top of the distribution are significantly different from each other. Hence,
a categorisation of schools into groups is an alternative to work with, although
the concern would be then on the cutoff decision.
The uncertainty of school rankings based on SEs has opened the discus-
sion about how to use or not to use LT results. Foley and Goldstein (2013) have
suggested a couple of recommendations such as minimising the amount of reward
provided to schools based on LTs in order to reduce the pressure put on principals,
teachers and even students, for improving the performance on standardised exams.
In addition, they propose LTs must be accompanied with a reliability measure of
SE estimates. Furthermore, authors advise the use of SE estimates for programme
implementation and evaluation rather than for comparing establishments individ-
ually.
Ideally, research on school effectiveness should provide directions on how
to improve the current quality of education rather than inducing unproductive or
harmful behaviour of principals, teachers and families.
6.3 School Effects: stability over time
Apart from the uncertainty issues concerning SE estimates and the difficulty of
one-to-one comparisons in schools which are close in the distribution, Leckie and
Goldstein (2011) expose an additional concern on English LTs. They state that
SE estimates for one year are obtained from a specific cohort which was followed
through all secondary grades within a particular context. However, by the time
LT results are released and parents make decisions based on them, it does not
necessarily mean that school effectiveness predictions would be relevant for pupils
just starting the secondary school.
We believe that the long run stability of school quality levels is as important
as the reliability of the yearly SE estimates, although we have not found studies
researching that. A similar question is addressed by McCaffrey et al. (2009),
but focusing on TEs stability over time. The authors find that teacher Value
Added measures are relatively unstable, with a year-to-year correlation between
0.2-0.3. Moreover, the authors suggest that changes in the VAM specification do
not significantly change the TE stability levels.4
4Note that we are not able to investigate the stability over time of teacher effect estimates
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To investigate SEs stability, we propose working on school quality categories
that divide SEs in quartiles. This broader classification of SEs solves the problem
of uncertainty in the schools ranking comparisons. We allocate schools in school
quality categories given the division of SE distribution in quartiles: Low, Mid-Low,
Mid-High and High.
Although we still have the misclassification problem around the cutoff, we
minimise its effects because we focus on the stability of the quality levels, and
particularly its trajectory, rather than the single yearly classification. Hence, we
are interested in schools’ upwards or downwards trajectories, and we try to explain
the factors shaping observed movements.
6.4 School effects (SEs) estimation
To estimate consistently SEs for consecutive cohorts, we face the same difficul-
ties we had when we estimated TEs for the 4th grade 2005 cohort. In Chapter
5, we have discussed the multilevel structure of the educational system and the
implications for the identification strategy of school and teacher effects.
In theory, we require students randomly assigned to schools and teachers,
and teachers randomly assigned to schools and classrooms. In practice, neither
students nor teachers are likely to be randomly assigned to schools. In addition, a
student might not be randomly assigned to a teacher or a set of teachers within a
school, depending on the principal’s or school’s rules. Furthermore, teachers can
be hired for one or more schools and be allocated to a single class or to several
classes teaching a specific subject within a grade and school.
Similar to most available educational datasets, in our data we observe spe-
cialised tracks and teachers by area from 5th grade onwards. This specialisation
in subject complicates significantly our estimation strategy. Therefore, to reduce
the non-random assignment issues we focus on 4th grade cohorts taught by general
teachers only.5
Additionally, as we are interested in estimating SEs and TEs simultane-
ously, we need schools with at least two 4th grade classes per cohort, taught by
two different general teachers. The details of the selection sample are discussed
later on.
In Chapter 2, we derived four VAMs for which we set different parameter
presented in Chapter 5, because the group of teachers used to obtain Value Added measures do
not teach every year in 4th grade, when the Simce exam is taken. Besides, from those who stay
teaching in 4th grade, the sample selection required to identify teacher unobserved heterogeneities
makes that some teacher observations disappear from the estimation sample.
5We understand as general teachers, those teachers who are fully assigned to a single class-
room and teach at least the main two subjects Language and Maths.
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restrictions on the rate of persistence λ, based on the values commonly observed in
the literature. In previous Chapter 5, we estimated three of theses VAMs, and we
concluded that Modelo 3 which considers full persistence of input factor effects
(λ = 1) is likely to be biased. Assuming λ = 1 may provide misleading results
due to the omission of relevant variables such as, the lagged scores variable and
the individual unobserved heterogeneity.
On the other hand, we found very similar estimated coefficients and teacher
Value Added measures when estimating Model 4 which preset a fixed value for
λ = λ0, and the unrestricted Model 1 which freely estimates λ ignoring the
potential endogeneity problem caused by the possible correlation of lagged scores
and the error term.
We are aware that if Model 1 is estimated following the RE approach
the estimator would be inconsistent. Therefore, we propose Model 4 to be our
preferred VAM specification, pre-setting the rate of persistence λ equal to λ0.
Nevertheless, we estimate Model 1 as well for comparison purposes.
In this current chapter, we focus exclusively on the teacher and school
effect estimates obtained from the empirical Bayes distribution (EB) after esti-
mating Model 4 by the Maximum Likelihood estimator (MLE). This estimation
methodology is supported by Approach 3, from Chapter 2.6
Model 4 (λ = λ0):
Ai,g − λ0Ai,g−1 = x′i,gβg + T ′j,gpig + τj,g + S ′gθg + sg + αi + εi,g − εi,g−1 (6.1)
where Ai,g correspond to Language and Maths achievement. The vectors xi,g,
Tg and Sj,g are sets of observable variables at student, teacher and school level.
Additionally, αi, τj,g and sg correspond to unobserved part, and what we know
as individual ability, teachers and school effects. The sub-index j identifies the
teacher, and g the grade in which student i is enrolled in.
However, for estimation purposes we separate equation (6.1) in two achieve-
ment functions for Language and Maths, respectively. Both equations are simul-
taneously estimated imposing some restrictions on the persistence parameter λ0
and the loading factors δL,α, δM,τ , δL,g in the equation below.
Li,4 − λ0Li,3 = x′iβL + T ′jpiL + S ′θM + 1.αi + δL,ττj + δL,ssg + εi,L (6.2)
Mi,4 − λ0Mi,3 = x′iβM + T ′jpiM + S ′θM + δM,ααi + 1.τj + 1.sg + εi,M (6.3)
where the subscripts 4 and 3 refer to the grades. M and L are the test scores
6We have discussed in previous Chapters 1 and 4, if there is random assignment of teacher
to classroom and we are working with cross-section samples, the MLE-EB performs well in
predicting teacher and school effects (Guarino et al. (2014a,b))
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for Maths and Language exams, respectively. The correlation between the pairs
of random effects in the two equations is captured using a factor loading repre-
sentation as shown above. For identification purposes we impose the following
normalisation restrictions, δM,τ = δM,s = δL,α = 1.
7 The other three factor load-
ings (δM,α, δL,τ and δL,s) are freely estimated.
To consistently estimate equations (6.2) and (6.3) using the above MLE-EB
method, we require to hold the following set of assumptions.
Assumption A1. Strict Exogeneity of covariates:
E[εi,M , εi,L|past, present and future values of (x, T, S), αi, τj, sg] = 0.
The above strict exogeneity assumption will fail, if for example the students
are sorted into classes based on either observable or unobservable characteristics
or both. This leads us to the second set of assumptions we require; Assumptions
A2.1, A2.2 and A2.3.
In case there is non-random assignment of students to teachers or classes,
the strict exogeneity assumption will be violated. To hold assumption A1 is
necessary to impose three additional assumptions:
Assumption A2.1: Random assignment of students to schools.
Assumption A2.2: Random assignment of students to teachers
(or teacher to classrooms).
Assumption A2.3: Random assignment of teachers to schools.
This set of assumptions, from Assumption A2.1 to Assumption A2.3
claim random assignment. Each assumption above is thought to deal with three
different sources of endogeneity in the covariates.
For the first source of endogeneity we can only control for family background
and student characteristics, as other authors have done (e.g. Rothstein (2009,
2010); Chetty et al. (2014a)). With respect to the second source of endogeneity,
we have statistically tested in Chapter 4 whether there is evidence of non-random
assignment of teacher to classrooms based on previous marks, and the results
support our non-random assignment assumption. Lastly, for the third source of
endogeneity, we are unable to prove non-random assignment of teacher to schools,
7The restriction where one of the loading factor of a latent variable is set equal to 1 is also
known as the normalisation constraint or as the unit-loading rule (Rabe-Hesketh et al. (2004);
Heckman et al. (2006)). The loading factor which is constrained to 1 is also called the anchor
value for the corresponding latent variable. The inference made on the estimated loading factor
is with respect to the normalised factor.
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and we just assume this assumption holds.
However, we support assumption A2.1 and A2.2 based on the results ob-
tained from Chapter 5 regarding the TE estimates under different types of school
dependence samples. In this analysis, we found that the estimated teacher impact
of Municipal teachers does not vary when the sample includes private schools,
which are thought to be more likely to violate non-random assignment assump-
tions as they are allowed to select students and they have more flexibility to recruit
teachers.
Apart from the sources of endogeneity due to observed covariates, we also
need to impose a new set of assumptions in relation to the unobserved hetero-
geneities factors.
Assumption A3.1: E[αi|past, present and future values of x] = 0.
Assumption A3.2: E[τj|past, present and future values of T ] = 0.
Assumption A3.3: E[s|past, present and future values of S] = 0.
Note, under Assumption A2.1 toA2.3 , the requirements for Assump-
tions A3.1 to Assumptions A3.3 have become simpler. For example, if there
is random sorting of students to teachers/classes and also of teachers to schools.
E[αi|past, present and future (x, T, S)] = E[αi|past, present and future x]
To estimate TEs and SEs in Model 4, following the RE approach, we esti-
mate (6.2) and (6.3) simultaneously by MLE. Then, we obtain the EB distribution
for teacher and school effects.
In order that MLE is a consistent estimator, we assume that unobserved
heterogeneities are drawn from a random distribution.8 If the above assumptions
hold, MLE-EB will provide consistent estimators. Then, we require that all the
random errors are independent of each other, and have the following distributions:
αi ∼ iid N(0, σ2α); τj ∼ iid N(0, σ2τ ); sg ∼ iid N(0, σ2s); εi,M ∼ iid
N(0, σ2ε); εi,L ∼ iid N(0, σ2ε).
Note, we restrict the variances to be the same for εi,M and εi,L.
9
Having established the estimation methodology and related assumptions,
we now select the sample from our original cohorts that allow us to identify si-
8To estimate the model and obtain the EB estimates for the latent variables, we use the
Generalised Structural Equation Modelling (GSEM) programme created by Rabe-Hesketh et al.
(2004, 2007) and available in Stata 13 (StataCorp, 2013).
9Due to convergence problems, we could not freely estimate unrestricted error variances for
εi,M and εi,L.
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multaneously school and teacher effects. Hence, in this chapter we propose both:
a broader classification for teacher and school effects and and a long run analysis
of their measures.
6.4.1 Sample selection
We have already discussed how the estimation of TEs and SEs require specific
conditions on the sample, particularly if we are now interested in the stability of
SEs. Similar to the selection made for Chapter 5, we take a sample from the cross
section cohorts from 2005 to 2009.
Initially, we select the same 4th grade cohort used in Chapter 5 to set
up the baseline for teacher and school effects. Therefore, we impose the same
requirements on the sample, with schools having at least two 4th grade classrooms
taught by full-time general teachers. In addition, the most relevant variables for
student and teacher characteristics must be available. The rest of the selection
conditions are explained later.
Firstly, we focus only on early primary grades because we want to avoid
estimation difficulties due to the tracking of courses by field, that also brings in
issues concerning teacher specialisation by area. That is not the only technical
estimation issue, but it means new sources of endogeneities.
We do not continue the analysis beyond 2009 onwards because the number
of schools switching to subject specialist (SS) teacher scheme, even in 4th grade
cohorts, increases significantly. This trajectory has been observed since 2006, but
in 2010, our student sample would be reduced dramatically under this criterion,
affecting the number of school that we could track in our analysis. In the next
tables, we show the weight of each selection criterion for the whole selection sample.
The characteristics of the Simce exam not only restricts us in terms of
grades and cohorts that are available for estimations, but they also determine the
model specification and estimation strategy. In our particular case, the grades
and cohorts chosen to estimate TEs and SEs only have National examination for
4th grades. Our VAM, presented above in equations (6.2) and(6.3), require an
achievement measure for 3rd grade. We use Language and Maths school marks
(standardised at school level) as a proxy for unobserved 3rd grade Simce scores.10
We use the equivalent proxy for every 4th grade cohort from 2005 to 2009.
We maintain the same selection criteria for all cohorts, and we show in Table
6.1 the variablility from year to year. The selection process follows a particular
order which is classified in three main groups: (i) selection related to teacher
10In Chapter 3, we checked the correlation between standardised Simce scores and stan-
dardised school marks to support the use 3rd grade school marks as a proxy for unobserved
standardised National examination scores.
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conditions, (ii) selection with respect to the availability of information at student
and level, and (iii) selection at school level conditions.
Table 6.1: Sample selection criteria
4th grade cohorts (2005 - 2009)
Total&observations&original&bases:&
268,162& 100% 265,681& 100% 257,344& 100% 254,673& 100% 250,275&&&& 100%
Dropped& %& Dropped& %& Dropped& %& Dropped& %& Dropped& %&
Sample&selection 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
(1)$Dropping$obs.$without$teacher$ID$assigned Yes 3,706$$$$$$ 1% 3,787$$$$$$ 1% 3,080$$$$$$ 1% 4,667$$$$$$ 2% 1,281$$$$$$$$ 1%
(2)$Dropping$obs.$with$teachers$observed$in$2$o$more$schools Yes 23,973$$$$ 9% 21,070$$$$ 8% 17,672$$$$ 7% 13,441$$$$ 5% 12,567$$$$$$ 5%
(3)&Dropping&obs.&with&specialised&subject&teachers Yes 37,458&&&& 14% 44,294&&&& 17% 49,782&&&& 19% 59,176&&&& 23% 71,111&&&&&& 28%
(4)$Dropping$obs.$without$teachers$characteristics Yes 14,671$$$$ 5% 12,720$$$$ 5% 15,467$$$$ 6% 14,061$$$$ 6% 11,734$$$$$$ 5%
(5)$Dropping$obs.$without$Simce$Exam Yes 13,005$$$$ 5% 15,415$$$$ 6% 12,408$$$$ 5% 12,174$$$$ 5% 17,752$$$$$$ 7%
(6)$Dropping$obs.$with$repeating$students$(Not$observed$in$3rd$grade$prev.$year)Yes 8,390$$$$$$ 3% 8,030$$$$$$ 3% 7,315$$$$$$ 3% 6,506$$$$$$ 3% 5,622$$$$$$$$ 2%
(7)$Dropping$obs.$without$School$Marks$N$4th$grade Yes 302$$$$$$$$$ 0% 262$$$$$$$$$ 0% 177$$$$$$$$$ 0% 158$$$$$$$$$ 0% 41$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 0%
(8)$Dropping$obs.$without$School$Marks$N$3rd$grade Yes 869$$$$$$$$$ 0% 437$$$$$$$$$ 0% 341$$$$$$$$$ 0% 485$$$$$$$$$ 0% 799$$$$$$$$$$$$ 0%
(9)$Dropping$students$classified$as$Special$Needs Yes 840$$$$$$$$$ 0% 962$$$$$$$$$ 0% 722$$$$$$$$$ 0% 986$$$$$$$$$ 0% 296$$$$$$$$$$$$ 0%
(10)&Dropping&obs.&without&student&characteristics Yes 19,555&&&& 7% 11,966&&&& 5% 35,326&&&& 13% 12,387&&&& 5% 20,930&&&&&& 8%
(11)$Dropping$obs.$without$school$characteristics Yes N$$$$$$$$$$ 0% N$$$$$$$$$$ 0% N$$$$$$$$$$ 0% N$$$$$$$$$$ 0% N$$$$$$$$$$$$ 0%
(12)$Dropping$obs.$with$class$letter$"F"$label$ Yes 305$$$$$$$$$ 0% 376$$$$$$$$$ 0% 318$$$$$$$$$ 0% 306$$$$$$$$$ 0% 240$$$$$$$$$$$$ 0%
(13)$Dropping$classes$without$a$minimum$No.$of$students$per$class 15 13,462$$$$ 5% 12,366$$$$ 5% 11,140$$$$ 4% 13,014$$$$ 5% 14,702$$$$$$ 6%
(14)$Dropping$classes$without$a$maximum$No.$of$students$per$class 45 N$$$$$$$$$$ 0% 647$$$$$$$$$ 0% 46$$$$$$$$$$$ 0% 92$$$$$$$$$$$ 0% 46$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ 0%
(15)&Dropping&schools&without&a&minimum&of&classes&per&grade2&or&more 41,429&&&& 15% 42,482&&&& 16% 39,725&&&& 15% 41,996&&&& 16% 37,205&&&&&& 15%
(16)$Dropping$schools$with$less$general$teachers$than$classes$per$gradeYes 919$$$$$$$$$ 0% 1,606$$$$$$ 1% 247$$$$$$$$$ 0% 1,399$$$$$$ 1% 1,372$$$$$$$$ 1%
Total&observations&selected&samples:&
89,278&&&& 33% 89,261&&&& 34% 63,578&&&& 25% 73,825&&&& 29% 54,577&&&&&& 22%
2008 2009








Notes: (i) We dropped observations sequentially from the original bases: “4th grade 2005-09” cohorts. (ii) The
first part of the selection sample we show the number of observations eliminated given individual conditions. (iii)
The second part, after the dividing line, we dropped observations based on classroom and school specification.
(iv) We eliminate pupils attending classrooms labeled as F in row (4) because this was our classification to all
classes which the letter assigned in the original database was not between A and E, and that might represent a
mistake. (v) The student characteristics in row (10) refer to mother’s education, and household income.
The first selection criteria group mainly drops observations because of the
presence of teachers specialised in subject or because teachers were teaching in
more than one school during the same year. We see how the proportion of pupils
being taught by SS teachers increases from 14% in 2005 to 28% in 2009, while the
proportion of teachers observed in two or more schools actually decrease from 9%
to 5% during the same period (see rows (2) and (3), Table 6.1).
The second selection criteria group refers to students. Here we require that
every student in the sample has taken the Simce in 4th grade and also has available
their school marks in 3rd grade for the previous year. We also eliminate students
from the sample who have been in 4th grade but whom we do not observe in
3rd grade the year before. Nevertheless, the most important source of selection
is with respect to individual background, which is obtained from the parental
questionnaires when the Simce is taken. The proportion of students generally
dropped here is between 5% and 8%, but in 2007 this proportion increases up
to 13%. However, this is a particular problem with the original dataset in 2007,
where we were not able to match some of the student IDs with their parental Simce
questionnaire. Thus, we had to increase the number of observations dropped from
the sample in this year.
Regarding the selection criteria at school level, we follow the literature and
keep only classrooms with at least 15 students per grade. Here, we want to reduce
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TE estimation uncertainty for those teachers who teach in very small classes. On
the other hand, we also eliminate classrooms with more than 45 students per class
because of likely misclassification, as the maximum allowed by law is 45. The
most important source of selection at the school level is the condition that there
are at least two classes per 4th grade, which generally represents around the 15%
of the total sample.11
In comparison with the sample selection employed for the estimation of TEs
in Chapter 5, here we add the restriction of dropping students classified as “Special
Needs”. However, the estimation for TEs and SEs do not vary significantly with
this extra condition and we prefer to hold it in the current chapter.
Table 6.2 shows an alternative way to present the selection in terms of
teachers and schools dropped after the selection criteria is applied at teacher,
student and school level. It is important to highlight that we follow an order of
selection, so the number of observations dropped in every row is in relation to the
remaining data after the previous selection criterion. This means that some of the
observations already dropped in earlier conditions (e.g. Teacher selection) may
have also been eliminated by later conditions.
In the Table 6.2 we observe that every year the amount and proportion
of observations dropped from the original sample because of teacher selection
conditions increased considerably from 2005 to 2009. In 2005 the percentage of
teachers and schools eliminated for this criterion was 25% and 16%, respectively,
increasing up to 47% and 38% in 2009. In contrast, the percentage of observations
dropped because of student and school selection criteria stays relatively stable over
the period.
11See Appendix 2.1, the table with a summary of the dataset mostly used in this literature
and some of their sample selection process.
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Table 6.2: Number of observations dropped by type of selection
4th grade cohorts (2005-2009)
Original(4th(grade(cohort
Number'of'Students 268,162''''' 100% 265,681''''' 100% 257,344''''' 100% 254,673''''' 100% 250,275''''' 100%
Number'of'Teachers 12,233'''''' 100% 12,166'''''' 100% 12,052'''''' 100% 12,052'''''' 100% 12,245'''''' 100%
Number'of'Schools 8,338'''''''' 100% 8,267'''''''' 100% 8,180'''''''' 100% 8,180'''''''' 100% 8,164'''''''' 100%
Number'of'Students 79,808'''''' 30% 81,871'''''' 31% 86,001'''''' 33% 91,345'''''' 36% 96,693'''''' 39%
Number'of'Teachers 3,094'''''''' 25% 6,809'''''''' 56% 5,119'''''''' 42% 5,286'''''''' 44% 5,715'''''''' 47%
Number'of'Schools 1,355'''''''' 16% 1,004'''''''' 12% 2,990'''''''' 37% 3,011'''''''' 37% 3,125'''''''' 38%
Number'of'Students 33,150'''''' 12% 37,072'''''' 14% 56,289'''''' 22% 32,966'''''' 13% 45,438'''''' 18%
Number'of'Teachers 1,092'''''''' 9% 481''''''''''' 4% 1,021'''''''' 8% 24'''''''''''' 0% 489''''''''''' 4%
Number'of'Schools 1,074'''''''' 13% 530''''''''''' 6% 747''''''''''' 9% 280''''''''''' 3% 371''''''''''' 5%
Number'of'Students 65,926'''''' 25% 57,477'''''' 22% 51,476'''''' 20% 56,537'''''' 22% 53,567'''''' 21%
Number'of'Teachers 4,907'''''''' 40% 1,831'''''''' 15% 3,726'''''''' 31% 4,155'''''''' 34% 4,038'''''''' 33%
Number'of'Schools 4,576'''''''' 55% 5,421'''''''' 66% 3,492'''''''' 43% 3,766'''''''' 46% 3,790'''''''' 46%
Selected(4th(grade(chort
Number'of'Students 89,278'''''' 33% 89,261'''''' 34% 63,578'''''' 25% 73,825'''''' 29% 54,577'''''' 22%
Number'of'Teachers 3,140'''''''' 26% 3,045'''''''' 25% 2,186'''''''' 18% 2,587'''''''' 21% 2,003'''''''' 16%
Number'of'Schools 1,333'''''''' 16% 1,312'''''''' 16% 951''''''''''' 12% 1,123'''''''' 14% 878''''''''''' 11%












Note: The first section shows the number of students, teachers and school observed in the original cohorts. The
three selection groups show the amount of student, teacher and schools dropped from the original cohort because
of the selection criteria with respect to their conditions. In the last group, “Selected 4th grade cohort” we show
the final number of students, teacher and schools that we use in our sample to estimate both teacher and school
effects.
The sample selection criteria applied to all 4th grade cohorts from 2005 to
2009 generate samples that do not differ considerably from their original cohorts.
The main differences between the samples and the original cohorts are given by
pupil achievement. From Tables 8.16 to 8.20, in Appendix 6.1, we observe that
both school marks and Simce scores are always slightly higher in the selected sam-
ples than the original cohorts. Other differences can be found in terms of classes
per grade and the number of students per grade, which are direct consequence of
our selection criteria. Regarding the changes in standardised Simce scores before
and after selection, we also show in Appendix 6.1 from Figure 8.20 to Figure 8.24,
that for the whole period the standardised Simce distributions of selected samples
are slightly shifted to the right with respect to the original cohorts. However, the
shapes of the distributions are very similar in both subjects, every year.
6.5 Results
The results presented in this section correspond to the yearly estimation of TEs
and SEs using consecutive 4th grade student student cohorts from 2005 to 2009.
Technically, to estimate our VAM specified as Model 4, we require to preset
a value for λ0, which we have chosen to be equal 0.4, following the literature.
In a first stage, we estimate equations (6.2) and (6.3) simultaneously by MLE,
where we recover the estimated coefficients, including the loading factors and
prior distributions of latent variables (students, teacher and schools unobserved
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heterogeneities). The second step consists of obtaining the EB distribution for
each latent variable.
Additionally, we also estimate Model 1 using the MLE-EB methodology,
but only to be used as a reference. We are aware of the possible inconsistency
of the MLE estimator in this model, given the likely correlation between lagged
pupil scores and the error term.
We are particularly interested in the TE and SE estimations, which are the
expected value of the EB distributions per teacher and school, respectively. Every
year, we classify both teachers and schools in four quality groups: High, Mid-High,
Mid-Low, and Low. The groups are formed by quartile distributions of TEs and
SEs, where the High quality group is formed with those teachers and and schools
with the highest predicted teacher and school effect, respectively.
In Table 6.3 we presented the estimated coefficients by MLE of Model 4
(λ0 = 0.4) and Model 1 (estimated λ), for all 4
th grade cohorts from 2005 to
2009.
The first part of Table 6.3 shows the factor loadings estimates. Taking the
unit-loading factor or anchor factor as pivot, we interpret the other estimated
factor loading as the effect of the latent variable in the equation, relative to the
pivot. For example, when the anchor factor is set for the impact of SEs on
Language scores, it means that if its corresponding estimated factor loading is
lower than 1, the SE on Maths is smaller than on Language. When the estimated
factor loading is greater than 1, the impact in the dependent variable is larger
with respect to the anchor factor.
The estimated coefficients of factors loading are very stable along the pe-
riod, confirming the higher impact of SEs on Language scores with respect to
Maths scores, and the higher impact of TEs on Maths scores with respect to Lan-
guage. All estimated loading factors are statistically significantly different from
1 (or from the anchor factor). It seems there are no noticeable differences of
estimated loading factors between Model 4 and Model 1.
Despite we are aware of the consistency problems, we estimate Model 1
by MLE, and we obtain estimated persistence parameters λL, λM ,. They are very
stable across years, around 0.51 and 0.54 for Language and Maths, respectively,
and they are not very far from our preset value of λ0,= 0.4 imposed in Model 4.
The interpretation of school and teacher effect predictions can be shown
more intuitively in terms of expected changes in pupils achievement. If a student
from the median distribution of Simce scores is exposed to 1 SD higher effective
teacher or school, the impact on the standardised Simce scores is given by the
estimated SD of the TEs and SEs, respectively, obtained from the EB distributions.
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Table 6.3: Maximum Likelihood coefficient estimates
4th grade selected sample cohorts 2005-2009
Lang.&(1) Maths&(2) Lang.&(3) Maths&(4) Lang.&(5) Maths&(6) Lang.&(7) Maths&(8) Lang.&(9) Maths&(10) Lang.&(11) Maths&(12) Lang.&(13) Maths Lang.&(15) Maths& Lang.&(17) Maths Lang.&(19) Maths&
Loading(factors
School&Effects 1 0.868*** 1 0.869*** 1 0.883*** 1 0.868*** 1 0.899*** 1 0.894*** 1 0.912*** 1 0.910*** 1 0.961*** 1 0.948***
(0.015) (0.014) (0.017) (0.017) (0.019) (0.019) (0.018) (0.018) (0.020) (0.020)
Teacher&Effects& 1 1.467*** 1 1.521*** 1 1.496*** 1 1.558*** 1 1.572*** 1 1.626*** 1 1.687*** 1 1.772*** 1 1.870*** 1 1.951***
(0.022) (0.024) (0.022) (0.024) (0.031) (0.033) (0.034) (0.037) (0.055) (0.058)
Student&Ability& 1.111*** 1 1.134*** 1 1.210*** 1 1.245*** 1 1.157*** 1 1.178*** 1 1.252*** 1 1.295*** 1 1.268*** 1 1.318*** 1
(0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.007) (0.008) (0.009) (0.010)
Student(covariates
Previous&Stdzd.&Language&School&Marks 0.519*** 0.513*** 0.513*** 0.514*** 0.508***
(0.002) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003) (0.003)
Previous&Stdzd.&Maths&School&Marks 0.545*** 0.552*** 0.539*** 0.551*** 0.557***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003)
Gender&(Female=1) 0.020*** O0.067*** 0.006 O0.060*** 0.033*** O0.088*** 0.020*** O0.080*** 0.030*** O0.077*** 0.018*** O0.071*** 0.113*** O0.089*** 0.099*** O0.084*** 0.080*** O0.066*** 0.065*** O0.058***
(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)
Mother&education&level 0.032*** 0.029*** 0.027*** 0.023*** 0.036*** 0.043*** 0.030*** 0.035*** 0.033*** 0.035*** 0.029*** 0.030*** 0.027*** 0.037*** 0.021*** 0.030*** 0.022*** 0.031*** 0.017*** 0.024***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Household&income 0.019*** 0.021*** 0.016*** 0.017*** 0.012*** 0.011*** 0.010*** 0.008*** 0.013*** 0.016*** 0.011*** 0.013*** 0.013*** 0.016*** 0.011*** 0.013*** 0.016*** 0.017*** 0.014*** 0.013***
(0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001)
Class(and(Teacher(covariates
Class&size 0.015*** 0.016*** 0.013*** 0.014*** 0.015*** 0.018*** 0.013*** 0.016*** 0.015*** 0.019*** 0.013*** 0.018*** 0.012*** 0.016*** 0.011*** 0.014*** 0.015*** 0.018*** 0.014*** 0.017***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)
Peers&average&GPA& O0.512*** O0.609*** O0.332*** O0.383*** O0.601*** O0.785*** O0.336*** O0.445*** O0.408*** O0.586*** O0.252*** O0.382*** O0.364*** O0.574*** O0.197*** O0.341*** O0.300*** O0.465*** O0.156*** O0.256***
(0.035) (0.041) (0.026) (0.031) (0.043) (0.052) (0.029) (0.035) (0.038) (0.046) (0.030) (0.037) (0.033) (0.042) (0.026) (0.033) (0.035) (0.044) (0.028) (0.036)
Gender&(Female=1) 0.087*** 0.076*** 0.075*** 0.062*** 0.119*** 0.124*** 0.105*** 0.105*** 0.033 0.070** 0.034* 0.073*** 0.106*** 0.119*** 0.102*** 0.113*** 0.041** 0.065** 0.034* 0.056**
(0.019) (0.023) (0.017) (0.022) (0.021) (0.026) (0.018) (0.024) (0.022) (0.029) (0.021) (0.027) (0.019) (0.026) (0.018) (0.024) (0.019) (0.026) (0.018) (0.025)
Years&of&experience&in&the&education&system 0.004*** 0.004*** 0.004*** 0.004*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.002** 0.002** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002*** 0.002***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Teaching&ratio&(Hrs&teaching&/&Hrs&contract)& O0.068 O0.104* O0.058 O0.097* O0.079 O0.059 O0.085* O0.065 0.051 0.058 0.049 0.051 0.048 0.075 0.042 0.063 O0.002 O0.007 O0.003 O0.015
(0.049) (0.055) (0.046) (0.051) (0.052) (0.061) (0.047) (0.055) (0.059) (0.070) (0.056) (0.066) (0.051) (0.062) (0.048) (0.058) (0.050) (0.062) (0.048) (0.059)
School(covariates
Private&voucher&school 0.423*** 0.421*** 0.415*** 0.409*** 0.382*** 0.431*** 0.361*** 0.405*** 0.380*** 0.415*** 0.372*** 0.404*** 0.398*** 0.456*** 0.394*** 0.447*** 0.333*** 0.380*** 0.335*** 0.379***
(0.023) (0.024) (0.022) (0.022) (0.024) (0.026) (0.022) (0.023) (0.027) (0.029) (0.026) (0.027) (0.024) (0.026) (0.023) (0.025) (0.026) (0.029) (0.025) (0.028)
Private&unsubsidised&school 1.124*** 1.215*** 1.091*** 1.178*** 1.167*** 1.340*** 1.083*** 1.242*** 1.111*** 1.296*** 1.073*** 1.247*** 1.105*** 1.367*** 1.066*** 1.317*** 0.995*** 1.258*** 0.974*** 1.233***
(0.052) (0.053) (0.049) (0.049) (0.050) (0.054) (0.045) (0.046) (0.057) (0.060) (0.054) (0.057) (0.049) (0.053) (0.047) (0.049) (0.052) (0.057) (0.050) (0.053)
Rurality&(Rural=1) 0.030 0.002 0.016 O0.015 O0.053 O0.087 O0.046 O0.077 O0.096 O0.077 O0.098 O0.080 O0.022 O0.012 O0.035 O0.031 O0.003 O0.030 O0.006 O0.034
(0.054) (0.055) (0.052) (0.052) (0.056) (0.059) (0.052) (0.054) (0.074) (0.078) (0.071) (0.074) (0.056) (0.061) (0.054) (0.058) (0.068) (0.075) (0.066) (0.072)
Constant 2.129*** 2.771*** 1.131*** 1.503*** 2.602*** 3.594*** 1.146*** 1.705*** 1.462*** 2.348*** 0.612*** 1.219*** 1.175*** 2.315*** 0.272* 1.042*** 0.894*** 1.799*** 0.101 0.627***
(0.209) (0.245) (0.160) (0.189) (0.251) (0.304) (0.172) (0.208) (0.226) (0.274) (0.185) (0.225) (0.193) (0.243) (0.156) (0.197) (0.205) (0.259) (0.171) (0.216)
Prior&SD&of&School&Effects: 0.316*** 0.274*** 0.308*** 0.267*** 0.315*** 0.278*** 0.297*** 0.257*** 0.316*** 0.284*** 0.308*** 0.276*** 0.308*** 0.281*** 0.303*** 0.276*** 0.316*** 0.304*** 0.307*** 0.291***
(0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006)
Prior&SD&of&Teacher&Effects: 0.237*** 0.347*** 0.210*** 0.320*** 0.259*** 0.387*** 0.224*** 0.348*** 0.226*** 0.355*** 0.202*** 0.329*** 0.210*** 0.354*** 0.184*** 0.327*** 0.170*** 0.318*** 0.155*** 0.302***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.003) O0.003 O0.003 (0.002) (0.002)
Prior&SD&of&Individual&Ability: 0.529*** 0.476*** 0.514*** 0.454*** 0.540*** 0.446*** 0.484*** 0.423*** 0.544*** 0.470*** 0.529*** 0.449*** 0.547*** 0.437*** 0.534*** 0.412*** 0.556*** 0.438*** 0.542*** 0.411***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002)
Error&variance: 2.129*** 2.771*** 0.201*** 0.201*** 0.212*** 0.212*** 0.216*** 0.216*** 0.191*** 0.191*** 0.197*** 0.197*** 0.195*** 0.195*** 0.200*** 0.200*** 0.204*** 0.204*** 0.207*** 0.207***
(0.209) (0.245) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Log&likelihood
Number&of&Observations 89,256&&&&&& 89,256&&&&&& 89,232&&&&&& 89,232&&&&&& 63,563&&&&& 63,563&&&&& 73,806&&&&& 73,806&&&&& 54,510&&&&& 54,510&&&&&
2008 2009
Model'4 Model'1 Model'4 Model'1
O138637.2 O137655.1 O103777.4 O102837.8
















Notes: (i) To estimate the models and obtain the Posterior SD of unobserved heterogeneities, we use the Generalised Structural Equation Modelling (GSEM) programme, available in Stata
13 (StataCorp, 2013). (ii) Standard errors in parentheses. (iii) *** p<0.001; ** p<0.05; * p<0.01. (iv) Education level (Mother, Father): (0) Primary Incomplete; (1) Primary Complete;
(2) Secondary Incomplete; (3) Secondary Complete; (4) Technical Incomplete; (5) Technical Complete; (6) University Incomplete; (7) University Complete; (8) Postgraduate Studies. (v)
Household Income Level (US$ approx. - Dec 2009): (0) Less than $200; (1) From $200 to $400; (2) From $400 to $600; (3) From $600 to $800; (4) From $800 to $1,000; (5) From $1,000 to
$1,200; (6) From $1,200 to $1,400; (7) From $1,400 to $2,000; (8) From $2,000 to $2,400; (9) From $2,400 to $2,800; (10) From $2,800 to $3,200; (11) From $3,200 to $3,600; (12) More than
$3,600. (vi) Both Mother education level and Household income variables are assumed to be the same the year reported in the Simce Parents questionnaire and the year before, for which we
do not have records. (vii) The base category for the included dummy variables is shown next in brackets: Pupil’s gender (Male); Special needs pupils (all the rest pupils); Teacher’s gender
(Male); Private voucher schools (Municipal and Unsubsidised Private school); Unsubsidised Private school (Municipal and Private voucher schools); Rurality (Urban area).
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However, we are not particularly interested in the precise impacts of teacher
and school effects. In this chapter, we are interested in the stability of SE and TE
estimates in the policy context of their use as valid measures of school and teacher
quality. For more details regarding the predicted impact on the median pupil
percentile ranking when exposed to a highly effective teacher or a more effective
school, see Tables 8.22 and 8.23, respectively, in Appendix 6.2.12
Although we have estimates of SEs and TEs for 5 years, they do not cor-
respond to the same teachers or even the same schools. The frequency of Simce
exams which is only taken in 4th grade for early primary grades, and the type
of teacher specialisation, make of more difficult to track individual TE estimates.
In our data, we observe some general teachers being allocated either to a specific
cohort, or being constantly assigned to the same grade. For the first group of
specialisation we are unable to estimate TEs every year, while for the second we
have more chances to observe those teachers within the selected school samples.
With respect to school quality measures, we could potentially observe SE esti-
mates over the period, but due to our constrained selection sample, there is a
significant number of schools which are not observed consecutively for the whole
period (see Tables 6.1 and 6.2 above).
For every cohort, we construct rankings of teachers and schools based on
their TE and SE, respectively. As we want to study the stability of SEs, we
have to select a group of schools which are trackable across the panel. Then,
every establishment from what we call the reduced school panel (RSP) has an
associated SE estimate and an average TE in every year. With these measures
and the yearly rankings constructed from the original sample, we have a school
quality classification and an average teacher quality category per school.
The next section shows a descriptive analysis of the type of teachers ob-
served in the selected sample cohorts, in terms of teacher specialisation and teacher
quality. In addition, we describe the selection of trackable schools, or the RSP,
which is used to define three types of school quality movements, based on the
school quality classification along the period. In the subsequent section, we study
the factors which might determine the trajectories in school quality over time, in
relation to the types of teacher composition within schools.
12In Appendix 6.2, we show the Simce scores distribution for the whole period in absolute
and standardised terms. Besides, we present the EB distributions of each latent variable and two
summary tables with the expected changes in the percentile ranking of an average pupil when
she is exposed to 1 SD higher effective teacher or school, assuming everything else constant.
Additionally, in Appendix 6.3, from Tables 8.24 to 8.28, we show the EB distributions for all
latent variables (student, teacher and school heterogeneities).
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6.6 Types of teacher and school description
The main purpose of the estimation results presented in the previous section is to
obtain SEs and TEs as measures of school and teacher quality, respectively. Both
estimates can be interpreted as quality indicators of primary schools and teachers
at national level. Therefore, we have measures of school and teacher quality for
five consecutive 4th grade cohorts, between 2005 and 2009. The objective of this
chapter is to study school quality stability and analyse the nature of correlation
between transitions and the type of teachers and teacher quality.
Regarding the school quality, we construct a school ranking every year
based on the estimated SEs, where schools in the top quartile (highest SEs) are
defined as High quality schools, while those in the bottom quartile are identified
as Low quality schools. Schools in the middle of the distribution are separated in
Mid-High and Mid-Low school quality categories. Analogously, a yearly teachers’
ranking is based on TE estimates, and they are also classified as: High, Mid-High,
Mid-Low and Low quality teachers.
We are able to specify a school ranking only for those schools and teachers
that satisfy the sample selection conditions required to estimate SEs and TEs.
These restrictions produce a significant school attrition in our selected samples
during the period 2005-2009. In later subsections we present a detailed description
of school patterns, and the selection of the RSP which allow us to track schools
and analyse their school quality evolution.
Individual TEs are more difficult to track as the Simce is taken only in 4th
and 8th grade for primary school, and most of the early primary teachers who
have taught in a 4th grade return to lower grades (1st, 2nd and 3rd). Some of the
teachers follow the same class-cohort from early grades until 4th grade when the
Simce exam is taken. In the next subsection we show a descriptive distribution of
teachers with respect to their type of training and their quality distribution.
6.6.1 Type of teacher specialisation
Taking advantage of the administrative dataset, we are able to track 4th grade
teachers for their previous year’s activity. Hence, we identified in which school,
grade and classroom they taught. We classify teachers in groups depending on
their previous experience. The general classification is composed of: (i) Cohort
specialist (CS), where general teachers were observed teaching the same class-
cohort from the 1st, 2nd or 3rd grade; (ii) Grade specialist (GS), where teachers
have been teaching 4th grade classes for the last two years at least, no matter
the school; (iii) Newcomers, are those teachers who were not observed in pre-
vious years and have at most one year of experience in the system, (iv) Others,
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correspond to teachers who are not classified in any of the categories above (i.e.
teachers who were teaching other grades and classrooms in the same or different
school).
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Distribution of Teachers - 2009
In Figure 6.1 we observe how from 2005 to 2008 the percentage of Co-
hort specialist (CS) teachers was around 70%, while the percentage of Grade
specialist (GS) teachers was just 12% in average. The distribution dramatically
changed in 2009, where the CS decrease to only 45% of the total teachers and the
GS boost up to 28% of them. This change is observed across type of school de-
pendence, although it is more evident in private schools, specially in Unsubsidised
Private schools.13
13See Figure 8.25, Appendix 6.3, the type of teacher training distribution disaggregated by
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It is important to highlight that there is a positive growth of subject spe-
cialist (SS) teachers over this period, and particularly in 2009 when the proportion
almost doubled the number of students taught by SS teachers compared to 2005.14
That implies we have to remove a higher proportion of teachers from the origi-
nal cohort. Therefore, we observe that there is not only a positive movement to
higher SS but there is also more specialisation on grades where general teachers
are teaching in our sample.
Regarding the quality level of teachers and its distribution among the type
of teacher specialisation, we observe in Figure 6.2 how there is no clear concentra-
tion of high quality teachers in any particular group, although there seems to be
a majority within the group of CS teachers.
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by aggregated types of teacher specialisation
Teacher Quality - 2009
Low Mid-Low
Mid-High High
groups within classroom and grade specialisation.
14See row 3, Table 6.1 in the Selection sample subsection.
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In Appendix 6.3, we also show the disaggregated distribution of type of
teacher training by quality level, suggesting a higher proportion of high quality
teachers in cohort specialised categories from either 1st or 2nd grade, at least until
2008 (see Figure 8.29).
All this information is collapsed to school level, where we calculate the
proportion of every type of teacher by quality category and type of training. In
the next subsection, we present a detailed description of how we select the RSP
from which we are able to analyse school quality stability and relate it to the type
of teacher composition within school.
6.6.2 Trackable schools selection
The conditions imposed on the original cohorts in order to find estimates of SEs
and TEs lead us to very restricted samples during this period. Between 2005 and
2009 we observe 1,944 schools in total, but only 15% of these appeared in all five
years, as shown in the table below.













Notes: (i) The original school panel has 1,948 and the frequency of the observed patterns for the 5 years period
is given by the codes [1,X]. The digit “1” means the school is observed in that specific year, and the code “X”
means the school is not observed. (ii) The positions of the codes [1,X] refer to the years along the panel, where
the first position correspond to year 2005 and the fifth position (last) to year 2009.
The most common patterns in the original school panel are shown in Table
6.4. The first column indicates the combination year of school appearance in the
panel given by the code 1 (2005, 2006,..., 2009), and the second column shows the
number of observed schools for every spell. The first digit of the [1,X] combination
code represents the first year of the panel (2005), and all subsequent digits up to
the fifth represent the rest of years until 2009.
From the original selected samples used to estimate TEs and SEs between
2005 and 2009, we want to study the stability and trajectory of schools in terms
of quality.15 In order to do this, we need to construct a panel with trackable
15The descriptive statistics of all schools observed are shown in Table 8.29, Appendix 6.4.
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schools along this period, from which we can analyse whether the schools ex-
perience changes in their school quality classification (High, Mid-High, Mid-Low
and Low), focusing on those which improve or get worse over the period. Thus,
in order to identify an upward or downward trajectory we require at least three
observations per school.
We use only schools which are observed in 2005 and 2006 as baseline, and
then we separate them into two main groups: (Group 1) schools for which their
last SE estimation is observed in 2009; (Group 2) schools which we miss from
the school panel in either 2008 or 2009. Within both groups we also retain schools
which are not in the 2007 sample because we are aware of a specific problem with
the original dataset for this year.16 We then construct the RSP with a selection
of trackable schools for at least three years, including 2005 and 2006.
As we observe in Table 6.5, around 76% of the RSP have at most one year
of missing information regarding their the school quality level. We separate Group
2 from Group 1 because we may identify schools which have shifted to SS teacher
scheme from 2008 or 2009 onwards.17 Table 6.6 shows how many schools from the
trackable groups shifted to the SS teacher scheme, representing in total 17% of
the reduced school sample.










Notes: (i) The reduced school panel (RSP) has 775 and the frequency of the observed patterns for the 5 years
period is given by the codes [1,X]. The digit “1” means the school is observed in that specific year, and the code
”X” means the school is not observed. (ii) The positions of the codes [1,X] refer to the years along the panel,
where the first position correspond to year 2005 and the fifth position (last) to year 2009. (iii) Group 1 is
composed of schools who are always observed from 2005 to 2009, besides those schools which only disappeared
in 2007. (iv) Group 2 correspond to those schools from the RSP which we do not observe in 2009 or 2008 and
2009, considering also those missed in 2007.
16See in row (10), Table 6.1 for the selection sample at student level. The amount of observa-
tions dropped due to missing observations was almost twice larger compared to 2005 and three
times compared to 2006.
17We identify schools to follow a subject specialist (SS) teacher scheme, when there are no
more than one general teacher per grade within the school. From the selection sample description
we observe an increasing pattern of schools shifting from general teachers to SS teachers. See
in row (3), Table 6.1 how the percentage of observations eliminated increases because more SS
teachers are teaching 4th grade classes.
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Table 6.6: Number of schools shifting to subject specialist (SS) teacher scheme
2008 2009 Total
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Group.1
Group&1.1&(11111) 296 0 0 0 0
Group&1.2&(11X11) 126 0 0 0 0
Group.2
Group&2.1&(1111X) 167 0 59 59 35%
Group&2.2&(11X1X) 89 0 27 27 30%
Group&2.3&(111XX) 97 41 6 47 48%







Notes: (i) Group 1 is composed of schools who are always observed from 2005 to 2009, besides those schools
which only disappeared in 2007. (ii) Group 2 correspond to those schools from the RSP which we do not
observe in 2009 or 2008 and 2009, considering also those missed in 2007. (iii) Schools from Group 2 could
be missed from the panel in years 2008 or 2009 because they could have switched to the subject specialist (SS)
teacher scheme and in columns (2) and (3) we count them. In column (5) we show the percentage of schools
which switched to SS teacher scheme with respect to its group.
We compare the main characteristics of both school panels: the Original
School Panel and the Reduce School Panel (RSP) in Table 6.7. In terms of average
student performance along the period where schools are observed, there is a small
increase in the standardised Simce score for the reduced panel with respect to
the original panel. The distribution of type of school conditions remain similar
between the two groups. The number of classes (equivalent to teachers), as well
as the number of students per grade is slightly higher in the reduced school panel.
The distributions of SEs and TEs have marginally moved to the right for the
trackable schools.
The second part of Table 6.7, shows the school average of teacher charac-
teristics. Here we do not observe considerable differences between the two panels.
This is also true for principals characteristics, which for both panels are very close.
The descriptive statistics support the idea that our analysis of SEs, and school
quality stability may be representative of an important part of schools within the
Chilean school system.18
18We have shown in Appendix 6.1 how similar are the original 4th grade cohorts are compared
to the selected sample due to estimation requirements.
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Table 6.7: Descriptive statistics: Original vs Reduced School Panel















































Mean Std.(Dev. Min Max
0.00 0.44 P1.15 1.27
0.02 0.48 P1.31 1.36
0.54 0.50 0 1
0.40 0.49 0 1
0.06 0.24 0 1
0.04 0.19 0 1
2.2 0.5 2 5
62.2 21.5 30 203
2.45 0.95 1 4
P0.01 0.25 P0.96 0.78
P0.01 0.22 P0.83 0.70
P0.01 0.13 P0.51 0.53
P0.01 0.20 P0.76 0.78
0.89 0.18 0 1
47.5 7.6 24.0 79.5
19.2 8.5 0.0 39.0
0.89 0.12 0.2 1.0
0.43 0.30 0.0 1.0
0.03 0.09 0.0 1.0
0.18 0.22 0.0 1.0
0.21 0.29 0.0 1.0
0.67 0.29 0.00 1.00
0.13 0.18 0.00 1.00
0.02 0.07 0.00 1.00
0.20 0.23 0.00 1.00
0.26 0.25 0.00 1.00
0.25 0.22 0.00 1.00
0.25 0.21 0.00 1.00
0.24 0.24 0.00 1.00
0.5 0.5 0 1
58.5 9.8 29 85
29.8 9.7 0 65.6
0.4 0.4 0.00 1
2.9 1.4 1 5
0.00 0.00 0 0
0.03 0.09 0 1




Mean Std.(Dev. Min Max
0.03 0.42 P1.11 1.12
0.05 0.46 P1.18 1.28
0.63 0.48 0 1
0.31 0.46 0 1
0.06 0.23 0 1
0.03 0.16 0 1
2.4 0.6 2 5
70.6 24.1 35 203
2.56 0.86 1 4
0.02 0.22 P0.69 0.66
0.01 0.20 P0.62 0.59
0.00 0.11 P0.39 0.33
0.01 0.17 P0.59 0.53
0.90 0.14 0.1 1
48.5 6.4 31.0 64.4
20.7 7.5 2.3 36.4
0.89 0.10 0.2 1.0
0.44 0.26 0.0 1.0
0.02 0.07 0.0 0.8
0.20 0.18 0.0 0.8
0.23 0.27 0.0 1.0
0.71 0.23 0.00 1.00
0.12 0.14 0.00 0.83
0.02 0.04 0.00 0.30
0.16 0.15 0.00 1.00
0.24 0.20 0.00 1.00
0.25 0.16 0.00 0.83
0.25 0.16 0.00 0.83
0.26 0.21 0.00 1.00
0.48 0.43 0 1
58.7 8.7 34.3 85.0
30.8 9.2 0.0 65.6
0.43 0.42 0.0 1.0
4.14 0.78 3 5
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.1 0.0 0.5





Notes: (i) The descriptive statistics of each variable correspond the average across schools given the average
observed within school in 4th grade cohorts over the period 2005 - 2009. (ii) The dummy variables show the
proportion of each category in both school panels (Municipal, Private Voucher, Unsubsidised Private schools;
Rural Area; Teacher’s gender; Additional teacher qualifications; Post-graduate studies of teachers; Expectations
on student completion; Cohort specialist; Grade specialist; Newcomers; Other specialisation; Low, Mid-Low, Mid-
High, High quality teachers; Principal’s gender) (iii) *The number of teachers counted here does not necessary
mean unique teachers as there are teachers observed more than once along the period.
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6.6.3 Defining school quality trajectories
The objective of this section consists of defining groups of schools by quality
trajectories based on the yearly SE rankings. Here we consider the classification
of school quality by quartiles from the original school panel, but we compare those
changes among the group of trackable schools (or reduced school panel).
We construct four transition matrices from the base year 2005 to the des-
tination categories in years 2006-2009. In every matrix we can observe whether a
school from a specific quality category stays in the same category (along the diago-
nal), or moves to a lower (downgrade) or a higher category (upgrade). Downgrade
or upgrade means to be observed in the lower triangle or upper triangle of the
matrix, respectively. In the last two years (matrices 2008-2009), we add two des-
tination categories in order to identify schools shifting to SS teacher scheme.
Table 6.8 shows movements between school quality categories with respect
to the original classification in 2005. The three types of transition play an im-
portant role in defining the school quality trajectory. The downgrade movement
is shaded with light-red colour, the upgrade transition is highlighted with light-
blue colour while the stable categories are painted in light-grey. Notice that just
for trajectory classification purposes, we consider those schools which keep Low
quality category as downward movement, and the opposite to those staying in the
High category which we include into the upward trajectory group. Following our
broader classification of school category levels, we identify those schools which
were not able to improve their effectiveness and treat them similarly than those
which were getting worse over the period, as they cannot get worse either. Anal-
ogously, for those schools which stay in the highest category, we include them in
the upward trajectory as there is not a higher category than High.19





















Low 79 53 26 11 59 33 22 5 68 41 21 13 8 39 27 12 4 19
Mid'Low 49 61 32 32 40 41 33 13 43 45 48 18 11 30 21 26 17 20
Mid'High 38 44 71 63 25 45 47 42 40 37 62 46 12 18 28 41 27 27
High 12 29 59 116 6 23 55 71 8 44 49 95 10 8 25 35 64 26
178 187 188 222 130 142 157 131 159 167 180 172 41 95 101 114 112 92





Notes: (i) The total number of schools in the reduced school panel (RSP) is 775, all of them are observed in
2005 and 2006. Schools are observed at least three times, but their last observations must be either in 2008 or
2009. (ii) In 2008 and 2009 we identify those schools who left the RSP because they shifted to a subject specialist
(SS) teacher scheme, then we can not estimate TEs and SEs for them. (iii) All transitions are with respect to
the base year 2005; the lower triangle (red-light colour) represents downward transitions, which we also include
Low-Low combination as it cannot move to a lower category; the upper triangle (blue-light colour) shows upward
movements, and we also consider the case High-High as there is not a higher quality level to move.
19See Appendix 6.5, the transition matrix tables disaggregated for every type of trackable
group.
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In percentage terms, we see Table 6.9 that from 2006 onwards, over the
52% of High quality schools were classified as High quality in the baseline year.
For those schools which stay in the reduced panel until 2009, we observe that the
proportion of schools staying in the higher quality category reaches the 57% of the
total schools in this group. On the other hand, Low quality schools seems to be
less stable than the highest ones. Only 41% from the lowest category in 2009 were
in the same category in the baseline year, and their main transition is to Mid-Low
category with a 27% of the schools.





















Low 44% 28% 14% 5% 45% 23% 14% 4% 43% 25% 12% 8% 20% 41% 27% 11% 4% 21%
Mid'Low 28% 33% 17% 14% 31% 29% 21% 10% 27% 27% 27% 10% 27% 32% 21% 23% 15% 22%
Mid'High 21% 24% 38% 28% 19% 32% 30% 32% 25% 22% 34% 27% 29% 19% 28% 36% 24% 29%
High 7% 16% 31% 52% 5% 16% 35% 54% 5% 26% 27% 55% 24% 8% 25% 31% 57% 28%
2006 2007 2008 2009
20
05
Notes: (i) The total number of schools in the reduced school panel (RSP) is 775, all of them are observed in
2005 and 2006. Schools are observed at least three times, but their last observations must be either in 2008 or
2009. (ii) In 2008 and 2009 we identify those schools who left the RSP because they shifted to a subject specialist
(SS) teacher scheme, then we can not estimate TEs and SEs for them. (iii) All transitions are with respect to
the base year 2005; the lower triangle (red-light colour) represents downward transitions, which we also include
Low-Low combination as it cannot move to a lower category; the upper triangle (blue-light colour) shows upward
movements, and we also consider the case High-High as there is not a higher quality level to move.
Depending on the observed transitions for every school, we create trajectory
groups which suggest whether a school is improving its effectiveness, showing a
positive trajectory, or on the contrary deteriorating with a negative movement.
Therefore, we define two main groups of schools: (1) Upward trajectory schools,
those which present enough evidence of a positive trajectory in their SE ranking;
and (2) Downward trajectory schools, from which we observe the negative
movement. In the following tables we show the set of conditions required for every
trackable group in order to classify schools into any of the trajectory groups.
The first condition refers to the comparison between the school quality
category in the baseline year and the last year in which the school is observed
in the reduced panel. The second condition checks the transitions between the
initial category level and the final one, and depending on the amount of years
a particular school is observed, we look for a minimum of downward or upward
evidence.
Particularly, for trackable groups 1.1 and 1.2 the first condition to be clas-
sified as a Downward trajectory school requires that the quality level of the
school at the final year 2009 is lower than the quality level observed in the initial
year 2005. We also include the case where the school stays in the same lowest
category in both years. The second condition requires that for at least half of the
cases where there could be a transition in quality category, the movements are
stable or downward. Groups 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 change the final year of condition 1,
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and the number of potential quality transitions to check in order to hold condition
2.














Notes: (i) The positions of the codes [1,X] refer to the years along the panel, where the first position correspond
to year 2005 and the fifth position (last) to year 2009. (ii) Categorical variables Quality Level 2005 - 2009
indicate the school quality category in the respective year: (1) Low; (2) Mid-Low; (3) Mid-High; (4) High. (iii)
For each group Conditions 1 and 2 have to hold. (iv) Condition 1 is a necessary but not sufficient condition, as
Condition 2 is also required once Condition 2 happens. (v) Note that Condition 2 varies depending on the group
(and number of observations available per school).














Notes: (i) The positions of the codes [1,X] refer to the years along the panel, where the first position correspond
to year 2005 and the fifth position (last) to year 2009. (ii) Categorical variables Quality Level 2005 - 2009
indicate the school quality category in the respective year: (1) Low; (2) Mid-Low; (3) Mid-High; (4) High. (iii)
For each group Conditions 1 and 2 have to hold. (iv) Condition 1 is a necessary but not sufficient condition, as
Condition 2 is also required once Condition 2 happens. (v) Note that Condition 2 varies depending on the group
(and number of observations available per school).
Analogously in Table 6.11, we observe how the first necessary but not suf-
ficient condition, requires for an improvement in the school quality level in the
final year with respect to the baseline year. We include being stable in the highest
group as a kind of good performance measure of school in terms of effectiveness.
The additional second conditions also require that periods in between suggest a
noticeable upward quality movement.
We apply the set of conditions presented in Table 6.10 and 6.11 to all the
trackable groups belonging to the reduced school panel, and we get the following
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distribution of school by type of quality movement.
Table 6.12: Distribution of trajectories by trackable groups
Downtrend Other Uptrend Total
Group21.12 108 85 103 296
Pattern'(11111) 36% 29% 35%
Group21.2 60 20 46 126
Pattern'(11X11) 48% 16% 37%
Group22.1 70 26 71 167
Pattern'(1111X) 42% 16% 43%
Group22.2 40 16 33 89
Pattern'(11X1X) 45% 18% 37%
Group22.3 47 16 34 97
Pattern'(111XX) 48% 16% 35%




Notes: (i) Columns of the matrix represent the type of school trajectory categories. (ii) Then, the matrix
shows the distribution of every trajectory category by type of pattern. (iii) Each group has tow rows: the first
row shows the number of schools, and the second row the percentage of the observation with respect to the total
number of schools observed pattern group.
For those schools which do not show a clear pattern of downward or upward
quality trajectory, we aggregate them into the Other category. The distribution
of the three quality trajectories is relatively similar among the trackable groups
(from 1.1 to 2.3). Only for the groups 1.1 and 2.1 with almost all possible school
observations available, we see that proportions of downward trajectory and
upward trajectory schools are very similar. In total, upward trajectory rep-
resents the 37% of schools in the reduced sample while downward trajectory
group represents the 42%.
Table 6.13: Changes to subject specialist (SS) teacher scheme by trajectory
groups
2008 2009 Total
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Downtrend 325 17 39 56 17%
Other 163 6 16 22 13%
Uptrend 287 18 37 55 19%





Notes: (i) In 2008 and 2009 we identify those schools who left the RSP because they shifted to a subject
specialist (SS) teacher scheme, then we can not estimate TEs and SEs for them. (ii) Column (4) is the total
number of schools shifting to a subject specialist (SS) teacher scheme between 2008 and 2009 for each type of
quality trajectory group; Column (5) correspond to the percentage of schools which switched to SS teacher scheme
with respect to the total number of schools in the quality trajectory group.
Regarding the schools which switched to the SS teacher scheme, we do
not observe a significant difference between downward trajectory and upward
trajectory schools, although the proportion is higher in the latest one. Therefore,
the change into the SS teacher scheme seems not to be triggered by a particular
downward or upward quality movement.
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6.6.4 Static school ranking versus school quality move-
ment analysis
Earlier in this chapter, we discussed some concerns related to school rankings and
the use of LTs based on SE estimates. The uncertainty of SE predictions and the
difficulty to rank schools precisely is one of the main issues to be addressed (Foley
and Goldstein (2013)). Secondly, the stability of estimates over time, and whether
schools maintain their quality level independent of the student cohort, are part of
the discussion (McCaffrey et al. (2009); Goldstein (2014)).
To address the uncertainty of school rankings it is useful to group schools
into broader quality categories, such as we have suggested using SE quartiles.
Positions in school rankings might also vary over time, but these jumps might
not be informative unless the differences between SE estimates are statistically
significant.
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Percentile school ranking based on SE
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Percentile school ranking based on SE
School Ranking 2009
High	  Low	   Mid-­‐Low	   Mid-­‐High	  
High	  Low	   Mid-­‐Low	   Mid-­‐High	  High	  Low	   Mid-­‐Low	   Mid-­‐High	  High	  Low	   Mid-­‐Low	   Mid-­‐High	  
Notes: (i) School rankings based on estimated School Effects (SE), where the lowest percentile (1st) is for the
1st percent lower SE schools, and the 100th percentile corresponds to the 1 percent highest estimated SE schools.
(ii) The percentile ranking is separated in quartiles, which we call the school quality categories: Low, Mid-Low,
Mid-High and High. (iii) Whiskers represent the standard errors of SE estimates.
In Figure 6.3, schools are sorted from less to more effective in relation to
their predicted school effects. Separating the percentile ranking in quartiles, we
identify the four quality categories mentioned previously (Low, Mid-Low, Mid-
High and High). Similar to what Leckie and Goldstein (2011) have found, we
observe that SE estimates are significantly different from zero in the lowest and
highest quartile, while most of estimates in the middle are not statistically different
from zero. The standard errors, represented by SE whiskers, overlap each other in
closely ranked schools, suggesting that SE estimates are not significantly different
from each other among them. This fact confirms the uncertainty issues regarding
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school ranking predictions.
Static school rankings would lead us to similar uncertainty concerns ever
year, while if we focus on movements between broader school quality groups, and
particularly in their trajectories, we minimise the ranking misclassification prob-
lems. It is important to highlight, that even using the school quality categories,
we still might be misclassifying some schools. However, taking advantage of the
available data, we are able to observe from three to five SE estimates per school
in the RSP. Thus, we can have a better idea how schools are progressing in terms
of effectiveness along the period of study.20
We suggest that analysing school quality trajectories would ameliorate
school misclassification problems. In downward trajectory schools we do not
only identify schools which have decreased their quality level, but we also identify
schools that have been mostly classified as Low. Analogously in upward trajec-
tory schools, where we observe schools which have been constantly effective and
those which have improved during the period. The classification of both types of
quality trajectories, downward trajectory and upward trajectory, is useful
to understand the SE estimates in the long run. This classification might be help-
ful as well, to implement focused policies, and assess their results for reward or
intervention purposes.
In the following section we try to explain what determines whether a school
has a downward trajectory or upward trajectory in its quality for at least a
three year period.
6.7 Determinants of school quality trajectories
The main objective of this paper is to find determinants of school effectiveness
improvements, which at first sight seems not be driven either by school or teacher
observable characteristics. Among trackable schools we have found that the pro-
portion of downward trajectory schools is not noticeably larger than upward
trajectory schools.
To compare these groups of schools, we show in Table 6.14 the descriptive
statistics in terms of school, principal and teacher characteristics at school level.
It is clear that the averages of standardised Simce scores (Language and Maths)
are the result of schools effectiveness (SE) along the period. However, we attempt
to explain the significant differences between the three groups.
20If we only focus in yearly SE estimations, without analysing their effectiveness evolution,
we could also arrive to some misleading conclusions. See Figure 6.3, Appendix 6.6, the static
school rankings by type of quality trajectory. If we analyse these plots separately, they are not
very informative on how well or badly schools are doing.
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Table 6.14: Descriptive statistics: Type of quality trajectory















































Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
P0.09 0.42 P1.11 1.12
P0.07 0.46 P1.18 1.28
0.63 0.48 0 1
0.31 0.46 0 1
0.06 0.23 0 1
0.03 0.18 0 1
2.4 0.6 2 5
70.2 24.2 35.33 202.8
2.23 0.84 1 3.8
P0.07 0.22 P0.69 0.45
P0.06 0.19 P0.62 0.40
P0.02 0.11 P0.39 0.29
P0.03 0.18 P0.59 0.46
0.88 0.15 0.1 1
48.1 6.44 31.6 64.4
19.9 7.51 2.3 34.4
0.90 0.10 0.33 1
0.44 0.26 0 1
0.03 0.07 0 0.38
0.20 0.18 0 0.83
0.19 0.26 0 1
0.70 0.24 0 1
0.12 0.14 0 0.83
0.02 0.04 0 0.2
0.17 0.17 0 1
0.28 0.22 0 0.89
0.27 0.17 0 0.83
0.23 0.15 0 0.75
0.22 0.19 0 0.92
0.46 0.43 0 1
58.8 8.8 34.33 85
30.5 9.2 0 52.8
0.42 0.41 0 1
4.06 0.7731 3 5
0 0 0 0
0.02 0.05 0 0.33




Mean Std.(Dev. Min Max
0.15 0.39 P0.61 1.122
0.16 0.43 P0.64 1.28
0.62 0.49 0 1
0.33 0.47 0 1
0.05 0.21 0 1
0.02 0.13 0 1
2.4 0.6 2 5
71.0 24.5 34.75 179.8
2.89 0.85 1.2 4
0.11 0.23 P0.38 0.66
0.10 0.20 P0.34 0.59
0.03 0.11 P0.28 0.33
0.05 0.17 P0.43 0.53
0.91 0.14 0.125 1
49.0 6.4 31.38 60.6
21.4 7.5 3.5 36.4
0.89 0.11 0.18 1
0.45 0.26 0 1
0.03 0.07 0 0.75
0.20 0.18 0 0.75
0.27 0.28 0 1
0.71 0.22 0 1
0.13 0.16 0 0.83
0.02 0.05 0 0.27
0.15 0.14 0 0.63
0.20 0.19 0 1
0.23 0.16 0 0.67
0.25 0.16 0 0.72
0.31 0.23 0 1
0.49 0.44 0 1
58.9 8.8 38 85
31.4 9.2 0.5 65.6
0.44 0.42 0 1
4.13 0.7607 3 5
0 0 0 0
0.02 0.04 0 0.25





Mean Std.(Dev. Min Max
0.15 0.39 P0.61 1.12
0.16 0.43 P0.64 1.28
0.62 0.49 0 1
0.33 0.47 0 1
0.05 0.21 0 1
0.02 0.13 0 1
2.4 0.6 2 5
71.0 24.5 34.75 179.8
2.89 0.85 1.2 4
0.11 0.23 P0.38 0.66
0.10 0.20 P0.34 0.59
0.03 0.11 P0.28 0.33
0.05 0.17 P0.43 0.53
0.91 0.14 0.125 1
49.0 6.43 31.38 60.56
21.4 7.46 3.5 36.42
0.89 0.11 0.18 1
0.45 0.26 0 1
0.03 0.07 0 0.75
0.20 0.18 0 0.75
0.27 0.28 0 1
0.71 0.22 0 1
0.13 0.16 0 0.83
0.02 0.05 0 0.27
0.15 0.14 0 0.63
0.20 0.19 0 1
0.23 0.16 0 0.67
0.25 0.16 0 0.72
0.31 0.23 0 1
0.49 0.44 0 1
58.9 8.8 38 85
31.4 9.2 0.5 65.6
0.44 0.42 0 1
4.13 0.76 3 5
0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.0 0 0.25





Notes: (i) The descriptive statistics of each variable correspond the average across schools given the average
observed within school in 4th grade cohorts over the period 2005 - 2009. (ii) The dummy variables show the
proportion of each category in both school panels (Municipal, Private Voucher, Unsubsidised Private schools;
Rural Area; Teacher’s gender; Additional teacher qualifications; Post-graduate studies of teachers; Expectations
on student completion; Cohort specialist; Grade specialist; Newcomers; Other specialisation; Low, Mid-Low, Mid-
High, High quality teachers; Principal’s gender) (iii) *The number of teachers counted here does not necessary
mean unique teachers as there are teachers observed more than once along the period.
As we want to explain the determinants of the quality trajectories, we
analyse the observed and unobserved characteristics of these groups of school.
Starting from the general descriptive statistics in Table 6.14, we rule out any
difference due to the type of school dependence. Municipal, Private Voucher and
Unsubsidised Private schools are similarly distributed among quality trajectories.
Neither rurality conditions, number of classes per grade nor number of student per
grade vary among the trajectory groups. What actually seems to differ between
downward trajectory and upward trajectory schools is the average of the
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TEs, that we also use to define teacher quality levels.
Both TEs and SEs are assumed to be iid, and holding the set of assumptions
proposed earlier from A1 to A3 , they are uncorrelated with each other, with other
covariates, and with the error term. The distributions of TEs and SEs show the
impact of unobserved heterogeneities on pupil achievement at teacher and school
level, respectively. Every year, each school has an estimated SE and an average
TE estimate, and for the all observations within each quality trajectory group we
obtain the average shown in Table 6.14.
Independent of the school quality level where the school is moving to in
each trajectory group, we clearly observe that the average of TE estimates in Lan-
guage 0.03 and Maths 0.05 are higher in upward trajectory schools compared to
downward trajectory schools, with -0.02 and -0.03, respectively. There might
be unobserved teacher skills that might boost the unobserved school factors along
this period. Thus, it is interesting to analyse how the evolution of these groups of
school is in terms on the teacher quality composition within them.
With respect to the teacher observed characteristics, they are collapsed
yearly at school level, representing the average of the variables in each 4th grade
cohort. Thus, the average of female teachers in all types of trajectory schools is
approximately 90%, their age is around 48 and their years of experience 20. Also
the teaching ratio and additional qualifications looks very similar between groups,
and only the expectations on students completing a university degree seems to
be significantly higher in upward trajectory schools. The distribution of type of
teacher specialisation is even among the groups, and we will confirm in the next
subsection that type of teacher training seems not to determine school effects.
Regarding principal characteristics we do not find significant differences
either among type of schools movement. Their gender, age, years of experience
and teaching ratio is basically the same.
The next subsection presents graphical evidence of the descriptive statistics
discussed above, putting special emphasis on the type of teacher specialisation and
teacher quality levels per school.
6.7.1 School effects evolution by type of schools
In the previous subsection we constructed three trajectories of school quality levels
based on SE effects rankings among the whole sample of the original school panel.
Then, considering the reduced school panel (RSP) with only trackable schools we
formed the three groups of school quality level stability: downward trajectory,
upward trajectory and other as shown in Figure 6.4 below.
By definition, the school quality trajectories have to show a clear tendency
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in the estimated SEs (either upward or downward), as it is shown in Figure 6.4.
In 2005 all schools in the RSP present similar averages of SE estimates, while the
gap start increasing since 2006.


















2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Year
Downward trajectory Other schools
Upward trajectory
by type of trajectory school
School effects (SEs)
Additionally, we found that part of the attrition from the school panel is
due to schools switching to SS teacher scheme (17% approx.). However, from
Table 6.13 in the previous section, we could not identify any particular pattern
in the SE evolution that might explain the change from general teachers to SS
teachers.
Moreover, we can observe in Figure 6.5 that schools from the upward
trajectory group which switched to the SS teacher scheme in 2008 were above
the rest of schools remaining in the panel in terms of SE estimates. Nevertheless,
the opposite happens for the downward trajectory group, where those schools
that shifted to the SS teacher scheme were below the average of SE with respect
to the other schools which remain in the panel. Thus, shifting to the SS teacher
scheme seems not to be triggered by a particular movement on the school quality
trajectory.
In terms of type of school dependence, the school quality trajectories are
not explained either by differences on Municipal or private schools (Voucher or
Unsubsidised). Actually, we can infer from the distribution of quality trajectories
by school dependence presented in in Figure 6.6, that Unsubsidised Private schools
have significant lower proportion of upward trajectory schools compared to the
rest of schools which rely on public funds.
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Figure 6.5: School effects evolution 2005 - 2009


















2005 2006 2007 2008 2009
Year
Downward trajectory W/O SS Upward trajectory W/O SS
Downward trajectory with SS-2008 Upward trajectory with SS-2008
Downward trajectory with SS-2009 Upward trajectory with SS-2009
by type of trend school (disaggregated)
School effects (SEs)
Figure 6.6: School trajectory 2005 - 2009
by type of school dependence





Distribution of School Trajectory
Downward trajectory Other schools
Upward trajectory
We confirm that the characteristics of school itself do not explain the evolu-
tion of SEs. On the contrary, it seems that the distribution of the type of schools
by quality trajectory is relatively even. In the following subsection, we focus on
whether teacher characteristics can explain differences in the school quality tra-
jectories.
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6.7.2 School effects evolution by type of teachers
From the initial sample selection, we have focused on schools with at least two
classrooms, and which have been taught by general teachers. These conditions are
necessary to estimate SEs and TEs simultaneously. All teacher characteristics in
the school panel are collapsed at school level, where every observation represents
yearly averages per school, such as the proportion of Low, Mid, and High quality
teachers per school-grade-year.
The average of observable school and teacher characteristics seems to be
equally distributed among school quality trajectories. As we have already ob-
served in Table 6.13, the means of the type of school dependence; rural conditions;
number of students per grade; the proportion of teacher’s gender; teacher’s age;
teacher’s experience; and additional teacher’s qualification do not considerably
differ between the type of SE trajectories.
In addition, we have recovered the history of 4th grade general teachers,
allowing us to identify the type of teacher specialisation in previous grades and
class allocation, before teaching students in 4th grade cohorts between 2005 and
2009. As we have mentioned in the previous section, we classified them as: (i)
Cohort specialist (CS), (ii) Grade specialist (GS), (iii) Newcomers, and (iv)
Others teachers.21
Figure 6.7 suggests that the proportions of type of teacher specialisation do
not vary considerably among types of school quality trajectory.22 This evidence
does not suggest any correlation between the type of teacher specialisation and
the school effectiveness performance.
21It is important to highlight that we did not use this classification to estimate neither SEs
nor TEs in the VAMs.
22See Figure 8.31, Appendix 6.3, the disaggregated teacher specialisation evolution. Here, it
is clear how from 2007 the proportion of 4th grade teachers teaching the same classroom-cohort
from 2nd grade decrease dramatically across all school quality trajectories. On the other hand,
despite of the smaller variation, all types of SE trajectory have experienced an increased in the
type of teacher specialised in 4th grade for at least 2 years.
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Figure 6.7: Teacher specialisation evolution 2005 - 2009
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The set of unobserved teacher heterogeneities represented by estimated TEs
might be associated to the variation of SEs along this period (2005-2009). Thus,
similar to the school quality category, we create a classification of teacher quality
levels, given the yearly ranking of teachers based on estimated TEs. In the lowest
quartile of the distribution, we classify teacher as Low, the second quartile the
Mid-Low, the third quartile Mid-High, and teacher from the highest quartile as
High.
The classification of teacher quality levels is created using the original se-
lected cohort for each year, therefore the categories might not be equally dis-
tributed in the RSP. Thus, it is interesting to observe how Low and High quality
teacher are distributed across schools by type of school quality trajectories.
Comparing the means of estimated TEs within schools, we observe in Figure
6.8 that the proportion of teacher quality categories is relatively stable over the
period in every type of school quality trajectory. Within downward trajectory
schools, the Low quality teachers present the highest proportion in most of the
years, with a very similar proportion of Mid-Low quality teachers in at least three
out of five years. Schools without a defined trajectory, or others, are mainly
composed of Mid-High quality teachers during this period.
Finally, for upward trajectory schools, there is a noticeable difference be-
tween the Low and High quality teacher proportions along the whole period. While
the High quality group constantly represents over the 30% of teachers always, the
proportion of Low quality is around 20%. Despite teacher quality proportions
being relatively close in downward trajectory schools and other schools, the
strictly dominance of High quality teachers in upward trajectory schools is dis-
tinguished. These findings suggest a potentially dynamic relationship with school
effects might improving when their teacher effectiveness is high and stable.
We are aware that both TEs and SEs capture the variation in pupil’s aca-
demic performance from unobserved heterogeneities at teacher and school level,
respectively. Hence, the relationship between these two unobserved factors can
be associated to the static TEs and SEs estimation. However, we do not observe
anything in our estimation methodology that could explain such a clear and stable
relationship between the estimated TEs in a particular year and the differences in
the SEs estimates along the period.
The relationship between the levels of TEs and the differences in levels of
SEs suggest that the composition of teachers within schools is an important factor
to improve school quality in the long run.
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Figure 6.8: Teacher quality evolution 2005 - 2009
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In this chapter we have discussed estimates of school effects (SEs) and in particular
the issues associated with League Tables (LTs) based on them. We review the
relevant literature, from the uncertainty of estimates to the potential negative
consequences of publicly available school rankings. The difficulty of comparing
schools one-to-one discourages the use of LTs to reward or punish institutions
based on these rankings. Additionally, the responses of schools and users of the
LTs might worsen student and teacher selection issues.
Nevertheless, we are aware of the advantages of using available information
for statistical inference and consistent estimation of school quality. SE measures
are useful for accountability purposes and for improving the allocation of resources
at public or private level, depending on the schools and students needs.
Therefore, the objective of this chapter is to contribute to the SEs liter-
ature with a different perspective of how to assess and use SE estimates. We
have proposed to analyse school effectiveness in the long run in order to min-
imise uncertainty issues associated with school rankings based on single measures.
Moreover, we are interested in the evolution of school effectiveness and the factors
that explain positive or negative trajectories.
Based on common VAM specifications and estimation strategies, we esti-
mate SEs and TEs yearly from 2005 to 2009, where we were able to classify schools
in four different school quality categories (High, Mid-High, Mid-Low, and Low).
We then selected a group of trackable schools with at least three measures of SEs
available. From this reduced school panel we were able to observe the evolution
of school effectiveness in terms of their quality level classification.
We created two main groups of school representing improving or decreasing
their school effectiveness in the long run. To do that, we define specific criteria
for upward and downward school effectiveness movements along the period of
study. Focusing on trajectories rather than just static measures helps to correct
for potential schools quality misclassifications in schools close to the cutoffs.
From our analysis, we find that school effectiveness movements are not
explained by observable characteristics of students, teachers and schools. Fur-
thermore, the type of school dependency does not seem to explain how effective
schools are in the long run. Taking advantage of teachers history track, we also
ruled out that the type of teacher specialisation may determine the trajectories.
What seems to drive upward (or downward) effectiveness movements is the
proportion of high quality (or low quality) teachers per year-grade within schools.
These findings contribute to the teacher and school effectiveness literature in
terms of the stability of single cohort measures for an specific period of time. The
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relationship observed between the composition of teacher quality within schools
and the school quality trajectory, enhance the importance of teacher unobserved





The literature has explored estimations of Teacher Effectiveness (TEs) and School
Effectiveness (SEs) in several educational contexts. These estimations are rou-
tinely obtained from Value Added Models (VAMs), which can be inferred from a
general achievement function (GAF). In Chapter 2, we derived the most common
VAMs, and discussed in detail two estimation approaches with typical specifica-
tion restrictions and the respective assumptions required to consistently estimate
TEs and SEs.
Teacher and school Value Added estimates are based on the respective
capability of teachers and schools to improve individual cognitive abilities, which
are represented by measures of pupil academic performance. The measures of
individual achievement are usually obtained from standardised examination scores.
In our case, we base our analyses on the Chilean educational context, and we use
the standardised Chilean Examination (Simce), which is taken on a yearly basis
and at national level, though not for all grades. The VAM specifications we have
derived to estimate TEs and SEs require two consecutive individual achievement
measures. Therefore, in Chapter 3, apart from presenting our data, we have shown
that school marks standardised at school level are good proxies to substitute for
standardised Simce scores, when the Simce scores are required but not available.
The consistency of teacher and school effects estimators observed in the
literature rely on assumptions such as; random assignment of pupils to schools
and classrooms, and random assignment of teachers to schools. These assump-
tions are difficult to test in the non-experimental frameworks that typify most of
the educational contexts. However, some authors (e.g. Guarino et al. (2014b);
Dieterle et al. (2015); Guarino et al. (2015)) have studied whether VAM estima-
tors are able to predict true TEs under different scenarios using simulated data.
They find non-significant differences between estimators predicting teacher qual-
ity rankings when there is random assignment of pupils to classrooms, although
the ranking predictions might differ when there is evidence of non-random assign-
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ment. Additionally, Guarino et al. (2014a,b) conclude that the most robust TE
estimators across all scenarios are related to the Empirical Bayes (EB) approach,
under which estimated TEs predict successfully true teachers ranking in random
assignment scenarios.
To better understand the Chilean educational context, in Chapter 4, we
have checked for evidence of non-random assignment of students to teachers or
classrooms in the Chilean primary schools. We have analysed three 4th grade
cohorts (2005, 2007, 2009), generating a mini-panel of three years, from 3rd to 5th
grades, for each cohort. We follow graphical analyses, and conduct statistical tests
in which we compare real class distributions with artificially created counterfactual
class distributions, based on previous performance measures at the school-grade
level. We present the analysis for the 4th grade cohort, where we do not observe any
graphical evidence of non-random assignment, and with respect to the statistical
tests (t-test, ks-test) we find that 64% of schools do not show any evidence of
non-random assignment of pupils to teachers or classrooms, and 93% of schools
are classified with No or Low levels of Sorting Evidence (SoE) of pupils to teachers
or classrooms (similar results are found for the other two 4th grade cohorts).
We exploit our the uniquely rich data, and make use of the evidence of
random assignment of pupils to classrooms in the Chilean primary schools to esti-
mate our VAMs derived in Chapter 2. We use the Maximum Likelihood estimation
(MLE) methodology, and we obtain predictions of teacher and school effects from
the EB distributions. Hence, in Chapter 5 we have presented the first teacher and
school Value- Added measures for the Chilean school system. We have found that
4th grade general teachers have larger impacts on pupils Maths achievement than
on Language achievement. For example, if a representative student from the 50th
percentile of the Simce score distribution is taught by a teacher who is one stan-
dard deviation more effective, that student is expected to ascend approximately
9 percentile ranking positions in Language, and 12 percentile ranking positions
in Maths. Nevertheless, it is important to be aware that this TEs interpretation
relies on very restrictive assumptions that limits its use as an instrument for policy
implementation.
In Chapter 5, we also have checked for heterogeneous teacher effects. We
analysed separately TE estimates from single-sex schools and compared them with
those obtained from the whole cohort sample. The results do not seem to be
very robust as the size of the sub-samples are very small. Additionally, we also
disaggregate the original selected 4th grade 2005 cohort into two sub-samples by
type of school dependence. In the first sub-sample, we removed Unsubsidised
Private schools, and in the second we considered only Municipal schools. We
found that TEs are more heterogeneous in Municipal schools using both sub-
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samples. These finding imply two conclusions: (i) teachers from Municipal schools
might have a larger impact (positive or negative) on pupil academic performance,
(ii) heterogeneous teacher effects, with respect to the school dependence, can be
equally estimated from different types of school samples.
In relation to the SEs, using single measures of estimations to construct
school rankings or league tables (LTs) may lead to misclassification of school
rankings due to large standard errors associated with the SEs. Hence, we have
taken advantage of having Chilean education datasets for an extended period of
time, and we analyse movements of school quality levels instead. Our analysis is
focused on the evolution of SE estimates over a period of time, and we relate them
to the types of teachers, in terms of quality and verified specialisation.
In Chapter 6, we have found that school effectiveness trajectories are not
explained by observable characteristics of students, teachers or schools. Further-
more, the type of school dependency does not seem to be related with high-effective
or low-effective school stability in the long run. Exploring teachers track records,
we also ruled out the possibility that the type of teacher specialisation determines
the trajectories. What seems to drive effectiveness movements upward (or down-
ward) is the proportion of high-quality (or low-quality) teachers per year-grade
within schools. These findings highlight the importance of teacher unobserved
skills, and the relevance of TEs on school quality improvements.
The results shown in Chapters 4 and 5 have been obtained using two dif-
ferent VAM specifications: one with a preset value of the persistence parameter λ,
and another with an unrestricted value of λ. In both cases, the results suggest that
teachers are important in improving pupil academic performance. Additionally,
assuming a preset value of the persistence parameter λ in Chapters 5,we have
found that teacher quality level is associated with the stability of SE estimates,
and larger proportions of high-quality teachers within schools are related to the
improvements of school effectiveness in the long run.
Further research
Recently, there has been increasing interest in educational studies related to school
and teacher quality. Simultaneously, more governments are allowing access to large
and rich administrative datasets related to individual academic records, along
with detailed information on pupils, families, teachers, and schools. The Chilean
Government provides a prime example; its Ministry of Education has promoted
the research in education, allowing the access to this type of data subject to a
research proposal.
The analyses presented in this thesis make use of part of the huge amount
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of available data. Therefore, I plan to continue working with these data to extend
my research agenda on students academic performance, by addressing topics such
as: effects of principals, municipalities or local areas administration , and incentive
payment schemes for teachers. We will study long-term impacts (as evidenced by
students higher education performance) of teachers, principals, and schools.
In the short run, we will link our current research with principal effect
estimations. From our available data, we are able to recover principals’ character-
istics, and we can track their movements and job positions across schools. Hence,
we will study how changes of principal are related to school quality trajectories
and the teacher composition within schools.
Additionally, we plan to investigate whether a principal’s gender affects
teacher and school effectiveness. Currently, the gender of principals is randomly
distributed across schools, 50/50 approximately. We could take advantage of prin-
cipal movement between schools to explore whether the random allocation of prin-
cipal gender has an impact on SEs trajectories and teacher composition within
schools. However, identifying effects of principal and teacher-gender matching is
less feasible, as in early primary schools most teachers (90 percent) are female.
We could also estimate differences between general teacher effects and sub-
ject specialist (SS) teacher effects in particular subjects. The estimation of SS
teacher effects, simultaneously with general teacher effects, is a computationally
intensive undertaking that is already in progress.
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8.1 Appendix - Chapter 2
Appendix 2.1 Summary of Data Sets in the VAM Literature
Table 8.1: Datasets summary
Data$Set Authors Period Grades Observations
Clotfelter(et(al.(2006 2000.2001 5 Cross.section
Clotfelter(et(al.(2007 1995.2004 3,(4,(5 Longitudinal(data
Rothstein(2009,(2010 2000.2001 3,(4,(5 Dropping(classes(with(less(than(12(students
Dropping(classes(without(parallel(classes.grade
Dropping(students(who(change(schools
Jackson(and(Bruegman(2009 1995.2006 4,(5 Remove(teachers(who(are(co.teaching(or(have(teaching(aid




Kane(and(Staiger(2008 2003.2005 2,(3,(4,(5 Dropping(classes(with(less(than(10(students
Dropping(classes(with(more(than(36(students
Buddin(2010,(2011 2002.2010 2,(3,(4,(5 Around(18,000(teachers
520(schools
Rivkin(et(al.(2005 1993.1995 3,(4,(5,(6,(7 Around(200,000(students(per(cohort
3,000(public(elementary(and(middle(schools













































Appendix 2.2 Transformation on the GAF






i,rγr] + αi + εi,g (8.1)







i,rγr] + αi + εi,t (8.2)






i,rγr] + αi + εi,t−1 (8.3)






i,rγr] + λαi + λεi,t−1 (8.4)
Then, subtracting both sides of equation (8.2) by equation (8.4) we have
that:















i,rγr]− λαi − λεi,t−1
Ai,t − λAi,t−1 = x′i,tβt + e′i,tγt + (1− λ)αi,t + εi,t − λεi,t−1
Ai,t = λAi,t−1 + x′i,tβt + e
′
i,tγt + (1− λ)αi + εi,g − λεi,t−1 (8.5)
and generalising for all g we get to the same equation (2.4) for Model 1.
Ai,g = λAi,g−1 + x′i,gβg + e
′
i,gγg + (1− λ)αi,g + εi,g − λεi,g−1 (8.6)
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8.2 Appendix - Chapter 3
Appendix 3.1 Cleaning process: Student panel 2003-2012
1. Identifying Good IDs and Bad IDs
Initial Panel Freq. Percent Cum.
Good* 26,845,709 97% 98%
Bad** 715,334 3% 100%
Total 27,561,043 100%
*Good: Observations belonging to IDs with one register per year through the period
**Bad: Observations belonging to IDs who have at least one year with duplicated observations
2.1 From Bad Initial Panel
total_N Freq. Percent Cum.
2 681,309 95% 98%
3 or More 34,025 5% 100% Dropped IDs
Total 715,334 100%
2.2 Total Observations of those Students who present Duplicated RBD in at least one year 583,097          
We get to this number reshaping the 681,309 observations with at least one year with duplicated schools
3. Assignation Sequence for the observations in (2.2)
A.  Observations without duplication problems:
Observations with only one RBD (Years where the ID only has one RBD) 484,885          
98,212             
B.  Solving backwards form the last year:
RBD coincidence 2x2
We choose randomly 298                  
Cases where we can find a pivot RBD
If any of two RDB coincides with any of the previous year,  we rule the macthed RDB 957                  
Cases where the match is not possible at all
We choose randomly 3,769              
C.  Solving from the middle of the sample:
We assign using backward criterion for school changes 70,940            
D.  Solving first year of the sample:
We assign any following coincident RBD 1,212              
E.  Not possible relationships
We choose randomly 21,036            
Total observations with discresional assigned RBD 98,212            
Percentage of assigned RBD on the final Panel 0.4%
Total observations which were randomly assigned 25,103            
Percentage of randomly assigned RBD on the final Panel 0.1%
Total observations under RBD criteria selection 583,097          
Percentage of total observations Student Panel 2.1%
Total Observations of Student Panel (2003-2012) 27,428,806    
3.1    Total Observations with Assigned RBD
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Appendix 3.2 Data sets availability - (2002-2013)
2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
Enrolment DB No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Performance DB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Student Marks DB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
School Directory DB No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Teachers DB Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
School Staff DB No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Individual Scores No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Directories No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Municipalities No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Parental Questionnaire No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Teacher Questionnaire Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Teaching Evaluation No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No No
Vble. Pymnt. Indiv. Teacher Perfrm. No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Pedagogical Excellence Reward No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Educational Assistants No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No
Initial Evaluation No No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Availability of Data Sets
Administrative data set
National Examination (Simce) data set
Other data bases
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Teaching subject (1 Language; 2 Maths; 3 Science; 4 Other)
Total number of teaching hours
Type of education degree (11 Nursery; 12 Special needs; 13 Primary; 14 Scondary)
Primary role of the staff (1 Classroom teacher; 3 Board member; 4 Principal or Head Master)
Type of contract depending on the type of school
Total working hours by contract
Years working in the educational system
Years working in the school 
Teacher date of birth 
Type of education degree (11 Nursery; 12 Special needs; 13 Primary; 14 Scondary)
Student with special transitories or permanent needs (0 No; 1 Yes )
Grade point average (Scale in Chile is from 1.0 to 7.0)
Percentage of attendance during the year
Student final status: Promoted (P), Failed (F), Out (O)
Student final status with transferred: Promoted (P), Failed (F), Out (O), Transferred (T)
School address
Final mark in the specific subject (Language and Maths)
Teaching area (1 Language; 2 Maths; 3 Science; 4 Other)
Subject or teaching area (1 Language; 2 Maths; 3 Science; 4 Other)
Unique identify number per staff (It is composed by principals, teachers and other pedagogical employees)
Teacher gender (1 Male; 2 Female)
Description
School phone number
Unique identify number per teacher
Indicator whether the student is taught in a differential group (0 No; 1 Yes)
Code of the region where the student l ive
Code of the municipality where the student l ive
Name of the municipality where the student l ive
Classification recode of Primary, secondary and nursery school
Type of class. Whether there are combined grades in the same class
Unique identification number per student (he/she keeps the same key number for the whole panel)
Student gender (0 Male; 1 Female )
Student date of birth 
Student age at June 30th of the corresponding year
Repeating student (0 No; 1 Yes )
Name of the municipality where the school is established
Type of school dependence (0 Municipal; 1 Private Voucher School; 2 Unsubsidised Private School)
Geographic area where the school is set (0 Urban; 1 Rural)
Primary, secondary or nursery schools 
Grade from 1st to 8th (Primary)  and from 9th to 12th (Secondary)
Identification class in the same grade (e.g. from A to D, depends on the number of students) 
Year 
Key code for schools
Name of the school
Code of the region where the school is set. Regional Politic Division of Chile (1-13) and (1-15 From 2007)
Code of the municipality where the school is established
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Variables availability
Variable(Name Enrolment(DB Performance(DB Student(Marks(DB School(Directory(DB Teachers(DB School(Staff(DB
Year 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 2003)09(/(2011)12 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 2003()(2013
RBD 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 2003)09(/(2011)12 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 2003()(2013
NameRBD 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 N/A 2004()(2013 N/A 2003()(2013
CodRegRBD 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 N/A 2004()(2013 N/A 2003()(2013
CodMunRBD 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 N/A 2004()(2013 N/A 2003()(2013
NameMunRBD 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 N/A 2004()(2013 N/A 2003()(2013
CodDep 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 N/A 2004()(2013 N/A 2003()(2013
RuralRBD 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 N/A 2004()(2013 N/A 2003()(2013
CodEns 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 2003)09(/(2011)12 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 N/A
CodGrade 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 2003)09(/(2011)12 N/A 2002()(2012 N/A
Letter 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 2003)09(/(2011)12 N/A N/A N/A
ClassComb 2004()(2013 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Mrun 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 2003)09(/(2011)12 N/A N/A N/A
GenMrun 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 N/A N/A N/A N/A
DateBirthMrun 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 N/A N/A N/A N/A
AgeMrun 2004()(2013 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
ReptStd 2004()(2013 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
DifGroup 2004()(2013 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
CodRegMrun 2004()(2013 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
CodMunMrun 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 N/A N/A N/A N/A
NameMunMrun 2004()(2013 2002()(2012 N/A N/A N/A N/A
RcdEns 2004()(2013 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
SpcNeeds N/A 2002()(2012 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Gpa N/A 2002()(2012 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Attendance N/A 2002()(2012 N/A N/A N/A N/A
FinalStatus N/A 2002()(2012 N/A N/A N/A N/A
FinalStatusTr N/A 2002()(2012 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Subject N/A N/A 2003)09(/(2011)12 N/A N/A N/A
Mark N/A N/A 2003)09(/(2011)12 N/A N/A N/A
AddressRBD N/A N/A N/A 2004()(2013 N/A N/A
PhoneRBD N/A N/A N/A 2004()(2013 N/A N/A
Teacher_ID N/A N/A N/A N/A 2002()(2012 2003()(2013
TeachingSubject N/A N/A N/A N/A 2002()(2012 2003()(2013
Teacher_ID(/(Staff_ID N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2004()(2013
GenTeacher N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2003()(2013
BirthTeacher N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2003()(2013
TypeDegree N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2003()(2013
TypeDegreeEduc N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2003()(2013
PrimaryRole N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2003()(2013
TypeContract N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2003()(2013
HoursContract N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2003()(2013
TenureEducSys N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2003()(2013
TenureRBD N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2011()(2013
TeachingArea N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2003()(2013
TeachingHours N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 2003()(2013
Notes: (i) The definition of each variable is described in the previous table description. (ii) N/A: Not Available
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Note: We use the RBD, CodGrade and Letter variables (school ID, grade and class letter) to match with the
rest of the student panel data set (SPD).
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Variables Availability
Year 2003 2004 2005
Grade 10th 8th 4th 4th 10th 4th 8th 4th 10th 4th 8th
RBD Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
CodGrado Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Letter Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
TchrAge Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
TchrGender Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
TchrExp Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
ThcrDegree Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
AddMthSpec Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Wkhrs_sch Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Teach_hrs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Prep_hrs Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Plannif_time Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes No No No No
Teamwork Yes No No No No No No No No No No
Otherschool Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes No Yes No No
Expstudatt No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Frequence(of(specific(activities(for(teachers
grwkstr Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
idvwkstr Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
prevblcnt Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
orgclssqtan Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
wrkwtprbsets Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes No No
wrkwtshortqts Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes No No
askstuorptts Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
asksturshwtrep Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Frequence(of(specific(activities(for(teachers((Language(only)
setdramplays Yes Yes No No No No No No No No No
setdeborforu Yes Yes No No No No No No No No No
orgschexc Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes No
Frequence(of(specific(activities(for(teachers((Mathematics(only)
showmathsdem Yes No No No No No No No No No No
Frequence(using(different(educational(resources(
usetextbook Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No No
usevideos Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No No
useeducsoft Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No No
useinternet Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No No
Frequence(using(different(educational(resources((Language(only)
usedictionaries Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes No Yes No No
Frequence(using(different(educational(resources((Mathematics(only)
usecalcula Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes No Yes No No
measureinstr Yes No No No No No No No No No No
Use(of(assessment(tools
obsrecords Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes No No
oralexams Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes No No
tftestaorgfq Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes No No
multchoictest Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
writtentest Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
Evaluation(activities
diagtestwomark Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
diagtestwithmark Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes Yes Yes
midtestwomark_eu Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes No No
midtestwithmark_eu Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes No No
fintermtest Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes No No
yearlyfinex Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes No No
corrpsandassi Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes No No
diswithstevres Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes No No
restosuplwperfst Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes No No
restomodplan Yes Yes No No No No Yes No Yes No No
oribrousimce Yes No Yes Yes Yes No No No No No No
Use(the(orientation(provided(
Availability<of<Variables<in<the<Data<Set<by<Year/Grade
2006 2007 2008 2009
Note: The definition of each variable is described in the previous table description.
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Appendix 3.5 Correlation graphs
Scatter plots
8.3 Appendix - Chapter 4
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Appendix 4.1 Mini panels description and sample selection
































Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
5.66 0.73 1 7
5.38 0.75 1 7
5.29 0.81 1 7
0.49 0.50 0 1
9.79 0.75 7 15
92.56 9.56 0 100
0.02 0.11 0 1
0.98 0.14 0 1
0.98 0.13 0 1
1.03 0.18 1 3
1.03 0.18 1 3
2.48 1.71 1 8
2.55 1.75 1 8
2.48 1.71 1 8
2.91 1.94 1 12
0.33 0.47 0 1
0.58 0.49 0 1
0.37 0.48 0 1
0.05 0.22 0 1
0.47 0.50 0 1
1.19 1.17 0 4
29.98 34.78 1 469))))))))





Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
5.84 0.57 2.3 7
5.50 0.70 1.8 7
5.40 0.77 2.7 7
0.50 0.50 0 1
9.70 0.60 7 15
93.75 6.56 0 100
0.01 0.10 0 1
0.98 0.13 0 1
0.99 0.11 0 1
1.04 0.20 1 3
1.04 0.20 1 3
1.63 0.95 1 7
1.70 1.05 1 8
1.63 0.95 1 7
2.31 1.81 1 10
0.41 0.49 0 1
0.46 0.50 0 1
0.47 0.50 0 1
0.07 0.25 0 1
0.04 0.19 0 1
2.00 0.95 0 4
66.47 12.53 35.7 93))))))))))





Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
5.84 0.55 2.8 7
5.47 0.69 3.0 7
5.39 0.77 2.7 7
0.50 0.50 0 1
9.71 0.58 7 15
93.86 5.63 28.3 100
0.01 0.08 0 1
0.97 0.17 0 1
0.97 0.16 0 1
1.04 0.20 1 2
1.03 0.17 1 2
1.55 0.81 1 6
1.55 0.83 1 6
1.55 0.81 1 6
2.48 1.85 1 9
0.44 0.50 0 1
0.49 0.50 0 1
0.38 0.49 0 1
0.13 0.33 0 1
0.01 0.09 0 1
2.20 0.96 0.3 4
104.79 16.81 60.6667 138))))))))




Notes: (i) Group 1: Schools with 2 classes per grade from 3rd to 5th grade; Group 2: Schools with 3 classes per grade from 3rd to 5th grade. (ii) The number of students corresponds
to the total pupil observed in Groups 1 and 2. (iii) The number of classes corresponds to all the classrooms observed over the three year periods in all schools. (iv) The number of schools
refers to the total schools observed over the panel, then if a pupil from the reference cohort (4th grade 2005) is in a different school in 2004 or 2006, that school it would be counted here.
(v) School Socioeconomic Level variable: 0 Low; 1 Mid Low; 2 Middle; 3 Middle High; 4 High.
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Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
5.63 0.74 1 7
5.36 0.73 1 7
5.27 0.79 1 7
0.49 0.50 0 1
9.82 0.76 7 15
91.14 11.03 0 100
0.01 0.09 0 1
0.99 0.12 0 1
0.99 0.10 0 1
1.02 0.15 1 3
1.03 0.16 1 2
2.49 1.68 1 8
2.58 1.73 1 8
2.49 1.68 1 8
2.98 1.93 1 13
0.38 0.49 0 1
0.57 0.50 0 1
0.38 0.49 0 1
0.05 0.22 0 1
0.46 0.50 0 1
1.23 1.12 0 4
29.50 33.34 1 379))))))))





Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
5.81 0.56 1.0 7
5.46 0.69 1.0 7
5.36 0.77 1.0 7
0.51 0.50 0 1
9.72 0.60 8 14.5
93.05 6.13 0 100
0.01 0.07 0 1
0.99 0.08 0 1
1.00 0.06 0 1
1.03 0.16 1 2
1.03 0.17 1 2
1.71 1.00 1 8
1.78 1.07 1 6
1.71 1.00 1 8
2.51 1.85 1 10
0.49 0.50 0 1
0.42 0.49 0 1
0.51 0.50 0 1
0.07 0.26 0 1
0.04 0.19 0 1
1.99 0.98 0 4
66.18 12.61 34.3 92))))))))))





Mean Std.Dev. Min Max
5.81 0.55 2.7 7
5.45 0.67 3.3 7
5.37 0.76 3.0 7
0.48 0.50 0 1
9.73 0.58 8.7 14.5
93.18 5.92 15.3 100
0.01 0.06 0 1
0.99 0.11 0 1
0.99 0.10 0 1
1.03 0.16 1 2
1.03 0.16 1 2
1.59 0.81 1 5
1.59 0.86 1 6
1.59 0.81 1 5
2.71 1.94 1 10
0.52 0.50 0 1
0.45 0.50 0 1
0.42 0.49 0 1
0.13 0.34 0 1
0.01 0.10 0 1
2.18 1.02 0.0 4
103.56 17.05 60.7 136))))))))




Notes: (i) Group 1: Schools with 2 classes per grade from 3rd to 5th grade; Group 2: Schools with 3 classes per grade from 3rd to 5th grade. (ii) The number of students corresponds
to the total pupil observed in Groups 1 and 2. (iii) The number of classes corresponds to all the classrooms observed over the three year periods in all schools. (iv) The number of schools
refers to the total schools observed over the panel, then if a pupil from the reference cohort (4th grade 2005) is in a different school in 2004 or 2006, that school it would be counted here.
(v) School Socioeconomic Level variable: 0 Low; 1 Mid Low; 2 Middle; 3 Middle High; 4 High.
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Appendix 4.2 Graphic analysis
Cohort 2
Figure 8.1: Real classes vs random counterfactuals based on GPA




















































Graphs by Randomly assigned counterfactual classes
Note: RDM-CF: Randomly sorted counterfactuals. There are two counterfactual classes (A, B) per grade
with pupils uniformly distributed into classes.
Figure 8.2: Real classes vs random counterfactuals based on GPA




























































































Graphs by Randomly assigned counterfactual classes
Note: RDM-CF: Randomly sorted counterfactuals. There are two counterfactual classes (A, B) per grade
with pupils uniformly distributed into classes.
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Figure 8.3: Real classes vs perfectly sorted counterfactuals based on GPA






















































Graphs by Perfectly sorted counterfactual classes
Notes: There are two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per grade; (i) HP-GPA-CF: High Performance
classes based on GPA. (ii) LP-GPA-CF: Low Performance classes based on GPA.
Figure 8.4: Real classes vs perfectly sorted counterfactuals based on GPA


































































































Graphs by Perfectly sorted counterfactual classes
Notes: There are two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per grade; (i) HP-GPA-CF: High Performance
classes based on GPA. (ii) LP-GPA-CF: Low Performance classes based on GPA.
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Figure 8.5: Real classes vs random counterfactuals based previous school marks


































































































Random Comparison based on Maths Marks
Notes: (i) RDM-CF: Randomly sorted counterfactuals. There are two counterfactual classes (A, B) per grade
with pupils uniformly distributed into classes. (ii) In each plot we compare real classes (4A, 4B, 5A, 5B) with
their respective random counterfactuals (A, B RDM-CF).
Figure 8.6: Real classes vs random counterfactuals based previous school marks


















































































































































Random Comparison based on Maths Marks
Notes: (i) RDM-CF: Randomly sorted counterfactuals. There are two counterfactual classes (A, B) per grade
with pupils uniformly distributed into classes. (ii) In each plot we compare real classes (4A, 4B, 4C, 5A, 5B,
5C) with their respective random counterfactuals (A, B RDM-CF).
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Figure 8.7: Real classes vs perfectly sorted counterfactuals based previous school
marks










































































































Perfectly Sorted Comparison based on Maths Marks
Notes: There are two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per and grade. (i) Based on Language Marks;
HP-SRT-LNG: High Performance classes; LP-SRT-LNG: Low Performance classes. (ii) Based on Maths
Marks; HP-SRT-MTH: High Performance classes; LP-SRT-MTH: Low Performance classes. (iii) In each
plot we compare real classes (4A, 4B, 5A, 5B) with their respective random counterfactuals (HP-SRT-LNG,
HP-SRT-MTH; LP-SRT-LNG, LP-SRT-MTH).
Figure 8.8: Real classes vs perfectly sorted counterfactuals based previous school
marks






























































































































































Perfectly Sorted Comparison based on Maths Marks
Notes: There are two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per and grade. (i) Based on Language Marks; HP-
SRT-LNG: High Performance classes; LP-SRT-LNG: Low Performance classes. (ii) Based on Maths Marks;
HP-SRT-MTH: High Performance classes; LP-SRT-MTH: Low Performance classes. (iii) In each plot we




Figure 8.9: Real classes vs random counterfactuals based on GPA




















































Graphs by Randomly assigned counterfactual classes
Note: RDM-CF: Randomly sorted counterfactuals. There are two counterfactual classes (A, B) per grade
with pupils uniformly distributed into classes.
Figure 8.10: Real classes vs random counterfactuals based on GPA




























































































Graphs by Randomly assigned counterfactual classes
Note: RDM-CF: Randomly sorted counterfactuals. There are two counterfactual classes (A, B) per grade
with pupils uniformly distributed into classes.
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Figure 8.11: Real classes vs perfectly sorted counterfactuals based on GPA






















































Graphs by Perfectly sorted counterfactual classes
Notes: There are two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per grade; (i) HP-GPA-CF: High Performance
classes based on GPA. (ii) LP-GPA-CF: Low Performance classes based on GPA
Figure 8.12: Real classes vs perfectly sorted counterfactuals based on GPA


































































































Graphs by Perfectly sorted counterfactual classes
Notes: There are two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per grade; (i) HP-GPA-CF: High Performance
classes based on GPA. (ii) LP-GPA-CF: Low Performance classes based on GPA
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Figure 8.13: Real classes vs random counterfactuals based previous school marks


































































































Random Comparison based on Maths Marks
Notes: (i) RDM-CF: Randomly sorted counterfactuals. There are two counterfactual classes (A, B) per grade
with pupils uniformly distributed into classes. (ii) In each plot we compare real classes (4A, 4B, 5A, 5B) with
their respective random counterfactuals (A, B RDM-CF).
Figure 8.14: Real classes vs random counterfactuals based previous school marks


















































































































































Random Comparison based on Maths Marks
Notes: (i) RDM-CF: Randomly sorted counterfactuals. There are two counterfactual classes (A, B) per grade
with pupils uniformly distributed into classes. (ii) In each plot we compare real classes (4A, 4B, 4C, 5A, 5B,
5C) with their respective random counterfactuals (A, B RDM-CF).
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Figure 8.15: Real classes vs perfectly sorted counterfactuals based previous
school marks










































































































Perfectly Sorted Comparison based on Maths Marks
Notes: There are two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per and grade. (i) Based on Language Marks;
HP-SRT-LNG: High Performance classes; LP-SRT-LNG: Low Performance classes. (ii) Based on Maths
Marks; HP-SRT-MTH: High Performance classes; LP-SRT-MTH: Low Performance classes. (iii) In each
plot we compare real classes (4A, 4B, 5A, 5B) with their respective random counterfactuals (HP-SRT-LNG,
HP-SRT-MTH; LP-SRT-LNG, LP-SRT-MTH).
Figure 8.16: Real classes vs perfectly sorted counterfactuals based previous
school marks






























































































































































Perfectly Sorted Comparison based on Maths Marks
Notes: There are two perfectly sorted counterfactual classes per and grade. (i) Based on Language Marks; HP-
SRT-LNG: High Performance classes; LP-SRT-LNG: Low Performance classes. (ii) Based on Maths Marks;
HP-SRT-MTH: High Performance classes; LP-SRT-MTH: Low Performance classes. (iii) In each plot we
compare real classes (4A, 4B, 4C, 5A, 5B, 5C) with their respective random counterfactuals (HP-SRT-LNG,
HP-SRT-MTH; LP-SRT-LNG, LP-SRT-MTH).
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Appendix 4.3 Measuring Non-random assignment
Table Results - Cohort 2
Table 8.4: Estimated levels of Non-Random assignment
Group 1 & 2 (Cohort 2)
None Low Medium Med,High High
GPA Non$RA'Index'(1) 1,169 266 41 9 1 1,486
Language Non$RA'Index'(2) 1,106 303 65 10 2 1,486
Maths Non$RA'Index'(3) 1,130 298 52 6 0 1,486
GPA Non$RA'Index'(4) 1,363 108 12 3 0 1,486
Language Non$RA'Index'(5) 1,307 163 13 3 0 1,486
Maths Non$RA'Index'(6) 1,333 146 6 1 0 1,486
GPA Non$RA'Index'(7) 711 668 103 4 0 1,486
Language Non$RA'Index'(8) 817 578 90 1 0 1,486
Maths Non$RA'Index'(9) 919 501 64 1 1 1,486
GPA Non$RA'Index'(10) 731 536 214 5 0 1,486
Language Non$RA'Index'(11) 621 590 269 6 0 1,486
Maths Non$RA'Index'(12) 706 558 214 8 0 1,486











Notes: (i) In total, we have 12 independent Non-Random Assignment measures (from 12 Non-RA Indexes) per
group of schools (ii) There are two categories of artificially created counterfactual classes: Random (RDM) and
Perfectly Sorted counterfactual (SRT). (iii) SRT counterfactual can be created based on GPA, Language,
or Maths school Marks. (iv) To compare real classes with counterfactual classes we apply two statistics test:
T-test and KS-test. (v) The level of Non-Random assignment depends on the Sorting Evidence (SoE) in every
school: None if SoE=0; Low if SoE=1,2 (1,2,3); Medium if SoE=3,4 (5,4,6); Med-High if SoE=5,6 (7,8,9); and
High if SoE=7,8 (10,11,12); in brackets conditions for SoE categories in Group 2.
Table 8.5: Estimated levels of Non-Random assignment in percentage
Group 1 & 2 (Cohort 2)
None Low Medium Med,High High
GPA Non$RA'Index'(1) 79% 18% 3% 1% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(2) 74% 20% 4% 1% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(3) 76% 20% 3% 0% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(4) 92% 7% 1% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(5) 88% 11% 1% 0% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(6) 90% 10% 0% 0% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(7) 48% 45% 7% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(8) 55% 39% 6% 0% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(9) 62% 34% 4% 0% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(10) 49% 36% 14% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(11) 42% 40% 18% 0% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(12) 48% 38% 14% 1% 0% 100%











Notes: (i) In total, we have 12 independent Non-Random Assignment measures (from 12 Non-RA Indexes) per
group of schools (ii) There are two categories of artificially created counterfactual classes: Random (RDM) and
Perfectly Sorted counterfactual (SRT). (iii) SRT counterfactual can be created based on GPA, Language,
or Maths school Marks. (iv) To compare real classes with counterfactual classes we apply two statistics test:
T-test and KS-test. (v) The level of Non-Random assignment depends on the Sorting Evidence (SoE) in every
school: None if SoE=0; Low if SoE=1,2 (1,2,3); Medium if SoE=3,4 (5,4,6); Med-High if SoE=5,6 (7,8,9); and
High if SoE=7,8 (10,11,12); in brackets conditions for SoE categories in Group 2.
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Table Results - Cohort 3
Table 8.6: Estimated levels of Non-Random assignment
Group 1 & 2 (Cohort 3)
None% Low% Med% Med*High% High%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(1) 1,181 260 29 5 0 1,475
Language Non$RA'Index'(2) 1,133 277 54 8 3 1,475
Maths Non$RA'Index'(3) 1,164 283 23 5 0 1,475
GPA Non$RA'Index'(4) 1,366 94 12 3 0 1,475
Language Non$RA'Index'(5) 1,331 130 12 2 0 1,475
Maths Non$RA'Index'(6) 1,353 114 8 0 0 1,475
GPA Non$RA'Index'(7) 683 680 106 5 1 1,475
Language Non$RA'Index'(8) 860 531 82 1 1 1,475
Maths Non$RA'Index'(9) 952 458 62 2 1 1,475
GPA Non$RA'Index'(10) 736 530 205 4 0 1,475
Language Non$RA'Index'(11) 669 540 256 10 0 1,475
Maths Non$RA'Index'(12) 728 539 201 7 0 1,475











Notes: (i) In total, we have 12 independent Non-Random Assignment measures (from 12 Non-RA Indexes) per
group of schools (ii) There are two categories of artificially created counterfactual classes: Random (RDM) and
Perfectly Sorted counterfactual (SRT). (iii) SRT counterfactual can be created based on GPA, Language,
or Maths school Marks. (iv) To compare real classes with counterfactual classes we apply two statistics test:
T-test and KS-test. (v) The level of Non-Random assignment depends on the Sorting Evidence (SoE) in every
school: None if SoE=0; Low if SoE=1,2 (1,2,3); Medium if SoE=3,4 (5,4,6); Med-High if SoE=5,6 (7,8,9); and
High if SoE=7,8 (10,11,12); in brackets conditions for SoE categories in Group 2.
Table 8.7: Estimated levels of Non-Random assignment in percentage
Group 1 & 2 (Cohort 3)
None% Low% Med% Med*High% High%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(1) 80% 18% 2% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(2) 77% 19% 4% 1% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(3) 79% 19% 2% 0% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(4) 93% 6% 1% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(5) 90% 9% 1% 0% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(6) 92% 8% 1% 0% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(7) 46% 46% 7% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(8) 58% 36% 6% 0% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(9) 65% 31% 4% 0% 0% 100%
GPA Non$RA'Index'(10) 50% 36% 14% 0% 0% 100%
Language Non$RA'Index'(11) 45% 37% 17% 1% 0% 100%
Maths Non$RA'Index'(12) 49% 37% 14% 0% 0% 100%











Notes: (i) In total, we have 12 independent Non-Random Assignment measures (from 12 Non-RA Indexes) per
group of schools (ii) There are two categories of artificially created counterfactual classes: Random (RDM) and
Perfectly Sorted counterfactual (SRT). (iii) SRT counterfactual can be created based on GPA, Language,
or Maths school Marks. (iv) To compare real classes with counterfactual classes we apply two statistics test:
T-test and KS-test. (v) The level of Non-Random assignment depends on the Sorting Evidence (SoE) in every
school: None if SoE=0; Low if SoE=1,2 (1,2,3); Medium if SoE=3,4 (5,4,6); Med-High if SoE=5,6 (7,8,9); and
High if SoE=7,8 (10,11,12); in brackets conditions for SoE categories in Group 2.
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8.4 Appendix - Chapter 5
Appendix 5.1 Empirical Bayes kernel distributions
Figure 8.17: Empirical Bayes distribution of Student Ability
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Figure 8.18: Empirical Bayes distribution of Teacher Effects
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Figure 8.19: Empirical Bayes distribution of School Effects
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Appendix 5.2 Table 8.8: Maximum Likelihood coefficient estimates by gender-type of school
4th grade 2005 selected sample cohort
Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6) Language'(7) Maths'(8) Language'(9) Maths'(10) Language'(11) Maths'(12)
Loading(factors
School'Quality 1 1.900 1 0.966*** 1 1.168 1 1.312 1 0.899*** 1 0.955
(1.402) (0.082) (0.128) (0.397) (0.083) (0.083)
Teacher'Effects 1 1.038 1 2.353** 1 0.925 1 0.931 1 1.582*** 1 2.393**
(0.098) (0.525) (0.056) (0.080) (0.142) (0.542)
Individual'Ability 1.175*** 1 1.208*** 1 1.212*** 1 1.222*** 1






Mother'education'level 0.027*** 0.021*** 0.026*** 0.021*** L0.018*** L0.017** 0.001 0.001 0.022*** 0.016*** 0.026*** 0.019**
(0.006) (0.005) (0.009) (0.008) (0.007) (0.007) (0.010) (0.010) (0.006) (0.005) (0.009) (0.008)
Household'income 0.012** 0.018*** 0.003 0.012* L0.024*** L0.012** L0.008 0.001 0.007 0.014*** 0.003 0.011*
(0.006) (0.005) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.006) (0.005) (0.007) (0.006)
Special'needs L0.557*** L0.545*** L0.036 0.606 0.123 L0.002 L0.082 0.766 L0.485** L0.486** L0.039 0.616
(0.208) (0.194) (0.665) (0.609) (0.235) (0.235) (0.766) (0.766) (0.208) (0.192) (0.665) (0.606)
Class(and(Teacher(covariates
Class'size 0.009** 0.010** 0.015** 0.021*** 0.006 0.008 L0.004 0.001 L0.001 0.001 0.015** 0.020***
(0.004) (0.005) (0.006) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.007)
Peers'average'GPA' L0.366*** L0.473*** L0.552*** L0.560*** 1.055*** 1.029*** 1.268*** 1.401*** L0.293*** L0.384*** L0.514*** L0.498***
(0.114) (0.130) (0.155) (0.191) (0.241) (0.244) (0.301) (0.308) (0.102) (0.116) (0.151) (0.186)
Gender'(Female=1) L0.115 L0.102 L0.048 L0.050 0.588* 0.716** 0.021 0.018 0.034 0.063 L0.050 L0.050
(0.205) (0.222) (0.056) (0.073) (0.301) (0.294) (0.118) (0.116) (0.168) (0.206) (0.055) (0.072)
Years'of'experience'in'the'education'system 0.000 0.002 0.006*** 0.006** L0.002 0.000 0.001 L0.001 0.002 0.005* 0.006*** 0.006**
(0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.002) (0.003) (0.002) (0.003)
Teaching'ratio'(Hrs'teaching'/'Total'hrs'contract)' L0.003 L0.004 0.523*** 0.432* L0.118 L0.147 L0.311 L0.473 L0.033 0.002 0.509*** 0.406*
(0.202) (0.227) (0.190) (0.227) (0.295) (0.295) (0.303) (0.306) (0.178) (0.206) (0.188) (0.224)
School(covariates
Private'voucher'school 0.377*** 0.341*** 0.690*** 0.687*** 0.302*** 0.223** 0.563*** 0.545*** 0.464*** 0.416*** 0.688*** 0.686***
(0.061) (0.077) (0.145) (0.151) (0.100) (0.104) (0.137) (0.141) (0.074) (0.078) (0.143) (0.148)
Unsubsidised'private'school 0.860*** 1.027*** 1.343*** 1.319*** 0.835*** 0.877*** 0.567** 0.468** 0.841*** 0.993*** 1.326*** 1.297***
(0.119) (0.137) (0.208) (0.220) (0.188) (0.192) (0.229) (0.236) (0.133) (0.139) (0.205) (0.214)
Rurality'(Rural=1) L0.001 0.085 L0.082 L0.096 L0.148 L0.005 0.322 0.312 L0.047 0.043 L0.071 L0.085
(0.156) (0.185) (0.366) (0.374) (0.247) (0.252) (0.308) (0.322) (0.184) (0.195) (0.360) (0.365)
Constant 1.693** 2.023*** 1.968** 2.035** L6.754*** L6.869*** L7.190*** L7.844*** 1.693** 2.023*** 1.773** 1.725*
(0.668) (0.778) (0.830) (1.026) (1.547) (1.557) (1.630) (1.657) (0.668) (0.778) (0.812) (0.999)
Prior'SD'of'School'Effects: 0.077 0.147 0.338*** 0.326*** 0.195*** 0.228*** 0.141*** 0.186*** 0.207*** 0.186*** 0.332*** 0.317***
(0.017) (0.017) (0.035) (0.035) (0.019) (0.019) (0.022) (0.022) (0.012) (0.012) (0.033) (0.033)
Prior'SD'of'Teacher'Effects: 0.241*** 0.250*** 0.089* 0.210* 0.345*** 0.319*** 0.375*** 0.350*** 0.145*** 0.229*** 0.084*** 0.200***
(0.019) (0.019) (0.005) (0.005) (0.026) (0.026) (0.041) (0.041) (0.006) (0.006) (0.004) (0.004)
Prior'SD'of'Individual'Ability: 0.461*** 0.392*** 0.486*** 0.402*** 0.455*** 0.377*** 0.484*** 0.396***




GirlsAonly(schools BoysAonly(schools GirlsAonly(schools BoysAonly(schools
Model'3Model'4
GirlsAonly(schools BoysAonly(schools
Error'variance: 0.195*** 0.195*** 0.197*** 0.197*** 0.525*** 0.525*** 0.574*** 0.574*** 0.197*** 0.197*** 0.198*** 0.198***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.012) (0.012) (0.004) (0.004) (0.006) (0.006)
Log'likelihood L8952.4 L4601.5 L11328.2 L5927.2 L8914.7 L4600.0






Notes: (i) To estimate the models and obtain the Posterior SD of unobserved heterogeneities, we use the Generalised Structural Equation Modelling (GSEM) programme, available in Stata
13 (StataCorp, 2013). (ii) Standard errors in parentheses. (iii) *** p<0.001; ** p<0.05; * p<0.01. (iv) Education level (Mother, Father): (0) Primary Incomplete; (1) Primary Complete;
(2) Secondary Incomplete; (3) Secondary Complete; (4) Technical Incomplete; (5) Technical Complete; (6) University Incomplete; (7) University Complete; (8) Postgraduate Studies. (v)
Household Income Level (US$ approx. - Dec 2009): (0) Less than $200; (1) From $200 to $400; (2) From $400 to $600; (3) From $600 to $800; (4) From $800 to $1,000; (5) From $1,000 to
$1,200; (6) From $1,200 to $1,400; (7) From $1,400 to $2,000; (8) From $2,000 to $2,400; (9) From $2,400 to $2,800; (10) From $2,800 to $3,200; (11) From $3,200 to $3,600; (12) More than
$3,600. (vi) Both Mother education level and Household income variables are assumed to be the same the year reported in the Simce Parents questionnaire and the year before, for which we
do not have records. (vii) The base category for the included dummy variables is shown next in brackets: Pupil’s gender (Male); Special needs pupils (all the rest pupils); Teacher’s gender
(Male); Private voucher schools (Municipal and Unsubsidised Private school); Unsubsidised Private school (Municipal and Private voucher schools); Rurality (Urban area).
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Table 8.9: Maximum Likelihood coefficient estimates by type of school dependence
4th grade 2005 selected sample cohort
Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6) Language'(7) Maths'(8) Language'(9) Maths'(10) Language'(11) Maths'(12)
Loading(factors
School'Quality 1 0.878*** 1 0.812*** 1 1.117*** 1 1.110** 1 0.876*** 1 0.817***
(0.015) (0.024) (0.034) (0.050) (0.014) (0.023)
Teacher'Effects 1 1.456*** 1 1.366*** 1 0.997 1 1.002 1 1.508*** 1 1.429***
(0.022) (0.024) (0.019) (0.026) (0.023) (0.026)
Individual'Ability 1.109*** 1 1.104*** 1 1.129*** 1 1.126*** 1






Gender'(Female=1) 0.018*** P0.066*** 0.012* P0.072*** P0.079*** P0.040*** P0.083*** P0.040*** 0.006 P0.060*** P0.001 P0.063***
(0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006) (0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.007) (0.005) (0.005) (0.006) (0.006)
Mother'education'level 0.031*** 0.028*** 0.033*** 0.033*** P0.004*** P0.006*** P0.005** P0.003 0.026*** 0.023*** 0.028*** 0.027***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Household'income 0.020*** 0.021*** 0.022*** 0.023*** P0.000 P0.002 P0.003 P0.004 0.018*** 0.017*** 0.019*** 0.018***
(0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Special'needs P0.354*** P0.276*** P0.380*** P0.311*** P0.063 0.012 P0.095 P0.051 P0.313*** P0.225*** P0.338*** P0.258***
(0.053) (0.051) (0.061) (0.057) (0.051) (0.052) (0.064) (0.063) (0.052) (0.050) (0.060) (0.056)
Class(and(Teacher(covariates
Class'size 0.015*** 0.016*** 0.019*** 0.021*** 0.009*** 0.009*** 0.009*** 0.009*** 0.013*** 0.014*** 0.016*** 0.018***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
Peers'average'GPA' P0.518*** P0.613*** P0.684*** P0.786*** 0.618*** 0.642*** 0.453*** 0.505*** P0.346*** P0.399*** P0.413*** P0.454***
(0.036) (0.042) (0.058) (0.068) (0.034) (0.035) (0.041) (0.042) (0.028) (0.033) (0.037) (0.043)
Gender'(Female=1) 0.081*** 0.069*** 0.112*** 0.099*** 0.048* 0.023 0.048 0.029 0.069*** 0.056** 0.091*** 0.077**
(0.020) (0.024) (0.030) (0.037) (0.025) (0.025) (0.033) (0.034) (0.018) (0.023) (0.027) (0.032)
Years'of'experience'in'the'education'system 0.004*** 0.004*** 0.003*** 0.003*** 0.005*** 0.004*** 0.005*** 0.004*** 0.004*** 0.004*** 0.004*** 0.003***
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Teaching'ratio'(Hrs'teaching'/'Total'hrs'contract)' P0.056 P0.095* P0.063 P0.084 P0.023 P0.075 P0.000 P0.035 P0.043 P0.086 P0.045 P0.066
(0.051) (0.058) (0.073) (0.081) (0.059) (0.061) (0.075) (0.079) (0.048) (0.054) (0.066) (0.073)
School(covariates
Private'voucher'school 0.430*** 0.428*** 0.377*** 0.356*** 0.421*** 0.416***
(0.024) (0.025) (0.023) (0.024) (0.022) (0.023)
Rurality'(Rural=1) 0.027 P0.003 0.073 0.038 P0.052 P0.085 P0.040 P0.078 0.015 P0.018 0.051 0.011
(0.056) (0.057) (0.061) (0.063) (0.052) (0.055) (0.056) (0.059) (0.054) (0.054) (0.057) (0.058)
Constant 2.154*** 2.784*** 2.986*** 3.630*** P4.243*** P4.300*** P3.294*** P3.554*** 1.773** 1.725* 1.482*** 1.769***
(0.214) (0.251) (0.341) (0.398) (0.212) (0.217) (0.255) (0.257) (0.812) (0.999) (0.221) (0.261)
Prior'SD'of'School'Effects: 0.324*** 0.285*** 0.292*** 0.237*** 0.239*** 0.267*** 0.226*** 0.251*** 0.316*** 0.277*** 0.285*** 0.233***
(0.006) (0.006) (0.008) (0.008) (0.005) (0.005) (0.007) (0.007) (0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007)
Prior'SD'of'Teacher'Effects: 0.243*** 0.354*** 0.300*** 0.401*** 0.339*** 0.338*** 0.335*** 0.335*** 0.214*** 0.323*** 0.251*** 0.359***
(0.004) (0.004) (0.009) (0.009) (0.006) (0.006) (0.007) (0.007) (0.003) (0.003) (0.005) (0.005)
Prior'SD'of'Individual'Ability: 0.530*** 0.477*** 0.542*** 0.491*** 0.516*** 0.457*** 0.527*** 0.468***






Error'variance: 0.197*** 0.197*** 0.197*** 0.197*** 0.551*** 0.551*** 0.552*** 0.552*** 0.202*** 0.202*** 0.202*** 0.202***
(0.006) (0.006) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
Log'likelihood P162590.9 P98325.1 P195828.5 P117220.3 P161781.4 P97746.2






Notes: (i) To estimate the models and obtain the Posterior SD of unobserved heterogeneities, we use the Generalised Structural Equation Modelling (GSEM) programme, available in Stata
13 (StataCorp, 2013). (ii) Standard errors in parentheses. (iii) *** p<0.001; ** p<0.05; * p<0.01. (iv) Education level (Mother, Father): (0) Primary Incomplete; (1) Primary Complete;
(2) Secondary Incomplete; (3) Secondary Complete; (4) Technical Incomplete; (5) Technical Complete; (6) University Incomplete; (7) University Complete; (8) Postgraduate Studies. (v)
Household Income Level (US$ approx. - Dec 2009): (0) Less than $200; (1) From $200 to $400; (2) From $400 to $600; (3) From $600 to $800; (4) From $800 to $1,000; (5) From $1,000 to
$1,200; (6) From $1,200 to $1,400; (7) From $1,400 to $2,000; (8) From $2,000 to $2,400; (9) From $2,400 to $2,800; (10) From $2,800 to $3,200; (11) From $3,200 to $3,600; (12) More than
$3,600. (vi) Both Mother education level and Household income variables are assumed to be the same the year reported in the Simce Parents questionnaire and the year before, for which we
do not have records. (vii) The base category for the included dummy variables is shown next in brackets: Pupil’s gender (Male); Special needs pupils (all the rest pupils); Teacher’s gender
(Male); Private voucher schools (Municipal and Unsubsidised Private school); Unsubsidised Private school (Municipal and Private voucher schools); Rurality (Urban area).
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Appendix 5.3 Simce Score Distribution
Table 8.10: Simce distribution - Absolute and standardised Simce scores
4th grade 2005 selected sample
Absolute)Simce)Score) Standardised)Simce)Score)
Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6) Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 138.2 128.3 153.4 145.3 149.9 140.6 1% 92.207 92.160 91.921 91.853 91.985 91.937
5% 164.7 156.6 188.4 179.6 183.9 183.4 5% 91.708 91.648 91.264 91.232 91.347 91.164
10% 183.4 176.3 209.4 198.6 208.9 207.1 10% 91.357 91.292 90.868 90.888 90.878 90.734
25% 222.8 213.0 246.5 231.9 251.7 248.2 25% 90.616 90.628 90.170 90.286 90.074 0.009
50% 263.8 254.2 279.7 267.7 286.6 286.6 50% 0.154 0.118 0.452 0.361 0.582 0.703
75% 296.5 291.3 307.6 299.1 315.9 317.6 75% 0.768 0.788 0.976 0.930 1.132 1.264
90% 323.5 320.1 333.2 324.2 339.6 341.3 90% 1.275 1.309 1.459 1.384 1.579 1.693
95% 338.9 335.5 347.6 338.8 355.2 347.0 95% 1.564 1.588 1.729 1.648 1.871 1.796
99% 362.4 361.7 364.8 363.6 364.8 363.6 99% 2.007 2.063 2.051 2.097 2.051 2.097
75th'9'25th 73.7 78.3 61.0 67.2 64.2 69.4 75th'9'25th 1.384 1.417 1.147 1.216 1.206 1.255
90th'9'10th 140.1 143.8 123.8 125.6 130.8 134.2 90th'9'10th 2.632 2.601 2.327 2.272 2.457 2.427
Mean 258.5 251.1 275.0 264.1 279.9 279.5 Mean 0.054 0.062 0.364 0.296 0.456 0.574
SD 52.3 54.2 46.9 48.1 49.6 50.8 SD 0.983 0.980 0.881 0.871 0.932 0.918
Number'of'students 89,710 5,070 2,547 Number'of'students 89,710 5,070 2,547
Number'of'teachers 3,151 162 86 Number'of'teachers 3,151 162 86
Number'of'schools 1,337 66 36 Number'of'schools 1,337 66 36
Absolute)Simce)Score) Standardised)Simce)Score)
Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6) Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 138.2 128.3 134.8 124.9 137.8 127.8 1% 92.207 92.160 92.270 92.222 92.214 92.169
5% 164.7 156.6 158.6 150.0 163.8 155.6 5% 91.708 91.648 91.822 91.768 91.726 91.666
10% 183.4 176.3 175.5 167.5 182.1 174.9 10% 91.357 91.292 91.506 91.451 91.380 91.317
25% 222.8 213.0 210.6 201.1 220.8 211.0 25% 90.616 90.628 90.846 90.843 90.654 90.664
50% 263.8 254.2 251.6 241.3 261.5 251.7 50% 0.154 0.118 90.075 90.116 0.111 0.072
75% 296.5 291.3 284.8 279.1 294.0 288.5 75% 0.768 0.788 0.548 0.568 0.721 0.737
90% 323.5 320.1 311.1 309.0 320.4 317.3 90% 1.275 1.309 1.042 1.109 1.217 1.258
95% 338.9 335.5 327.5 325.4 337.4 332.2 95% 1.564 1.588 1.351 1.405 1.536 1.528
99% 362.4 361.7 358.7 347.5 358.7 361.7 99% 2.007 2.063 1.937 1.805 1.937 2.063
75th'9'25th 73.7 78.3 74.2 77.9 73.2 77.5 75th'9'25th 1.384 1.417 1.394 1.410 1.375 1.401
90th'9'10th 140.1 143.8 135.6 141.5 138.2 142.4 90th'9'10th 2.632 2.601 2.548 2.559 2.597 2.576
Mean 258.5 251.1 247.5 239.8 256.4 248.8 Mean 0.054 0.062 90.152 90.143 0.014 0.019
SD 52.3 54.2 51.2 53.2 51.8 53.6 SD 0.983 0.980 0.963 0.962 0.974 0.969
Number'of'students 1,337 51,270 85,737 Number'of'students 1,337 51,270 85,737
Number'of'teachers 3,151 1,872 2,974 Number'of'teachers 3,151 1,872 2,974
Number'of'schools 89,710 794 1,271 Number'of'schools 89,710 794 1,271
Municipal)and)Priv.)Voucher
All)schools GirlsEonly)schools BoysEonly)schools All)schools GirlsEonly)schools BoysEonly)schools
All)schools Only)Municipal)schools Municipal)and)Priv.)Voucher All)schools Only)Municipal)schools
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Appendix 5.4 Empirical Bayes distribution tables
Table 8.11: Empirical Bayes distributions - All schools
4th grade 2005 selected sample
Distribution*of*Teacher*Effects
Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 50.685 50.674 50.512 50.750 50.444 50.675
5% 50.495 50.488 50.356 50.521 50.307 50.467
10% 50.378 50.372 50.270 50.395 50.236 50.359
25% 50.194 50.192 50.142 50.208 50.126 50.191
50% 0.008 0.008 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.007
75% 0.192 0.189 0.145 0.212 0.125 0.191
90% 0.360 0.355 0.267 0.391 0.234 0.356
95% 0.455 0.449 0.343 0.501 0.298 0.453
99% 0.696 0.686 0.500 0.732 0.437 0.664
75th'5'25th 0.386 0.380 0.287 0.420 0.251 0.382
90th'5'10th 0.738 0.727 0.537 0.786 0.470 0.715
Mean'of'TEs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 50.399 50.456 50.711 50.618 50.708 50.615
5% 50.274 50.313 50.470 50.409 50.457 50.397
10% 50.208 50.238 50.381 50.332 50.364 50.316
25% 50.115 50.131 50.192 50.167 50.187 50.162
50% 0.003 0.004 0.008 0.007 0.009 0.008
75% 0.110 0.126 0.190 0.166 0.186 0.162
90% 0.208 0.238 0.359 0.312 0.354 0.308
95% 0.279 0.318 0.474 0.412 0.466 0.405
99% 0.394 0.450 0.672 0.585 0.655 0.569
75th'5'25th 0.225 0.257 0.382 0.332 0.373 0.324
90th'5'10th 0.417 0.475 0.740 0.644 0.718 0.624
Mean'of'SEs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 51.112 51.001 51.072 50.946
5% 50.779 50.702 50.743 50.655
10% 50.585 50.526 50.555 50.490
25% 50.278 50.250 50.264 50.233
50% 0.029 0.026 0.024 0.022
75% 0.300 0.270 0.283 0.250
90% 0.539 0.485 0.516 0.455
95% 0.687 0.619 0.659 0.581
99% 0.964 0.868 0.936 0.825
75th'5'25th 0.577 0.520 0.547 0.483
90th'5'10th 1.124 1.011 1.071 0.944
Mean'of'SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Table 8.12: Empirical Bayes distributions - Girls-only schools
4th grade 2005 selected sample
Distribution*of*Teacher*Effects*2*Girls*only
Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 50.709 50.656 50.470 50.488 50.276 50.437
5% 50.452 50.419 50.335 50.347 50.193 50.306
10% 50.373 50.345 50.291 50.302 50.156 50.246
25% 50.199 50.184 50.130 50.135 50.077 50.121
50% 50.008 50.008 0.006 0.006 50.008 50.012
75% 0.213 0.197 0.126 0.131 0.087 0.137
90% 0.391 0.362 0.270 0.281 0.161 0.255
95% 0.527 0.488 0.366 0.380 0.193 0.305
99% 0.719 0.665 0.564 0.585 0.267 0.422
75th'5'25th 0.412 0.381 0.256 0.265 0.163 0.258
90th'5'10th 0.764 0.707 0.562 0.583 0.317 0.501
Mean'of'TEs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 50.359 50.419 50.159 50.301 50.407 50.366
5% 50.195 50.228 50.098 50.186 50.264 50.238
10% 50.156 50.182 50.074 50.141 50.220 50.197
25% 50.101 50.118 50.040 50.076 50.097 50.087
50% 50.003 50.004 50.005 50.010 50.010 50.009
75% 0.122 0.142 0.045 0.085 0.080 0.072
90% 0.189 0.220 0.083 0.158 0.254 0.229
95% 0.237 0.276 0.094 0.180 0.286 0.257
99% 0.357 0.417 0.150 0.285 0.531 0.478
75th'5'25th 0.223 0.260 0.085 0.161 0.177 0.159
90th'5'10th 0.344 0.402 0.157 0.299 0.474 0.426
Mean'of'SEs 0.008 0.009 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 50.968 50.824 50.963 50.794
5% 50.655 50.557 50.636 50.525
10% 50.497 50.423 50.478 50.395
25% 50.217 50.185 50.214 50.176
50% 0.028 0.024 0.027 0.022
75% 0.241 0.205 0.236 0.195
90% 0.437 0.372 0.433 0.358
95% 0.563 0.479 0.546 0.450
99% 0.788 0.671 0.785 0.647
75th'5'25th 0.458 0.390 0.450 0.371
90th'5'10th 0.934 0.795 0.912 0.752
Mean'of'SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Table 8.13: Empirical Bayes distributions - Boys-only schools
4th grade 2005 selected sample
Distribution*of*Teacher*Effects*2*Boys*only
Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 50.698 50.650 50.202 50.475 50.197 50.472
5% 50.540 50.502 50.117 50.275 50.118 50.283
10% 50.408 50.380 50.100 50.234 50.098 50.235
25% 50.252 50.235 50.036 50.085 50.038 50.091
50% 0.049 0.046 50.004 50.010 50.002 50.004
75% 0.224 0.209 0.051 0.120 0.049 0.117
90% 0.372 0.346 0.092 0.217 0.091 0.218
95% 0.514 0.478 0.114 0.268 0.112 0.268
99% 0.817 0.761 0.207 0.486 0.206 0.493
75th'5'25th 0.477 0.444 0.087 0.205 0.087 0.208
90th'5'10th 0.780 0.726 0.192 0.451 0.189 0.453
Mean'of'TEs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 50.254 50.334 50.769 50.742 50.752 50.718
5% 50.182 50.239 50.439 50.425 50.440 50.420
10% 50.111 50.145 50.362 50.350 50.361 50.345
25% 50.052 50.068 50.269 50.260 50.264 50.252
50% 0.004 0.005 0.013 0.013 0.013 0.012
75% 0.073 0.096 0.250 0.242 0.247 0.236
90% 0.105 0.138 0.456 0.441 0.446 0.426
95% 0.125 0.164 0.567 0.548 0.553 0.528
99% 0.144 0.189 0.685 0.662 0.668 0.638
75th'5'25th 0.125 0.164 0.519 0.502 0.512 0.489
90th'5'10th 0.216 0.283 0.819 0.791 0.807 0.771
Mean'of'SEs 0.004 0.005 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 51.293 51.069 51.107 50.906
5% 50.837 50.692 50.724 50.593
10% 50.619 50.511 50.502 50.411
25% 50.252 50.208 50.216 50.177
50% 0.046 0.038 0.035 0.029
75% 0.308 0.254 0.257 0.211
90% 0.521 0.431 0.462 0.378
95% 0.658 0.544 0.586 0.479
99% 0.965 0.797 0.816 0.668
75th'5'25th 0.560 0.463 0.473 0.387
90th'5'10th 1.140 0.942 0.964 0.789
Mean'of'SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Table 8.14: Empirical Bayes distributions - Municipal & Private Voucher schools
4th grade 2005 selected sample
Distribution*of*Teacher*Effects*2*Municipal*and*Private*Voucher*Schools
Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 50.678 50.676 50.522 50.760 50.453 50.683
5% 50.486 50.485 50.360 50.525 50.314 50.474
10% 50.371 50.369 50.274 50.399 50.244 50.368
25% 50.191 50.191 50.145 50.211 50.129 50.194
50% 0.010 0.010 0.002 0.003 0.005 0.007
75% 0.192 0.192 0.146 0.213 0.129 0.195
90% 0.352 0.351 0.273 0.397 0.239 0.361
95% 0.444 0.443 0.348 0.506 0.305 0.460
99% 0.678 0.676 0.506 0.736 0.445 0.671
75th'5'25th 0.384 0.383 0.291 0.424 0.258 0.390
90th'5'10th 0.723 0.721 0.547 0.796 0.484 0.729
Mean'of'TEs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 50.398 50.445 50.720 50.632 50.712 50.624
5% 50.289 50.323 50.477 50.419 50.468 50.410
10% 50.209 50.233 50.386 50.339 50.370 50.324
25% 50.118 50.131 50.202 50.177 50.193 50.169
50% 0.007 0.008 0.008 0.007 0.009 0.008
75% 0.126 0.141 0.193 0.169 0.189 0.165
90% 0.239 0.267 0.372 0.327 0.360 0.315
95% 0.304 0.339 0.486 0.426 0.471 0.413
99% 0.431 0.482 0.678 0.595 0.659 0.577
75th'5'25th 0.244 0.272 0.394 0.346 0.382 0.335
90th'5'10th 0.448 0.500 0.759 0.666 0.730 0.640
Mean'of'SEs 0.007 0.008 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 51.106 50.998 51.072 50.949
5% 50.777 50.700 50.745 50.660
10% 50.586 50.529 50.559 50.495
25% 50.280 50.253 50.267 50.237
50% 0.028 0.025 0.024 0.022
75% 0.301 0.272 0.286 0.254
90% 0.542 0.488 0.520 0.460
95% 0.689 0.622 0.663 0.587
99% 0.963 0.869 0.939 0.832
75th'5'25th 0.581 0.524 0.554 0.490
90th'5'10th 1.128 1.017 1.079 0.956
Mean'of'SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Table 8.15: Empirical Bayes distributions - Municipal schools
4th grade 2005 selected sample
Distribution*of*Teacher*Effects*2*Municipal*Schools
Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 50.665 50.666 50.643 50.878 50.521 50.745
5% 50.471 50.472 50.467 50.638 50.382 50.546
10% 50.370 50.370 50.362 50.494 50.304 50.434
25% 50.202 50.203 50.184 50.251 50.153 50.218
50% 0.004 0.004 0.003 0.004 0.005 0.007
75% 0.197 0.198 0.188 0.256 0.156 0.222
90% 0.351 0.351 0.347 0.475 0.284 0.406
95% 0.443 0.444 0.454 0.620 0.375 0.536
99% 0.692 0.694 0.636 0.868 0.515 0.736
75th'5'25th 0.399 0.400 0.371 0.507 0.308 0.440
90th'5'10th 0.720 0.722 0.709 0.969 0.588 0.840
Mean'of'TEs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 50.376 50.417 50.576 50.468 50.542 50.443
5% 50.259 50.287 50.412 50.335 50.410 50.335
10% 50.196 50.218 50.332 50.269 50.320 50.261
25% 50.107 50.118 50.175 50.142 50.178 50.146
50% 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.000 0.000
75% 0.116 0.129 0.161 0.131 0.158 0.129
90% 0.224 0.248 0.315 0.256 0.323 0.264
95% 0.288 0.320 0.422 0.343 0.418 0.342
99% 0.420 0.466 0.642 0.521 0.659 0.539
75th'5'25th 0.223 0.247 0.336 0.273 0.336 0.275
90th'5'10th 0.420 0.466 0.647 0.525 0.643 0.525
Mean'of'SEs 0.007 0.007 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 51.094 50.991 51.058 50.939
5% 50.782 50.708 50.750 50.666
10% 50.601 50.545 50.571 50.507
25% 50.300 50.272 50.284 50.252
50% 0.022 0.020 0.020 0.018
75% 0.311 0.282 0.294 0.262
90% 0.566 0.513 0.540 0.479
95% 0.720 0.653 0.689 0.612
99% 1.008 0.913 0.980 0.871
75th'5'25th 0.612 0.554 0.579 0.514
90th'5'10th 1.168 1.058 1.111 0.987
Mean'of'SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








8.5 Appendix - Chapter 6
Appendix 6.1 Summary statistics 4th grade cohorts (2005-
2009)




































Mean Std.&Dev. Min Max After&selection
Pupil&Level
5.7 0.9 1 7 GPA$4th$2005
5.9 0.8 1 7 GPA$3th$2004
5.4 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2005
5.3 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2005
5.6 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2004
5.5 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2004
255.6 53.2 103.1 397.2 Language$Simce$Scores$4th$2005
247.7 55.3 90.7 363.6 Maths$Simce$Scores$4th$2005
0.0 1.0 Y2.9 2.7 Stdsed.$Lang.$Simce$Score$$4th$2005
0.0 1.0 Y2.8 2.1 Stdsed.$Maths$Simce$Score$$4th$2005
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0 Gender$(Female=1)
9.2 0.6 8 12 Age
92.5 14.0 0 100 Attendance
2.8 2.1 0 8 Mother$Education
3.1 2.4 0 8 Father$Education
2.2 2.7 0 12 Household$Income$
Class&Level
23.3 14.6 1 54 Class$size
5.7 0.5 1 7 Peers$Average$GPA
Teacher&Level
0.83 0.4 0 1 Gender$(Female=1)
22.8 13.2 0 40 Years$of$experience$in$the$system
0.9 0.2 0.02 1 (Teaching$hrs$/$Contract$hrs)$Ratio
School&Level
0.60 0.5 0 1 Municipal$Schools!
0.35 0.5 0 1 Private$Voucher$Schools
0.05 0.2 0 1 Unsubsidised$Private$Schools
0.49 0.5 0 1 Rural$Area
1.38 0.8 1 12 Number$of$classes$per$grade




Mean Std.&Dev. Min Max
5.9 0.6 1 7
6.0 0.8 1 7
5.5 0.8 1 7
5.4 0.9 1 7
5.7 0.8 1 7
5.6 0.9 1 7
258.5 52.3 103.1 364.8
251.1 54.1 91.7 363.6
0.1 0.98 Y2.9 2.1
0.1 0.98 Y2.8 2.1
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0
9.1 0.4 8 12
94.4 6.0 0 100
2.9 2.0 0 8
3.1 2.2 0 8
2.2 2.6 0 12
28.4 6.8 15 45
5.7 0.4 2.342 6.688
0.89 0.3 0 1
20.0 11.5 0 40
0.9 0.1 0.11 1
0.59 0.5 0 1
0.36 0.5 0 1
0.05 0.2 0 1
0.04 0.2 0 1
2.36 0.6 2 5




Notes: (i) The selection sample was made for identification, and the most important sources of dropped obser-
vations were schools with less than two classes per grade and schools and schools with specialised teachers only,
both sum up to 20% of the original pupil’s observations in the cohort. (ii) Education level (Mother, Father):
(0) Primary Incomplete; (1) Primary Complete; (2) Secondary Incomplete; (3) Secondary Complete; (4) Tech-
nical Incomplete; (5) Technical Complete; (6) University Incomplete; (7) University Complete; (8) Postgraduate
Studies. (iii) Household Income Level (US$ approx. - Dec 2009): (0) Less than $200; (1) From $200 to $400; (2)
From $400 to $600; (3) From $600 to $800; (4) From $800 to $1,000; (5) From $1,000 to $1,200; (6) From $1,200
to $1,400; (7) From $1,400 to $2,000; (8) From $2,000 to $2,400; (9) From $2,400 to $2,800; (10) From $2,800 to
$3,200; (11) From $3,200 to $3,600; (12) More than $3,600.
Figure 8.20: Kernel distributions: Stdsed. Simce Scores - Before and After
Selection
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Mean Std.&Dev. Min Max After&selection
Pupil&Level
5.7 0.9 1 7 GPA$4th$2006
5.9 0.8 1 7 GPA$3th$2005
5.4 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2006
5.3 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2006
5.6 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2005
5.5 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2005
253.4 53.8 101.9 373.4 Language$Simce$Scores$4th$2006
247.8 55.8 74.3 359.4 Maths$Simce$Scores$4th$2006
0.0 1.0 Y2.8 2.2 Stdsed.$Lang.$Simce$Score$$4th$2006
0.0 1.0 Y3.1 2.0 Stdsed.$Maths$Simce$Score$$4th$2006
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0 Gender$(Female=1)
9.3 0.6 8 12 Age
92.4 14.4 0 100 Attendance
2.9 1.9 0 8 Mother$Education
2.9 2.0 0 8 Father$Education
3.4 2.8 0 12 Household$Income$
Class&Level
23.5 14.6 1 57 Class$size
5.7 0.5 1 6.9 Peers$Average$GPA
Teacher&Level
0.83 0.4 0 1 Gender$(Female=1)
22.8 13.2 0 40 Years$of$experience$in$the$system
0.9 0.2 0.02 1 (Teaching$hrs$/$Contract$hrs)$Ratio
School&Level
0.59 0.5 0 1 Municipal$Schools!
0.36 0.5 0 1 Private$Voucher$Schools
0.05 0.2 0 1 Unsubsidised$Private$Schools
0.48 0.5 0 1 Rural$Area
1.37 0.7 1 12 Number$of$classes$per$grade




Mean Std.&Dev. Min Max
5.9 0.6 1 7
6.0 0.7 1 7
5.5 0.8 1.65 7
5.4 0.9 1.7 7
5.7 0.8 1 7
5.6 0.8 1 7
255.7 53.3 102.7 373.4
251.6 54.9 76.6 359.4
0.0 0.99 Y2.8 2.2
0.1 0.98 Y3.1 2.0
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0
9.2 0.5 8 12
94.3 6.3 0 100
3.0 1.8 0 8
3.0 2.0 0 8
3.4 2.7 0 12
29.3 6.8 15 45
5.7 0.4 3.767 6.73
0.90 0.3 0 1
20.4 11.7 0 40
0.9 0.1 0.08 1
0.58 0.5 0 1
0.36 0.5 0 1
0.06 0.2 0 1
0.04 0.2 0 1
2.32 0.6 2 5




Notes: (i) The selection sample was made for identification, and the most important sources of dropped obser-
vations were schools with less than two classes per grade and schools and schools with specialised teachers only,
both sum up to 20% of the original pupil’s observations in the cohort. (ii) Education level (Mother, Father):
(0) Primary Incomplete; (1) Primary Complete; (2) Secondary Incomplete; (3) Secondary Complete; (4) Tech-
nical Incomplete; (5) Technical Complete; (6) University Incomplete; (7) University Complete; (8) Postgraduate
Studies. (iii) Household Income Level (US$ approx. - Dec 2009): (0) Less than $200; (1) From $200 to $400; (2)
From $400 to $600; (3) From $600 to $800; (4) From $800 to $1,000; (5) From $1,000 to $1,200; (6) From $1,200
to $1,400; (7) From $1,400 to $2,000; (8) From $2,000 to $2,400; (9) From $2,400 to $2,800; (10) From $2,800 to
$3,200; (11) From $3,200 to $3,600; (12) More than $3,600.
Figure 8.21: Kernel distributions: Stdsed. Simce Scores - Before and After
Selection
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Mean Std.&Dev. Min Max After&selection
Pupil&Level
5.7 0.9 1 7 GPA$4th$2007
5.9 0.8 1 7 GPA$3th$2006
5.4 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2007
5.3 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2007
5.5 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2006
5.5 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2006
254.7 53.5 109.6 379.4 Language$Simce$Scores$4th$2007
246.0 56.4 87.1 369.6 Maths$Simce$Scores$4th$2007
0.0 1.0 Y2.8 2.2 Stdsed.$Lang.$Simce$Score$$4th$2007
0.0 1.0 Y3.1 2.0 Stdsed.$Maths$Simce$Score$$4th$2007
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0 Gender$(Female=1)
9.3 0.6 8 12 Age
93.9 8.5 0 100 Attendance
3.0 2.0 0 8 Mother$Education
2.9 1.9 0 8 Father$Education
3.6 2.8 0 12 Household$Income$
Class&Level
23.2 14.4 1 50 Class$size
5.7 0.5 1 7 Peers$Average$GPA
Teacher&Level
0.84 0.4 0 1 Gender$(Female=1)
22.7 13.4 0 40 Years$of$experience$in$the$system
0.9 0.2 0.02 1 (Teaching$hrs$/$Contract$hrs)$Ratio
School&Level0.47398 0.499 0 1
0.58 0.5 0 1 Municipal$Schools!
0.37 0.5 0 1 Private$Voucher$Schools
0.05 0.2 0 1 Unsubsidised$Private$Schools
0.47 0.5 0 1 Rural$Area
1.35 0.7 1 11 Number$of$classes$per$grade




Mean Std.&Dev. Min Max
5.9 0.7 1 7
5.9 0.8 1 7
5.5 0.8 1 7
5.4 0.9 1 7
5.6 0.8 1 7
5.5 0.8 1 7
257.4 52.9 112 379.4
249.6 55.6 88.4 369.6
0.1 0.99 Y2.7 2.3
0.1 0.99 Y2.8 2.2
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0
9.2 0.4 8 12
94.2 7.9 0 100
3.0 1.9 0 8
3.0 1.8 0 8
3.6 2.7 0 12
29.1 6.8 15 45
5.7 0.3 4.541 6.685
0.90 0.3 0 1
20.6 12.0 0 40
0.9 0.1 0.05 1
0.58 0.5 0 1
0.36 0.5 0 1
0.06 0.2 0 1
0.03 0.2 0 1
2.30 0.6 2 5




Notes: (i) The selection sample was made for identification, and the most important sources of dropped obser-
vations were schools with less than two classes per grade and schools and schools with specialised teachers only,
both sum up to 20% of the original pupil’s observations in the cohort. (ii) Education level (Mother, Father):
(0) Primary Incomplete; (1) Primary Complete; (2) Secondary Incomplete; (3) Secondary Complete; (4) Tech-
nical Incomplete; (5) Technical Complete; (6) University Incomplete; (7) University Complete; (8) Postgraduate
Studies. (iii) Household Income Level (US$ approx. - Dec 2009): (0) Less than $200; (1) From $200 to $400; (2)
From $400 to $600; (3) From $600 to $800; (4) From $800 to $1,000; (5) From $1,000 to $1,200; (6) From $1,200
to $1,400; (7) From $1,400 to $2,000; (8) From $2,000 to $2,400; (9) From $2,400 to $2,800; (10) From $2,800 to
$3,200; (11) From $3,200 to $3,600; (12) More than $3,600.
Figure 8.22: Kernel distributions: Stdsed. Simce Scores - Before and After
Selection
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Mean Std.&Dev. Min Max After&selection
Pupil&Level
5.7 0.9 1 7 GPA$4th$2008
5.8 0.8 1 7 GPA$3th$2007
5.4 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2008
5.3 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2008
5.5 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2007
5.4 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2007
260.6 53.6 124.0 382.5 Language$Simce$Scores$4th$2008
247.3 55.0 101.3 377.5 Maths$Simce$Scores$4th$2008
0.0 1.0 Y2.548 2.273 Stdsed.$Lang.$Simce$Score$$4th$2008
0.0 1.0 Y2.7 2.4 Stdsed.$Maths$Simce$Score$$4th$2008
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0 Gender$(Female=1)
9.3 0.6 8 12 Age
91.8 13.9 0 100 Attendance
2.9 2.0 0 8 Mother$Education
3.0 2.1 0 8 Father$Education
2.8 3.0 0 12 Household$Income$
Class&Level
23.1 14.3 1 49 Class$size
5.7 0.5 1 7 Peers$Average$GPA
Teacher&Level
0.83 0.4 0 1 Gender$(Female=1)
21.8 13.8 0 40 Years$of$experience$in$the$system
0.9 0.2 0.03 1 (Teaching$hrs$/$Contract$hrs)$Ratio
School&Level
0.57 0.5 0 1 Municipal$Schools!
0.37 0.5 0 1 Private$Voucher$Schools
0.05 0.2 0 1 Unsubsidised$Private$Schools
0.46 0.5 0 1 Rural$Area
1.35 0.7 1 11 Number$of$classes$per$grade




Mean Std.&Dev. Min Max
5.9 0.7 1 7
5.9 0.8 1 7
5.5 0.8 1 7
5.3 0.9 1 7
5.6 0.8 1 7
5.5 0.8 1 7
264.0 53.20 124.9 382.5
251.9 54.38 103.5 377.5
0.1 1.0 Y2.531 2.273
0.1 1.0 Y2.6 2.4
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0
9.2 0.4 8 12
93.1 9.7 0 100
3.0 1.9 0 8
3.1 2.0 0 8
2.9 2.9 0 12
28.5 6.9 15 45
5.7 0.3 4.512 6.688
0.89 0.3 0 1
18.8 12.0 0 40
0.9 0.1 0.05 1
0.55 0.5 0 1
0.38 0.5 0 1
0.06 0.2 0 1
0.04 0.2 0 1
2.30 0.6 2 5




Notes: (i) The selection sample was made for identification, and the most important sources of dropped obser-
vations were schools with less than two classes per grade and schools and schools with specialised teachers only,
both sum up to 20% of the original pupil’s observations in the cohort. (ii) Education level (Mother, Father):
(0) Primary Incomplete; (1) Primary Complete; (2) Secondary Incomplete; (3) Secondary Complete; (4) Tech-
nical Incomplete; (5) Technical Complete; (6) University Incomplete; (7) University Complete; (8) Postgraduate
Studies. (iii) Household Income Level (US$ approx. - Dec 2009): (0) Less than $200; (1) From $200 to $400; (2)
From $400 to $600; (3) From $600 to $800; (4) From $800 to $1,000; (5) From $1,000 to $1,200; (6) From $1,200
to $1,400; (7) From $1,400 to $2,000; (8) From $2,000 to $2,400; (9) From $2,400 to $2,800; (10) From $2,800 to
$3,200; (11) From $3,200 to $3,600; (12) More than $3,600.
Figure 8.23: Kernel distributions: Stdsed. Simce Scores - Before and After
Selection
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Mean Std.&Dev. Min Max After&selection
Pupil&Level
5.7 0.9 1 7 GPA$4th$2009
5.8 0.8 1 7 GPA$3th$2008
5.4 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2009
5.3 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2009
5.5 0.8 1 7 School$Language$Marks$2008
5.4 0.9 1 7 School$Maths$Marks$2008
261.9 53.4 99.01 366.7 Language$Simce$Scores$4th$2009
252.8 55.1 101.8 380.6 Maths$Simce$Scores$4th$2009
0.0 1.0 Y3.1 2.0 Stdsed.$Lang.$Simce$Score$$4th$2009
0.0 1.0 Y2.7 2.3 Stdsed.$Maths$Simce$Score$$4th$2009
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0 Gender$(Female=1)
9.3 0.6 8 12 Age
91.2 14.5 0 100 Attendance
3.0 2.0 0 8 Mother$Education
3.1 2.1 0 8 Father$Education
3.0 3.1 0 12 Household$Income$
Class&Level
22.9 14.1 1 49 Class$size
5.7 0.5 1 7 Peers$Average$GPA
Teacher&Level
0.84 0.4 0 1 Gender$(Female=1)
20.7 13.8 0 40 Years$of$experience$in$the$system
0.9 0.2 0.03 1 (Teaching$hrs$/$Contract$hrs)$Ratio
School&Level
0.57 0.5 0 1 Municipal$Schools!
0.38 0.5 0 1 Private$Voucher$Schools
0.05 0.2 0 1 Unsubsidised$Private$Schools
0.46 0.5 0 1 Rural$Area
1.34 0.7 1 10 Number$of$classes$per$grade




Mean Std.&Dev. Min Max
5.9 0.7 1 7
5.9 0.7 1 7
5.5 0.7 2.5 7
5.4 0.8 2.2 7
5.6 0.7 1 7
5.5 0.8 1 7
267.1 52.7 99.01 366.7
259.8 54.2 102.6 380.6
0.1 0.99 Y3.1 2.0
0.1 0.98 Y2.7 2.3
0.5 0.5 0.0 1.0
9.2 0.4 8 12
92.7 9.6 0 100
3.2 1.9 0 8
3.3 2.1 0 8
3.1 3.1 0 12
27.2 6.6 15 45
5.8 0.3 4.148 6.593
0.88 0.3 0 1
17.6 11.9 0 40
0.9 0.2 0.05 1
0.48 0.5 0 1
0.45 0.5 0 1
0.07 0.3 0 1
0.03 0.2 0 1
2.28 0.6 2 5




Notes: (i) The selection sample was made for identification, and the most important sources of dropped obser-
vations were schools with less than two classes per grade and schools and schools with specialised teachers only,
both sum up to 20% of the original pupil’s observations in the cohort. (ii) Education level (Mother, Father):
(0) Primary Incomplete; (1) Primary Complete; (2) Secondary Incomplete; (3) Secondary Complete; (4) Tech-
nical Incomplete; (5) Technical Complete; (6) University Incomplete; (7) University Complete; (8) Postgraduate
Studies. (iii) Household Income Level (US$ approx. - Dec 2009): (0) Less than $200; (1) From $200 to $400; (2)
From $400 to $600; (3) From $600 to $800; (4) From $800 to $1,000; (5) From $1,000 to $1,200; (6) From $1,200
to $1,400; (7) From $1,400 to $2,000; (8) From $2,000 to $2,400; (9) From $2,400 to $2,800; (10) From $2,800 to
$3,200; (11) From $3,200 to $3,600; (12) More than $3,600.
Figure 8.24: Kernel distributions: Stdsed. Simce Scores - Before and After
Selection
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Appendix 6.2 Estimation results






































































































Table 8.22: Estimated Teacher Effects and Hypothetical Treatment


















50th%to%58th 50th%to%62nd 50th%to%57th 50th%to%61st
50th%to%56th 50th%to%60th 50th%to%56th 50th%to%60th
50th%to%58th 50th%to%64th 50th%to%57th 50th%to%63rd
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0








0.21 0.31 0.18 0.28
2009
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.23 0.35 0.20 0.31
0.0 0.0 0.0
0.19 0.32 0.16 0.29
50th%to%59th 50th%to%64th 50th%to%58th 50th%to%62nd
(1) (2) (3) (4)




(1) (2) (3) (4)
Lambda&assigned&&(λ=0.4) Lambda&estimated
Model%4 Model%1
Stdsed.%Language%score% Stdsed.%Maths%score% Stdsed.%Language%score% Stdsed.%Maths%score%
Notes: For Part A: (i) The Mean TEs and SD TEs are obtained from the empirical Bayes distribution. (ii)
Columns (1) and (3) refers to Standardised Language scores for Model 4 and 1, respectively, while columns (2)
and (4) correspond to Standardised Maths scores for Model 4 and 1, respectively. For Part B: (i) The pupil in
the Median is with respect to the Standardised Simce score for each subject and specific cohort. Those values
can be observed from Table: “Simce score distribution - 4th Grade cohorts (2005 - 2009)” in Appendix 2. Here
we show the expected movement in the ranking given the hypothetical treatment, assuming no other changes
changes in the distribution.
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Table 8.23: Estimated of School Effects and Hypothetical Treatment




















Stdsed.%Language%score% Stdsed.%Maths%score% Stdsed.%Language%score% Stdsed.%Maths%score%
(1) (2) (3) (4)
2005
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.29 0.25 0.28 0.24
2006
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.28 0.25 0.27 0.23
2007
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.29 0.26 0.28 0.25
2008
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.28 0.25 0.28 0.25
2009
0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.28 0.26 0.29 0.28
Movement%in%percentile%Ranking Movement%in%percentile%Ranking
(1) (2) (3) (4)
50th%to%62nd 50th%to%60th 50th%to%62nd 50th%to%59th
50th%to%61st 50th%to%60th 50th%to%60th 50th%to%59th
50th%to%61th 50th%to%60th 50th%to%61th 50th%to%60th
50th%to%61th 50th%to%60th 50th%to%61th 50th%to%60th
50th%to%61st 50th%to%62nd 50th%to%60th 50th%to%60th
Notes: For Part A: (i) The Mean SEs and SD SEs are obtained from the empirical Bayes distribution. (ii)
Columns (1) and (3) refers to Standardised Language scores for Model 4 and 1, respectively, while columns (2)
and (4) correspond to Standardised Maths scores for Model 4 and 1, respectively. For Part B: (i) The pupil in
the Median is with respect to the Standardised Simce score for each subject and specific cohort. Those values
can be observed from Table: “Simce score distribution - 4th Grade cohorts (2005 - 2009)” in Appendix 2. Here
we show the expected movement in the ranking given the hypothetical treatment, assuming no other changes
changes in the distribution.
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Table 8.24: Empirical Bayes distributions
4th grade 2005 selected sample
Distribution*of*Teacher*Effects*(TEs)
Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4)
1% 30.504 30.740 30.434 30.662
5% 30.349 30.513 30.307 30.468
10% 30.264 30.388 30.233 30.355
25% 30.139 30.204 30.124 30.189
50% 0.003 0.004 0.004 0.007
75% 0.142 0.209 0.123 0.188
90% 0.264 0.387 0.232 0.354
95% 0.338 0.496 0.296 0.451
99% 0.495 0.726 0.434 0.663
75th'3'25th 0.281 0.413 0.247 0.377
90th'3'10th 0.528 0.775 0.465 0.709
Mean'of'TEs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4)
1% 30.703 30.610 30.701 30.609
5% 30.463 30.402 30.451 30.392
10% 30.379 30.329 30.364 30.316
25% 30.191 30.166 30.184 30.160
50% 0.016 0.014 0.015 0.013
75% 0.187 0.162 0.186 0.161
90% 0.355 0.308 0.354 0.308
95% 0.473 0.411 0.466 0.405
99% 0.670 0.582 0.654 0.569
75th'3'25th 0.378 0.328 0.369 0.321
90th'3'10th 0.734 0.637 0.718 0.624
Mean'of'SEs 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.003








Percentile Language'(1) Maths'(2) Language'(3) Maths'(4)
1% 31.111 31.000 31.071 30.945
5% 30.780 30.702 30.742 30.655
10% 30.586 30.527 30.555 30.490
25% 30.278 30.250 30.264 30.233
50% 0.028 0.026 0.024 0.021
75% 0.300 0.270 0.283 0.250
90% 0.539 0.485 0.515 0.455
95% 0.688 0.619 0.658 0.581
99% 0.965 0.868 0.935 0.825
75th'3'25th 0.578 0.520 0.547 0.482
90th'3'10th 1.124 1.012 1.070 0.944
Mean'of'SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Table 8.25: Empirical Bayes distributions
4th grade 2006 selected sample
Distribution*of*Teacher*Effects*(TEs)
Percentile Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 40.557 40.833 40.482 40.751
5% 40.383 40.573 40.330 40.515
10% 40.292 40.436 40.252 40.392
25% 40.155 40.231 40.131 40.204
50% 40.003 40.005 40.003 40.005
75% 0.154 0.231 0.134 0.208
90% 0.301 0.450 0.260 0.404
95% 0.390 0.583 0.327 0.509
99% 0.550 0.823 0.467 0.727
75th'4'25th 0.309 0.462 0.264 0.412
90th'4'10th 0.593 0.887 0.511 0.797
Mean'of'TEs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000







Percentile Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 40.679 40.600 40.630 40.547
5% 40.489 40.432 40.460 40.399
10% 40.377 40.333 40.356 40.309
25% 40.183 40.161 40.179 40.155
50% 0.005 0.004 0.011 0.009
75% 0.202 0.178 0.195 0.169
90% 0.352 0.311 0.344 0.298
95% 0.447 0.395 0.436 0.378
99% 0.611 0.539 0.584 0.507
75th'4'25th 0.384 0.339 0.373 0.324
90th'4'10th 0.729 0.644 0.699 0.607
Mean'of'SEs 0.000 0.000 0.001 0.001








Percentile Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 41.110 40.917 41.074 40.863
5% 40.768 40.634 40.735 40.591
10% 40.583 40.482 40.556 40.447
25% 40.283 40.234 40.271 40.218
50% 0.020 0.016 0.017 0.014
75% 0.301 0.249 0.287 0.230
90% 0.550 0.455 0.530 0.426
95% 0.698 0.576 0.672 0.540
99% 0.977 0.807 0.955 0.767
75th'4'25th 0.584 0.483 0.558 0.448
90th'4'10th 1.133 0.936 1.086 0.872
Mean'of'SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000






Table 8.26: Empirical Bayes distributions
4th grade 2007 selected sample
Distribution*of*Teacher*Effects*(TEs)
Percentile Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 40.477 40.750 40.428 40.696
5% 40.326 40.513 40.298 40.485
10% 40.257 40.404 40.234 40.380
25% 40.136 40.214 40.124 40.202
50% 40.001 40.002 0.000 0.000
75% 0.140 0.221 0.125 0.203
90% 0.265 0.416 0.235 0.382
95% 0.334 0.525 0.302 0.492
99% 0.461 0.724 0.408 0.663
75th'4'25th 0.277 0.435 0.249 0.404
90th'4'10th 0.522 0.820 0.468 0.761
Mean'of'TEs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 40.654 40.588 40.644 40.576
5% 40.473 40.425 40.462 40.413
10% 40.376 40.338 40.367 40.328
25% 40.200 40.180 40.196 40.176
50% 0.003 0.003 0.004 0.004
75% 0.199 0.179 0.202 0.181
90% 0.371 0.334 0.362 0.324
95% 0.455 0.409 0.451 0.403
99% 0.644 0.579 0.634 0.567
75th'4'25th 0.399 0.359 0.398 0.356
90th'4'10th 0.747 0.672 0.730 0.652
Mean'of'SEs 40.001 40.001 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 41.120 40.968 41.089 40.924
5% 40.789 40.682 40.753 40.639
10% 40.607 40.524 40.576 40.489
25% 40.297 40.257 40.283 40.240
50% 0.021 0.018 0.018 0.015
75% 0.312 0.270 0.296 0.251
90% 0.570 0.492 0.544 0.462
95% 0.719 0.622 0.689 0.585
99% 1.018 0.880 0.981 0.833
75th'4'25th 0.610 0.527 0.578 0.491
90th'4'10th 1.176 1.017 1.120 0.951
Mean'of'SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000






Table 8.27: Empirical Bayes distributions
4th grade 2008 selected sample
Distribution*of*Teacher*Effects*(TEs)
Percentile Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 40.429 40.723 40.373 40.660
5% 40.312 40.527 40.270 40.478
10% 40.242 40.407 40.213 40.378
25% 40.125 40.210 40.112 40.198
50% 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.002
75% 0.126 0.213 0.108 0.192
90% 0.238 0.402 0.207 0.367
95% 0.313 0.527 0.275 0.487
99% 0.436 0.735 0.380 0.674
75th'4'25th 0.251 0.423 0.220 0.389
90th'4'10th 0.480 0.809 0.420 0.744
Mean'of'TEs 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 40.709 40.647 40.687 40.625
5% 40.477 40.435 40.463 40.421
10% 40.370 40.338 40.358 40.326
25% 40.173 40.158 40.174 40.158
50% 0.002 0.002 0.003 0.002
75% 0.192 0.175 0.192 0.175
90% 0.353 0.322 0.351 0.320
95% 0.455 0.415 0.464 0.422
99% 0.599 0.546 0.604 0.550
75th'4'25th 0.365 0.333 0.367 0.334
90th'4'10th 0.723 0.659 0.709 0.645
Mean'of'SEs 0.001 0.001 0.003 0.003








Percentile Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 41.101 40.880 41.068 40.825
5% 40.780 40.623 40.749 40.578
10% 40.598 40.477 40.571 40.441
25% 40.298 40.238 40.282 40.218
50% 0.018 0.015 0.016 0.012
75% 0.310 0.248 0.294 0.227
90% 0.567 0.453 0.540 0.417
95% 0.724 0.578 0.695 0.536
99% 1.023 0.817 0.992 0.766
75th'4'25th 0.609 0.486 0.576 0.445
90th'4'10th 1.165 0.930 1.111 0.858
Mean'of'SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Table 8.28: Empirical Bayes distributions
4th grade 2009 selected sample
Distribution*of*Teacher*Effects*(TEs)
Percentile Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 40.346 40.596 40.350 40.654
5% 40.256 40.441 40.244 40.457
10% 40.193 40.332 40.192 40.360
25% 40.106 40.183 40.100 40.188
50% 0.000 0.000 40.001 40.001
75% 0.105 0.181 0.105 0.196
90% 0.215 0.370 0.193 0.361
95% 0.285 0.492 0.246 0.461
99% 0.394 0.680 0.349 0.654
75th'4'25th 0.211 0.364 0.205 0.384
90th'4'10th 0.408 0.703 0.385 0.720
Mean'of'TEs 0.005 0.008 0.000 0.000








Percentile Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 40.693 40.649 40.756 40.726
5% 40.481 40.450 40.479 40.461
10% 40.368 40.345 40.386 40.371
25% 40.187 40.175 40.176 40.169
50% 0.021 0.020 0.016 0.015
75% 0.188 0.176 0.198 0.190
90% 0.343 0.322 0.347 0.334
95% 0.450 0.422 0.460 0.442
99% 0.600 0.562 0.681 0.654
75th'4'25th 0.375 0.351 0.373 0.359
90th'4'10th 0.712 0.667 0.734 0.705
Mean'of'SEs 0.000 0.000 0.003 0.003








Percentile Language'(3) Maths'(4) Language'(5) Maths'(6)
1% 41.118 40.893 41.150 40.907
5% 40.771 40.616 40.791 40.624
10% 40.590 40.471 40.607 40.479
25% 40.287 40.229 40.297 40.234
50% 0.020 0.016 0.022 0.017
75% 0.307 0.245 0.318 0.251
90% 0.554 0.443 0.571 0.451
95% 0.700 0.559 0.722 0.569
99% 0.973 0.777 1.002 0.790
75th'4'25th 0.594 0.474 0.614 0.485
90th'4'10th 1.144 0.914 1.179 0.930
Mean'of'SA 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000








Appendix 6.3 Distribution of teachers by type of teacher
specialisation
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Figure 8.30: Disaggregated teacher specialisation distribution 2005 - 2009
by teacher quality
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Figure 8.31: Disaggregated teacher specialisation evolution 2005 - 2009
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Appendix 6.4 Descriptive statistics - School level














































Mean SD Min Max
0.02 0.5 P1.22 1.34
0.03 0.5 P1.35 1.44
0.59 0.5 0 1
0.36 0.5 0 1
0.05 0.2 0 1
0.04 0.2 0 1
2.36 0.6 2 5
67.0 25.2 30 209
2.50 1.1 1 4
0.00 0.29 P0.96 0.99
0.00 0.25 P0.83 0.86
0.00 0.16 P0.52 0.53
0.00 0.23 P0.76 0.78
0.9 0.2 0 1
48.5 8.4 25.5 79.5
20.0 9.5 0.0 40.0
0.9 0.1 0.2 1
0.4 0.4 0.0 1
0.0 0.1 0.0 1
0.2 0.3 0.0 1
0.2 0.4 0.0 1
0.72 0.35 0.0 1
0.10 0.22 0.0 1
0.02 0.09 0.0 1
0.17 0.27 0.0 1
0.25 0.31 0.0 1
0.25 0.30 0.0 1
0.25 0.29 0.0 1
0.25 0.31 0.0 1
0.5 0.5 0 1
58.6 10.6 25 85
30.0 10.8 0 63
0.5 0.5 0.00 1
0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.1 0 1





Mean SD Min Max
0.01 0.4 P1.19 1.22
0.03 0.5 P1.43 1.27
0.58 0.5 0 1
0.36 0.5 0 1
0.06 0.2 0 1
0.04 0.2 0 1
2.32 0.6 2 5
68.0 26.1 31 206
2.50 1.1 1 4
0.00 0.28 P0.85 0.75
0.00 0.25 P0.75 0.66
0.00 0.17 P0.72 0.60
0.00 0.26 P1.08 0.90
0.9 0.2 0 1
48.2 8.4 23.3 76.5
20.4 9.6 0.0 40.0
0.9 0.1 0.2 1
0.4 0.4 0.0 1
0.0 0.1 0.0 1
0.2 0.3 0.0 1
0.2 0.4 0.0 1
0.68 0.37 0.0 1
0.12 0.24 0.0 1
0.01 0.08 0.0 1
0.18 0.29 0.0 1
0.25 0.31 0.0 1
0.25 0.30 0.0 1
0.25 0.30 0.0 1
0.24 0.31 0.0 1
0.5 0.5 0 1
58.7 10.7 26 85
30.3 10.4 0 65
0.4 0.5 0.00 1
0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.1 0 1





Mean SD Min Max
0.02 0.5 P1.24 1.48
0.03 0.5 P1.17 1.47
0.58 0.5 0 1
0.36 0.5 0 1
0.06 0.2 0 1
0.03 0.2 0 1
2.30 0.6 2 5
66.9 25.2 32 193
2.50 1.1 1 4
0.00 0.29 P0.99 1.39
0.00 0.26 P0.89 1.25
0.00 0.15 P0.48 0.61
0.00 0.24 P0.76 0.97
0.9 0.2 0 1
48.6 8.6 24.0 69.0
20.6 9.9 1.0 40.0
0.9 0.1 0.2 1
0.3 0.3 0.0 1
0.3 0.4 0.0 1
0.71 0.35 0.0 1
0.10 0.22 0.0 1
0.02 0.09 0.0 1
0.15 0.26 0.0 1
0.25 0.31 0.0 1
0.25 0.31 0.0 1
0.25 0.30 0.0 1
0.25 0.33 0.0 1
0.5 0.5 0 1
58.6 10.7 28 85
30.7 10.5 0 66
0.4 0.5 0.00 1
0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.1 0 1





Mean SD Min Max
0.0 0.5 P1.26 1.44
0.0 0.5 P1.22 1.57
0.6 0.5 0 1
0.4 0.5 0 1
0.1 0.2 0 1
0.0 0.2 0 1
2.3 0.6 2 5
65.7 25.4 30 204
2.5 1.1 1 4
0.0 0.28 P0.91 1.07
0.0 0.26 P0.83 0.98
0.0 0.14 P0.53 0.49
0.0 0.24 P0.90 0.83
0.9 0.2 0 1
46.8 8.5 24.0 87.5
18.9 9.5 0.0 40.0
0.9 0.1 0.1 1
0.5 0.4 0.0 1
0.0 0.1 0.0 1
0.2 0.3 0.0 1
0.3 0.4 0.0 1
0.66 0.35 0.0 1
0.11 0.22 0.0 1
0.04 0.14 0.0 1
0.17 0.28 0.0 1
0.25 0.32 0.0 1
0.25 0.30 0.0 1
0.25 0.29 0.0 1
0.25 0.32 0.0 1
0.5 0.5 0 1
58.0 10.5 29 85
29.8 10.5 0 67
0.4 0.5 0.00 1
0.0 0.0 0 0
0.0 0.1 0 1





Mean SD Min Max
0.06 0.5 P1.16 1.26
0.08 0.5 P1.24 1.41
0.48 0.5 0 1
0.45 0.5 0 1
0.07 0.3 0 1
0.03 0.2 0 1
2.28 0.6 2 5
62.2 22.8 30 202
2.50 1.1 1 4
0.00 0.29 P0.92 0.94
0.00 0.28 P0.88 0.90
0.00 0.11 P0.37 0.38
0.00 0.21 P0.69 0.71
0.9 0.2 0 1
45.8 8.5 26.0 83.0
17.6 9.4 0.0 38.5
0.9 0.1 0.0 1
0.5 0.4 0.0 1
0.0 0.1 0.0 1
0.0 0.0 0.0 0
0.0 0.0 0.0 0
0.65 0.37 0.0 1
0.25 0.33 0.0 1
0.02 0.10 0.0 1
0.25 0.32 0.0 1
0.25 0.32 0.0 1
0.25 0.31 0.0 1
0.25 0.31 0.0 1
0.25 0.32 0.0 1
0.5 0.5 0 1
58.1 10.8 30 85
29.8 10.2 0 67
0.3 0.5 0.00 1
0.0 0.0 0 0
0.1 0.2 0 1




Notes: (i) The descriptive statistics of each variable correspond the average across schools given the average observed within school in 4th grade cohorts over the period 2005 - 2009. (ii)
The dummy variables show the proportion of each category in both school panels (Municipal, Private Voucher, Unsubsidised Private schools; Rural Area; Teacher’s gender; Additional teacher
qualifications; Post-graduate studies of teachers; Expectations on student completion; Cohort specialist; Grade specialist; Newcomers; Other specialisation; Low, Mid-Low, Mid-High, High
quality teachers; Principal’s gender).
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Appendix 6.5 Selection sample of trackable schools
























Low 24 17 7 2 27 15 7 1 28 12 8 2 0 24 19 6 1 0
Mid'Low 20 24 8 14 16 23 21 6 17 21 21 7 0 17 15 19 15 0
Mid'High 18 14 27 26 13 22 25 25 21 11 27 26 0 13 23 29 20 0
High 3 10 28 54 1 14 32 48 2 19 25 49 0 6 13 27 49 0
65 65 70 96 57 74 85 80 68 63 81 84 0 60 70 81 85 0
























Low 37% 26% 10% 2% 47% 20% 8% 1% 41% 19% 10% 2% 40% 27% 7% 1%
Mid'Low 31% 37% 11% 15% 28% 31% 25% 8% 25% 33% 26% 8% 28% 21% 23% 18%
Mid'High 28% 22% 39% 27% 23% 30% 29% 31% 31% 17% 33% 31% 22% 33% 36% 24%
























Low 14 9 7 2 0 0 0 0 10 10 10 2 0 15 8 6 3 0
Mid'Low 8 10 5 5 0 0 0 0 12 9 7 0 0 13 6 7 2 0
Mid'High 4 7 9 9 0 0 0 0 5 9 8 7 0 5 5 12 7 0
High 3 6 8 20 0 0 0 0 3 8 9 17 0 2 12 8 15 0
29 32 29 36 0 0 0 0 30 36 34 26 35 31 33 27
























Low 48% 28% 24% 6% 33% 28% 29% 8% 43% 26% 18% 11%
Mid'Low 28% 31% 17% 14% 40% 25% 21% 0% 37% 19% 21% 7%
Mid'High 14% 22% 31% 25% 17% 25% 24% 27% 14% 16% 36% 26%





















Notes: (i) Groups 1.1 and 1.2 correspond to schools which were observed until the end of the panel (2009).
Schools in Group 1.2 have one missing observation in 2007, but we include them in the reduced school panel (RSP)
because we are aware of the lack of individual data for this particular year. (ii) The total number of schools
in Group 1.1 is 296, while in Group 1.2 is 126. (iii) In 2008 and 2009 we identify those schools who left the
RSP because they shifted to a subject specialist (SS) teacher scheme, and we can not estimate TEs and SEs for
them. (iv) All transitions are with respect to the base year 2005; the lower triangle (red-light colour) represents
downward transitions, which we also include Low-Low combination as it cannot move to a lower category; the
upper triangle (blue-light colour) show upward movements, and we also consider the case High-High as there is
not a higher quality level to move.
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Low 20 14 5 4 20 8 12 3 20 13 3 7 0 0 0 0 0 13
Mid'Low 11 18 8 4 15 12 11 3 13 9 12 7 0 0 0 0 0 12
Mid'High 7 7 15 14 7 13 12 11 8 10 17 8 0 0 0 0 0 14
High 4 4 14 18 3 8 15 14 1 9 9 21 0 0 0 0 0 20
42 43 42 40 45 41 50 31 42 41 41 43 0 0 0 0 0 59
























Low 48% 33% 12% 10% 44% 20% 24% 10% 48% 32% 7% 16% 22%
Mid'Low 26% 42% 19% 10% 33% 29% 22% 10% 31% 22% 29% 16% 20%
Mid'High 17% 16% 36% 35% 16% 32% 24% 35% 19% 24% 41% 19% 24%
























Low 9 6 2 1 0 0 0 0 10 6 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 4
Mid'Low 2 4 6 7 0 0 0 0 1 6 8 4 0 0 0 0 0 7
Mid'High 3 11 7 7 0 0 0 0 6 7 10 5 0 0 0 0 0 11
High 1 5 6 12 0 0 0 0 2 8 6 8 0 0 0 0 0 5
15 26 21 27 0 0 0 0 19 27 24 19 0 0 0 0 0 27
























Low 21% 14% 5% 3% 24% 15% 0% 5% 7%
Mid'Low 5% 9% 14% 18% 2% 15% 20% 9% 12%
Mid'High 7% 26% 17% 18% 14% 17% 24% 12% 19%
























Low 12 7 5 2 12 10 3 1 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 2
Mid'Low 8 5 5 2 9 6 1 4 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 1
Mid'High 6 5 13 7 5 10 10 6 0 0 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 2
High 1 4 3 12 2 1 8 9 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 1
27 21 26 23 28 27 22 20 0 0 0 0 41 0 0 0 0 6
























Low 44% 33% 19% 9% 43% 37% 14% 5% 20% 33%
Mid'Low 30% 24% 19% 9% 32% 22% 5% 20% 27% 17%
Mid'High 22% 24% 50% 30% 18% 37% 45% 30% 29% 33%


























Notes: (i) Groups 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 correspond to schools which disappear from the reduced school panel (RSP)
either in 2008 or 2009. Schools in Group 2.2 have one missing observation in 2007 and disappear in 2009, but
we include them in the RSP because we are aware of the lack of individual data for this particular year. (ii)
The total number of schools in Group 2.1 is 167; Group 2.2 89; and Group 2.3 97. (iii) In 2008 and 2009 we
identify those schools who left the RSP because they shifted to a subject specialist (SS) teacher scheme, and we
can not estimate TEs and SEs for them. (iv) All transitions are with respect to the base year 2005; the lower
triangle (red-light colour) represents downward transitions, which we also include Low-Low combination as it
cannot move to a lower category; the upper triangle (blue-light colour) show upward movements, and we also
consider the case High-High as there is not a higher quality level to move.
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Appendix 6.6 School rankings 2005 - 2009
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Percentile school ranking based on SE
Upward trajectory schools
School Ranking 2009
Notes: (i) School rankings based on estimated School Effects (SEs), where the lowest percentile (1st) is for the
1st percent lower SE schools, and the 100th percentile corresponds to the 1 percent highest estimated SE schools.
(ii) The percentile ranking is separated in quartiles, which we call the school quality categories: Low, Mid-Low,
Mid-High and High. (iii) Whiskers represent the standard errors of SE estimates.
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